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Introdaetion 

PR.OLD'Elt\nO~ OJJ' WEI\PONS.OFMAssDESTRtrC'l'tON 
!MPUCAtlONSFOR U.S. WARGAMING 

Ch-.pter l: 
Weapons of Mass Destruetion (WMD) Role and Doctrme: Case St11t1Je$ 

The demise of the bipolar system has. left U.S. defense pi81Ulers facing security ~ges 
considerably different from those of the Cold War. Latent conflicts. such as in Bosnia. have erupted. 
and rogue nations may no longer feel constrained by a relationship to the Soviet Union to Umittb.eir 
regional power ambitions, as Iraq demollSfrated in 1990. Proliferation of both advanced conventional 
and unconventiomil weapons bas further complicated security planning issues. and is most closely 
associated with regions having propensities for conflict and terrorism, such as the· Middle Bast and 
Asia. As such. counterproliferation poliey needS to be tied to efforts addressing the sources of these 
conflicts. 

In the l~g term, dealing with WMD proliferation requires strengthening global norms of behavior
that is to say, ensuring both wider and stricter adherence to nonMproliferation regimes, increasing the 
effectiveness of cooperative international mechanisms which restrict the flow of potentially 
dangerous technologies, and so forth. In the short term, however~ it is necessmy to address WMD 
proliferation in the context of regioaal security in a number of sensitive and unstable areas. Since 
the·WMD issue is. at least for the present, chiefly a matter of regional (rather than global) security 
considerations. it requires a more detailed analysis of complex.politicaiMmilitary issues unique to the 
regions concerned. For this reason. a cen1ral element of this study is a number of specifie case 
studies drawn from Asia and its periphery. 

Nations may seek WMD programs for reasons ·that are tactical, strategic, or indeed of no apparent 
military utility - simply for the prestige that a WMD capability offers. It is also significant ·that 
some nations. such as Iraq, have sought to develop capabilities in more than one category of WMD; 
that is to say. chemical and biological capabilities are sought in addition to, or in tandem with. the 
nuclear weapons. Additionally, some Third World states may view WMD as a cost--effective 
alternative to more expensive adYaneed conventional weapons. Regardless of the .reasons for which 
they are sought, possession ofWMD increases a nation•s leverage both regionally and globally. This 
much is certain. Yet the question of how great the resulting leverage may be, or the uses to which it 
may be put, remains clouded in uncertainty. 

Despite the fact that it is often regarded as a monolithic threat, in fact the implications of WMD 
proliferation is extensively shaped by the characteristics of the various WMD technologies ptii'SUed 
by proliferators: 

Chemical Weapons(CW). Chemical weapons have often been called the "poor man's atomic bomb;" 
It is questionable, however, whether chemical weapons can offset. or deter another state's nuclear 
arsenal. CW may be useful against an unprotected and untrained enemy, as the Iran-Iraq War 
demon.strated, and they may alter the behavior and tactiQs of a CW-prepared opponent. UDlike 
possession of nuclear weapons, however. a CW capability is no· Ultimate guarantor of a nation•s 
security. 

Biological Weapcms (BW). Biological weapons may have some significant strategic impact;. 
although weaponization for battlefield use hal proven difticult. Biological agents are relatiVely 
inexpensive tO produce, and they ean be manufactured easily in a clandestine manner. As such. they 
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may be more attraCtive to terrorist or sub-natiooal groups. Their unprediCtable and indiscriminate ·• 
nature probably makes them more atttactive to terrorists-th1m to battlefield commanders. 

Nudelll' Weapons(NW). In terms of potential regional conflicts, nuclear weapons raise tbree 
concerns: 
1. If a proliferant's survival is at stake, nuclear weapons may be employed as a last resort. · 
2. Under some conditions of intense . rivaky, _nuclear ·weapons may· be used even if a nation's 

survival is not at risk - 8$,· for example, the po$Sibility that the India-Pakistan crisis of 1990 
might have resulted in a nuclear exchange. 

3. Terrorist or sub-national groups .may obtain an ex-Soviet weapon over which cen1ral conttol has 
been effectively lost-a "loose nukes" scenario. 

Of significance is the fact that employment of nuclear weapons does ilot necessarily mean detonation 
of a device. In the on-quoted remark of a former Indian Army general. a major lesson of the Gulf 
War for the Third World is not to go to war with the United States UQ}ess; one bas nuclear weapons. 
The prospect that ·potential regional aggressors may take tbis adVice greatly complicates the 
development of effective U.S. means of detemmce in regional crises. 

.Ctlse Study: The People's RepubUc of CbiDa (PRC) 
China desen'bes itself as a responsible nuclear weapons state with an arsenal of 'UDder 590 warheads 
and neither CW nor BW. Yet Beijing~s trUe intelltions tegarding WMD remain a troubling enigma. 
In particular, China's People's Liberation Army (PLA) has reportedly eonduoted severil large 

• exercises simulating the use of tactical nuclear weaporis· (TNW), a:s well as tests of low-yield 
weapo.as (including a neD1ron bomb in 1988). Chinese~ in nuclear mineS has also been evident .. .. · · 
for almost two decades. 

range missiles suffer from poor accuracy. 

Many experts doubt Chinese denials of CW or BW possession. . due to China~s sttong CW cdefense 
effort and rumors of testing, use, or transfer of CW agentS or munitions;. ChiDa's neighbors cannot. 
discount the likelihood of Chinese CBW possession, but such concerns are based mostly on rumors 
and suspicions. Beijing's repeated denials.ofCBW possession nonetheless impose serious constraints 
on the production, stockpiling. and deployment of any Chinese CBW. 

Two concepts Undetlie all current Chinese mi:litazy doctrine: modernization and support for national 
economic development. The dramatic growth in Chinese defense spending since·. 1989 has only 
begun the process of shortening. the twenty- to tbirt.y-year lag the PLA suff~ in comparison to 
Japan, Taiwan, and ~ven Russia in terms of technology, . training, c;l. and intelligence. But the 
combination of budget growth, furious economic expansi~ and the sudden availability of cheap ex
Soviet weaponry may dramatically nmow the gap, especially in missiles, ship~ and aircraft capable 
of delivering WMD~ 

Operationally, China's new· military doctrine of "peripheral defense and forward projection" • . 
indicates an abandonment of the Maoist COiiCept that conventional war must quickly and inevitably · . . · 
lead to nuclear conflict. The restructured PLA will empba$ize rapid reaction "fist units" to deal With 
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border contingencieS and. naval projection capabilities; an unspoken mission of these fQtceS will be 
preserving internal stability. 

Beijing remains committed to policies of nuclear minimalism and no-first-use and has nevet been 
observed to engage in nuclear blackmail. Beneath this political/ideological plane, however' Chinese 
nuclear doctrine remains murky. PRC officials have at times· argued. that Cbina~s atea and 
population would serve as an adv.antage in a nuclear exchange. and dbinese development of 1NW 
implies a readiness to abandon no-first-use. Indeed, viewed from Beijing, China's experience in its 
relatioD$ and disputes with the USSR/Russia, India. Japan, and the U.S. since 1964 have 
demonstrated the value of posseSsion of nuclear weapons. 

At the same time, Beijing is clearly enamored of its emerging~eputation as a ~ve mem~ of 
the international comunmity, a reputation which would surely suffer severe. damage should Beijblg 
engage in WMD use. Cons~ with the con~ of the Chinese 1~ f« the PRC~s 
international reputation is Chiaa's 1992 acce$$ion to the NPT, its call for a worldwide prohibition on 
WMD, and its support for a comprehensive test ban (although, notably, China has not joined the 
ongoing test moratorium of the other four aclmowledged nuclear weapon states). 

The. lingering key role of Deng Xiaoping could be a major complicating factor in aniviDg at a 
decision on WMD use. China lacks a figure of sufficient authority under Deng to decide on WMD 
use; if all the· various contenders do not agree, an appeal will almost certainly be made to the senile 
Deng. The rapidity with which new leadership emerges after Deng's death will have a heavy impact 
on WMD decision making, as -wen as on the broader question of Chinese· dOmestic stability. Many 
observers fear a chaotic or divided China as a consequence of the vast changes wrought by economic 
growth and the potential power vacuum after Deng's death. The loyalty ofihe ttiilitary and the rank· 
and-file soldier, however, is not in serious doubt; if the Party and Central Military Commission can 
settle on decisions. the PLA is prepared to make enormous sacritices to preserve the Party and the 
country. 

China's provision of nuclear technology, equipment, and material tO Pliddsfan is well known, and a 
future Indo-Pakistani crisis could place Beijing in a diftlelilt position. China end India also have· 
various long-standing bilateral bon:ler disputes, but none of them appear likely to eause a criafs in the 
foreseeable future. Beyond the link to Pakistan, CIPDa has also reportedly·provided Iran with nuclear 
assistance as well as chemical and poisQnous -.gents; Syria with missile technology; and Libya with 
nuclear research. In addition, China has sold Saudi Arabia long-range missiles suitable, in Riyadh's 
case, only for nuclear weapo~ and it has previously aided Pyongyang with itS missile and nuclear 
weapons programs. China would thus have an impact on WMD scenarioS involving any of these 
states. 

China's sensitivity to public external pressure, its self-image as a poor, oppressed victim of the rich 
and powerful West. and its pride that China is a great society whose peaple can endure enormous 
hardshi and still rev • are· all si · · · · • · · 

A decision to employ WMI) could result ftom ambiguous orders to the PLA stemming ftom the 
desire of players in the I~ to avoid personal confrontation, or from personal connections (or 
guanzf) between top-level officials and Beijing and commanders With WMD responsibility -· 
connections which frequently outWeigh the influence of laws ind officiallin.es of authority in China. 
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possibility ba$ grown with the independence of the SOviet>Central ~ 
~publics and continuing efforts by Iran, Turkey, and Pakistati t() Cfin influence th!m' based on 
religious and/or cultural ties. 

Case Stu.dy: The Democndl~ People's Republie ofNOI1Ji Korea (DPRK) 
The actual status ofthe DPRK's nuclear weapon development prQgrani is a matter ·ofconsiderahle 
. debate. Estimates of North :Korea's current plutonium holdings tao.ge. from 98 grams to 40 or SO 
kilograms; eight kilograms are sufficient to make a nuclear bomb. Moreover, Pyongyang's May 
1994 refueling of the SMW reactor at Yongbyon could harvest up to 33 kilograms of plutonium for 
North Korea. Two more North Korean nuclear reactors - SOMW and 200MW respectively, and 

- both capable of producing plutonium -are due to be completed within two years. 

The ongoing North Korean missile program makes the potential JUJClear threat, especially to Ja~ 
even more disturbing. In May 1993, the DPRK test-fired the 1,000..1,300 km range Rodong-J over 
the sea of .Japan. A 1,000 km range would include Osaka anciU.S~ military bases in Okinawa, while a 
1,300 km range would include all maijor .Japanese cities. North 'Korea is also developing a 1,300. 
1,600 km range missile, the Rodong-2, and two two-stage Jllissiles with the potentiai to reach U.S. 
bases in Guam. 

Pyongyang began producing CW in. bulk in the 1980s. Estimat¢s ·of its current CW stockpile. teach 
1,000 tons, and it is thought tbat the country bas the capacity to produce 4,600 tons of CW annually. 
The DPRK can place chemi~ warheads on mortars, artillery, . FROG and Scud missiles, aiJ' .. 
delivered ordnance, and possibly the R.odong missile. North Korea also possesses biological 
weapons, reportedly testing them on its island territories- and even on human subjects. 

President Kim Il.;Sung (82) and his son Kim Jong-ll (S2) are attempting the first hereditary tnmsfer 
of power in a Communist country in history. But the legacy of forty years of unmitigated personal 
reverence for Kim 11-Sung makes establishing legitimacy and authority for a SUC<:e$SOr an llll
·consuming endeavor for the Pyongyang government and the Korean Workers' Party (KWP). While 
the consensus is that Kim .Jong-U will prevail and that order will. be maintained, the younger K.inl's 
legitimacy and ambo~ will remain uncertain an4 dependent, .in]~articular, cnt the mill~. 11qs 
influence will extend to decisions over WMD development and would apply to WMD use. 

Tbe future of North Korea will aiso depend on the ·future. direction of DPRK economic reform 

• 

• 

policies. The DPRK is officially committed to juche, its ideology of "self-reliance;" but the result •. . . 
after four decades hils been econOmic contraction (cwrently over 10% ·per year} and repOrtedly 
desperate shortages of fOod and fuel, while the South enjoys vigorous economic growth (ten times 
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the GNP per capita of the North) and can pay for a better-trained and technologically superlor army . 
Spending on defense consumes only 4% of South Korea's growing GNP, Compared to 20.2S% of 
GNP dedicated to the military by the North. But the domestic political risks of an opening to the 
South suggest that Chinese-style reforms are the likely course for Pyongyang. Moreover, Chinese
style reform policies can readily be pmsued, and even bear fruit, despite isolation from the West over 
the nuclear issue. 

There are numerous hypotheses o.n how the succession process, the internal power of the military in 
Pyongyang, economic reform policies, and North Korean insecurity and/or aggressiveness can 
explain the DPRK's nuclear weapans program and predict how·the DPRK would use \Vl.fD. As a 
nuclear proliferator with a history and policy of coercive behavior in a region wbefe. the vital 
interests of many great powers intersect, the stakes ,over North Korea for ~- and decisi~ 
makers are tremendausly high. 

The North Korea issue cuts across _political party lines in Japan. The Hosokawa coalition depended 
in large part on the pro-Pyongyang Socialist Party, .and the current Prime Minister, Tsutomu Hats. 
took a noticeably soft line towards the DPllK clming his tenure as Foreign Mim.stef. Even Japan's 
conservative LDP has influentjal leaders sympathetic to Pyongyang, or at least interested in the 
po~ntial markets represented by North Korea's woefUl underdevelopment The threat tc> Japan 
posed by the Rodtmg missile in conjunction with North Korea's imCleat weapons program is 
matched only by Tokyo's fear ofteJrorism by the 150,000.260.000 DPRK expatriates worldng in 
Japan, and of public revelations of illegal funding of political parties by wealthy DPRK inter-ests. 

Some analysts predict the rapid cleVelopment of nuclear weapons· by Japan in the event of North 
Korean nuclear prolifmmon. Othet'$ emphasize the strength of the. pacifiSt const:itUtion and public 
opposition to nuclear weapons in Japan. Still others have argued .• in view of1he high level of its 
industrial, economic, and technological development, JapaD could build a bomb so quickly that· 
stockpiling nuclear weapons in· the traditional manner is essentially UlllleC4S5ary. The character of 
the Japanese nuclear power program supports a policy of keeping all options open. 

The establishment of diplOmatic relations between China and South Korea in 1992 hiS been followed·. 
by rapid growth in bilateral trade an"* subsequently, seveml tense incidents in PRC•DPRK relations 
-giving the impression tbt¢ 9eijing's iritluence 111Pyongyang, may be ~Jinins. Certaib1y Chin!* 
assistance to North Korea's nuclear and m· · · · · 
stopped entirely; 

L....----------..-----" (Russia, not incldentally, remains. a warehouse of 
nuclear and missile expertise upon which Notth Korea continues. attempting to draw.} But 
contraction of the North Korean economy has only increased dependence c:m Chinese aid and ·trade, 
even in such basic items as in food and fuel 

Chinese officials state that China, like the U.S., does not want to see nUclear weapOns on the Korean 
peninsula. But China has sevei'al other higher interests at stake which the United States does not 
share - most importantly, its interest in the survival of the DPRK. Despite the difficulties arising 
from Beijing-seoul rapprochement, North Korea remains a long-standing ally of China, and personal 
relations between leaders in Pyongyang and Beijing remain close. North Korea is a land buffer 
between the PR.C and Japan and an increasingly powerful ROK. A North KC>rea that adopted 
Chinese-style. reform policies would boost the China ~s claim to have developed a· "third way» 
between liberal democracy and Stalinism; not surprisingly, therefore, China actively supports 
Pyongyang's development of "Special economic zones~ around North Korea~s port citi~. These 
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ports also provide cheap and easy access to the sea for northeastern ChiPa, enabling that region to • 
share in the Chinese economic boom of the 1990s. 

South Korea, conscious of the vulnerabil~ of Seoul to DPRK attack and fearful of a North ~rean 
implosion either before ot dwing a succession crisis, bas conducted extremely cautious diplomacy 
on the North Korean nuclear issue even as the threat from Pyongyang grows. Many South Koreans 
expres$ subde sympathy towards the North. At the same time, however, Seoul has begun a rnilitaey 
build-up with American weapons, and may yet .decide to develop its own nuclear weapons - a 
proposition. it last considered in the 1970s. In North K.orea•s eyes. however. the South ·K.oi.tm tbteat 
is as much a militmy matter as it is a challenge to Kim ll•Sung's vision for Korea. 

Although there bas been no .meaningful wavering in the U.S. security commitment 'to ,South Korea, -
U.S. threats. to prevent North Korea from developing nuclear weapons lack credible means to do so 
short of all-out war. Only Defense Sec1etary Perry has raised the po$Sibili1¥ of launching a 
preventive war against the North. ·ne. U.S. regularly threatens ·to have economic sanctions imposed 
on Pyon_gyang, but neither Seoul, Tokyo, nor Beijing has shown enthusiasm for such action. £venif 
the UN Security Council were to vote to impose sanctions. enforcement by China and J1pn is-highly 
uncertain - · · · . · 
.ineffective. 

- Ctzse Study: Weapoas of Mass Destruction ill the IDdia-Pakistaa. Context 
Tensions between India and Pakisbul remain high over Kashmir, the Siachen Glacier, and Punjab •.. 
despite India's undeniable military dominance in South Asia. Each country bas sufficient nuclear 
weapons technology to build a nuclear weapon in a matter of hours or days. but neither has elected to 
deploy nuclear weapons on a regular basis. Both countries are currently developing "Qr,acquirlng 
ballistic missile technology to augment their WMD ·capability, but for the moment both~ COJ:itinpe.to 
rely on fiXed-wing aircraft to carry and deliver WMD. 

India's great·power ambitions are rooted in its self-image a:s one of the world's oldest and greatest 
civilizations. · Indian aspirations extend westward to the Middle ~ northward to Cen1ral Asia, 
eastward to China, and southward into the lndiQn Ocean. India's indigenously developed 2,500 km 
range .A.gni missile, based partly On India~s vigorous .space launch vehicle (SLV). program, is a 
symbol of these ambitions; militarily, however, the Apfs inaccuracy limits if$ e£6cacy to a WMD 
delivery role. The preponderance of evidence. indicates that Jndla has no CW or BW stockpile and 
only a modest CW ·defensive capability. Significantly, neither India nor Paldstan have made CW 
allegations against the other. 

India originally built its nuc.lear weapons capability as a detemmt against .Chirla (8Dd to a lesser 
extent against the U .$.). and for autonomy from the USSR. Nuclear weapons serve as part of India's 
efforts to demonstrate self:.relianoe and national strength vis-a-vis China. Pakistan did not factor into 
India's nuclear calculus until the 1970s. Indian nuclear research began at indepen~ce. and it has 
been sustained by a synergism of hawkish bureaucrats scienti strate • and · 
within the arameters oflndia's secular constitutio 
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India continues: tQ·foeus on China as its ~or ·strategic adv.ersary and threat. ·strife m Tibet. Chinese 
arms sales (including missllo and nuclear technology) to Pakistan, ·Chinese refusal to recogb)ze the 
incorporation ·of Sikkim into lit~ and border disputes in southwest Xinjiang, westem Tibet, 
Arunachal Pradesh, and Kashmir, remain points of tension. Since the c0Uapse of the USSR, India 
has also been concerned over China's ability to redirect its military capabiliijes towards the South 
China Sea, South Asia, and the lQ:dian Ocean. China's vigorous nav-.1 modemlzation program has 
been marked by port calls in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Burma, and iilcreased activity 
around the Andaman Islands and the S1rait ofMalacca 

New Delhi remains convinced that JsliiiDB))ad seeks to dismember India through the arming and 
training of Kashmiri mil~ and views Kashmir as the acid test of whether India can survive as a 
unified, secular state. To fail in Kilsbmir, India's leaders reason, would~ the balJcaniution of the 
entire country. India's fems in tbis regard are heiglltened 'by the competing efforts of Pakistan, 
Turkey, and Iran to forgo new notworb of relationships With the CentraLAsiaJi Slate$. lndia•s 
secondaJy regional security concerns illclude ~~g peace witbin, .. and mllitaey influence over, 
Sri Lanka; an influx of refUgees from Burma, and :Seijing"s srriwing military and c;conolllic relations 
with the Rangoon junta; and controlling the migration of Muslim refUgees &om Bangladesh. lest it 
bring about a. backlash ofHindu nation.albJn. 

In contrast, Pakistan's security concerns focus almost exclusivelY on lnc.tia.ls1amabad. is obsessed by 
its defeat in 1971 and continued Indian control over Kashmir. Lacking oil resources, Pakisbul sought 
nuclear weapons in part to establish itself.as·a leader in the Muslim-world. Meanwhile, Pakistan's 
very raison d•etre is increasingly undermined by the fact that India's Muslim pOpUlation has grown 
to the point where it now outnumbers Pakistan's • 

Pakistan initiated its nucleir weapons program ill 1972 following the creation of·an ·independent 
Bangladesh, and it has depended far more than India on external sources, both legal and illegal. for 
its weapons development Islamabad is CUJTently estimated to be equipped to deploy between six and 
fifteen nuclear devices, and it claims to have laboratory nuclear test facilities. No strong evidence 
exists of either a CW or BW program by Islam.abad • . Pakistan's tWo-stage Hat.f-2 Jnissile, due to be 
ready in 1995 or 1996, laCks a precision strike ¢8Pabijity or mncicmt range to hit New .Delhi; but
.Pakistan iS also developing the 600.. 780 km range. Half-3, which woilld ·providtf8uch a ~pal)Ui~. 
Meanwhile, Pakistan will continue· to depend 011 the U.S. F-16 fighter 8,itetaft as its only WM'D
capable delivery vehicle, possibly augmented by the French Mil'llge or Russian SU-27 Fillnker. 
Islamabad also continues to search for foreign missile tecbnology, and it bas recently begun 
exploring SLV options with the assistance of China. 

Nuclear decision-matang in Pakistan has traditionally rested in the hands of a few actors, and in 
some instances militaty officials and their government supporters bave tept·. information about the 
nuclear weapons program fi'om top-ranking political officials. Under eiviWm administrations, the 
military has often used the ceremonial presidency to protect the nuclear ~ program and 
remove it from civilian-political (ie. prime ministerial) controL Pakistani officials have· been. more 
open in recent years •ttnnt ·~~!""!..!~!&.:~P.2!t!.S:!l!!bilinwlmt.*;.\lOJ~~(m.lblic..mliJb.jJJ.U:blJI~ 

Tensions over Kashmir have crystallized into several crises since the last Indo-Pakistani ~. ID~ 
recently in 1987 (following India's Brass Tacb military exercise), ·in r989 (on accoUttt of guerrilla 
unrest in Kashmir), and again m 1990. Pakistan allegedly went to a nu.olear .tert in this last crisis and 
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sent a highly visible convoy of truck$ from the. Kahuta nuclear facility to the F ... t6 ·llirba$e· ~. • 
The lack of subsequent crises over Kashmi.r .Ql&Y be altril>llte4.:1 tQ &lamebld'$ dosite tQ $ee .the .. . · 
Pressler Amendment lifted. In April 1993, for example,. MistaDi troops blocked a ~h of 
Kasbmiri militants uying to enter Indian Kubmir ii'om Pakistan. and .several ~bliihtiQg 
measures have been agreed between Isl~d and .New Dolhi. Pakistan•s secondary RgjQI 
security concerns include cooperation With Iran to stifle unrest in B$luebistan; possible' nuclear 
and/or missile cooperation with Tehran; the contin1,rlng burden of 1.6 million Afghan refUgees; i.tld 
the possible disintegration of Af&(tanistan. 

In conclusion, both India and Pakistan lack sophisticated nuclear d~ command-and:.:control 
systems, and adequate consideration of worst-case scenarios involving WMD · · due to .the· · 
policies of nuclear am · · and no nuclear w d ~ 

Chapter2 
The Role of Nuclear Weapons in Regional Crises 

Because nuclear weapons can be employed by proliferating states at many levels well below actual · 
• ·detonation, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in the vicinity of numerous crisis venues 

has emerged as a driving factor in anticipating, and planning for, U.S. regional deterrence • . 
~ents. For the United States. the knowledge that a country hostile to U.S. inte~ is 
acquiring a nuclear weapoilS capability could in and of itself precipitate a crisis (as, for example, in· 
the case of North Korea). · 

Grey Team wargames can illustrate various technical and political characteristics of proliferators, 
their motivations, expected benefits, risks undertaken, and how their capabilities may be eJQployed. 
But the task of accurately representing the role of nuclear weapons in a regiOiial crisis is compliCated 
by·the range of·actions a nuclear weapon holder or potential holder can take, lack of.inf<mnation 
available to decision makers about the intentions and capabilities of~. weapons holder, variatioos 
and. uncertainty in the ·amount of tbne available to decision· makers, the range of ovett and covert 
employment means, diversity of weapons, and potendal targets. 

'In nuclear Grey Team wargames, uncertainties for any team's decision-makers in a crisis are 
multiplied by the number ()f players participating in the game. Red teams may depict a non-nuclear 
state or a factipn within a nuclear state, and the definition ofR.ed may depend upon something as 
simple as a threat of nuclear use, as opposed to actual possession. Despite these and other 
complications, Grey Team wargames. can serve as a USefUl vehicle for investigating issues 8SSOCfiated 
with nuclear proliferation. They can help identify other points of view that may be relevant to·crisis 
management and conflict . resolution. In the .area.s of policy development and c;iisis ~ 
knowledge of proliferator motivations can lead to r:11ore successful policy initiatives~ Finally, these 
wargames can more accurately represent the variety of scenariOs aud situations that Will greatly 
sttess all clecision-dlakers. 
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It must be emphasized that Grey Team scenarios are fluid. In certain gam~. or phases of games, 
there may not be a Red Team, or multiple Grey Teams.may be in dispute over tenitory. Pmple m-.y 
attack Grey, while in another game Grey becomes Red, but still does not threaten Blue interes.ts 
enough for Blue to become directly involved. Inclusion of non-state acto~ or factiQDS of Grey or 
Red, must also be considered. 

The fact of possessing o~lear weapons changes a nation's. defense posture and staW$ ,h'l the wodd. 
A nation's ability to deliver nuclear weaponS across · its borders at will is, of co~ JJIOfe·.tllellllOing 
and. destabiliZing. In discUssing a proliferatots development of nuclear weapons. the Israeli, SOuth 
African and Pakistani example$ (&Dd possibly even that of North Korea) are portentl)us: 1lUc;iear 
testing is not required to have· confid~· in a workable; reliable nuclear weapo~ althoush there~may 
be apprehension over yield. 

Some delivery options available to proliferant nations include: 
• Aerial bombs. This option is perhaps the most fe&SI'ble and desirable for the proliferatQr,.due to 

the fact that numerous types of military and civilian aircra1l may be used as deHvery vehicles. 
• Ballislic missiles. All the primary Asian countries forming the basis of this study (i.e,... P•istan. 

India, China, North and South Korea) indigenously produce ballistic;. missiles. 
• Space launch vehicles (SLVs). SLVs offer another potential means for the delivery of nuclear 

weapons once they are Converted to ballistic missiles. The major difference between the two is 
in the types of payload, 'trajectory. and guidance and control. 

• Cruise· missiles. Due to their performance in the Persian Gulf War and subsequent US· attacks 
against Iraqi intelligence facilities on 17 January 1993, cruise missiles are becommg increasingly 
attractive delivery Vehicles . 

• A.11illery shells. nuclear land and sea mines, and torpedoes. 

The prospect of Third World nations acquiring nuclear weapons is increasingly likely, making the 
accurate portrayal of such activities more important to game players. While producing or ~g a 
sufficient amount of fissile Pl8terial remains the key obstacle in the nuclear weapons acquisition 
process of potential proliferators, there is no longer any doubt tbat success can be achieved through a 
dediCated (and, if necessary, illicit) effort to acquire or develop the reqUirecl components and 
~ . . . 

As noted, employment of a nuclear· weapon need not be equated with the· detonation of a device. 
Instead, the development of a sizable nucl~ inftastructUre that can be "surged," thus·cfealing a 
more advanced program {possibly with a concomjtant arsenal}, can also be considered employment 
Changes in the operations of a proliferator's nuclear i.nframuet:uN could also be CQDSidered 
employment; similarly, a government could reveal that it has.(be ~~ty to boi1d nuclear weapons 
within a matter of hours,. weeks-or months. Initiation of the nuclear weapons ·~ through 
acquisition and development may indicate that politicaJ .. m.Uitary authorities have .~ tO think 
about when and how these weapons might be used. 

There are many indicators of the extent of a national ·nuclear weapons development ]'ll'qgram. 
Revelation of previously secret budget line items or an unusually large militaty budget i~uld 
potentially indicate acquisition and development. Scientific and techniCal indicators ·tan signify 
nuclear acquisition and development too, especially if the .country in question has the abilitY to 
obtain raw m~. intermediate supplies, and nuclear production products. Indications of the use 
of acquisition and development as a political tool could include release of .information on the 
construction of research facilities in remote areas, \indergrolmd, or in the sideS ofmoontains, with 



unusual security and their own power sources. Another indicator may be large numbers ofemigrant • 
workers from Third World nations. · 

During a "rise" phase in a nuclear weapons development program, all components that have been in 
place are assembled . ilJto deliverable nuclear weapons within a relatively short time frame. An 
infrastructure rise could be employed either to demonstrate resolve aQd fOrce an opponent to back 
down, or to gain advantage in peacetime or crisis-management situations. Indications that "rise" 
phase operations are underway include hurried completion of elements of the nuclear program, faster 
development and/or import of sensitive technologies, accelerated work qn elements of the nuclear 
fuel cycle,. intensified. training of scientists and other specialists. or intensified cooperation and 
exchanges in nuclear matters. Tbe centtal issue is. how tQ respond when.· signs of the rise phase 
become evident, either in peacetime, dUring a orisis, or under wartime conditi-. 

AdditiQnally, the issue otbidden nuclear 

victory by, 
or of, the Blue Team will have substantial "demonstration effects" on future 
crises, either enhanoing or reducing the credibility - and subsequently, the behavior - of possible 
aggteSSOI'$. 

The threat of nuclear use might also force changes in Blue-Purple politica.Hnilitmy objectives. The • 
Korean example is illustrative. Would the initiation of hostilities by theNqrth ultimately reqUire the 
destruction ofits JDilitary and a regime change? Or, would a "holding aCtion"- i.e., a return to the 
38th parallel and 1he·•status quo ante- be snfficiellt? Would any oftheseoptions be feasible under 
the threat of nuclear use and the certain uncertainty of hidden weapons? Would Blue be able to 
sustain deployments and action in theater with an anxious U.S. populace? 

In sum, there are numerous indicators of nuclear acquisition and development that, for the most part, 
have not changed since the end of the Cold War. But in the preSent; fat niore fluid security 
environment, motivations for proliferation are stronger than before - and, as ·Desert Stonn 
demonstrated, credible intelligence on nuclear capabilities is difficult .to attain. Moreover~ great 
strain is . placed on intelli Uiti 
nuclear weapons. 
~....-~~--::---~-::---~-:-~------' Grey Team wargames can offer a 'Dumber of realistic 
and challenging scenarios depicting numerous categories of WMD employment. 

There are a number Ofpotelitial non-state actors that could be participants in a WMD crisis, ranging 
from subnaticmal or tenoriSt groups gaining control of nuclear weaponuo criuiinal elements seizing 
or developing their own WMD. There have been several cases of terrorist gr<JUpS expressing· an 
interest in aequiring WMD. Of concern is the fact that tbe required materials and technical 
capability are more available now than ever before. 

There are essentially three ways a terrorist organization could acquire a-nuclear weapon: theft, 
purchase. .or development. Theft of a nuclear device is an attractive option; a group would not have • 
to acquire the many components and the technical expertise required tO build a weapon. and seizing a 
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weapon would probably be less costly than pQrehasing one. on the black market. No doubt the 
reliability of. a stolen weapon would also be much higher than tbat of a "homemade" device. 

Development of a nllclear device by a subnational group bas been considered feasible by analysts for 
many years. Key variables in assessing . this threat include funding, technological expertise, and 
access to critical materials. A potential low tech alternative to crude fission weapons entails using 
conventional munitions to detonate a quantity of nwlear materiaL l'bi$iwe of"dirty bomb, wollld 
disperse radioactive material over a wide area. causing severe decontamination problems. 

The decision to employ WMD wiU be driven by two primary factors - the motivations and 
operational capabilities of the group in question. These factors will also iDfluence how the weapon .is 
employed, including SllCh issues as means of delivery aad target selection. 

While Grey Team wargames Ce:rmot solve all ofd:te prOblems associated With nuclear employment in 
regional confli~ they can help uran effort to synthesize the wealth of infotmation available on the 
subject. Additionally, as new information is gained, watgam.ers can project credible scenarios set in . 
the present to five, ten,. or even fifteen years iJl the fUture. · 

Chapter3 
Responding to the Biological Weapons Threat 

The biological weapons ~ although not new, is growing both in terms ofthe number of nations 
porsuing such weapms and the sophistication of the weapons themselves. Biological weapons are 
both cheaper and easier to produce than· other WMD, and as SllCh theY are incNasingly attractive to 
rogue nations. Faillire of the Ullited States to address this threat could .inhibit our ability to respond 
to crises effectively, or to ~ allies who may be subject to a biological warfare threat. 

Biological agents are defined as mieroorganisms or toxins that cause either the deterioration of 
material or disease in animals or plants. Unlike the destructive mechairi~s of other Weapo!ISt 
biological agents can reproduce once delivered. Indeeci. biological weapcms have been compared to 
enhanced radiation (neutron) weapons because, like the latter, they are only effective against living 
things. 

Biological agents can be divided into four categories: 
I. Naturally occurring, unmodified infectious agents, usually-bacterial agentS or viruses. 
2. Toxins made from living things, such as snake venom. 
3. Molecularly modified (geneticlilly engineered) infectious agents. 
4. Bioregulators, which modify natural body functions such as fear, fatigue. depieS$ion, or sleep. 

Biological Weapons ·Proliferation. According to an unclassified study <lone by the Office of 
Technology AssesSment (OTA), there are two regions where the BW threat is most serious: East 
Asia and the Middle East. (The former Soviet Union and South Asia have also been mentioned as 
potential trouble spots.) The fact that these regions have such a propensity for conflict is no 
coincidence; BW may be seen by powers in these regions as a cost-effective way to acquire weapons 
of mass destruction. 

A BW capability may be obtained in a relatively clandestine manner due to the availability of BW 
components on the commercial market- and because only-small quantities of biological asent5 are 
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needed for testing purposes. The ease with which biological agems C8il be weaponized for certain • 
(soft target) situatioll$ is abe ·readily _apparent; it is as easy to dispense BW as it is ·iQ. ip.,ay · 
pesticides. 

Biologicol Weapons Production. Production of basic biological ageuts is ff!latively simple &om a 
technical and scientific standpQmt if the intended use is for saba~ ten"orism, or large-scale area 
attacks. However, applying such weapons to tactical battlefield ~is more diflicu1t due to the need 
for extensive and cmpensive testing and development 

All supplies and equipment~ for BW production are available openly on the commercial 
market. Recent deveiOpmems, such as computer-controlled fermenting and fReze..drying 
technologies, have alleviated traditional baniers .to.:mass-producing biological agents in short periodS 
of time. However, safety technologies remain one ofthe most significant hurdles U) the productio11 
of BW agents, according to William Webster, then Director of Ce:n1ral Intelligence. Additionally, 
the ability to maintain an agent's virulent qualities ftom the productjon tbiougb the storage, delivery 
and dissemination stages is a major cballenge to those in search ofBW capabilities. 

Weaponization. Distinctions can be drawn between developing a· biological ag~ and acquiring a 
}Jiological weapons capability. Among the most serious difficulties in developiDg a BW capability is 
transforming a particular agent into a militarily eft'ective too), in part because there are no lessons 
upon which to draw; biological weapons have never been used in a war. 

- Simple dispensation.systemS, such as crop dusting-type methods, are effective only against relatively 
soft targets, such as mdefended cities. Against more well-defended battlefield· targets. dispersion 
systems must both evade clef~ and quickly convert a solid or liquid payload to particles or 
droplets of optimum siZe (one to five microns) in a controlled and predictable manner without 
destroying the agent itself. Using an aitburst method, for example, ·br:ings about ·the risk of killing 
the agents, or nmdering them too small to be effective. According to one stucly, 95% of the 
biological agents in encased in warheads used by most Third World ·~ would be rendered 
useless at the detonation phase of dispersion. Precision fuzing and guidance, therefore, are essential 
to effective BW delivery. 

The Impact of Genetic &gineertng. According to an ~ fot Defense AnalySis .(IDA) ~y. 
there are three basic impacts genetic engineering and bioteChno!Qgy will bave with regard to 
biological weapons: 
1. Biotecbnology can assist in developing Ulethods for interfering With 1he body's natural biological 

processes. 
2. Biotechnology can enable previously impractical orpnic molecules to be modified for use as 

biological agentS. 
3. Biotechnology enables more efficient :mass-production· techlliques for both agents as well as 

antidotes. 

Perhaps the most signifiCant contribution genetic engineering can make js not in creatbtg more 
virulent or toxic agents, bUt in refhling and enhancing cumnt prodUet.ion techniques. enabling faster, 
cheaper, and safer production. 

Using Blo/Qgical Weopcms. Considermg the fact that BW ~ act :more slowly than other • 
weapons of mass destruction, they do not have. the ba,ttlefield utUity of·nuolear or chemical weapons, :. · 
~ecially considering· the increasingly rapid pace of conventional· war&re. This does not mean, 
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however, that biological agents are of no military utility; thet:e ~. IUUilf:J'OUS examples of situations 
in which BW may be useful; 
• Fixed :fronts in wars ofattrition; 
• Reserves or massing formations; 
• Aitfields; 
• Logistics nodes; 
• c?- centers; 
• Beachheads where the intervening forces ca!iDot or have not broken out; 
• Large naval vessels. 

Additionally, the issue of biological agents in the bands of terrorist gro,ups is of tremendous concern, 
especially as nations who sponsor terrorisrD are obtaining increased BW capabilities. 

Possible BW Contingencies. Although the BW threat is widespread. the following contingencies 
detail the regional crises which this study addresses. It is not intended to be an aU-inclusive, 
comprehensive account. 
• A direct attack on U.S. fo~. 
• Attack or threat of attack against U.S. allieS. 
• . Attack or threat of attack against cMlian populations in densely populated areas ofu.s. allies in 

the region. 
• Attack or threat of attack against U.S. territory. 

Responding to the Growing BW Thl'ellt. Since renouncing the use of biological weapons by signing 
the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) in 1969; the U.S. policy tegardin& BW has been one of 
both deterrence and arms control · 

• DeterrenceiDefeDSe. If it is. the goal of the United S~ to deter the use of biological agents. 
the ability to defend effeCtively against such agents is vital Experienees during the GUlf War 
demonstrated that while the U.S. and allied .forces CBW defenses impl'()ved Jteadily, at the .outset 
of the crisis defensive capabilities were quite low. Bft'orts at addre$sing. shortcomings. such as 
obtaining ample detection equipment and vaccines, have been quite .open, in order to alert those 
considering the acquisition of BW of the futilizy of employing .sucb agents . against· U.S. forces. 
However, defending civilian populations from BW attack is much more difficult - and in the 
absence of large scale ciVJ1 defense programs, almost impossible. 

Active BW defense, such as 1ni1itaty operations againSt possible prQliferato~ complements the 
passive defenses mentioned above. However~ intelligeaee capabilities need to be more robust, 
beyond mere target identification. Attacks on BW facilities must be preceded by assessing how 
a particular target can be blt; for example, weighing whether sabOtage by Special Operations 
Forces may be of more utility tban a precision air attack. 

• Arms ControL Signed in 1969 de$pite concerns of about its verification. procedures, · the 
Biological Weapons ConVentiOn (BWC) embodies the other component of U.S. biol()gical 
weapons policy, anns · CQJrtroL .The United States has long considered· 'BW ·of dubioQS military 
utili1;y, in part due to the fact that they have limited battlefield use. However, nations such as 
Iraq and the former Soviet Union have apparently decided to . eJD.bark on sigDificant BW 
programs, the BWC notwithstanding. Their eft'orts were made public only after highly UllUSuaJ 
events, such as in the aftemlath of Desert Storm and with the end of the Cold War, clearly 
demonstrating the difficulties associated with arms control efforts. 
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Ch&pter4 .• .. 
Information. Tedmology and ,Grey Team W3tga111m; 

Innovative use of information technologies - $UCh as computer .networks, eomnumicaticms nt~a. 
knowledge systems, and artificial players - can enhance the effectiveness of wargames. and other 
simulations. The guiding principle for utilizing such. technologies is to make the product appear 
similar to those decision-makers actually use. 

Computer networks permit geographically separated players to send and ~ive information. The 
network may also tnmsmit "Dews reports" and ·intelligence estimates from a cen1ral source to 
individual players, or to groups that sh.are intelligence resources. The DOD's DistnDuted Interactive 
Simulations (DIS), for exampl, can link agems, both human and artificial players, and objectS, 
whose actions and effects are pre-determined (e.g, a mortar which, once fired, does nothing 
consciously), via a computer network - to create what is known as a virtual world. Like all 
wargames, DIS broadcasts actions and events to all agents, but agents must work to infer the 
intentions, alliances, resourees, and capabilities of others. Agents can commumcate freely yet 
privately with any other agents they choose. Computer networks, albeit less sophisticated tban DIS 
-such as· the 'Internet or desk-top computers supplemented by phones, faxes, and modems - can be 
-adapted for seminar-style wargames. 

Compact disk - read only memory (CD-ROM) technology permits realistic news messages to be 
recorded· on one disk. These reports may consist of past news items which provide background for 

· the game or be designed to adapt to the decisions of the players. CO-ROMs do suffer limitations, 
however. Because a large amount of data must be read from a CD-ROM for video images, these • 
video images typically do not look very good, especially in cOmparison to a VCR. As the ROM 
acronym indicates, CD-ROMs can only read the data already written on the Ct>s, and devices to 
write on CDs are expensive. Rental or pmchase of such a machine would be neces5110'. for game 
control to create messages in the course of a game which specifically respond to player actions. 

Tho foundation of a simulation exercise is information - info~mation that characterizes or describes 
su~ concepts as the resources available to each player, their capal)ilities, the political situation 
within each player's "nation" or "group," a physical description .of the region, and the background to 
the scenario. Because of its importance in decision making, the meth.Ofi of data storage, whether a 
database or knowledge base, must present the information players would have available to them in an 
actual situation concisely and in a JD&DDer readily accessible for use during a game~ Databases and 
knowledge bases may also be used by game control to release information and monitor what 
information iS given to each player during the course of the game. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology permits the use of"artificial" players, computer-based agents 
for such minor yet necessary roles as the representative of a neighboring country not directly 
involved in the scenario, or a subordinate of the decision-maker, such as a tnllita:ry · oommander, a 
political official. or au · intelligence analyst. But artificial players often lack the flexibility, creativity, 
and common sense we take for granted in human pa,rticipants. They also have difficulty 
undema.tding situa,tions different &om two-pla.yer, zero-sum games. Research continues to ~s 
these and ·other shortcomings of artificial agents, and this report proposes an architecturtl for 
maximum use of artificial. agents in wargames given the current state of technology. 
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Chapter5 
Security PJannm .• · g Optioit$ for U~. Deetsion-~rs . ., ' . . . 

Gaming is a uniquely powerful tOol through which US decision•IDakers can ~ ~ 
themselves to respond to future ~ including those involving WMD. Gtey Team wargames, 
more complex and ·detailed than older "Blue-Red" wargames, can accurately depi~t dyaamic real-

, world situations and enable players to react in a more realistic ID8Diler. Such games illustrate various 
technical and political characteristics of proliferator states. To improve the .qva!ey of such gaming 
exercises, we recommend. that a three-phase ~cal framework be· employed tO assess potential 
scenarios . 
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Conclusion 
Although the end of the Cold War has reduced the danger of nuclear attack on the United States, the 
risk of nuclear weapons being employed against US allies and regional interests is rising. WMD 
employment, however, does not necessarily mean actualy military use; possession of nuclear, 
chemical, or biological weapons, or even aspirations for WMD acquisition, can have tmnendou 
impact, both regionally and globally. F~ complicating the issue, numerous terroriSt, organized 
criminal elements, and other non-state actors have WMD ambitious. 

Grey Team wargame scenarios can accurately depict crises in the co~aplicated and unclear post-Cold 
War era. Such simulations correspond to the reality of non-military responses to regional situations, 

· such as economic, political, and/or humanitarian. As in actual "real world" events, decision-makers 
may be faced. with either too much or not enough information. To further simulate the confusion of a 
crisis, information available may be misleading or inaccurate, and oftentimes expeditious analysis of 
this information is required. 

• 

• 

The WMD Planning Operation Framework presented here can assist decision-makers, not by • 
"rehearsing" certain scenarios, since all crises are unique, but by enabling famiHarization with the . 
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process. In a real WMD situation, proficient and trained decision-makers will be vital to the 
effective resolution of crises . 
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CASESTUDffiS 
AN INTRODUCTION 

The immediate post-Cold War period bas resistance from regioDSI powers to arms control 
previewed the emergence of conflicts - the regimes that are perceived as discriminatory. 
Gulf War, the Somalia opelation, and the 
conflict in Bosnia - whiCh are considerably Proliferation, however, is not a stand-alone 
different ftom those that ·previously drove problem to be addressed in isolation. For 
defense planning. The potential conf1icts that efforts to stem proliferation to be successful, 
the United States is likely to face in the future they must take into llCC()UDt two critical 
will range across a speetrwn ftoQ1 n:uUor considerations: first, proliferation is only a 
engagements on a regional scale in which the symptom of a larger problem. It occurs whfn 
full panoply of advanced miJitaey technology is political and military c<mflict rests close to the 
employed to Suspected Weapons of Mass Destruction~ ~-
humanitarian and · • -- - - - Nonprollf.Uon 
peace support ~.. efforts. therefore. 
operations calling for Pltlllfarant ' must be .,Jated to 

-\.1 nudear ' hi~&WY tailored and WIIIPO!I \ and coordinated 
circumspect forees. III'II9IUI ', with other aspects 

I 

Neither extreme of this .:~ • · · - · - -- -- ~ • -- - - - -- - I of pofi;w, 
, .... t ;<.' ~..... ·-.r: 

c.9ntinuum constitutes , , '. ,' ' .. , especially efforts 
an adequate framework , '' ', , , ,' , to address the 
for military planners; : •', / ', , \ sources of conflict 

·~· the entire range of =-' 'i'-- . · ': llloloelciJ Seeond, 
contingencies must (proba1lfe Jll'AMIAR • ,' . ..;:: proliferation is 

IIIETNAif II receive attention. -, .' ~) about more than 
~ \ ' ' J. ust nuclear 

The proliferation of 
' ' · TAIWAN ; . I ; 

',. ' ~ ., , , ' weapons; indeed, it 
advan* military 

... ...> ... 
---.--- ---- - - -· ,. is about more than 

- -
technology makes Sn;;aed area: also /las Swd-rype (JT longer ranye bi!lflstrc m;ssile Just weapons of 

mass clestrUction. 
The proliferation 
of adVanced 

these conflicts more 
lethal and more 
dangerous. 

FIGUREl-1 

Proliferation is a major security problem 
because it creates an explosive combination of 
regions of great tension and weapons of 
immense destructive potential. The 
proliferation of advanced military technology, 
and of weapons of mass dest:roction in 
particular, is fostered in the current 
international environment by a number of 
factors, including the persistence of regional 
conflicts among .increasingly well-armed rivals; 
weakened taboos against the use of weapons of 
mass destru9tion; industrialization and the 
diffusion of advanced technologies; and 

conventional technologies can also be 
destabilizing and devastating should war occur. 
Moreover, increasingly it is not finished 
weapons that are proliferating, but production 
technologies. The problem is compounded by 
the diffusion of SUCh technologies which also 
have legitimate "~" applications, such as 
industrial chelllical or bi001edical facilities. 
Proliferation of nuclfiW weapons has the 
potentially greatest consequences, but 
proliferation of nuclear weapOns - or of 
weapons of ·~· destruction - .should not 
become the· sole prism through which the 
problem is viewed. 
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CAS£ S11JDIES: AN lliTRiJDtlcriON 

Conventional Arms 1 ransfer Agreements with the Third 
· The findings of this study relating to 

nuclear, chemical, biologicai, and ballistjc 
mis$ile proliferation is represented in 
Figure J_...;l. Figure 1-2 highlights the 
l~g recipients of arms transfers in 
1992 and Figure 1-3 combines all oftbis 
information in summary form. 

~;;i;;J ,c World in 1992: Leacling Rcci[Jients 

Taiwan 
Saudi Arabia 
Indonesia 
Kuwait 
Malaysia 
Egypt 
Israel 
Singapore 
ThaDand 
UAE 

10,000 
4,500 
1,400 
1,100 
1,000 

800 
700 
6,00 
500 
500 

in mmlons of U.S. DoRars 

FICVREl-2 

· Proliferation in the 1990s, shatters the 
limitation$ on conflict that existed dtiring the 
Cold War. Weapons of mass destruction 
provide a capability for attacidng large area 
targets with fewer numbers of munitions than 
do conventional high explosive munitions. As a 
recent Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) 
study points out, states ·able to couple weapons 
of mass desttuction to delivery systems, such as 
missiles with longer range or a greater ability to 
penetrate defenses, threaten more nations with 
higher levels of destruction with a greater 
likelihood of success. A Congressional study of 
the proliferation of biological and chemical 
weapons reinforces this view, arguing that the 
combination of smaller chemical weapons 
stockpiles, increased emphasis on biological 
derivatives such as toxins and pathogens, and 
missile proliferation may tend to reorient the 
threat from tactical targets to large, more 
strategic troop · concenttations and the .civilian 
population. In terms of both geographic scope 
and levels of destruction, proliferation expands 
the horror of war. 

The Scope of the ProUfe.,.don Problem 
A study of the otlice of· Technology 
Assessment synthesizes the ~rwork done by 
nonprolifimrtion experts to sugg~ the scope of 

· the proliferation problem as it cuttently stands. 
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The summary provided by Figure 3 
suggests several important observations. 
First, there are some regions of the world 
where the threats of proliferation are' 
minimal: Latin America and sub-Saharan 
Africa (especially after South Aftica's 
decision to abandon its nuclear prognun 
and adhere to the Nuclear Nonproliferation 
Treaty - NPT). Putting aside the 
question of the nuclear capabilities of the 
traditional five nuclear weapons states; the 

most immediate and serious prolifetation 
threats beyond the former Soviet Union are the 
Korean peninsula, South Asia, and the Middle 
Bast. This is true both for weapons of mass 
destruction and conventional weapons 
(although East Asia bas clearly become an 
active conventional arms market as well). 

This concentration ·Of the prolifetation problem 
argues for a regional approach rather than 
defining the issue in -global terms. As the OTA 
report argues, in the long-term, dealing with 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 
wilt require strengthened global norms; in the 
·short term, however, proliferation problems are 
particular. This perspective is reinforced by the 
Congressional study that argues that 
specifically in the ~ of bioi~ ~d 
chemical weapous, the capabilities exiSt 
generally as a matter of regional conflicts. It 
can also be argued that the immediate impact of 
ptolifenmon is regional •. with ~ .~ Of 
weapons of mass destruction havmg its prunary 
~pact on regional dynamics, shifting balances 
of power, and dest4bilizing the interaction 
between states wbp might be parties. to a local 
conflict 

Even in regions where proliferation is 
··· um.n· • g howe· ver. the threats posed by occ ' 
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advanced military te®nology are 
not of eqlial weight. hi South 
Asia, for example, nuclear politics 
have dominated the ptocess; India 
and Pakistan seem less concerned 
about chemical and biological 
weapons. Second, the regions · in 
which proliferation is occuning 
are also regions in which the 
prospect of coufijct nms 
exeeedingly high. The lvfiddle 
East remains the most militarized 
regjon of the world in large part 
because the states of the region 
are still formally in a state of war. 
The Demilitarized Zone in Korea 
is now the most heavily anned 
border in the world, reflecting the 
deep-seated suspicion that reigns 
on both sides. The prospect of 
conflict in environments in which proliferation 
has occurred Tetlects the w~ of the post-Cold 
War security agen~ . but it ·is this prospect that 
gives such urgency to dQillb:ig not just with 
proliferation but with the political problems 
prompting potential conflict. · 

For these reasons, it is not sufficient to examine 
the proliferation iSsue from a· global 
perspective, but a much more detailed 
examination is needed of the local context of 
proliferation and the speQific concerns of the 
states who are involved. For this reason, 
specific case sU~dies are provided in the 
following section. 

Acquisition of Weapons of Mass Destruction: 
Motivatioas and Im.plleations 

States may pursue progl8IDS to develop 
weapons of mass destruction for a variety of 
reasons. As with any we&pQn the first goal is to 
develop a militaiy capability.· From a military 
perspective weapons of mass destruction could 
be used either strategically or tactically. The 
use of weapons of mass destnlction 
strategically would represent a dramatic attempt 
to force an opponent to change his ftmdamen1al 
calculations regarding the costs and benefits of 
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prosecuting a conflict. Tactically, weapons of 
mass destruetion could be used either directly to 
destroy or disable ~· targets · or indirectly 
by compelliDs the enemy to cba.ilge his 
operations to cope · widt the . extmordirulry 
thieats posed by such weapons. The 
Congressional study cited earlier argues that in 
the mt'litaiy realm, weapons effectiveness is 
probably the most striking difference between 
nuclear weapons on one band and bioiogical 
a.nd chemical weapons on the other. Nuclear 
weapons can have 1lD. immediate and d~iSive 
impact regardless .of measures taken by an 
opponent. In eontrast, the eifectiveness ·of 
chemical and biological weapons• dectiiles if the 
opponent takes timely action to protect himself. 

Some countries may view weapoD5 of mass 
destruction as more cost effective . alternatives 
to increasingly expensive conventional forces. 
As the OTA study points out. however, in most 
cases the quest for weapop.s .of~. destruction 
is usually embedded in .. act'l)$S-the-board 
arms buildUp. 

Saddam Hussein demonstr:ated that the proeess 
at work is not one of sequeatial pursuit of 
different capabilities (e.g., "Nuclear weapons 
are too expensive ot too difficult technically, so 
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I'll try CW or BW"), but the simultaneous 
effort to acquire the fUll range of weapems of 
mass destruction as well as mote capable 
conventional forces. 

As the case studies below demons1rate, 
weapons of mass destruction are pursued for 
reasons that, at times, are . 'llDl'elated, or at least 
disproportionate, to their military utility. These 
weapons.may be sought for the symbolism and 
prestige they confer, cleterrence, or po~c&l 
intimidation, none of which necessarilY imply a 
desire to use such weapons oo the battlefield. 

Whatever the reason for the program, weapons 
of mass destruction derive their leverage ftom 
their potential impact in conflict situations, 
whether in crises short of war or after conflict 

. bas e111pted. The specific impact of these 
weapons can only be fally realized by 
examining the context in whiCh they are placed. 
This is done in the case studies that follow. 
There are some general observations regarding 
their implications, however, that are appropriate 
to highlight at this time. 

Cbemic:al Weapoas (CW) 

As with other weapons of mass deslruction, 
states pursue CW for their deterrent value. 
military utility, or political impact. In terms of 
political impact, however, international 
abhorrence of CW is so far rangillg that Uttle is 
likely to be gained politically through a CW 
program. Indeed, such a program is likely to 
make the state pursuing it more of a political 
pariah than enhance its international stature. 

Regarding deterrence, cw has sometimes been 
labeled the "poor man's nuclear weapo11," 
suggesting that chemical weapons ean be used 

· to offset another state's nuclear capability. 
Arab rh.mc, for example, . portrays CW as a 
potential CO'IID.ter to Israel's nuclear weapons• 
and the Arabs' · refusal to sign the Chemical 
Weapons Convention (CWC) iS linked to the 
Jack of movement by lst'ael toward joining the 
NPT. 
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Whether CW actually pi'OVides a deterrent, 
however, is debatable. ;Certainly;. Saddam 
Hussein's. cw·fhreats .did ·notbing to deter the 
operations of the c:oalitiou.. In addition. 
suggesting a tradeoff between cw and nucleat 
progrlilllS reflects a lack of appreciation -of the 
role that nuclear weapons play for a coW111'y 
such as lsraell which views them as the ultbnate 
guarantor of their, security, a role t&p.t· no CW 
could play. This imbalance between the 
perceived value of the respective aSsetS· makes 
any tmleoff betw• chemical and nuclear 
weapons highly ~c. 

On the issue of military utility. there is some 
debate as to whether Saddam Hussein·used CW 
during Desert Storm. If so, however, their use 
was relatively isolated. Saddam certainly did 
not use CW in a strategic sense- for example, 
to bring Israel into the conflict by attacking 
Israeli population centers which would have put 
the anti-Iraq coalition under enormous pressure. 
Nor did Iraq integrate CW into an offensive 
concept of operations as it did during the war 
with Iran when CW were used to good efrect 
against an unprotected opponent. 

CW does have some inditect military utility in 
that their use can change an- oppon~'s military 
behavior, thereby reducing . his effectiveness. 
The need to don protective gear in the flee of a 
credible CW.tbreat, whether or not 1bat threat is 
ever impl$Dented. can severely degrade 
performance. In the NATO case, for e~ple; 
estimates s:uggested that the donning of 
protective -gear to confront Soviet capabilities 
could have reduced the effectiveness of 'NATO 
forces by more than SO percent. 

Iraq's. use of CW against its own Kurdish 
population is an example of a state with CW 
who may be iilclined to use it, at least in some 
conflicts. Jn internal coufll~ it IS· leiS likely 
that government QPponents win. have a®CSS to 
CW. In situations in which State autlto~ . .., 
collap• however, it is conceivable that more 
than .one party to the contlict could gain access 
to stookpiled CW. It in:ost be recognized, 
however,. that effective use of CW on the 
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battlefield demands tons of agent to which non
state actors are not likely to have access. More 
limited use of CW against population centers 
nevertheless, remains a serious problem if nOn
state actors were to acquire CW, if only for its 
psychological impact It is possible, therefore, 
that U.S. forces involved in a regional conflict 
could face the prospect ofhaVing·to operate.·in a 
CW-contaminated environment whether or not 
they were the object of a CW attack. 

Biological Weapoas (BW) 

Biological weapons may become the weapon of 
mass destruction of choice in the future. BW 
have potential strategic impact. are relatively 
inexpensive and easy to produce, and illicit 
programs are comparatively easy to conceaJ. 

BW have not been without their problems, 
however, problems that have made them 
considerably less attractive as military 
~. Weaponizing BW, for example, 
bas been difficult due to agent instability and its 
rapid decomposition. Another problem is the 
uncertain battlefield impact of BW given the 
susceptibility of BW agents to vagaries of 
climate such as rain, wind, and SUDlight. 
Moreover, the speed and extent of BW 
dissemination in any particular case is not easy 
to predict. 

Some analysts have suggested that the impact 
of rapid advances in genetic engineering and 
biotechnology could make possible the creation 
of "superagents" less aifected by these 
difficulties. A more likely prospect, however, 
is that scientific and technological advances 
will make it easier to do things that have been 
difficult in the past. Such advances, for 
example, could prompt more rapid production 
of BW agents, thereby reducing the need for 
storage during which time BW can degrade. 
They could also lead to the development of 
more. robust agents themselves less susceptible 
to degradation. As amilyst Brad Roberts 
argues, "the primary effect of the biotechnology 
revolution will be to raise questions about some 
of the assumptions and perceptions that 
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underpin U.S. policy-especially the view that 
anyone studying ]3W is likely tQ concl~ as 
the United States did, that their utility is nmow 
and difficult to achieve." 

BW potentially pose a serious threat to U.S. 
projection forces as well as to those of its allies. 
New challenges· will have to be met with rega.rd 
to deterrence and defense as a result of 
innovations in the development and use ofBW. 

Another aspect of the BW threat, especially 
from non-state actors, is BW teJrorism. Many 
of the more effective agents can be found in 
t1ature in abundance and can be produced in 
sufficient quantities for terrorist use · by 
relatively primitive means. Regarding means of 
delivery, the most effective method to affect 
large populations is via aerosol clouds, and 
aerosol technology - for example a pesticide 
spray tank attached to a Piper Cub airplane .....,. 
is very easy to obtain. The scenarios for BW 
terrorism are as many as one's imagination. 
These issues are reviewed in detail in Chapter l 
of this study. 

Nuclear Weapons 

Many of the concerns associated with BW hold 
for nuclear weapons as well. They are both a 
military and ten'orist tbreat with potentially 
maJor political ramifications. 

In the context of regional conflict, the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons raiSes three 
major risks: 

First, a state with nuclear weapons might be 
tempted to resort to .their use if its survival was 
at stake. One scenario that provokes a threat to 
a state's . survival is a successfbJ intetnal 
conflict seeking to dissolve the state or separate 
some of ·its parts. 111 such a situation, however, 
a ~or question tbat·emerges is whether a state 
wouid use nuclear weapons against its .own 
people. 
Another scenario .in which a state's survival 
may be threatened is defeat in a major regional 
conflict -sainst an adversaty s\vom to its 
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destruction. Even in tbis case, however, 
whether a nuclear state would teSOit to nucl~ 
weapons is the product of complex factors that 
must be examined closely, as is doDe in the 
accompanying case studies. 

Secon.~ a crisis sparked by regional conflict 
could spin out of CODtrol and result in the use of 
nuclear weapons, even when .the issue of 
ultimate survival was not necessarily at stake. 
There is a debate, for ~pie, as to how close 
llldia and Pakistan came to the noc:lear brink in 
1990 during a flare-up of their dispute over 
Kubmir. Whether or not South Asia was on 
the brink of a nuclear confrontation, what is 
striking in the South Asia case is the confidence 
of the leadership in both countries in their 
ability to manage the nuclear relationship even 
_at the height of severe teDsiem and in the .midst 
of deep crisis. It is nota confidence necessarily · 
shared by others. 

Thir~ a variant of the Russian "loose nukes,. 
problem could emerge. The security of nuclear 
programs. especially those that • illicit and 
undeclared. must be questioned, especially in 
the turmoil that would likely sun-ound a me.jor 
regional or internal COiiflict. Such turmoil may 
create the opportunity for non-state actors to. 
secure access to nuclear weapons. The 
problem, however, is not limited to the weapons 
themselves, but to weapons grade nuclear 
materials as well. access to whieh· is considered 
the most difficult dimension of developing a 
nuclear weapon. 

Employment of nuclear weapoos, or any 
·weapon of mass destruction, does not 
necessarily always mean detonation; threats of 
use can also strongly influence a particular 
situation. Such threats may be made in order to 
.conclude a crisis on favorable terms or to deter 
external intervention that may tilt ~ outcome 
in an unfavorable direction. This im:pact was 
suggested in an oft-quoted observation. by a 
former Indian Army general who suggested that 
a mtijor lesson of the Persian Gulf War was not 
to fight the United States without nuclear 
weapons. Others have modified thiS comment 
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to suggest that a .... with .nuclear weapOns 
may not have to · fight the Uaited States giVen 
the impact otits threatened uset on u.s~ political 
calculations. 

Conftonting weaponS of mass destruction 
WQuld obviously make U;S. involvement in 
regional conflicts, whether unilateral or in 
coalition with others, both a much more 
difficult political decision ·and a much more 
dangerous ·•milit.ary operation. The. heightened 
risk of casualties could prevent the 
devel()Jmlent of necessary.politict,l $Upp0rt. An 

· increased risk of attack against the United 
States itsel( particularly with nuclear or 
biological weapons, could also accompany such 
a decision. The po~ economic 
infrastructure and military capabilmes of allies 
would be at great risk, probably · faCing tile 
prospect of bearing eveQ heavier b\trdens than 
the U~. if attacked. Such a prospect could lead 
to decisions regarding access and logistics that 
do not aDow U.S. forces to operate effectively. 
Saudi willingness to allow U.S. forces to use its 
ports. for e1Cample, in the face of Iraqi threats to 
use an acknowledged capability is highly 
questionable. 

The proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction to regional states and non-state 
actors is of vi1a1 national security interest to the 
United. States for several reasons.. First, it 
potentially engages the security concerns of 
major and medium powers. It is critical to 
know in what oases, and bow, those interests 
will become engaged Second, it is crucially· 
important to WJ.detstand the dymgnics of 
potential confrontations between proliferators 
and other states in its region, as well as with 
major non-regional powers who nevertheless 
have strong interests in the prolifetator's area. 
Third, it is also vital to u:ilders:tand how 
proliferation might shape the C()st/benefit 
analyses of particular courses of action for the 
proliferator, the ~ther .~ in .its region, and 
extemaJ powers who might face these neWly 
developed capabilitieS. 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

The factors shaping a Slate;s decisions 
regarding development or aequisition of 
weapons of mass destrllcticm, or what to do 
with such weapons when acqUired, are 
extremely complex. So also,. accordingly, are 
the avenues through which the United States 
can potentially influence both.Sets of decisions. 
A critical factor in U.S. preparation for future 
conflicts, therefore, is a thorough and detailed 
understanding of factors shaping the decision
making process in countries of concern 
regarding potential weapou of mass 
destruction proliferation. Contributing to such 
an understanding is the purpose oftbis study • 
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CASE STUDY 
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

Introduction 
China considers itself a ·responsible nuclear..: 
weapons nation with a small nw;lear arsenal 
and a highly principled declaratmy IJQllcy that it 
has not violated over sevend deo8des. China 
~ also declared that it does not possess 
chemical and biological ~ but has not 
convinced many observers of the truth of that 
statement The present uncertainties in the 
status of the Chinese leadership~ problems in 
the succession, and the secretive nature of the 
Chinese Communist Party and govenunental 
processes. especially with respect to weapotJs of 
mass destruction, leave many questions 
unailswered and many concerns. Among these 
is China's demonstrated intent to continue to 
improve its nuclear arseaal, as recent testing 
has confirmed. Immediately relevant is the 
isSue of how a decision to employ weapons of 
mass destruction would be made giVen the 
probable incompetence of paramount leader 
Deng Xiaoping and the doubt1Ul stature ofthose 
holding titular power. 

Despite official statements about support of 
worldwide nuclear disamlament, Beijing's 
implicit iirtentions with respect 1o weapons of 
mass destruction. and espeeially nuclear 
weapons, remain a troubling, if largely 
dormant, enigma. China's burgeQniDg economy 
and concomitant military modemization have 
drawn Western attention and ~ open 
concern among China's Asian neighborS. 
China's increasingly capable conventiOnal 
forces. with its nuclear arseoa1 ever present as a 
backdrop, allow China to continue to pronounce 
itself opposed to the use of military force while 
increasing its ability to exercise coerQive 
diplomacy through the mere existence of its 
greater economic and militaJy power. 

However, China has not been reckless in its 
nuclear policits and practices, or those related 
to chemical and biological warfare. Further, 

China increasingly seems to covet .lts enhanced 
statUs as a responsible member of the 
community of natio.Ds, a factor that may fUrther 
reduce the likelihood that China Could become 
the second JUdion in history to employ nuclear 
Weapons or join those nations that have 
employed chemical ~ns on a large scale. 

Weapoas iD the PRC Inventory 
Nuclear Warheads ud DeUvery Systems 

The People's R,epublic ()f China's nuclear 
warhead stockpile is Similar in number to that 
of Britain and Fran". Although the . count is 
uncertain, the . Natural ResoUrces Defense 
Council estimates that China's stockpile is as 
great now as it has ever been, roughly 425 
warheads held in 1993 of the total of 600 
produced by China over the last three decadeS • 
If the highest estimates are considered credible, 
China's arsai could be aroUQd 1,000 
warheads. as compared to as many as 4$,~00 
held by the'fcnmer Sovi~Union. 

Possibly even mote uncertaia 'than the num~ 
of warheads in the' Chinese·ll'SeD81 is .the matter 
of whether China has tactic:al nuclear weapons. 
There are accounts published in the West 
descn'bing very large exercises oonducted \)y 
the People's Liberation Anny that inQlu® 
simulated ·deliver)' .of tactical nuclear weapons 
against Soviet fol'Ce$ invading China tiom the 
north. Tests oflowyif)ld weapons (less than 20 
kilotons atid possibly as low as 2 kilotons) have 
been reported, and a "neD1rOn bomb"' test in · 
1988 has been widely reported. [.)espite 
exercises .and warhead testing, however; it is 

t. .__._:.. that China bas produced these DO ...w ~.a,LU . 

weapons or eVeD. tha,t. the leadership has made a 
decision to do so. We do know that there baS 
been a prolonged intemal debate on the matter. 
There ate, however, no known technical 
barriers to Chinese development of tacticaJ 
warheads. 
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AIRCRAFT •.• -· 
Type YnrDeployell Numlltr Ranee (BI) P.,toad(ko) Wull!lld I Yield Total.ullnd. 

Hong.S (8-5) R-168eagte 1988 30 t.200 2,000 1 xbomb 
Hong-6 (8-6) Tlt-161adger 1965 120 3,100 4.500 1-3x bomb$ iSO 
Oia11.S (A-5) MIG ·19 Flllfler 11170 30 400 1,600 ttbomb BOintis 

Hong-7 (8·7) domes lie design t 993? 0 ? ? 1lt11Gmb 

• V.lllcta Qtlmllld llttwiell 10 lit and 3 mL . •Ali'Cflll range 11 equivalent to com lilt Bllloe. . . . 
• Flgur" are for auclllr-collflgur'lll bomber alrcnft oaly • biUidracta of bOmbtra are dapto~ lit .aoll .. ucltlt nralitne. 

Tm YearDeployad tlumllar Rugt (km) PiJio«d(lla) Warbud.a Ylfld TOidW:Uilitda 
Dong Feag-3AJC$S•2 IICiuld#mObllll t971 &0 2,800 2.1&0 1li U mt sO . . 
Dong Feng-4/C$$-3 llquldlsllotrOIIout 1980 ~ 4,750 2.200 h 3_.ht 20 
Dong Fellg-5AroSS-4 llqllitteaves 1981 4-12 13;000. UOO 1 X·+! ml 4 
Dong Fag-21/CS$-6 solid/mobile f98541 .31.1 .1,800 soo t .x zcWociu ~ 
D011g Ftllf -31 aolidlsilo-baaed late 1.ftD's 0 UDO 700 h 20:0-300 kt 'I 
Dong Feag_.t wiD raptace DF·5 c. 2010 0 12,000 800. MIRV•? . ? 
• 1'111 Cllllltn ctefilla mrnD•IIaJM •• foRowa: lbort tlllge • len tbu 1,000.1im: IDidlaiiWIDII "t,1004,UUmrallloJ!g. 
raap • 3,000.S,0Dit IIIII; llltercolltllleatal raaga. onr 1,001 kat. · · 
• Tbt nuclear~ of ltio • ., .. unconfbatact ud aot lllcludact 

- - - -

SUBfvlARINE -BASED MISS ILES 

Type Yair Daployad Number Range (kiD) Partoad(kg) Warbud a Yrllll Total Wa.rbnda 
• Jula11g·f (C$$-N-3) aolldloaa SSBN . 1986 12. 1,700 60D 1 x 200-3QO kt 12 

Jullng-2 (CSS-N-4) 11011dlolle SSBN Iaiii 1990's 0 B,DDO 700 1 X 200-300 lit 7 
• Two JL·1 SLBila are pmumed to bo IYIIIUII for rapid deploJIIlllll 011 I llagll Golf.clnl1nt mmtdao (SSIJ) 

ArtilleryllocketaiADUa 

FIGURE14 

Nuclem testmg 
The PRC tested its first fission weapon in 1964, 
and then a small fusion device in 1966. In 
1967, less than ·~years after the fission test, 
the first multistage thermonuclear test (3 
megatonS) was ·conducted; this brief interval 
was significantly less than lullf the time 
between the first fission and first multi$tage 
thermonuclear detonations by the other fow 
acknowledged nuclear-weapon countries. The 
largest of China's 23 atmospheric tests was a 4-. 
megaton explosion in 1976. China began 
underground testing in 1969 and ha$ continued 
these tests (sixteen to date), with twO conducted 
in 1992. One of these, in May of 1992,was a 
test of about SOO-kilowns yield. China's last 
test, its thirty-ninth, was in early October of 
1993. According to the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, Britain. Russia, and France 
combined have conducted 969 .tests. Chinese 
foreign ltlinis.ter Qian Qichen recently told the 
UN General Assembly: 
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China has always exercised great·resb'aillt in nuclear 
testing. The D.IDDber of our ·tests is the smaUest 
among all D1lelear powers. • . • ~ Chinese 
govemment bas alwayS stOod for a . total test ban 
within the fral:neWork ·of the complete prOhibition 
and thorough deStnldioD of aucleR weapons. We 
support an early statt of ilegotiatiODS for a 
e01npreheDSive nuclear• ban tteaty 8Dd will work 
in. (X)mmOD with the olh• countries towards a 
comprebensive nuclear a:st'ban .. atan·early date. 

Immediately after its Ootober 1993 
underground nuclear ·teSt, the PR.C govemment 
issued·a lengthy statement defending its-testing 
reoord. The text ineluded the following: 

After a itCQmptehensive Test Ban Treat)"' is 
concluded and com.es: iDio e~ ChiDa will al)ide by 
it and carry out no more ma~wsrs. 

Strlllegic nuclear delive1y 
It is generally accepted that CbiJia now has 
deployed a total o( eigllt Qr _pomo1y ten ICBMs 
at two or more sites. The deployed ICBMs are 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

the Dongfeng (Etut. Wilid}S, referred to in the 
West as CSS-4. This missile is liqUid ~led 
and bas a range of 12,000 kilometers. Among 
the deployed missiles are at least four upgraded 
missiles. termed the Dongfeng (East Wind)-SA. 
capable of carrying a payload of 3,200 
kilograms over 13,000 kilometers; Although a 
Multiple Ind~tly-Targetablo Re-entry 
Vehicle (MIRV) capability may have been 
developed for the DF-5, it probably bas not 
been deployed. An additional tert DF-:Ss are 
estimated to be in the arsenal, along with about. 
thirty older DF-4 (CSS-3) ICBMs with a 
payload of 2,200 kilogram.s and a range of 
4,750 kilometers or more. 

Also deployed are 60 to as ntany as 125 
IRBMs. The IRBMs are liquid-meted 
Dot!gfeng-3 missiles, desigpated CSS-2 in the 
West, with a range of 2,800 kilometers and a 
payload of 2,150 ldlograms-(1he same type that 
the PRC sold to Saudi Arabia in the late 
1980s). 

In addition. the PLA Navy bas a single (not 
two, as is often asserted) ballistic missile 
submarine (SSBN), the Xla, with twelve 
missiles. The Xia • $SBN cmies the Julang 
(Giant Wave)-1 (CSS-N-3) solid-propellant 
missile, with a J'BD8C' of 1, 700 kilometers sod a 
payload of 600 kilograms. A land-mobile 
version of this 14.7-ton missile is ~ed the-DF-
21 and is said to be deployed. Some of China's 
obsolescent Hong.-6 medium bombers and 
possibly the Hong-S and Qian-S ~ aircnlft 
are nuclear capable. 

TNW delivery 
In addition to tactical aircraft, tactical missiles. 
and artillery, Chinese interest in nuclear mines 
(atomic demolition munitions, ADM) bas been 
evident for almost two decades. These devices 
were considered as means to close mountain 
~ divert -rivers, and otherwise impede 
enemy progress. As with tactical nuclear 
weapons, the Chinese are mute on the matter of 
possible delivery vehicles for sacb weapons . 

PRoLJFERAnON OFWEAPONSOP MASS DES1"'WCC'JJN 
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Expected enhiJIIU1Ileilb of•rlde• tlellvery 
Replacement of the liquid-fueled· missiles with 
solid-propellant missiles ·is planned to be 
completed by 2010. Beginning in 1985, 
attention bas been directed to an imp:;ilant step 
in this proces$: development of a unified (land
and sea-b•) second-generation salid
propellant strategic DiissUe. The land-based 
version is called the DF-31,, and the sea~based 
version. the JL..2. It is expected to carry a 
payload of700 kilograms oovet a range of 8,000 
kilometers. · 

This •·based ~2, too large for the Xfq 
SSBN, is intended for deplo)'DlCllt .in a. JleW 
class of SSBN said . to be uncler development. 
However C1rl.nese enthusiasm has not been _, - . 

great for the use of SSBNs. Many arguments 
have been offered by officials and . desjgners 
against reliance on SLBMs. It is highly 
unlikely that the PRC would- undertake 
significant expansion of its SSBN force,_ which 
bas consisted_sincethe-eady-1980s of.otily one 
submarine with now anotlter · po~ly lm:der 
development or construction. 'the Xm SSBN 
was launched in 1981 and did not teaeh its still 
dUbious operational Status untill987. China is 
believed to have.successfbUy launched only one 
SLBM from the Xia iD 1988 after other 
UDSllCCeSSful attempts. 

Followinj early work on the DF-31, 
preliininary ~ bepn in 1$'86 on the 
lonp-range Dongfeng-41~ a three-stage soUd
propeUant missile to replace the DF-Ss. It 
would have a range of 12.000 kilometers, a 
payload of 800 kilogram~ _and be mobile. The 
M-9 and M-11 tactical 'mis$iles. which have 
received notoriety over concerns that t,he 
Chinese are transfening them to Syria and 
Pakistan. both can· carry payloads of SOO 
kilograms, the M'-9to a;l8nje-of 6.00 kilometm 
~d the M-U to 300 kilometerS. Deployment 
and warhead fitting plans are unknown. 

Accuracy of their missUes ~ a significant 
problem for Chinese ~ienti$1$. Iii our 
terminology, their missiles would be called 
"counter-value" bquse of their -pOOr -accuracy 
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and their consequent ~ to destroy bard 
targets. The Chinese ·~ reportedly attempting 
to use man-made satellites rather than stellar 
(celestial) positioning, having been impressed 
with the U.S. positiouing systems employed in 
the GulfWar. This reporttendsto confirm that 
the Chinese are attempting to find a meaus to 
improve accuracy. 

Biological and Chemical Weapou 
China has asserted repeatedly, if not necessarily 
believably, that it does. not possess chemical 
and biological weapons. In a 1984 letter to 
then-U.S. Secretaty of State George Shultz, 
then-Foreign Minister Wu Xueqian wrote: 

• . .China was one of the victims of biol~oal 
(bacteriological) weapons. China has a~ 
produced and possessed such weapons, nor will ii do 
·so in the tbture. • . • The Chinese govemmeat also 
hopes that a convention on the all-around prohibition 
and complete destruction of chemical weapons will 
be fommlated as soon as possible. 

In 1989 Zhang Zai, the deleption leader to a 
conference In Australia, said: 

lbe Chinese govemment and chemical iDdustry lead 
wholehearted support to the objective of complete 
prohibition and thorough deStraction of chemical 
weapons. China neither possesses nor produces 
chemical weapons. ChiDa bu all along &Uached 
great imponanc:e to and taken an acUve ·part iQ tbe 
negotiations on the Chemical WeapbnS Conveli.1lon 
iD Geneva, 'WOtkiDg ®DSWctively for its early 
conclusion. 

Western joumalists and intelligence analysts 
remain unconvinced. ·They contend that there is 
evidence of the prOduction and testing of 
chemical and biological agents in China. 
Severa) authors have suggested that China's 
vivid memory of the use of chemical and 
biological agents by japan prior to World War 
n might lead Chinese military plauners to 
demand an offensive capability. A 1993 
Congressional Office of Technology 
Assessment publication places China on the list 
of "countries generally reported as having 
undeclared offensive chemical and biological 
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warfare programs• but states that ~ list :is not 
authoritative. The IntemtztkmtJI HOlft/b!Jok of 
Chemical Weapons Prolijeralton, published in 
1991, descn"bes China as "only a minor suspect 
for offensive CW capability." The Handbook 
goes on to cite Congressional testimony in 1988 
and 1989 by suceessive Directors of Naval 
Intelligence, llear ·Admirals Studeman and 
Brooks. labeling China as one of four Asian 
"states developing chemical warfare capability" 
or having "achieved CW capablli1ies." 

The Chinese admit to ~g beyOnd. ~sting of 
defemive mea$UJ'eS against such agents. .·(!Jley 
mailufactute :8Jld OpeDly ~it and adVertise 
for sale protective .etplipment.) There ba~ not 
been, at least iii recent years, ~pts tO carry 
out on .. site inspections ~ verify Chinese 
assertions. If such a request weie to be made, 
the response would be predictable. Consider, 
for example, the 1990 statement by Foreign 
MinisterQian .·Qichen·in Geneva: 

The key to the thorough settlement of (the issue of] 
chemical weapons. is • that 1he countries possessing 
the most c:heuiical weapons must destroy all these 
weapcms. as soon as ~le. still less should they 
manufacture or develop new chemical weapons. 
China has CODSisttnt1y advocated the total 
proln'bition and thorough destruction. of chemical 
weapons. 

In the 1991 negotiatioris that ·led to the 
Chemical Weapons ConventiOn; . ~·s 
position (that a challen~ nation should prove 
the validity of its case ·before an on-site. 
inspection) ·. raised ·concerns about China's 
willingness . to join consensus on the final text 
of the agreement. China, .however, did sign the 
Convention in January 1993 and it is also a 
signatory to the Biological WeapOns 
Convention which came into force in 1972. 

After citing and describing num~us reports 
from over the years that suggest or assert that 
China bas CW weapons, the International 
Haltdbook on Chemical Weap0113 Proliferation 
concluded: 

• 

• 

• 
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The public record lacks substaD1iatiOn for lily cw 
stockpile newer than leftovers from World War D. 
Allegations are primvily based,. aot on CW 
production or storage facilities, but on nunors of use 
or transfer of CW agents or munitiQDs, or oo lOgical 
leaps from China's conventional forc:es and strong 
CW defense effort. 

China seems very unlikely to. pursile aa offensive 
CW capability as a "p((ot man's atom bomb.:" China 
has conventional superiority over all its neighbOrs 
except the Soviet Union [this was wrilten in 1991]. 
And against the latter, China has sdicient nuclear 
weapons for a detelrent, while chemiCals would have 
minimal impact on Soviet forces if' CbiDa ever chose 
to attack. But it is possible that an offensive CW 
capability has been or may be acquired as an in-kind 
deterrent against the Soviets, in order to minind• 
tbe pressure on China to use its nuclearwe&pOQS m a 
ft1tare conflict if the Soviets .$0118bt to courrter 
Cbiilese mass attacks with ~weapons. 

CW fl1lll BW deUvery ~MfliiS 
In addition to the missiles described above 
(altbougb no aUegations have surfaced 
concerning CW or BW warheads for these). the 
PLA bas a number of tactical missiles 
resembling the Silkworm that could be 
employed in this role. At least three 
obsolescent PLA aircraft are candidates for 
delivery of chemical weapons. The 120 Ho~6 
bombers (a version of the Soviet Tu-16) have a 
combat radius of ahnost 2,000 mlles and can 
cany ahnost 20~000 pounds of bombs. The 
250..300 Hong-S bombers (R)'Widn-28) could 
strike to a range of over 500 miles witb. li bomb 
load of almost 7,000 pounds. The SOO Qian-Ss 
have a radius of about 400 miles canying over 
2,000 pounds of bombs. 

Factors in deeisioas·to employ WMD 
Military doctrine 

Before examining in some detail the strategic 
and tactical nuclear doctrines of the PRC, it· is 
appropriate to consider the overall m:ilitary 
doctrinal context into which these two sub
doctrines fit. There is very little to be learned 
from comparing Chinese IDiJitmoy doctrine with 
that of the United States or other developed 
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countries. NQt olily is the PLA, and each of its 
component$, far behind in technology and 
capability, but the Chinese armed forces are just 
beginning to ~ tO ®fine their roles beyQDd 
regional and border.defense. 

Two concepts define ChiDa's armed forces at 
this .,oint in Chipese-:~ mtxl""*fl#tm ana 
support of national economiC develOpJniJ!#. 
President Tumg ~. speakbag as Party 
General Sec~etary and Chairman of the Centr8J: 
Military Ct:mmiinion, told the miJital)' 
members of the National People's Congress in 
early 1993: 

Only by bui1diDg Up a strong anny commenstnate 
with OlD' D81:ional status. can we ~ ~ 
J!atiqna}. semni.ty will be safegoarded and that 
socfalistm~·can smoothly prostess. 

The concept of how besl to support tbe 
continued economic development of China 
must include creating or ensuring a regional(pr 
even worldwide) defense environment in which 
a territoriaDy secure China can both maintain 
commerce with its 1rading partners and exploit 
the seabed resources off its· long coastline and 
beyond. Further, in the view of Party and 
government ·I~ it must. .without making a 
great noise audible to We$tenl· •ears. ensure that 
intema1 stability ii preserved. There is the 
additional factor that the rapidly expanding 
economy aud very sizable foreign exchange 
reserves, which have become the PLA's priority 
objective 1o perpetuate, now mean that funds 
can be made available to modernize China's 
armed forces. 

M~ flte .PLA.'s tJbsesskJn 
In the eyes of Chitlese. generals and t1a8. 
officers, the need for modernization is clearly 
the foremost priority. The PLA, which incllldeS 
the PLA Navy and PLA Air Force (PLAAF), is 
backward in its technology, training. command 
and control, intelligence. and other key areas. 
When compared with Western forces or, 
possibly more impor1ant, when stacked 11p 
against the forces of Japan. Taiwan, and Russia, 
the qualitative lag in many key areas is 
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mCasured in decades, not just years. As 
imprecise as such measurements · nec.essarily 
are, especially when the Chinese try hard to 
bide their obsolescence, many analysts assert 
that the Chinese are 20 to 30 years behind the 
state of the art This ~· not to say that the 
Chinese forces are not formidable to many of 
the PRC's neighbors. These specific cases of 
clear relative superiority, however, do not bring 
consolation to Chinese leaders; China does not 
have clear superiority over those that concern it 
most Further, the PLA's leadership was 
stunned by the success of the·advanced systems 
and precision weapons employed in the Gulf 
War. If the Chinese 

similar to those covered in the U.S. defense 
budgets. Many· itenls including procurement of 
new equipment, research and development. 
certain maintenance costs, and pensions may 
notbe in the published Chinese budget) 

There is an additional faCtor that iS apparently 
not included in the public calculations · of 
defense outlay that makes the increase since the 
1980s even more dramatic: the combined 
income from arms sales, ·the production by 
defense industries of civilian goods, and PLA 
commercial ventures. Each of these three areas 
is big busmess, and each has in~ed greatly 

since 1987. Although 
did not realize it 
before, they now 
inescapably face the 

iii: Defense Spending in Billions of Yuan t 
r""' ·'· .. Percent indrcaws increase over previOtJS year . ' ' 

statistics are not made 
public in these areas. 
the information thatis 
available makes the 
point dmmatically: 
arms sales in 1992 
were about S2.S 
billion. The output of 

. reality that their so 
forces would likely 
be decimated on the 
ground, in the air, 40 

and at sea--in some 
cases before they 
had even detected 3o 

the approach of an 
adversarial force. 

Budget growth 
An essential 
element of tbe 
ongoing 
modernization of 
the PLA is the 
growth of the 

China's roughly 
50,000 military 

Chinese defense FIGURE J-S 

factories is now about 
75" c~ 
commodities, up from 
only 8% in 1979. The 
changes in prodUction 
from 'tm1ks ·to 1JUCks 
and from bullets to 
bicycles are 
continuing and are 
expected to be as 
much as 800/o of the 
output of these budget When the 

declining Chinese defense budgets of the 1980s 
are recalled, the growth since 1989 is all the 
more remarkable. In three oftbe five published 
defense budget totals since that time, the 
increase over the previous year .has been over 
15%. Overall, not taking inflation into account, 
the portion of the PLA budget that is made 
public is twice as large in 1993 as it was in 
1987, $7.65 (¥42.5) billion a5 compared to. less 
than $3.78 (¥21) billion. (By various estimates, 
these amounts constitute only 40-SO% .of the 
expenditures on the categori~ of defense. items 
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military factories in 1994. David Shambaugh, 
an authority on PRC defense policy and editor 
of China Quarterly, estimates tbat in 1989 
military factories produced ¥20 billion ($3.6 
billion) worth of civilian goods and that 
possibly 6()0.4 of that income reverted to the 
PLA; he thinks it is . reasonable to assume that 
twice that amount. roughly the equivalent of the 
anno~ced defense . budget, will be earned by 
these factories in 1993. It is not cleat what 
portion of this is profit and what porti()Jl .$~ to 

• 

• 
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the cost of materials and operation of the 
factories. 

The budget growth saga does not end there. 
The P~ in a concept very strange to the West, 
owns and operateS hotels, . restaurants, airlines, 
farms, and light . industries that process food, 
make shoe polish and alarm clocks, and 
compete with local businesses in many ways. It 
is estimated that there are more than 10,000 
such enterprises, employing close to a million 
soldiers, sailors, ainnen, family members, 
retired JJillit...PU . . _.· la and. d1 With foml . . -~ peopw, o . ers . _ 
eamings -of over $S.41 (f30) biUlon-having 
increased lS% or mote-annually slnee the mid· 
1980s. Many of these activities contn'bllte 
directly to the well-being of the troops and units 
that run them; the pigs raised at the division's 
farm are butchered and eaten there with the 
excess sold locaiiy, for example. However, 
Shambaugh estimates that these activities could 
be adding as much as S6 · (¥34) bilUon to the 
funds available to the PLA. 

Trying to sort out these figwes, we see that the 
actual defense. budget could be over $20 (¥100) 
billion and that the real increases over budgets 
of the last decade are truly . sigllificant. As 
mentioned at the outSet. it is probably almoSt 
meaningless to compare this estimate of ail 
absolute total to Western defense budgets 
because of cultuta1, structma1, and other 
differences in the circumstances of various 
defense establishments. It is probably more 
meaningful to cousider that a similar 
compilation of possible total funds available to 
the PLA in 1987 produces a figure well less 
than $10 billion and more likely less than $8 
biUion. The pUblished budget shows dramatic 
growth of over 100% oVer that period; educated 
guesses at dte rea:l- totlds indicate dmt gtowth 
may be in the range of206%. 

But there. is still more to teD. Private 
conversations with Chinese military officials 
and personal observations rev~ that it has 
been the policy and practice of the PLA since 
the beginning of 1his ·decade to reduce active 
manpower and retire older equipment so as to 
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apply the savingS to tbe piQcunnnent of modern 
systems and • -+ .. makin a •eqwpJil!O'_, . g ._5 ..... 

pertentage of the budget. available for 
modernization. An additional notewOrthy 
development is the accumulaticm ill ·~ years 
by the PllC of $20 to $40 billion in · foreign 
currency reserves. 'lbete is no dOUbt that 
modeniization is the I:ceystone of tQday's PLA 
and tlW the PRC JlOW has- the wherewithal, at 
least from a financial ·~ t() cauy it off. 

Chinese leaders do not seem tO appreciate the 
concerns felt by China's. neighbors aild others 
about itS modemi.Zation prognun. One h.ears. in 

•· with. • -~1:....-. m· · · d conversationS' · semor uuu ... .1 o · cets an · 
in Chinese think~tanks candid explanations ·that 
unwittingly. reveal this lack of app~iation or 
seeming naivete about _the concerns of 
neighboring countries. As one American. 
·specialist on China bas teeently ·assorted, the 
Chinese appear to believe their own propaganda 
that the PLA is backward and does not tbreaten 
anyone. An example of this conviction 
appeared in September in Ta JC'ung Pao. the 
Hong Kong. newspaper that is· ail authoritative 
mouthpiece for Beijing. The article was 
responding to re=tt criticism of Chinese 
policies by Presiderlt .Clmto~ 

Chiaa has clarified tim:e aDd again that it will never 
seek hegemony. 1be people 8fOUn(J 1he. world ·can 
see that ChiDa ha$ no troops statiOned abroad, ha$ no 
mili1aty bases, ·ad does· not C011$1itufe· · a threat · tQ 
other$. China has DO altlmmt:ive· :bUt.to deVelop its 
uational defense capabiJity, but· its inveSbnent iD tbis 
respect is quite limlto4. In tm·; China's national 
defense budget is ODiy · $7.3 bUHou. less than three 
percent of the United $1ates'. Which stauds. at$274.3 
billion. Ca1c:uJated on a per ~ basis, China's 
nationil defense expenditure is $6. whereas the 
United States' is $1,100. ObviOU$1y,1he fabrication 
about "China's threat" does DOt hold water. But they 
want to use thi$ to fo~ China tO give up it$ national 
defense construction. A mere:look can-lay bare their 
real intentions. 

TeclmDIIIgy acquisition 
China's indigenous . ability to_ develop 
technology and to apply it to weapon ,syStems is 
improving and should not be disregarded. 
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Sigilificant advances have been achieved within 
China in a mmiber of areas. apparently without 
significant outside help-or, in some cases, 
absent recent voluntary or intentional help from 
other countries. These areas incl\Jde ballistic 
and cruise missiles capable of delivering WMD 
and nuclear warheads. However, one of the 
most important aspects of the m®ernization 
prograzn is the Chinese success in· acquiring 
from Russia and others the technology JQ1d 
assistance it needs to try to le&po.ftog oVer its 
2~to-30.year gap in so many bnpol't8nt ~. 
This effort bas been greatly facilitated-by the 
"fire sale" of military equipment in Moscow 
and other parts of the founer Soviet Union .and 
the availability of scientists and technicians 
ftom these coun1ries Willing to aid China and 
Willing in. many cases even to come to China to 
.live and work. 

The most widely publicized example ·of 
acquisition of a specific advanced weapon 
system is ·the purchase of 26 Su-27 aircraft 
(with two or three times that many more to 
come) that, even in these small numbers (about 
1% of the PLAAFs largely obsolescent metical 
aircraft fleet), will allow the Chinese to. assert 

air superiority over the disputed areas of the 
South China s~ specifically the Spratly 
Islands archipelago~ Other important possible 
arms purchases include antiaircraft missiles, 
modem diesel submarines. transport aircraft, 
and many other systelilS. Some -of the areas do 
not draw attention in the fQml of headlines 
around the wqrld but are equally. hnpt>rtant. For 
example, the Chinese acqUired from the U.S. 
during better times in the bilateral relationship 
several General Electric LM-2500 marine 
turbine engiDes and have only recently installed 
this engine in their latest Luhu class destroyer. 
Sanctions imposed after June of 1989 preclude 
acquisition of-more of these engines from the 
United States. The Russians have made 
compelling overture$ tQ the PLA Navy, offering 
to sell them a substitute engine for this class of 
ship and possibly other naval uses. The 
Russian engines fall Short ot the . efficiency and 
reliability of the widely acclaimed LM-2500, 
but it would certainly allow the Chinese to 
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continue to lllOVe away from · antiquated Steam 
powerplaals and lower-powered diesol engines 
they have used ~ and to stick With their 
decision to have their new generation of fast 
surface com.bataD.ts powered by modern gas 
turbine engines. 

The air routes between Moscow and Beijing 
have been fiU~ with military ad scieDtific 
delegations headed in both direeticms. Not Oldy 
are they d~ing ~me .systeJD$· sueh as 
those just desCribed, but a1sc> they are arrangiiag 
for Chinese . access to broad. areas of 
technological infOl'lllltion. Russia and other 
countries of the former Soviet Union are not the 
only sources of such aid. MUch attention has 
been given by analysts ~ the press to the 
developing military technology relationship 
with Israel and what this is doing tp further the 
development in China of a ne\Y fighter aircraft 
and antiaircraft missiles. Befort., the Tiananmen 
Square incident, the united· States·was adively 
involved in at least fOur pi~· ·to provide 
key S)'$lemS to the PRC: an gpgnuietO their F-8 
tighter avionics that would bave .given tbem the 
look-dowolshootwdown ce.pability they have 
now obtained with tbe Su-27; delivery on an 
"as-is" basis oftbe "Firefinder" coutlter-battery 
radars; antisubmarine homing torpedoes; and 
large caliber fUse manUfaeturing equipment. 
Chinese officers say openly to military visitors 
that they desperately want and need, f()l' 
example. U.S. assistance in· development of a 
mod~ sonar and homing tmpedo. To Chinese 
officers and ·~ civilian leaders, the nQed to 
have a modem· force is self-evidalt·and 50 are 
the pWposeS for which such a· force is inteuded. 

New I'DIIis antllld.fsions 
The deputy commander ofthe PLA·•Navyt.V:ite 
Admiral Chen Mingshan. l)rC!)Vki~ ·a 
comprehensive .briefing on the. guic1elines for 
building his Navy-a modem Navy "With 
ChineSe. characteristics." The following is an 
extract ftom a report oftbe briefing: 

... oceans are important assetS upon which malrind 
relies for its existence aDd development, and the 
oceans are also tremendous Q'eaSQI'e· houses. of 

• 
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resources. The political. ec:onGDlic, scientific · and 
cultural centers of littoral states are all located iD 
their coastal regioas, with ~· OCeaJ) aerVm.g as a 
screen to covet and protect citieS and .repms of 
strategic importaDCe. The· oceans are of great 
significance in adding depth to na1ional suategie 
defense and land defense stability ••.• As the oceans 
become more impottantiD place and l'Ole. .the present 
worldwide scrambling for maritime righ1s is 
becoming more intense. In ·these scrambles a 
miscalculation ftom any· side may cause a regional 
war at sea. In this kind of ccmflict Or ccm&cmtation 
the ocean will be the main battlefield, with navies 
playing the . key roles. Jf war bleaks out· between 
coastal states. even if the main baUlefield is on land. 
the sea will be an important supporting battleground. 
. . • 'lb.e multifi:mcticmal and maltipuipose .D8!lJre of 
a navy thus allows it to promote a c:oimtry's .foreign 
policy iD peacetime and to Operate iD tbree 
dimensions-sea. land. and air-iD war. 

Admiml Chen went on to say that a uavy is closely 
bound up with the national ·.economy. A navy is not 
only a product of a country's ecoDOD1Y. science and 
~ology but is also an immediateprotection of its 
maritime economy and foreip trade. ••• Because 
the oceans are a tre8sure house of ·resources. 
intemational compctitiem and confrontation are in 
the process of being switched from. .land to sea. 
China's maritime teuitory is wry•• rich in natural 
resources and the tapping and exploitition. of these 
will have much to do with the 6iture of ChiDJl as a 
nation. There exist disputes concemiog the 
ownership .of islands and the demarcation of 
maritime tmitories between China and seV'eral 
littoral countries, so that China's maritime tmitory 
has been sliced away and irs resources plundered. In 
order to tap and exploit our maritime resources, to 
safeguard our legitimate maritime rights and 
territorial sovereignty in the face of these actual and 
potential threats. it is lmpetative for us .to. speed up 
tbe building of a Navy with modem fighting 
capabilities. 

Similar statements have been offered.by many 
of China's senior defense officials' and other 
service representatives. These statements 
reflect an effort to clefine a new role for China 
in the emerging world order. In development of 
a new defense doctrine, Chinese .offioials are 
both concerned and hopeful. They are wary of 
the new environment and constantly looking 
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over their shoulders to see what new anguish 
Japan. the United. States, oi' even R.u$sia and 
other neighbors may wreak on them. They see 
iniperialisin and hegemonism .as auve· and 
active 81ld tail against· them at every 
opportunity. On the other hand, they see the 
changes within China and read what the West 
has to say about the future of a . Chinese 
economy that JiUm.y,may. .live to see acclaimed 
as the biggest in the world. There is 
excitement and entlnt'Jiasm for their country, for 
the PLA as a .foree in the coun1ry's future, and 
for future$ for their individual services among 
the real navies, air forces, and armies of the 
world. There is a bright fUture made .possible 
by the strength of the economy and other 
propitiQus deVelopment$ .. and a role for their 
armed forces to play in trying to ensure that the 
regional and global e11v.iromnent fosters thiS 
growth, or at le8$t does not retard it. AlthoUgh 
no longer f8shionable in ChinJ after the last 
shake-up in mi61ary senior leadership. the 
phrase "PLA escott of economic reform" may 
linger in the psyche of those .who see the future 
of the PLA and the PRC economy intertwined. 

As Chinese ~c ~ers have begun to get 
their bearings in this new situation. there ha$ 
been . a realization that.· despite their concerns 
about various neighboring nations and ttets 
over Taiwan, their security environment is 
better now than it ever bas been in modem 
times. They wereSmned by the GultWar and 
are both embarrassed and concerned by the 
obsolescence of most ~of their arms and 
equipmellt_ but they have no pressing military 
threat and have the oppOrtUnity to modernize in 
order to be able. ·to cope with future external 
threats and becOme Steadily more able to 
"manage" what they see as "sovereignty issues" 
concerning Tmw.n. th~ Spratly Island$, and 
Hong Kmtg. As they modernize; they wilt 
beCome increasingly capable of~ degrees 
ot what sevetal· writers have termed "Coercive 
diplomacy!' For example, the m~ acquisition 
of Su-27 air superiority fighters serves to 
intimidate the Vietnamese and make 
Vietoamese adventures in the Spratlys far less 
likely, even without · Q.vmg to base the new 
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aircraft on Hainan or Woody Island (in the 
Paracels). China can have its cake and eat it 
too: they can accede to the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), abide by 
guidelines and parametms of the MisSile 
Technology Control Regime (MTCR), - act 
responsibly -in the UN Security Council, and 
reno1.mee -the ~ve ute of military fQrCe as 
a matter of natioDII policy . and still quietly 
employ an inherent "militmy-psychological 
pressure," as Lloyd R. Vasey, founder of the 
Pacific Forum!CSIS, termed it. The words of 
the commander of the Chinese Navy help 
illustrate the new thiDking. Admiral Zhang 
describedllis vision: 

Speaking in an intematicmal context, a navy bas 
always been regarded as a symbol ofnatlonal power. 
a miniabn represeatation of the Dllion's political, 
·economic. - militilry, sclent:liie and technological 
power. . • • A powertW. navy can not only show off 
the might of the country and i1s armed forces, 
liUIIlifest the scientific and technological. industrial 
and economic 51aDdards of the coUD1ry, but is also of 
inestimable-practical and far-reachiDg impoJ1ance in 
resisdng invasion ftom the sea. deterring enemies 
from WJr. safeguardiDg territorial sovereignty and 
integrity. and promoting the development of the 
maritime economy. Therefore, we must buDd well 
the People's Navy iD accordance with the overall 
plan for State; economic constrDctioD. 

Peripheral defense tmd forwt.trd ptojectiDn 
China calls its new milltaJy doctrine ~heral 
defense and forward projection. ADalysts do 
not view the concept as altogether new, tracing 
its roots to -the mid-19S0s when Deng sought to 
have the PLA "regularized" so as to cope with 
future wars. In essence •. the number and roles 
of Militmy Regions have beef1 reduced and 
diminished in favor of combined $lUIS·- units· 
Twenty-four group armies based on the 
combined arms concept were form~ These 
group armies allow China better to cope with 
wbat they have termed "liDiited and regional" 
wars and illustrate the abandonment of the 
concept that conventional war must lead 
quickly and inevitably to a nuclear conflict 
Emphasis is now given to rapid reaction forces 
or "fist units, n as they are called. When fully 
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operational, these units are expected to be able 
to deal ·with contingencies on tho. botders, 
within China, and beyond China's continental 
borders to areas including the Spratlys.. The 
~on is that these ~lets Will be $holt 
·and ,ilrtense, possibly i'eVealing · optiJ:niSm on the 
part of Chinese military leadel'S that these rapid 
~on forces will. materially coat:ributo to the 
intensity-and brevity of suoh ·an engagement 

Praet1ilng illlemlll8tllbility 
There is, however, another very ~t 
aspect of Chinese . security policy that i$ 
addres$ed only obliquely at best by Chinese 
officials and strategistS. It can be argued 
compellingly that China faces no real external 
threat ofany consequence. The same cannot be 
said for the intemal situation. Hand in band 
with economic development and the 
concomitant opening to the outside have come 
new ideas and a desire for greater fi'eedoJ.n and 
democraey-whatever those concepts may 
mean to Chinese of various i1ks. FrOm the 
perspective of the PLA, not. ·only mll$t the 
Communist Party be~ but there is alsO 
the impeJ'ative to preserve internal stability. 
Whether in the view of a party ideologU.e or a 
dynamic, yowg en1repreDeUr in China today. 
the really fundamental . concern is nOt with 
socialism but with acqujriJig wealth and 
possessi~ acrhieving a better life getting 
rich. Consequently, thereisan undercunent in 
everyday political discussions· wbidl make$ it 
evident, if unspolcen, that ·future. "fOolish 
actions" resembling those of the clissideJlts of 
T'umanmen would destroy the ·~ 
now available to a part of the burgeoning 
Chinesee etX)Jlomy. .It is feared tllat such 
actions illaf take the country baCk to its earliOr 
desperate citcumstances. ~t is also clear &om 
the words of ChineSe defense officials and 
strategists.that the PI,.A f~ls an obligation ·to ·be 
the ultimate· suarantor ·not only of the. Chinese 
Conimunist Party but also of aD envirqnment 
within China that will, at tbe very least, not 
disrupt the headl.ong national ·lunge toward 
beComing ·the hugest economy· in Asia (#·even 
the world, With au that implies for the lOng 
down1rodden Chinese peQple. 
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China wants to continue as rapidly as possible 
to grow stroqget economically and militarily 
and seems destined to do both. Even ·if there 
are slowdowns and interruptions, the odds 
greatly favor a continuatiorl· of 1he present 
trends. Much of what is happenblg m China. 
now seems irrevocable, even if then should be 
a change of heart oil ref~ ud opening amo,ng: 
the leadership after Deng Xlaoping's passing. A 
stronger China seems almost inevitable. This 
implies that China will at the very least play a 
role in virtually every significant regional 
matter and that the People's Litleration Army 
will be a modem force more oapable of 
ensuring China's fUture and iaflueJlcing events 
outside of China as well as within. 

Looming quietly, if ominously, in the 
bacqround is China's status as a nuclear power, 
a status of increasing siguificam:e both because 
of agreements by the Soviet Union and the 
United States to · reduce their nuclear arsenals 
ud most prominently because of the new 
situation in Russia and in the quasi-nuclear 
states created by the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. 

Strategie doctriae 

It is· asserted by informed scholars of the early 
period of China as a nuclear·weapons ~untry, 
the 19605, that tb.ete was no ov~hing 
strategic doctrine informing Mao Zedong's 
decision to proceed with a strategic miSsile 
program. Dr. Chong-Pin Lin, a recognized 
scholar on Chinese nuclear doctrine and tbe 
PLA, wrote in his djssertation on PRC nuclear 
strategy: 

"Self~defense," "total disarmament," and "breaking 
superpowers' nuclear weapons monopoly"-tbe 
PRC's only declared purposes for a'QUiring nuclear 
weapons-pale in direetDess and expUcimess ·as 
~mpared to, for example,.the "massive retaliation" 
doctrine of the U.S. enunciated in 1954 or the force 
.ds frappe of france under de Gaulle. 

The Chinese ·sought status as a nuclear power 
even before the split with the Soviet Union, 
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wishing to avoid overrelW1ce Oil a Soviet 
nuclear ·umbreUa. Mao Zedong is SQ.id to have 
viel\'ed China's nuciear program as "a singular 
expression of the. country'&IUI1ional aUtonOmy." 
The Chinese ~:membered well a long and 
unhappy past at the ·hand$ of WeStern ~s 
and wish~ by any means to avoid the shame 
ad loss of national self-esteem they bad 
freqUently suffered. TbQY were also motiv~ 
by nati~ pride and the growing finn 
conviction that nucleai' deterrence was 
necessary to natjc)nal defense. Mao said in a 
speech in 1956, "In tbe present world we have 
got to have this stuff so that we will not be 
bullied by others." Zbou Enlai said soon after 
the initial detonation of a nuclear blast in 1964, 
"Have we not detonated an atom bomb? Has 
not the label 'sick man of the East' liven \IS by 
Westerners, been fluug off?" 

The objective then became deteirence (but 
generally thought of in China at the time as 
simply defense) of the ·twt>. tbreatening 
superpo~ the United States and the SOviet 
Union. The early Dong/eng series missiles 
(DF-1 and DF-2) were designed to be able tO 
reach U.S. bases in Japan. Then, progressively, 
the DF-3 could strike Clark Air Base and SUbic 
Bay in the Philippines. the DF-4 could .reach 
Anderson Air Force Base's B-S2s and U.$. 
Navy activities at Agana in Guam, and the DF-S 
put at risk the continental United States. Mao's 
rather primitiVe concepts of "inevitable world 
war" (a consequence ·Of class stnJgle) and 
"major nuclear wU" (foreseeing a ptOtnieted 
confliCt with an inevitable nuclear exchange) 
were iPoPted by the early 1970s. The need 'for 
defense c>r deterrence was deeply felt Fear .of 
the U.S. as a nuclear attacker did not begin to 
subside until the '70s; a· reduCed concern about 
RUSSia has come aboUt only more recentlY• 

The initial effects of the break with· the .Soviet 
Union in 1960 (1959 as the Chinese tell it) were 
simply • to · make it clear that China had to: be 
able to act independently to deter the ~ived 
threat &om the United States. As· the military 
situation with the Soviet Union bec&me a 
greater concern, the DF-4 ballistic missile was 
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altered in 1970 so as to be able to reach 
Moscow. The pressure of the Sino-Soviet 

· conflict also led to the emergency early 
deployment in 1980 of the DF-5. Then China's 
strategic view began to change drastically. For 
the first time serious strategic thought came 
into play, probably beCause Mao's strategic 
views could now be safely ignored by the new 
leadership and China was maturing as a nuclear 
weapons power. The term deterrence became 
more vist"ble in discussions of secumy, 
probably with a concomitantly more 
sophisticated appreciation among Chinese 
leaders of the implications of the term. As Dr. 
Lin descn'bes it: 

While nuclear weapons in the predetonatiOD days 
were by no means cheap for the PRC to acquire, they 
_have offered in the post-Mao era an altemative to 
buy security cheaply. A sweeping weapoury 
modemization of the PLA up to the level of the 
superpowen could be prohibitively expensive
more than even the American economy could 
sustain. • .let alone the tbird-world class Chinese 
economy. . . . • [A] skilltblly designed nuclear force 
could fvlfi11 China's security nquirement without 
excessive reJiance on foreign technology tnmsfer. 

In 1984, the leaders of the PRC concluded that 
no major world war would occur in the coming 
ten to fifteen years. This would provide the 
PLA with the luxury of more than a decade to 
field new , systems and to shift to solid
propellant missiles. Now, they decided almost 
a decade ago, the goal could be weapoDS of 
greater sophistication, not just the ability as 
rapidly as possible to deploy a missile to meet 
an urgent threat. 

This brief historical summary is provided in an 
effort to shed light on Chinese thinking with 
respect to the development and employment of 
weapons of mass destruction. At first blush, 
there seems an almost suicidal tendency during 
that period to confront the two superpowers 
with a handful of rudimentary weapons. The 
seeming irrationality of this concept is 
tempered ·somewhat by the constantly repeated 
reftain by Chinese leaders of "no first use." 

(Then-Vice Foreign Minister Qian Qichen said 
in March 1987: "As early as 1964, China 
declared explicitly on the very first day when it 
came into possession of nuclear weapons that at 
no time and under no circumstances will it be 
the first to use nuclear WeaPonS." Qian, as 
Foreign Minister, has repeated that 
commitment, as have other authoritative 
spokesmen. In October 1993 Qian said: "China 
has long since unilaterally undertaken not to be 
the first to use nuclear weapons at any time or 
under any circumstances •••• ") 

It must be recalled that the Chinese feh 
themselves truly threatened by the United 
States and then by. the Soviet Union. In the 
early l9S0s President Eisenhower had used the 
full force of nuclear diplomacy to bring about 
the armistice in Korea. In late 1954, the U.S. 
and Taiwan signed a mutual defense treaty, and 
in early 1955 Zhou Enlai made the public 
statement that "tbe population of Asia will 
never forget that the first atom bomb exploded 
on Asian soil." As early as the late 1950s, the 
U;S. bad Milia/lor' surface..to-surface missiles in 
Taiwan that could be launched with nuclear 
wadleads and deployed nuclear-capable tactical 
aircraft to Taiwan on a rotational basis. ln 
other words, the Chinese may have truly 
expected to employ their nuclear weapons, 
useful solely in a retaliatory anti-population, 
counter-value mode~ only under the horrendous 
circumstances of already having ·undergone a 
nuclear attack. Their construction during that 
period of numerous large underground shelters 
in ~or cities tends to confirm that this 
expectation was seriously held. One must 
wonder, however, to what degree the more 
pragmatic of the Chinese leaders may have 
actually taken comfort in the less fatalistic 
belief that their possession of nuclear weapons 
capable of reaching their adversaries' cities was 
adequate deterrence so that they need ·not 
harbor quite so deeply an abiding fear that they 
were inviting a pre-emptive nuclear strike. 
That is clearly the situation now. China does 
not see itself as a target because of its nuclear 
arsenal. Dr. Chong-Pin Lin, a noted scholar on 
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the Chinese military ·now with the Ameriean 
Enterprise~ wrote: 

[T]he Chinese depend more on concealillg missiles 
than hardening the missile silos. M1ssUe sites are 
carefully camouflaged or • securely hidden in man
made caves in mQUDtafnous tenam. To &cilitate 
concealment, misSiles are deployed in smaller 
clusters than those in the U.S • .U Soviet UDion. .•• 
A bigh-nmking CbinesQ defense oflicia1 even said in 
1984 that sufficient sites remained undetected to 
deny the Soviet Union a fiist-strike capability ..•• 

To effect ambiguity· in percepdon, routine 
concealment is punctuated with seleetive aud 
deh"berate revelation. Ot.casibDally, J;DissUes were 
displayed to satellite passes ad .~· phOtos were. 
published; on OCtober 1, 1984, China purposemuy 
showed off its most advanced Slrate&fc missiles in 
the national day parade; both the .full range and the 
limited range ICBMs (Dt»Jgfeng 5 & 4) were 
displayed to the public fot the first time. 

Although China has no hope of prevailing in a 
nuclear exchange with either Russia or the 
United States, these and other countries
including India, Vietnam,· Taiwan, and Iapm
must contemplate Chinese nuclear weapons in 
virtually every scenario involving the PRC. A 
small number of nuclear weapons coupled with 
a very large anny and a regionally significant 
air fore.e and navy provide China with the 
ability to speak with authority; intimidate 8tld 
even. coerce its neighbors. Thus.China's clearly 
minimum deterrence-with tespeet to .the major 
nuclear powers--remains usefUL 

The small number of Chinese weapons and 
their relative lack of capability are major 
determinants in formulation of Chinese policy 
with respect to poSSI"ble weapons of mass 
destruction employment as well as the use of 
these weapons as a deterrent. Dt. Cbciilg-Pin 
Lin refers to this as Chinese lliinimali.mi. He 
wrote: 

A fourth strategic trait in the evohllion of China's 
nuclear force is aversion to escalation or ~c 
means and ends. or minimalism SimplisticaJJy 
expressed as "less is• more" or "few Yictorious·.over 
many, 11 minimalism Is evident in ancient Chinese 

PRoi.'IRRATIO~ OFWEA.PONSQP MASS ~'UCTION 
IMPLICA'J'IONS F(JR u.s. W~G 

Jilili1my classics and , practices. A .similar 
cbaracferistiC iS observed in QODtem.porary China's 
apprQ8Ch to nuclear mms at two ~Js: restraint iD 
numerical expa11si:on of fon:e deployment and 
reluctance to escalate input for weapons 
development. 

Some may accuse: the ·Chinese of adopting 
policies with respect' w their nuclear force that 
put their population at risk, since even the 
policy of retaining a minimal number of nuclear 
weapons ·m&Y imply ~~~ _concern. aboUt 
large ·tosses given· China's massive popUlation. 
Beijing ovet the years· has even attmDpted. to 
convince adversaries that a nuclear attack on 
China woUld be useless because any &Ubsequelit 
invasion or occupation would bog down among 
innumerable defenders of every sort ftom a 
formal army to local militia and saboteurs. 

Others among analysts and writers assert or 
imply that the develOpment of China's nuclear 
force was driven priD1arily bY the technology it 
could acquire or develop, rather than by a 
coherent strategie concept tbat weighed the 
various risks and advantages. Hua Di, who 
worked in the~ missile program for over 
twenty years and is now at Stanfords makes that 
point in a ·recent comPJ'C)iensive. aJticle~ Dt. 
Chong-Pin Lin wrote. of the o~· 
capability·· 4yuamic• as an element of· 1)le 
development of Chinese nuclear doctrine. 
providhig a reJiliJl®r that the acquisition of 
teclmology and more advanced systems can 
have an important influence . on military 
intentions, including altering intentions in an 
aggressive direction, as well as the obvious 
effect on capabilities. Hany Gelber bas pointed 
out that cal~ ambiguity in doctrine is a 
fundamentil element. of China's nuclear 
strategy, and Thomas Robinson of AEI 
emphasizes the ctifferellce between China's 
declared nuclear doctrine and its nuclear 
strategy, pointing out that there is great danger 
in 1aking the Chinese at their word. Regardless 
of the extent to which these presently largely 
unprovable ~ns are cOnsidered valid, 
China ·bas been cautious, possibly even cvUte 
prudent, in the lllall8gemellt of its nuclear 
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femes. It bas avoided briDksmanship; it bas not 
~ observed to engage in nuclear blaekmail; 
and it bas allowed the no-first-use principle to 
prevail in its admittedly sketchy· proclamations 
~ut nuclear weapons employment policy. 
China cannot be regarded··as a reddess nuclear 
power. 

AnalystS cannot, however, .feel colifidelit ·that 
they know well PRC doctrine. Dr. Lin, drawing· 
attention to the difficulty of determining 
Chinese nuclear doctrine, wrote in 1986: · 

China has never enunciated its nuclear strategy. 
Only politicaUy and ideologically oriented nuclear 
doctrines have been proDOUDced. China's. nuclear 
force structure is more shrouded in secrecy than 
those of tbe supmpowers that were reqUired by anns 
control agreements to allow greater visibility. 

This is a sobering reminder that knowledge of 
China's nuclear weapons prognun is limited and 
that the PRC government does not want people 
to be better able to understand its nuclear 
doctrine. We do know that Chinese leaders 
have for deCades been ideologically convinced 
that communism would survive and confident 
that China's area and population would give it 
great advantage in a nuclear war. 

The utility ofChinll's nru:ieal' Slillus 
Although lacking a publicly enunciated 
comprehensive strategic doctrine, there is 
implicit in China's nuclear weapons programs 
and the statements they have made on their 
policy a pride in their status as a nuclear
weapons power, a reliance on their Weapons as 
a counter-value force to be used in retaliation 
rather than in a pre-emptive strike, and an 
emphasis on the defensive nature of the force 
and its value as an essential detelrent (It is 
noteworthy in this context to recall that China 
has nothing resembling a survivable command, 
control, communications, and intelligence 
system or anti-ballistic missile network.) The 
Chinese foreign minister's statement in late 
1993 reiterating the no-first~use policy 
concluded with these words: "[China has 
undertaken] not to use or threaten to use 
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[nuclear weapons] apnst. any nuclw-free 
zone ornon-nuclear-weapcm state." 

China continues, however, to. value .its small 
force (high estimates in the mid-1980s were 
less than 200 dlegatons) anC4 in~ has made 
lit$· statements. about retai:aing that force at 
least until the other powerS' DUClJar. forces have 
been~~ to. a magnitude .similar to that of 
the Chinese arSei18L Some years ago Deng 
Xiaop~g stated tbat "Star WiJrs must not 
become a reality," expressing rc. that China's 
strategic weapons arsenal woUld become 
impotent and obsolete. Beijing continUeS to rail· 
against an "arms race in outer space, n an area 
where it feats it cannot compete and wiJI fall 
hopelessly behiild--reduCing or negating the 
utility of its earth-bound nuclear at$enal. In 
October 1993 the official New China News 
Agency carried a Chinese government 
statement. that nuclear testing by China \vould 
end only after acceptance of a comprehensive 
test-ban treaty. Dr. Lin. describes a "profound 
Chinese strategic conceptthat.bas been ignored. 
Instead of viewing the-oUtCOme of war in a 
victory-defeat dichotomy, ~ _strategic 
tradition conceives a tripartite framewolk: 
winning, losing, and neither. . . • Being 
undefeatable. • ;denies <the ·enemy victory and 
insures oneself ·1)8i.inst defeat" Ma9·. said;-"Dig 
tuunels deep, store grain widely, and ·avoid 
hegemony," an exptession inteDdod to stresS 
inconquerability. China's nuclear arsenal seems 
tailored ·to be ditectly supportive of this 
concept, emphasidng the Q.Chievement Qf 
"unc;lefeati'bility" ov.« the goal of viCtory. 
China may not be able to win a war with a 
nuclear power, but its minimal .nuclear force 
may keep it from lurring to face defee.t. 

In addition to whatever·security China's leaders 
may feel as a result of their nuclear Capability, 
China continues to derive practic81 "everyday" 
utility from its nuclear forces and its weapons 
development programs. To try better to 
comprehend this, one might conte$plate 
China's perceptions ~ its last decade 
before becoming a miclear power. The view 
offered in Cbma is ·~ folloWing Chinese 
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entry into the .Korean War and the ~ing U.S . 
and UN retreat. nuclear threats &om the U,.S. 
reversed the situation and were a major factor 
in the negotiations three years later. American 
researchers have essentially confirmecl ~ 
Chinese convictions by documenting several 
instances during the 1950s when the United 
States gave serious consideration. to using 
nuclear weapons against China-more often, a 
Harvard study states, than against all others. 

Further, one can guess about the Chinese 
perception of possible American aggressive 
actions that were hypotheticaDy detemd in the 
1960s and early 1970s; the potential border 
incursions, and worse, by the Soviet Union that 
were conceivably prevented; and about the 
attacks by India that did not OCClll"-all deterred 
in part as a cousequence of China's status as a 
nuclear power. Through Chinese eyes, the U.S. 
may have been discouraged from highly 
prejudicial actions in support of Taiwan 
because the U.S. could not tbreaten and bully 
China the way it could have done with a non
nuclear country. The Chinese believe that 
Russia was forced to act with greater restraint 
and encouraged to. negotiate more seriously 
with China on border disputes ~ of 
China's status as a holder of nuclear weapons. 
The prestige of its nuclear status put China, at 
least in Chinese eyes, in a more mvorable 
position to deal with India, a budding nuclear 
state with whom it fought a war and has border 
disputes. The U.S., Russia, and India have all 
been forced for decades to view China in the 
special light of having its ballistic missiles 
aimed at ·their major cities. China does not 
want to deliver its nuclear arsenal, but it wams 
to keep it and continue to derive benefit from it 

Nudem WfJIIIJOns an4 China's global 
repuiiiiUJn 
Possession of nuclear weapons has also 
enhanced the position of a large. but backward, 
China as a major player in the community of 
nations. Recently China has clearly become 
enamored of its status as. a constnietive metnber 
of that world community. Consequently, the 
Chinese are made all the more cautious in their 

PR.OLIFERATION.OF W&VONS OF MA.ss·DESTauCDON 
IMPLICA-TIONS FOR U,;& WiCRGA:I;f1NG 

nuclear weapons emploYJilent policy and 
related proclamations by a .de$iie to ·~ thiS 
coveted status. The possession of JlUClear 
weapons has added to China's prestige; the use 
of those weapons could detract .from . or even 
destroy China's fragile reputation. real or 
perceived,.as a responsible nation. 

The Chinese gov~mment seizes every 
opportunity to tout its "principled position" 
with respect to its status as a nation with 
nuclear weapons. In a late 1993 example of 
such declaratory policy, China Daily quoted in 
a front-page article some of this government 
declaratory policy: "[l]t is entirely for the 
purpose of self-defence that China develops and 
possesses a small number of nuclear weapons." 
The China Daily article goes on to reiterate: "'t 
[the PRC government] also slroDgly called for 
parallel negotiations among nuclear powers to 
conclude an international convention 
prohibiting first use of nuclear weapons and the 
threat of their use against non-nuclear states." 

Dr. Lin adds another perspective by desCribing 
Chinese nuclear policy this way. 

In Beijing's declaratory nuclear doctrine,. the aspect 
of dlsuti/lty rather thrm utility ·of nuclear Weapon$ 
receives peater emphasis. For example, the doclrine 
does not pronounce pesi1iv0ly when and how China 
would employ its nucleat weapoDS; the doctrine 
spells out a negative proWion: under what condition 
China wDl not employ weapons. 

Notwithstanding its lofty declaratory policy 
with respect to weapo.ns ·of mass destruction, 
China's status as a responsible member of the . 
cominunity of nations is far more vulaerable 
than that of the Western nuclear powetS, if for 
no other reQOn than its position as a totalitarian 
country and one of the few surviving 
Communist $fateS. There is an eXpectation 
among many ~un.tries of the world :tbat China 
will act crudely or irrespcmsibly. Increasingly, 
Chinese leade~ do not want to have that 
reputation. 
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The tactical nudear issue 

It is possible that the PRC's declaratory palicy 
has had an unexpected side effect-which 
might be called the Chinese version of a policy 
neither to confirm nor deny, in this case applied 
to tactical nuclear weapons ('INW). There have 
been press reports in and out of China of the 
existence of tactical warheads and bits of 
circumstantial evidence. has 
not l'.nl'llfinnP.d 

The threat of Soviet use of TNW 
was clear and publicly acknowledged. Here is a 
1980 extract from the newspaper oftbe PLA: 

According to 1he cumnt level [of Soviet TNW 
deployment], 8Jl army corps during one offensive 
operation may employ tiom 20 to 70 nuclear 
warheads; a division during 8Jl offensive battle may 
employ six to eight nuclear warheads; the army 
corps during a defensive operation may employ IS to 
25 nuclear warheads. 

The PLA was clearly fully aware of the scope 
of the tbieat they faced from tactical nuclear 
weapons. Further, there is ample evidence that 
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the PRC has for a nwnber of years bad the 
scientific and technological capability to 
produce tactical warheads. The systems to 
carry out deliVery ·of the· weapons-aircraft, 
missiles, large .. caliber artillely pieces-are 
without question in the Chinese inventory. 

TtlCtlt:al mu:1e11r tiiJctttne 
As Dr. Lin has written, the PLA. carried out 
some time ago in its newspaper Jiefangjun Bao 
(Liberation Anny News) a serious discussion on 
tactical nucl=-r warfare. The discU;SSion makes 
clear several assumptions: (1) TNW are likely 
to be most useful in the early stages of a 
conflict. The employment oflNW early would 
upset the offensive of a large invading force, 
and developments late.- are difticult to forecast. 
(2) It may be possible to defend against an 
enemy's 1NW; such weapons can be used and 
the figbting can continue. A 1NW war is 
"fightable." (3) The use of TNW does not 
necessarily imply the initiation by either side of 
use Of strategic nuclear weapons; there is the 
potential for escalation but also the potential for 
limitation to the tactical realm. (4) Neither 
defense against 1NW nor the counteroffensive 
use of TNW should be colisidered in isolation; 
such weapous are not effective by themselves 
but must be part of the overall tactics of the 
PLA. 

The writings state explicitly that the PLA must 
not only be capable of protection against TNW 
but also possess the capability to conduct a 
counteroffensive using TNW. (There is not, 
however, explicit acknowledgment of this 
capability.) There is a preference stated for 
blasting a hole in the enemy's front rather than 
deep attacks against headquarters or artillesy, 
derived ·at least in part from an effort to put to 
best use a limited nmnber ofTNW. "Our 1NW 
targets should be the enemy's front-line defense. 
Rather than punching a hole in the enemys 
center, we should chip its edge." In 1980 
articles, the capability and cost-effectiveness of 
enhanced radiation weapons (neutron bQmbs) 
was enthusiastically described. It was also 
pointed out that the site of the explosion could 
then quickly be safely occupied by the 
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combatants.. Dr. Lin points out the advantages 
in tactical nuclear warfare of China's larger 
numbers of combatant troops, reinforcements, 
and large unpOpali.ted areas amenable to TNW 
use with little collateral damage~ :He concludes 
that China has developed a decisive tactical 
nuclear cloct:rine fully committed to 
employment, nous watning shots in the air (as 
be views French TNW), b1lt as destructive 
weapons• on the invading entJnys forces. 

PLA tmining for TNW is. tevealin~ The 
ttaining has taken place ·over a number of years 
and not just in the areas n~ the Soviet. border. 
There has heeD, accordiDg · to the PLA 
newspaper reports, at least · one eXercise where 
the PLA carried out the simulated use of a five
kiloton 1NW to attack an enemy defensive 
position. Much time and many resources have 
been expended in this training (or, viewed 
cynically~ in the fabrication of a v 
number of detailed news 

1'1ying to 11114erstDndPRC siie1u:e on TNW 
It is difticult to be satisfied that China's silence 
with respect to possession of 1NW is · ·based 
primarily on unwiJlingness seemingly to 
repudiate its no-first-use polioy. Certablly the 
Chinese, instead of abrogation of 1NW, could· 
have argued to the world that their possession 
of TNW was necessary to counter the very real 
Soviet threat. They coulcl have pointed out 
nobly that, if the Soviets were to have used 
TNW. China would have '-n capable with 
lNW of its own to reply in .·kind rather than 
resorting to launching its small strategic missile 
arsenal--or just submitting. 

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPoNs OFl\fAsSDFsmucrloN 
IMPUCATIDNS FOR. U.S. W.ul&um~G 

CW and BW doctrine 

Chinese miliwy doctrine .with respect to 
chemical and biologi¢&1 agents employed as 
weapons of mass destructions is eVen more 
elusive than its · nuclear doctrine. As staied 
above, Cbina has consistently asserted tbat it 
neither produces nor possesses such agentS or 
weapons. At risk of stating the obvious, one 
can concl'ilcle that the measQJ'e of deterrenee 
derived from such a position is minbnal. Of 
course, it can be concluded alternatively that 
China is in fact. having its cake and .,.mg it too 
by posturing as a $talwart ·m the battle to rid the 
world of chemical and biolQgical weapons and 
yet letting· its nei~ who rnustofnecessitY 
view its assertions cotdly,_live -with the realistic 
knowledge that suob a threat ~ likely. As Dr. 
Lin desQribes it 

What underlies the particular Chinese style of 
deception is the art ·of ambiguity: the marginal 
manipulition of the enemy's perception 1btough a 
combination of massive secretiveness. concea~m.ent 
and cryptic or recJu,nclant. revelation. • • • The art of 
ambiguity in Chinese strategic tradition is the 
ultimate fonn of psychological warfare. 

Viewed less captiously, China's repeated 
assertions that it does not possess CW and BW 
are certainly serious self-imposed constrainrs on 
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the impli_cit or explicit threat of their • · 
These pronouncements may also . impose 
constraints on the production, stockpilin& 
deployment, and training of troops for the use 
of CW and BW. China must contm~ly gwu"d 
against revelation or · discovery-()f .it$. weapons, 
assuming that it does produce .and possess them. 
One might also conclude, basecl-on th* oft .. 
stated Chinese positions, that·it would be highly 
unlikely for China to employ these weapon$ in 
any but the most desperate situation, desiring to 
preserve the integrity of its many. strong public 

· pronouncements. This is admittedly thin gruel; 
the lack of solid data in this area, hOwever, may 
be in part an indicator of the low probability 
that chemical or biological weapons would be 
employed as weapons of mass destruction by 
China in any situation other than a war 
.threatening its national integrity. (In this light. 
it should be remembered that one of the 
scenarios most likely to threaten national 
mtegri1y is a break-up of the country involving 

· civil war. The possession or capture by one 
faction or another of CW or BW weapons under 
these circumstances is a possibility to be 
feared.) 

Chinese positiou Qn. mntr'Ol Qf weapous of 
mass destraetioli, disarmameDt, test baas. 

China does not experience disadvantages in 
pursuing its national goals by the possession of 
nuclear weapons and the means·to. deliver them, 
but in many ways it fa~ the same or greater 
constraints and detemmts. to the use of these or 
other weapons of mass destruction than do 
Western countries. The Chinese share with 
most of the world the view that the avoidable 
use of nuclear weapons or other weapons of 
mass destruction is one ·of the most 
reprehensible-and risky-actions that ·a nation 
can take. Foreigb Minister Qian Qiehen has 
since at least 1987 advocated a prohibition of 
weapons of mass destruction. For example, he 
said to the UN General Assembly in September 
of 1991: "Effective disarmament is an 
important· means to ease intematitmal tension 
[and] China has aU along stood for the COIXlplete 
prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear, 
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·chemical, and biological weapons and b&DDing 
research and development <lf any new tYPe· of 
weapons of' mass destruction." 

ChJnll tmdth~ NYJ' 
Cblna acceded ·to· the Nuclear NonproUfetation 
Treaty in M'.ai'9Ji .of 1992 after sneaking up to 
the d¢Qision over several years. China provided 
a positlve sign when it ~ed fie 1990 NPt 
conference, as an ObSerVer. China bad not 
attc;nded the five-y.- re71iew conferences in 
l97S:t 1980, ot 1985 and made it ·ldtOWl'ltbat its 
1990 attendallee was Significant This · move 
came after initially condemning the treaty in the 
late 1960~ as a plot ag8in&t China (:at tli8t ~e 
a nuclear-weapon state but not a member of the 
UN) followed by two decades of c:onsidering 
the NPT contrary to its .interests and to those of 
other develc;,ping couptries and non-nuclear 
nations. The September 27, 1993> statement to 
the 37th session of the International AtO:mic 
Energy Agency by Jiang XinxiOQ& ·bead of the 
PRC delegation, recalls. the arguments · Cbina 
bas offered over the years. Taang asserted tbat 
some developed nations ha-ve undennined the 
rights and interests of the developing C()untries 
by preventing them from obtaining nu_clear 
technology for peaceful uses under the guise of 
halting proliferation of nuclear weapons. He 
said fUrther that indUStrialized nations COJUittue 
to monopolize nuclear science and tecbnoJOgy. 

It appears that the proximate causo· of Cbiilese 
accession to · the NPT was· the effective 
negotiation canied out by then-Secretary of 
State lames Baker on hi$ November 1991 visit 
to Beijing. The Chinese foreign miDister agreed 
that the matter of NPT. accession would be put 
before the National People's Congress for 
formal approval Wit1Un three months. This. 
however~ was n!)t a sudden · tutnabout. China 
appears 3f8dually to have realized that non
proliferation was in its interests. It bad jo~ 
the !ABA some years before and also talten up 
the cudgel of a comprehensive test ban. China 
saw, it appears, how its interests would be 
harmed if nuclear weapons came to the Korean 
peninsula and to Japao. The PR:C also saw tbat 
it p1'obably tOok on no new obligations by 
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~ion. Another strong reason--possibly the 
most important-is China's new affection for a 
constructive role in the communi1;y of nations. 
That image was not consistent· with continued 
rejection ofthe NPT. 

In 1995, 25 years ·after it came into force •. the 
countries that are parties to the NPT will df:c.ide 
on whether it is to be· extended indefinitely or 
for a certain period. China's position, as one 
might expect, has not lJDeQUivocally supported 
the unqualified U.S. support for indefinite 
extension. Beijing bas supported a •smooth11 

extension, continuing to complain about 
perpetuation of big poWer hegemony and 
attempts to maintain absolute nuclear 
superiority. The Chinese positions that may 
result in difficulties for NPT renew.! hue been 
presented ~tty. The. ofticial goVti'Dment 
pronounceineJit after the OCtober 1993 
underground nuclear test included the 
following: 

. . .China believes that a pledge by all nuclear
weapon ~ not to use nuclear weapons at all is of 
even greater Significance as. it is a mOte effective 
step towards the nonproliferation goat· uaclersc:ored 
by the "Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons .. [as the NP1' is refened tp In China]. 1)) 
this end. China strongly caDs for a paNU.~ 
negotiation by all nuclear-weapon states aimed at 
concluding an international conventicm on 
unconditional non-first-use of nuclear weapcms and 
non-use and non-threat of use of ·nUclear· weapons 
against non-nuclear states and nuclear-fi:ee zones. 

The BeiJing Review, an EngJ{Sll-language 
periodical, carried an article by w~ Ling in 
September 1993. The following is an 8xtract: 

To perpetuate the Tre;Jty on th!o' Non-proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons, the W~ is likely to speed up its 
work for a total nuclear teSt bali. The Non
Prolifmtion Treaty, which toOk effect iil 1970, will 
be re-e~ in 1995. America, Britain and 
France have stated they want the treaty to extend 
perpetually. Many non-nuelear countries hope that 
the extension is based on the conditlon. that the 
nuclear-weapon countries take action- I)D a nuclear 
test ban. If the nuclear coun1ries dO not stop 
developing new nuclear weapons and do not Sign a 

PllOl.IFERATION' OYWEAPONSOF MA$S·D£St'l\Ucn<)N 
IMPUGtTION$ FOlll/.$. ,WA4GAM111G 

total nuclear test ban treaty, other COUidri~ can 
hardly be ~ to give up the chmce of 
develOpiDg;au~w~. 

These words seem.tQ be precursors .of the PRC 
position at the 25-y• exteDsion NPT 
c::onference. They 106m to reftect.amove· away 
11om the fervent pitch that:non-nliclear· nations 
are being 1reated unfairly .toward emphasis on 
commitments on non•first-use, on non-use 
against nuclear-free states and .zones, and for • 
comprehensWe test ban. 

U.S. abllit)l til·illjlllimce an4 restniin the Pil.C 
Foreign Minister Qian; speaking in 1993 to the 
UNGA, this time said: ~e Chinese 
government bas· stated. on many occasions that 
Chine stailds for non-PJ"Qliteration of all 
weapoqs .of ma5$ de$truction. At the ·same :time· 
we bold that theultbnate objective of mankiJ:td 
should be 1he complete prohibition and 
thorough c:lestruction of those weapons. Now 
that the conven1ions ~g biologiei.l and 
chemical weapons have been concluclocL we 
deem it high tinte tbat.the complete prolu'bition 
and thorough destruction of nuclear WeaponS 

were put on the ageoda." Beijing's official 
announcement in October 1993 following its. 
la.St underground n11eiear test stated that the 
d&velopme.nt of BUCiear weapons was "entirely 
for the purpose of seJf-de~" and called on 
the eountd~ with . th~ largest arsenals -to .eany· 
out reductions "so as to create conditions for 
other nuclear countries to take part in the 
nuclear disarmament process." 

The abilities the United States and its Allies can 
develop to reinforce these constraints and 
cleterrrmts-espially in a .time ·of crisis-are 
among the SU'Oiigest .weapons in ·&ttBmpts to 
contrOl PRC use of WMD. China co~ 
abandon these lofty poSitions if put in -an 
untenable positiOn with little to lose by radical 
action. The West should be in a position with 
China to make a compelling case--on the basis 
of equality and mutual interests, not as an 
adversary employing only pressure and 
threats-that thefr .best interests are not served 
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by the use (or proliferation) ofweapons ofmass 
destruction. 

Pontieal Leadel'$hip 
Coastramts 

L--~-_. a decision by the authoritarian 
-primary Chinese leader· or the collective 
Chinese leadership to employ WMD would not 
seem at first look to be encumbered by the 
complex constraints present in a Western 
democracy. However, in reality, many of the 
constraints and fears felt by Western leaders 
would exist for Chinese leaders. There are also 
constraints unique to China. 

SENIOR CHINESE LEADERSHIP APPOINTMENTS 

Figutel--6 

PAGE30 

The ])eng death. watch 
At thiS time in CbineJe ·politie~t the uncertain 
circQmstances of ,I»RC leadership are a major 
facter in most ma1tets· 'Ibis unceitainty .terives 
from the lingering unofficial but key leaderShip 
role of the aged ancl inCreasingly inCompetent 
~i'·~aoping. His ~bigu.ous position and 
the far less subStantial statures .of the official 
leaders arrayed beneath. bb:n . muddy $.e 
decision-making situation and could 11tam9»r 
complicating factor in arriving at a decisi()ll on 
employment of WMD. Put simply, the Party 
Genenll Secretary, the Premier, 8nd the c~ 
Mili1aJy Commission. would be faced· with 1be 
dilemllia of either seeking from Deng his 
approval to aet and/or his guidance in selection 
from among complex options or, alternatively, 
acting without consulting him. Den& in bis 
senile condition. may not lllldeJsfand the 
situation or may make a decision that none 
favor or would be willing to cany ·aut On the 
other band, given the uncertain individual 
authority of the other leaders, a decision·of S\lch 
magnitude taken without consulting Deng may 
be difficult to carey out, •·especially if other 
important leaders do nOt agree. · 

Leadenldp succession cloude4 
Even if this dilemma were. somehow 
bypissed (by resolute coaseusus among the 
younger leaders or even. pre-amngeMents 
among the official leadership to circumvent 
Den& for example), there is uot now in 
China a recogniZed single leader other than 
Deng who could take it upon himself with 
assurance to make the. major decishm to use 
weapons Qf mass·.destr:ueti• especWly in 
a. $11:uat:ion that lDA.Y ~. massive 
retaliation or other serious · ~u~ 
for the country~ Con~ly; this · m:.sence 
of $®h a leader implies.as wen tbatthere is 
no one c:qJabl~; of resisting the ~~ 
~·. ~t ·could exist· t0 u:se WMD 
8gaiDst an inVading force ()r to thrciaten 
such use against .. a strong. power perceived 
·as :transgressing. P_, ·General · Seen;tary 
. and State President Jittng bmjn .. does not 
have the statunras a leader or tbO requisite 
.influence with the PLA to assume that role. 
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Many in China, includhlg figures in the . 
leadership and the militaey. COIJBider the 
recently. ailing Premier Li Peng-whose name 
is so closely and unfavorably linked to 
Tianamnen-m.ore a buffoon than a leader. 
Rising but untested Vice Premier Zhu Rongji 
probably lacks ~ political and PLA 
support at present to jump' into the. breach. 

The West is. of course.npt alone in the ability 
to recognize these uncerti.inti.es in the Chinese 
leadership situation and their coasequences. If 
Chlna were at war or &ced an imminent threat 
of great dimensions, someone, like Jiang, Li, or 
Zhu, could be given or take a preeminent 
leadership role. Others cummtly out of favor or 
close to power now eou1d also be catapulted to 
the top in a crisis. For example, the Party could 
tum in a crisis to former ~dent 'Ymg 
Shangkun andlor his formerly powerful (in the 
PLA and other circles) half-brother Yang 
Bat'bing. Both the Yanp were recently 
replaced in a move toward moderation, but 
many analysts believe the Yang brothers cannot 
be counted • 

PRoi.D"ERA110N OF 'WEAPONS OJ' MASS DFsi'RVC'JtON 
1MPI:.l0fl'1tlli$ FOil. .V.I. WAllGIIJBNt; 

ne priJiintl1umt r;Ie_P/iheptuty 
·In watching .for cbrelopinents of this sort in 
China, the Chinese.Communist Party should be 
the place where attention is focused. It will be 
in the gatherings of the Party elite where the 
key decisions will be made. and especially any 
decision on a new peeminent leader. 
Government ministries and bodies. including 
the National Peop.Je"'s Congress (NPC). Will not 
be the effeCtive forces in the crucial decisions. 
In recent years the NPC, admittedly, has shown 
some inorease in ili.depmdence. Iw role as a 
rubber stan:ap has passed, at least in some areas 
such as econoniic de'Velpjmlent projects. These. 
gradual changes have JlPt..however. approached 
~ point · where urgent, critical · decisions 
ooncembig natioJ1a1 'seeQrity woUld be subjeeled 
to such a ·body for ·deliberation or approval. 
The most to expect .. iS ·that some detas1s of the 
decision could be fleshed out by a. ~emment 

before im lementation. l 
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National Defense is not central to these -· 
activities. although the 63-year-otd Minister 

Military iDstitutious 

The Central Military CollllldnUJn 
The Central Military Commission of the 
Communist Party is the. bodY (under the. th\Unb 
of the Politburo Standing Committee) that 
makes defense policy in China and that would 
tlesb out and. implement major military 
decisions in an emergency. (The Ministry of 
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and former Chief of tbe 'General s~ GOceral 
Chi Hao~ is- • member. of ·the CMC~) 1'be 
Fourteenth Perty Congress in 1993 dra$t{cally 
reduced the ~ of the Central Military 
Commission from the sixteen members it bad 
following the Timmmen Square crackdown in 
1989 to just seven members. This smaller 
CMC may ,pennit crisper and faster 
implementation of decisions in a crisis. 
Although reasons ·wae not provided for the 
change to a .smaller CMC, it is significant to 
consider that· the membership was previously 
reduced &om ~-fow- to s~ in the wake 
of Tiananmen. This would tend to lend 
credence to the theory of streamlining to 
enhance decision-maldng and the ability to 
C8l'IY out promptly Standing. Committee 
direction. 

Party General Secretary and State President 
Tumg ~ i$ the CMC chairman. This too
often ~e man. with Iio experience in 
the PL\-and uncertain support from it in many 
situations, ·is -u -unlikely counterweight to tbe 
remaining six military IJlembers. A senior u.s. 
govemment official who sat in -on the meeting 
in Seattle in Novemb<H' 1993 between 
Presi~ Iumg.&Xld Clhltop.,_ descriJJed Jiang as 
"a prisonet .of the approved inteiagellcy talking 
points." The ·twQ vice· chafrmen and the other 
fo1D' member$ are seasoned, ~bitten· seniar 
general officers of the PLA. Pint vice
cbainnan. . Liu Hnaqing is the former 
commanderofthePLA Navy. Ue has beenthe 
central figure in the . ongoing modernization of 
the PLA~ Similarly, he is the CMC figure most 
closely linked to technology and to tbe 
application of scienee to defense. Liu 
Huaqiilg's counsel on technical aspects of the 
employment of weapons of mass destruction 
would .c:atry the mOSt weight. One can imagine 
Liu as an inte1'J)J•r. and adJitet of tarpting 
llCCJmlcy issues. vuJneiabllity of Chinese 
weapons to cl~ and cowitermeaslli1'S, and 
similar matters. second vice-chairman Zllang 
Zhen has consi~Ie combat ·experience and 
also is a first-rate strategic thinker. His wisdom 
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on the strategic value or risks of weapons of 
mass destruction employment would be SQught 
by his fellow CMC members. The other four 
members have no special qualification$ of 
interest in this examination. 

a.....---------' It is instructive to 
note, for example, that the senior Chinese 
military leadership was sympathetic to the 
August 1991 anti-Gorbachev coup in Moscow. 
Their consideration of the relative weight of 
various factors in a decision to employ weapons 
of _ mass destruction would probably not 
resemble the debate in Western debDerative 
bodies. They would act to preserve the Chinese 
Conummist Party, the People's Republic of 
China in its present form, and the People's 
Liberation Anny-even if enormous sacrifices 
were involved. The predictable adamant advice 
along these lines of CMC members would carry 
great weight with 1be ultimate decision-maker. 
It is important to remember that the Party looks 
to the PIA through the CMC, as the ultimate 
guarantor of its retention of power. An extract 
from a recent article in Far Eastem Economic 
Review illustrates that it remains . acceptable 
brashly to make tbispc;int: 

In a front-page article in the People's . Dally in ~ 
July {1993], Liu lluaqing and Zhang Zhen, the 
PLA's selliOr-most generals. ~ed that the 
seductions of capitalism threaten to obscure the 
PLA's primary mission: defenctiDg the ComnumJst 
Party. 'AD. sorts of uohealthy attitudes and nepdve 
phenomena f.i'om society are cominuously using all 
paths and routes. to infiltrate. the mili1my, puttir:Jg 
army construetion m danger,' they wrote." 

Changes to the CMC are not expected soon. If 
one looks at a different CMC, perhaps without 
these two strong leaden'S, Liu and Zhang, it is 
likely to be less influential but would Still be the 
body by wbieh the Party would have the PLA 

PRoUFERATJON OF WEAPONS OF MASSD~l1CTIQN 
IMPUCA.TIONS FORU.S. 'WARGAJl1NG 

cany out the will of the Politburo Stanclmg 
COmmittee and dominantJeader. 

D.e PLA mJmle ltumciiJag D1'1J1111iztdltms 
The Second Artillery is the · PLA•s strategic 
rocket f~ The Second Artillery's strategic 
systems and 1he tactical systems consis.ting of 
the .Navy's X'm SSBN and China!s tactical 
rruclear :fotces in the Air ·l"O!'Oe and pound 
forces of the PLA are not nearly as flexible and 
as reliable as those in the West. In particulai', 
the Xla SSBN's operational capability is quite 
uncertain. For whatever reasono this su~e 
very rarely deploys. However7 there is no 
reason to expect that most of the !:V!:tem<~ 
not function 

s•ortCIJmJntjs 
There is reason to believe that there w9Uld be 
more system fai]UI'e$ and greater blaccuraey .m 
striking the tarp1s tb8n expected bY the 
Chinese system desi~. Howover, this hope 
· is not based on hard evidence. h :is primanly 
based on the general state of Chine$0 
technology and quality control There is also an 
inherent inadequacy in training that· derives 
from the Jack of actual launches and· weapon 
deliveries and the failure to conduct . oth~ 
realistic training that, if canied 011ts would 
disclose bugs and smooth out ~ 
Further, the PLA is not known for realistic 
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1raining in those few areas where foreimer~ 
have been able to observe. ..,,.._,,v _! 

Role of the scientific elite 

The IISIUII secrecy, but some clues tUe JJ/sible 
China has not been open about the role of its 
scientific commODity in the development of 
warheads 8lld missiles. We caD, however, 
ascertain four aspects of the prognuns that shed 
some light on the role scientists have played: 

(1) To a significant degree, China's programs 
have been technology driven. The caps on 
development and goals have been largely the 
limitations of the technology that China has 
been able to develop or acquire &om others and 
assimilate. Among other thinBSt this has meant 
that senior Chinese scientists have, by 
necessity, traditionally been those at the 
decision-making table who have said whether a 
proposed step in weapons development is 
reasonable or feasible. 

(2) Chinese nuclear scientists. including those 
prominent in weapons chwelopment, have been 
recognized and placed in prestigious positions. 
Of at least equal significance, the children of 
senior Chinese officials have been trained in 
nuclear science and become active in the field. 

(3) The push to make sales to other countries
often politically very controversial sales-bas 
largely been an effort by the Chinese 
"academies" to obtain funds for their research 
and development programs for missiles. These 
sales programs have proceeded even in the face 
of considerable worldwide pressure on China to 
stop, reflecting the clout of those numing the 
R&D programs. 

(4) The continued testing of warheads, 
including the two underground tests in 1992 
and the test in early October 1993, may wen be 
a reflection of successful presSure by scientific 
(and military) leaders to continue warhead 
development despite the international political 
disadvantageS to China of conducting these 
tests when other nations are observing a 
moratorimn. All four ofthese visible aspects of 
the role of the scientific elite point to 
conSiderable iiltluence in deciSion-making. 

As an indirect affirmation of the above, an 
examination of events preceding the October 
1993 underground nuclear test may be 
revealing. President Clinton had applied 
consideJable pressure to attempt to get the 
Chiliese to cancel the nunored test. Chinese 
Foreign MiDister QiaD Qicben. in a speech 
before the UN General Assembly, did not react 
d.il'ectly to President Clinton's urgiDg that China 
not · break a. global moratorium on testing, but 
did restate China's position advocating a baD on 
tests as part of a broader agreement to do away 
with au nuclear weapons. One can conclude 
that the scientists and others (probably 
including the PLA) who want to improve 
China's warhead technology prevailed in the 
internal debate over whether China had mo~~e to 
gain by testing or by making a grand gesture to 
continue the moratorium. Possibly even more 
revealing was a less-publicized statement at this 
same time by Secretary of State Wmen 
Christopher. After meeting with the Chinese at 
the UN, Christopher said he thought the 
Chinese would probably proceed with the test 
because the device was already in the test bole 
and wired. It would be more dangerous to 
extract it than detonate it, he stated, seemingly 
repeating reasoning he had heard &om the 
foreign minister or ·his aides. This argument 
certainly smacks of considerable influence by 
the teclmical and scientific eUte in influencing 
the decision. In any case, the momentum 
toward the planned test prevailed over foreign 
policy considerations. 

(Unfortunately, we must frequently rely on such 
indirect and anecdotal evidence in analyzing 
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China's policies and actions. Interestingly, 
there was identified in this event another group 
that appeared to wield c:onsiderable clout, if 
only temporarily. The timing. of the test seems 
to reveal that the backers. of Beijing's bid for the 
Olympic games in the year 2000 succeeded in 
having the test postpOned Wltil .. the decision, 
rejecting Beijing's bid and awarding the games 
to Sydney, was announced.) 

R & D org1111/zlltion 
The Chinese nuclear weapons and missile 
development organizations are known as 
academies. Subdivisious of ~ academies 
are called institutes. For oumple. the FirSt 
Academy is the Carrier RocJcet Research 
Academy. Institute Twelye (Control System 
Institute) and Institute 'I':birtUn (IDertial 
Component Institute) are components of the 
First Academy. The work of the Second 
Academy includes surface-to-m-missiles and 
for a few years included the development of the 
JL-1 SLBM and DF-21 MRBM; the,. ·Third 
Academy develops ami-ship inissiles; the 
Fourth Academy is the SOlid Rocket Motor 
Academy; and the Fifth Academy was froln the 
early years identified with ballistic missile 
development. The N'mth Academy is roughly 
equivalent to om Los Alamos. Sandia, 
Livermore, etc. combined; it is C!Omp9sed of 
eleven institutes, all but one in Sichuan 
Province in western China. The Central 
Military Commission provides the ·overall 
guidance from the Chinese Communist Party. 
The Commission of Science, Technology, ·and 
Industry for National Defense, amollg . other 
things, approves the activities of ·~· various. 
~es as they undertake the tasks assigned 
to them by the Ministry of Space lnd.ustry, for 
example. This sketchy outline of the research 
and development organizatioDal relationships 
illustrates the complex posture of the Chinese 
bureaucracy of research and developm.ellt in 
these programs. Available evidence indicates 
that the s!=lentific elite has been able to work 
within this complicated organiZaticm to tbrther 
the programs· to which it is dedicated and to 
wield considerable clout when . these programs 
are threatened. 

PROLIF'ERA.110NOF \VEAPoNs OJ' MAS$DES:I'RUCI'ION 
htPUCATIONS FOR U.S. WA.RGAMING 

No evidence has arisen suggesting that Chinese 
scientists favor discontinUation of nuclear· tests 
or other curtaiJment of weapons programs. · We 
shoUld Jl()t e1tpe9i that the. scientific e~ would 
undertake ·$11Qh .. a role-opposing the use of 
nuclear~ for ·oxampl~g a time 
of hei~ te.nsions. This . is· not to . say that 
no ~ scJenijsts hold such view& Jt~ to 
say that, even if held, it is unlikely that those 
views would or could.be aired in such a way as 
to influence Communist Party or PR.C 
government decision-making about the 
employment of -~- of mass destruction. 
ViJtually ever)' ~nd' the system iD China 
would discourage such dissent. 

AJUanee relatiOJisbips. 

Connections; lliil iiiiJIIni:ss. 
Although· the · :PR.C .bas a formal alliance . with 
only North Korea, its relations with RUS$ia,_ 
Paldstan. ~ Iraa (ID.d several other Middle 
Eastern countrieS), ·Bunna, Thailand, and the 
Khmer Rouge are of interest iD this context. 
(By some acco•mts even the mutual defense 
treaty with North. Korea is somewhat uncertain 
in its validity and effect. One knowledgeable 
Chinese source asserted that his gov.enunent 
considered t1l.e agreelilent as having lap$ed.) 

RussUlredta · 
China's renewed frlondsbip with Russia, 
although it ·hardly bas the intensity and scope of 
that prior to i96o, is . the most importaQt 
relationship for Consideration ·with respect to 
weapons of mass destruction issues. Chint's 
early missUe development was based directly 
on exploitation of systems provided by the 
Soviets. Later, improved JDissiles were targeted 
on the Soviet Union. The current situation is a 
bizarre updated combination of these .two past 
fonns of the relationship. It is conceivable that 
factions or .indi\'i®als in !tussia or o.ther 
successor states to. the. Soviet Union would now 
sell China technology and/or systems that could 
radically cllange the size and capab~ :of the 
Chinese weapons of ma$5· destruction arsenal 
Reports have alreadY surfaced that Moscow has 
been quietly · prOVidini rocket motors for 
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satellite launch vehicles. It is also conceivable, 
at ·least to the Chinese, that Russia 1;:0uld once 
again become a nuclear threat to China. There 
is concern in China about the possible twists 
and turns of Russia's political future, and there 
is talk of a resurgent Russian desire to be a 
great power with a resultant expansionist threat 
to China. As Bonnie Glaser wrote in the March 
1993 Asian SUI'Ve)r. 

The geographic area occupied by·- fODDer Soviet 
Union i& viewed b1. Beijing as 1be IDOSfun~ and 
pOtentially t.mstablo region in · the world. • • • The 
Chinese have long-term couc:ems about the large 
number of Russian (orces deployed along their 
CODUDOI1 bonier. • . . There is also concern in 
Beijing about the massive tnmsfer of arms 1iom the 
European theater to east of the Ural Mountains as a 
consequence of the Conventional Forces in Bw'ope 
{CFE) Treaty signed in late 1990. 

There is very direct concern about the SS-20 
IRBMs that Moscow has arrayed in eastern 
Russia. Although these missiles are slated · for 
destruction, the tiznetable-and compelling 
evidence of intent to destroy them quickly-is 
far from clear. When added to other ICBMs 
capable of being targeted on Northeast Asia, the 
SLBMs of the Russian . Pacific Fleet, Russian 
strategic bombers, and tactical nuclear 
weapons. the threat is daunting. Consequently 
and paradoxically, Russia is part of the equation 
both as a supplier and as ·a major threat. 

Chemical weapons in the hands of the Russians 
are also a matter of concem to the · Chinese. 
The lntematio1lal Hant:lbotJk on Chemical 
Weapons holiferatlon r:eealls a 1984 statement 
attributed to the CIA: "The Chinese. . Jmaw 
the [chemicalJ weapons in a single Soviet 
storage d~ (near 13uyanki, about. 60 _mileS 
&o.m · the 'Chinese border, which is SUJTOunded 
by more than 200 decontamination vehicles) ~ 
more devastating than China's entire ·mventory." 
The Handbook mUbOI'S suggest that this 
situation provides "the most compelling reason 
for [China's] having an offensive cw 
capability-to lessen ·~-pressure for escalation 
to nuclear weapons in a future conflict." 
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Pakisttml plll'trlerslilp 
The situation with India and Pakistan is no less 
complex or convoluted. The feature of the 
Sino-Pakistani relationship that bas been most 
greatly noticed is China's prcw.ision of 
technology, equipment, and ·mater:iaJ that have 
aided Paki-.~s 1II'lCl• energy ·.propul;l·· .m 
contributed to its ckWolopmem · of 11uelear 
weap<)ns and tho means-10 4eliver them. .It is 
assumed by most observem 'that these acCions 
by China bav, resu1ied in significant payments 
to China, although such assumptions can ·be 
questioned on the basis of Paki$1an's .financial 
plight Alternatively, Chioa'1 actions could be 
explained as aiding Pak:isbm agailistlndia. the 
common enemy. It .is n:asonable .· to conclude 
that a combination of these two factor$· .is at 
work. 

The bulltm flldtJr 
China's nuclear weapons deve~ prognpn 
benefits both from the money paid by PakiStan 
and the· research and othet ~ence -tbat 
results from the .effort. At the $IUilO thne, one 
must ask what such int.imatC Chinese 
cooperation with Paldstan ilnplies_ Sbe)U}d .Qither 
Pakistan or India initiate a nuclear mhange. If 
Pakistan is able to deliver one or two nuclear 
weapons-and no more-CbQ!a could be faced 
with the dilemma of aJloWing· Pakistan to 
endure possible further nuclear attacks from 
India, trying to decide if it should threaten Jndia 
to prevent retaliation, or eleCting to supply 
Pakistan with weapons. 'Ibis supplying -of 
nuclear weapon8·mightbe done clandestinely or 
overtly. There .is a danger, at such a point, of 
unpredictable <out.cOmes·.such as Cbjnese forces 
beco~g involved in SUPPQrt of Pakistan With 
the fearfUl consecp1ence ·~ 1his. could 
som,ehoW, esCalate into· a nuclear ~n 
between 'China. and India. 

In& ,., 1/Je Paldmm ftH:ttJr 
It is also neQeSS&ry .to eonSider the Sino-Indian 
situation ·without Paldstan in the equation. 
Currently, Sino-Indian relations are on the 
mend, and the enduring border disputes are not 
a central concern for either country. 
Confidence-building measures have .been 
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agreed pertaining to the Himalayan border area. 
The annoyance to Beijing of India's meddling in 
the issue of Tibetan independence or the rights 
of Tibetans has eased as India has recently 
made conciliatory statements about Tibet and 
has turned its attention elsewhere. The 
lingering disputes do not seem to hold the 
seeds-certainly ·not in the short term-for 
renewed Sino-Indian hostilities, much less a 
resort to weapons.ofmass destruction. 

The most that can be made oftbetensions in the 
relationship stemming from· the possession of 
nuclear weapons or ~ by both sides is a 
great deal of envy by India and a measure of 
regret and unhappiness on the patt of the 
Chinese. From the ChinesQ point of View, the 
most troublesome part of India's status is the 
~ it poses to Pakistan and the dilemma that 
it could produce for China. From a 
proliferation or disarmament perspective. there 
is also the factor that neither :country wishes to 
be forthcoming and n;linquish . its nuclear 
weapons while the. other U)tains that capability 
or even potential capability. However, 
according to former U.S. ambassador in New 
Delhi, William Clark, China does not need its 
nuclear weapOns to keep India in its place 
bilaterally, and it hardly seems that India's 
foggy nuclear capability, or even its 
conventional force, is worrying Chinese 
leaders, at least not in terms of India 
representing a threat totbe territory of the PRC. 

lranhm intrigue 
China has also made substantial contributions 
to Iran's "peaceful" nuclear :program and to its 
arsenal of missil-.,s and ability to produce 
missiles. The same question arises in trying to 
fathom Sino-Iranian relations a.S in China's 
relations with Pakistan: Is it love or love of 
money? Or is it a combination? The answer is, 
if anything, even less clear, although China'a 
desire to ensure current and future access to oil 
must be seen as a key motivating factor. 

According to the Congressionai Office of 
Technology Assessment, there is little public 
evidence of progress in Iran on a nuclear 

. ~OJ.IP'QATION OJ'W~'OJ'MI\s$J)E$Tll1JCTIQN 
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weapons program, with the added comment 
ftom that office tbat there has been CIA 
testimony estimating 1bat production of nuclear 
weapons is unlikely ~· the end of the 
decade.witboutf~ assistance. The pertinent 
question is whether ··China will provide such 
assistance, while the issue of China's 
technological support for an Iranian weapons 
program remains uncleaJI-and worrisome. 

A possible corollaJy exists with respect to this 
point conceming Islamic tuDclamentalism as a 
threat to China. I~ u a condition of its receipt 
from China of nuclear technOlo&Y, Teheran bas 
made a e<>mudtment to Beijiq not to assist 
CentraLAsian Muslims in any way t~u¢· would 
threaten ~. Iran. may have .the leverage to 
keep China's assistance coming for its 
"peaceful" nuclear program,. 

For several years allegations hav~ .i)een made 
about transfers to Iran. of chemical materials or 
poisonous gas for llli1itary · purposes. Chinese 
officials deny such transfers. These denials 
gained some m~. of public credibility 
when, after. global attention to U.S. intelligence 
reports, the Chinese ship Y'm .He was searched 
for such materials and ·none . were found. For 
most observers, that did . not resolve the 
fundamental issue; profo-qnd concerns persist. 
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Othen in the Middle BIISt IIIUIA.frka 
Many of these same factors are applicable tp 
China's relationships with other (oil .. producing, 
in many cases) Middle Eastern and North 
A1iican countries. For example, China has 
been involved with Syria with respect to 
missiles that could be used to deliver weapons 
of mass · destructioQ, even as China and Israel 
have grown close in both the diplomatic and 
militmy technology areas. China is aiding 
Libya with nuclear research. These and other 
instances, including past aid to Iraq, are 
troublesome when one contemplates the long· 
term consequences of China's actions. They do 
not seem, however, to portend Chinese 
involvement in either a ttansfer of nuclear 
weapons or an employment of weapons of mass 
destruction as a consequence of any of these 
. relationships. Chinese ties to sulJ..Sabaran 
countries are close in several cases but not of 
interest in this context 

Saudi Arabia as a speclol cau 
One cannot be quite so confident in the case of 
Saudi Arabia. At the time of Riyadh's purchase 
of CSS-2s from China, many wondered whether 
Saudi Arabia would have spent several billion 
dollars on an inaccurate missile system unless 
nuclear warheads were part of the deal, at least 
under certain conditions, such as having to 
assent to Chinese control of the warheads. 
Nevertheless, Beijing and Riyadh bave stated 
firmly that the Chinese missiles sold to Saudi 
Arabia in the late 1980s are armed only with 
high explosive warheads. As was the case 
during the Gulf War, given the financial 
resources available to Saudi Arabia and the 
evident hunger for bard currency of China, 
there is at least some reason to fear that the 
PRC could provide nuclear warheads if the 
price is right. The primary CODS1l'aint that exists 
for China is the jeopardy to its international 
standing, currently a key concern for Beijing. 
Consequently, it is easiest to envision the 
Chinese transfer of nuclear warheads to Saudi 
Arabia at a point when China feels it bas 
nothing to lose with respect to its reputation and 
everything to gain from a large payment and 
long.term assured access to Saudi oil. 

The KoretlS 
China bas established diplomatic and extensiVe 
trade relations with South Korea, but it has not 
abBDdoned its erstwhile ally North Korea. 
There has been evidence of collaboration by 
China and North Korea on missile programs. 
Over the years. North Korea bas obtained 
assistance with its nuclear program from the 
Soviet Union, the PRC, and even the IAEA. 
There is no evidence, however, that China is 
now aiding · North Korea with its nuclear 
program-and especially not with its nuclear 
weapons program. It seems that North Korea 
appears sufficiently umeliable to deter China 
from rendering support for PyongYang's 
nuclear ambitions, for either · political · or 
economic benefits. North Korea seems now to 
be undertaking its large scale nuclear and 
alleged nuclear weapons efforts independently. 

Under some scenarios, one might reasonably 
conclude that the existence of Chinese weapons 
of mass destruction collld deter the use of 
weapons of mass destruction by South Korea 
against North Korea. From another perspective, 
Beijing would be faced with a profound 
dilemma ifNorth Korea were attacked by South 
Korea, particularly if the United States were to 
become involved. A similar, if possibly Jess 
compelling, dilemma would exist for Beijing in 
the more probable scenario of an attack by the 
North. It does. not seem likely. however, that 
China would join North Korea in a nuclear 
attack against South Korea or provide it with 
missiles and/or warheads~ China has much to 
gain from stability on the Korean peninsula and 
from its new, prospering relations with SoUth 
Korea. Sufficient incentives to support a 
renegade North Korea.in the use of weapons of 
mass destruction seem to be absent 

Turniug this scenario on its head, it is virtually 
inconceivable, despite the vastly .improved 
bilateral relations and recent diplomatic 
recognition, that China would join South Korea 
in any hostile actions against North Korea. 
. With possible drastic changes in China's future 
political situation in mind, one might see in the 
decades to come China and South Korea joining 
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together to intilnidate North Ko~ into 
reunifieation on terms favorable to South Kprea 
and China; but neither present n~ 1\lture 
relations between Beijing and 8eoul portend 
their collaboration in the use, or threat of use, of 
weapons of mass destruction against 
Py~gyang to force reunification or for · any 
other purpose. 

China has annoyed Washington by not pressing 
North Korea harder to abandon its nuclear 
weapons development effort. The Chinese say 
first that they have done a great deal, and might 
contend that tbey have facilitated talks between 
tbe Koreas. helped with a dialogue between 
Pyongyang ·and Washington, and urged North 
Korean adherence to the NPT. Assistant 
Secretary of State W'mston Lord stated on 
PB~'s MacNeil-Lehrer Newshour on November 
18, 1993, that Chinese officials are privately 
saying to U.S. officials that they are continuing 
to "do something" about Pyongyang-as 
Washington bas asked. 

However, Beijing bas gone on to say that the 
application of pressme on Pyongyang or any 
other capital is improper international conduct 
and likely to be counteiproductie. At a March 
31, 1993, news conference Premier Li Peng 
answered a question about the possible 
imposition of sanctions by the UN Security 
Council: 

. . .China and · North Korea have maintained long
term tiiendly and cooperat:i~ ties ••.. We neither 
encourage nor support nuclear pn)Iiferatioa, and. • 
.we believe that there should not be any pmence of 
nuclear weapons in Korea, whether it is in the North 
or South Korea, bec:au.se that will thea be conducive 
to the stability of the situation on the Korean 
peninsula. As North Korea is a sovereiga state, so it 
takes patienu to solve this problem. h is our View 
that, if' this case is submitted to the Security CouncU, 
we are afiaid that k is not necessarily helpfUl for the 
smooth solution ofthis problem. 

Regardless of how true this statement 
concerning .the consequences. of applyillg 
pressure may be with · respeCt to · North K~ 
there is ~erlying the Chinese position the 

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MAssDEsTaVCITON 
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adamaQt f¢eling . that China has suffered from 
such pressure and is likely to do so again. lt 
wants DO part of . pressute tactics, being 
convinced of its own susceptibility. Foreign 
Minister Qian Qichen. said to the UN Oeneral 
Assembly in SepteJQber 1993: 

We should finnly oppose and adopt a ·setiOus attiblde 
in dealing with aggressive act$ of large and strong 
eountries bullying small ud weak ODe$. and of 
trampling on the sovereignty of another country in 
the fntemational arena. However, Cbfna disapprQ'Ies 
of the frequent fnctiscrimiDato use of sanctionS or 
force in the natne ofdle United Nations. 

Further, China's long-standing diplomatic aDd 
trade relationship with North Korea would 
make it a primary cdorcer of any international 
sanctions that might be imposed. Of course 
China also has the luxury of not fearing direCtly 
a threat in any form from North Korea. In this 
vein, it waS interesting-even startling-to 
learn that Chinese Defense Minister Genei'al 
Chi Haotian reportedly told a $0Diot Japanese 
visitor on October 20, 1993: 

As for Nonh Korea's developm• ot ~lear 
weapcms, even if North Korea bas plutonium. it 
would be technologically difficult for that country to 
develop nuclear weapons, and the development of 
the means of delivering nuelear weapons wOUld g)St 

North Korea huge amOutitS ofmoaey. I believedlat 
North Korea cminot develop nuclear weapons. 

None of this is to say that Beijing shoulcl .not be 
urged to press Pyongyang to permit iaspectic;ns. 
There is possible reason to hope for enhanced 
interest in Beijing in being helpfbl on this, 
especially if China's newly iJQportant trading 
partner, South Korea, <:an •e the right fOrm 
of appeal .and if nunbUng persists that · Japan 
seems likely to arm itself with nuclear weapons 
in fear of North ·Kc>tea. As· Winston Lord 
reminded the world as he spoke on television 
from Seattle durltt& tbe A.PBC meeting. China 
also desires stability on the Korean peninsula 
and wants to disCourage Japan's development of 
nuclear weapons. However, no one should be 
surprised ·at the appe&IQ.ee, at least, of Chinese 
ambivalen~ on the matter. 
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SouthetiSt Asltz 
China is providing military aid and advice to 

· Bwma and has supplied equipment both to 
Thailand fQr its use .and through Thailand to 
anti-Vietnamese factions m Cambodia None 
of these situations suggests the introduction of 
weapons of mass destruction. 

Cultural factors 

The cultural factors pertinent to an examination 
of weapons of mass destruction in the Chinese 
context fall into two categories: ( 1) relevant 
aspects of the Chinese chataCter that ma.y affect 
a decision concerniilg tJ:le. employment of 
weapons of mass 4estruction against another 
nation (barbarians, in the ChiDese view), to the 
degree that one can generalize in the 
.examination of such factors yet not fall into the 
trap of useless stereotyping, and (2) those 
aspects of the way Chinese look at their own 
country that might result in the use of weapons 
of mass destruction within China (still the 
Middle Kingdom below heaven, the center of 
the universe as the Chinese see it) • 

Long-stifj'erlag poor Chlntl tiS a WCtJm of the 
West's pe1jidy 
Many Chinese leaders at all levels beat 
contemporary American $0Cie1;y to the punch in 
making much of themselves as victims in .a 
world of oppressoo. American officials. living 
and visiting in CbiDa are &equently subjected to 
lectures on the evils that the U.S. (and others) 
have showered on China since ·at least 1840. 
China, according to the ~ is 
misunderstood, exploited, bullied, threatened, 
and mistreated in every conceiVable way. Even 
when the U.S. attempts to be helpful, many in 
the Chinese hierarchy describe OW' action as a 
strategy of peaceful evo/.utitm, an effort to 
destabilize China by inducing political and 
economic chaos to undermine the Party, the 
government, and the socialist system. For all 
these reasons, the U.S. is still viewed . by the 
older septuagenarian and octogenarian 
leadership as an untrustWorthy, imperialiSt, 
hegemonic country out to impose American 
values on a pure China. A substantial dose of 
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that attitude· has been swallowed even by most 
of the youoget leaders, in their SOs and 60s. A 
slightly more balanced view exists among those 
in lower-level positions who are younger; 
however, they are prone . to think that 
Washington does DOt giVe adequate weight to 
Chinese views and is milikely to cooperate with 
Beijing except in thOse -few area with which 
Washington iS ob$essed. All.pneratkms ofthe 
leaderShip, however~ are almOSt equally ready 
to cast-the u.s. in the role of the de~ when 
angered or ftustrated with WashingtOn. 

Th~ words of Tsang Ta:k-sblg. ed,itor.;in-ebief of 
Ta 16Jng· PaiJ, illustrate this point and make 
clear both that this vitriolic art form remains 
vital today .an:d that Chinese bitter memories 
live on. Tsang was asked to contribute to a. 
well-known periodieala short essay or.t the<state 
of Sino-U.S. relations. Significantly, he elected 
to dwell on the l'1n He affair, the tracking by 
the U.S. and the U.S.-demanded unproductive 
search of the PRC sbip that U.S. intelligence 
insisted was carrying substances for delivery to 
Iran to be used in the manufacture. of chemical 
weapons. Tsattg wrote: 

To make · &Jse accusatiODS against a neighbour is 
hardly the way. to a stable~ The Ym. He 
affair has made it clear that the US has neither any 
basic respect.for ChiDa nor for intemationallaw .... 
Based 1q)f)D the same kind of intelB&ence or idiocy, 
the 'US bas imposed .sanctioDs agaiDst Cb.iDa t'Ot the 
alleged sale of advanced-missile ~iogy to 
Palds1an. 

The Clinton sutminiSb'atiPD has $11'8Dgely ,aiJowed its 
foreign policy to be run lJy-s_Pies. If US intelligence 
services were that competent, . they should have 
captured the warlord Mohamed Fattah Aideed in 
Somalia long ago. or would haVe bad advance 
W8J'Ding of the Iraqi 1990 invasion of Kuwait. Were 
China to adopt the same course and fonnulate ber 
poUc:y towards the US basecl· on intelligence reports 
about the IaUer's attempts to sabotage the Chinese 
soctalist system. Peking [sic] would have already 
severed relations With Washington. •.• 

US officials did not .even apolOgiSe when they 
discovered their mistak~ not to meittion any 
compensation for a.e slUp~ losse$. ••• 
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In the early years of the fouu.ding of the People's 
Republic of China, there bad already been attempts 
by Peking to Sbil't a new relaticmship with the US on 
the right footing, ODly to be spumed by American 
leaders who despised the Chmese CIOIDDlWlist$. 1here 
was the occasion when John :Poster Dulles rejected 
Zhou Enlai's ourstretched hand. ••• 

Now Washington bas again made it clear that China 
is not up to US standards, and regards those maldng 
decisions in Peking as. •• 'bad guys'. : • • · 

Americans want to cbange China. and want to 
choose the govermnent for the. Cbiriese. 'l11ere is no 
longer any appreciati011 that the Chinese are )D'OUd of 
their OWD history and culture. Although Americans 
have difliculty relating to one another, the one thing 
at least they may leaiD from the Chinese is that 
friendship can only be based on ~ not on 
intelligence. 

A variation on this theme appears in the oft
heard discourse describing ChiDa as a poor, 
misunderstood developing country~ to 
a·rich and powerful United States that .not only 
takes advantage of China but also ~ too 
much of a country with so many problems to 
solve. It should be evident to others, it is 
argued, that. China is justified ill resolving its 
problems by whatever mea.nS it can bring to 
bear. Added to 1hls attitude is the conviction. 
oft-stated and conceivably believed by many, 
that China's positions are principled and com:ct, 
with the implication that the positions of others 
are not 

These Chinese attitudes raise the uoublesome 
specter that the Chinese may convince 
themselves, even more easily than might other 
societies, that an action they are contemplating 
is proper and correct. Fut'thermore, that action 
may be justified by past wrongs perpe1rated by 
other nations and China shollld be excused or 
understood in light of the unde$erVed lnunble 
status that CbiDa bas been forced to occupy. 
Compounding ·the matter is the prOpenSity ·of 
the government in Beijing to proclaim to itself, 
its citizens, and the world that China will never 
succumb to pressure. China must be treated on 
the basis of equality and will not allow itself to 
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be forced or pressured into any course of action, 
the litany goes. 

PossiblY this an boils ~ for this 
examination, to the question whether all the 
previously discussed· coostraints on ·die use of 
weapons of mass destruction cOuld evaporate in 
a puff of angry steam. It is not posst"ble to 
know enough about the recent ·history of 
Chinese internal debOerations at· the highest 
level to anive confidently at conclusiOQS. OQe 
can hope that the visible .recQ1'4 of Cbma's 
rational conduct with respect to its weapons of 
mass destruction arsenal is the best indicator
the record of not resorting to briuksmaDship and 
repeated statements about no-first-use, for 
example, On the other band China bas not been 
put to a· teSt resembling the Cuban missile 
crisis. ChiDa bas not ·~· imminent 
destruction of its nuclear ~ and has not 
for some decades feared that its cities wore 
wlnerable to imminent nuclear attack or threat 
by other weapons of mass destructi011. If 
confronted with these situations would CbiDa 
back down and seek compromise or would it 
launch and feel wholly justified in doing so? 
The answer is sufficiently QllClt:ar fOr .there to 
be good reason ·tQ tear the worst. 

The PRC gtwe1'1UIIelllls IIDt 111rU11tDli:th 
In dealing with the PRC in a time of crisis, it is 
important to keep in mind tbat :even in ·China 
there are competing arguments in the ·decision· 
making procesS. . James Lilley was U.S. 
Ambassador to China ciuriQg ~ Tiananmen 
Sqaare evelits' ar.td for the period ofretention ill 
the American embassy of prominent scientist, 
dissident, and asyJum.;seeker Fang Lizhi. Lilley 
wrote in late 1993 after leaving his position as 
Assistant SecretarY of Defense for lntematicmal 
Security Affairs: . 

On the Chineae side there. are still the traditional 
contradictions in foreign poUcy between those who 
want to jOiD. the established world order imd those 
who do not. ChiDa can thus cooperate with the US 
in the Gulf War, but then tum around and acquire 
and proliferate weapons of mass destmction in the 
aame of its natkmaJ interest ••• 
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China's perf011Jl8Iice bas been ertatie, often 
reflecting iasecurity. cbauvhUstic and aggressive 
behavior when VUlnerabilities are perceived. ••. 

The critical issue of proliferation and acquiSition of 
weapons of mass destruction needs to be addressed 
in a strategic context through political-military 
dJscussions between the leaders of both sides. 
Deception has been part of China's strategic game 
for centuries, just as laws are part ofours today. but 
we can find common ground as we bave in. the 
past ... 

So, although there is good reason to fear that 
the Chinese leadership may enter into the worst 
forms of deception and make dreadful 
decisions, there is reason to hope for better; and 
there are opportunities to foster reasonable and 
responsible actions by the Chinese government. 
There were for the PRC government the 
fiascoes of the 1979 invasion of Vietnam and 
the 1989 massacre around Tiaoamnen Square, 
but there has not been an attempt to invade 
Taiwan and a commitment has been kept over 
the last few years not to resolve the Spratly 
Islands disputes by force. 

All lntlomlttlbk Cld1lll venus ,. Indulgent 
Westem sDC/Sy 
Compounding the problem of perceived 
vilification and unfair treatment is the Chinese 
conviction, especially by more senior military 
peopl~ that the PLA and Chinese citizens can 
endure any hardship, withstand any attack, 
undergo any deprivation, and eventually prevail 
in the conflict Mao was very pointed in this 
regard when be made his oft-cited comment 
that nuclear weapons were paper tigers that 
could not even kill all the pigs at Bikini. Mao 
asserted that, as a consequence of its 
population, China would emerge triumphant in 
a global nuclear war. For many, the Maoist 
strategy stands: the PLA with its large.numbers 
of troops and superior determination and 
persistence can eventually SUrround and 
overcome any enemy, regardless of the 
weapons and other technology emplOyed. 
Further, China is patient; it can outlast . any 
advenary in diplomacy, siege, or strife. The 
corollary is that the countries of the West. and 
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especially tbe United Statest will falter under 
pressure and collapse ·in the .·face of real 
adversity, or at least relent as the months or 
years of difficulty pass. Mao, o~ again: "The 
enemy cam~ we harass; the enemy tires, we 
attaek. The enemy advanCes, we retreat; the 
enemy retreats, we pursue." 

Before the ground phase of the Gulf War began 
in 1991., then .. Deputy Chief of the Genenil Staff 
General Xu Xin invited the American defense 
attacheS in Beijing and visiting former Under 
Secretary of Defense Fred Jkl6 to a SID8ll but 
grand dinner at the Chinese State Guestbouse 
called Diaoyutai. He almost bnmediately 
launched into his analysis of the war to liberate 
Kuwait. He said without equivocation that the 
Iraqi strategy was to prolong the war and 
thereby overcome the technological and 
firepower advantages of the multi-national 
force, a force that must have a quick end to the 
war. He projected enormous losses by both 
sides, clearly implying that the U.S. and its 
allies could not absorb large ·numbers of 
casualties while Saddam. Hussein could. 
General Xu even held up the specter of the 
enormous damage to the enviromnent that the 
Iraqis were carrying out as a factor that would 
abet rapid erosion of the coalition governments' 
will to fight. He was. as his conversation the 
rest of the eveniQg ~ected, fighting 
vicariously through the· Iraqis a war in which a 
developing nation confi'onted an invasion by 
technologiQ8lly advanced American and allied 
forces. Ilde wanted that evening to explaill to 
Xu the key role · being played by high·tech 
weapons Ikle bad pushed while at DoD. Xu 
was not rooting for technology. 

Earlier the same day at the Beijing Institute for 
International Strategic Studies (BUSS), the 
Americans· bad heard from the Institute's deputy 
chairman, . retired Major General Cbai 
Cbeogwen, his "concerns" about the Gulf War's 
escalating and not ending quickly. lie doubted 
the commitment of coalition partners if 
chemical and biological weapons were 
Introduced. He warned that, in war, 
governments can be expected to take any 
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measure to smvive. He called on the Institute's 
"Middle East ~" a research fellow named 
Sun who had 11worked in Iraq," to offer his 
conclusions. Sun described the. tens of 
thousands of casualties inflicted by CW during 
the Iran-Iraq war and pointed out the "serious 
problem to the u.s. n of worldwide terrorism 
that Iraq and its allies could carry ®t· in 
conjunction 'With the war. He said. tbllt ,.d~ite 
casualties inflicted by repeated air raids, Iraqi 
ground forces were still strong, with intact. 
command and control. Despite defections, 
morale is relatively high. and the defection rate 
much smaller than .in the Jran..Iraq war ...• In 
addition to. the Iraqi regular forces, they also 
have a militia of 8SO,OOO and 1.2 million 
members of tho ruling party. That party has 
very strict discipline. . . • Even if Iraq is driven 
fro~ Kuwaitt the ruling party will continue a 
protracted war ••.• There will also be pressure 
on the United States because ofan exacerbated 
Israeli·Arab conflict. The United States will 
also find there will develop problems with 
political stability among its allies in ~ region. n 

The drumbeat went on; Iraq the underdog 
would wreak misery if not defeat on a United 
States that was not good for the long haul, 
especially when intemational aild domestic 
political problems multiplied and there was no 
end in sight to the war. 

In August of 1991, after the Gulf War, General 
Cbai told the American defense attach6 and a 
visiting U.S. congressman that American 
"relative power" was now Jess than after World 
Warn. He said, " ..• the Gulf War was fought 
under exceptional drcumstances. . . • [l]f tho 
U.S. had nOt formed a political coalition, .such 
success would not have· been possible." Chai 
noted, "[O]nce force is used it will lead. to 
colossal damage and casualties." Commenting 
on the role of hi-tech precision weapons, Chai 
countered the utility of them: " .. .but the other 
party will use force-and not necessarily follow 
your rules ofthe game. Casualties and damage 
will not be limited as· you planned." In the heart 
of septuagenarian General Chat Chengwen and 
those around him. in the PLA-sponsored BOSS 
(now called the China Institute for International 
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Strategic Studies), the ability of a strong.,.willed 
party baoked by a large. and loyal army ·is-ail 
invincible force against a fainthearted nation,. 
regardless of the weapoas it uses. 

Might this conviction on the part of Chinese 
leaders translate in stark tenDs to a COJiclusion 
that, sh~d China use nuclear ~ • • 
~a Seventh Fleet task force, the tmat .of 
.even a singlo Chinese ·wam.t ·reaching ·New 
York C~ or Washington would deter. 
retaliation by the weak~~ Utdted $tates; or, 
to take it a nmg farther up the escalatory ladder. 
that ChiDa could withstand attacks on many ~>f 
its military facilities. ICBM sites, and citie$ but 
that the Americans will cave in when their .fiist 
or second .or third city is hit? The Chinese 
could well think, just as they did dUring_ the 
time of Mao, that in a nuclear exchange China 
will prevail by perseverance and force of will 
and by virtue of itS huge population, aU 1.2 
billion of them so well accustomed to the 
harshest things that life can bring. China will 
rise from the rubble like a phoenix. and .a hatd 
blow will have been struck .agaiDst the 
pervasive evils of Western imperialism and 
hegemonism. 

China now, in fact, does~ a great deal more 
to lose than when these attitlldes were fonned. 

· There wil1 be a Struggle between th~ who 
consider these ideas chauvinistic and archaic 
and those who hold on to them firmly, either 
out of hopefUl reverence for the past or 
enduring. convi~on. 1be .deP. rp ·wbiQb· they 
are held amoug variOU$ Chinese leaders 
correlateS relatively well to ·~. although the 
proportion of non~lievers is increa$ini- Few 
remain who · recall ·· tbe Long. March of·l934-3S 
as the semiDal event of tbtm' Jives. Vrth the 
amazing growth of the Chinese economy and 
the rise of a truly entrepreneurial spirit, many 
among the leadersbip and the population live 
for much more than revolutionary ideals: and 
selfless devotion to the Communist Party; 
Some, even among the most vociferous zealots. 
may be harboring profound doubts abQut their 
system and its sporadic condetnnation of 
Western devils. Their confidence in their 
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convictions has been shaken by the economic 
and social successes of their compatriots in 
Hong Kong and Taiwan and by the changes in 
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. 
However, in a society where survival bas 
meant, and often still means; outdoing the 
orthodoxy of thy neighbor, few especially 
among the privileged leaders-are brave or 
foolish enough to utter heresy either to 
countrymen or foreigners. Yet it is clear in 
southern China and even in Beijing that many 
millions of influential people do not CODSider 
communist ideology and other aspects of their 
governmental system as relevant either to their 
lives or to the future of China. These precepts 
are often viewed by up-and-coming people 
either as little more than a troublesome archaic 
and crumbling obstacle to be surmounted or a 
joke that can be laughed at and then ignored. 

In dealing. with this aspect of the Chinese 
outlook, U.S. interests are best served by 
strengthening the positions of those more likely 
to be progressive and rational. In a crisis, if 
those we want to be influential have clout and 
can produce tangible results, the odds are 
greatly improved for a favorable outcome. 
These tangible results can taJce the form of the 
ability to contact Westem leaders, negotiate and 
make progress, and offer sound alternative 
solutions amid pugnacious proclamations by 
others. As with the crumbling Soviet Union, 
there will be compelling demands for fiscal and 
other aid. The likely problem for the West, and 
especially the U.S. government, wiD be 
ascertaining who among these progressive 
leaders is in a position to speak for important 
factions in China and to deliver at homo-and 
to do so in a way that leads to success rather 
than counter-productive revelations of 
American "interference." Another problem wiD 
be that of meeting or skillfuUy deflecting those 
demands for support that will undoubtedly be 
made, certainly to include requests for fUnds 
and other forms of aid, conceivably including 
military assistance in various forms. 
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Seeldng solllce in consemllS 
China is a ·tand in search of harmony. There is 
the still-popular parable that places the blame in 
a barking-dog controversy on the aggrieved 
neighbor who has not been able to 
accommodate to his plight of endless nights 
without sleep. When cotiftoonted with a difficult 
issue, the Chinese tendency is not to get· behind 
a strong leader with innovative ideas who can 
lead them decisively to a solution. Instead, they 
want to find a way that accommodates all 
parties aad viewpoints. Yes. there have been 
strong· Chinese leaders who have undertaken 
startling initiatives-some of them terribly ill 
conceived-aad they have acted quickly and 
decisively at least to get rid of their enemies 
and opposition so they might have consensus 
behind their decisions. On a matter as far
reaching as a decision to use weapons of mass 
destruction, a leader may make a decision and 
give an unequivocal order. By the time he has 
done so, he will have sought agreement ftom 
several bodies of leaders, the final and most 
important being 9Je Party elders. 

In China, the desire to avoid conftontatioiJ, the 
desire for harmonious relations. and the need to 
allow others to save face are all a much greater 
and more hnportant part of the culture than 
Americans appreciate. It is such. a part of the 
cultural fabric that good · solution and good 
decisions often do not carry the day. The 
comprehensive volume, China: A Country 
Study, compiled by the Library of Congress 
sheds some light on the origin of this cultural 
factot:, stating: 

An ethical system of ~elations. • .carefUlly defined 
each person's place in society. Ill tbis system. 
harmony of social relations rather thaD the rights of 
the individual was the ideal. lhe highest social 
status was held by scholar-officials. tho litend:i wbo 
provicled the interptetations needed for maintaining 
batmony in a slowly evolving world. 

This concept from Confucian teachings has 
survived. The desire, or even need, to avoid 
absolute defeat of an opposing position or to 
avoid becoming isolated wbi.le championing 
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one•s own position has bee1l learned over 
countless generations and often can be a 
primary factor in the Chinese handling of an 
issue when Westerners would find the process 
absurd. 

Through Westem eyes, this process contains the 
seeds of paralysis and consequent disaster. A 
recent example makes the ease: the events of 
May IUld June 1989 have had enOnllous adverse 
effect on China. The actions of the PLA in 
front of a global television audience are tO 
many of the world's leaders and ·· citizens their 
defining event for China and its gover:mnent. 
Yet some serious aoaiysts of the events that led 
to the TiansltftlCm Sf{Q&I'e massacre contend that 
a clear ~·to fire on the demonstratOrs was 
never given. There was, it is asserted, 
equivocation and the issuance of unclear 
orders-orders that could have meant authority 
to use lethal force or could be subject. to other 
interptetations. Then. amid provocative actions 
by the demonstrators . and attacks on troops, 
firing began. In this sceuario, the nearest thing 
to clear direction from above was the absence 
of an order to cease fire. In this example, 
although admittedly not confirmed by 
documentation, events in a mili1ary setting 
mirror a prevalent situation in Chinese life: 
conceivably, no one could bring himself to 
make the decision to act in a very difficult 
situation, and then no one made the decision to 
stop the action that somehow OCCUlTed. 

China could find itself using weapons of maSi 
destruction without having made a clear-cut 
decision to do so and then find itself laoking in 
the ability promptly to rescind the perceived 
order to launch or otherwise to call things ·to· a 
halt before they proceed further. The nation 
that is the object of Chinese wrath in the form 
of conceivable employment of weapons of mass 
destruction has great reason to be concerned 
about ambigu~ in signals it receives froiD the 
Chinese leadership. One can hope. on the one 
hand, that the inherent Chinese desire to obtain 
consensus will lead to the most . careful 
deliberations and rational decisions . or a delay 
in possible preciPitate dangerous actions. Of 
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far greater concem is the other scenario: 
uncontrolled action evolving out e»f uncertainty 
and confusion wherein no one ga~ a direct 
order to start and no one gives the order to stop. 

.A .ltmdofconnecdtms, notftzws. 
If drls sounds preposteroUS, it should be 
recaUed that China is not a country oflaws and 
regulations.thatare followed when thechips·are 
really down. ·China is a country ron on gumt%1: 
relationships, ~ons, personal contactS, 
family ties, cl0$0 friendships over decades, 
power derived from networks of people for 
whom the most important to the :most trivial of 
faV()f$ have been done, influence stemming 
&om wealth and the ability to get things done 
for people Who know the .system. does nOt work 
for them. In some QJSeS, laws 81'e eaforced and 
procedures are complied with silllply as one of 
many means of supporting the gflll1lZi system
not because compliance with the taw is the right 
thing to do. The Chinese do not crave the 
precision and predictability of the word oftbe 
law or regulation. There is no general 
abhorrence in China of un~ty. 
Uncertainty permits fleXibility. Grey areas are 
the land of opportunity. Clarification makes it. 
more cumbersome to do that which one wishes·. 
The Chinese pemment bas no desire to 
clarify for the United States or tlw· world the 
way in which it controls its nucl• arsenaL If 
there are. elements of ambiguity m these launch 
procedures, there are undoubtedly members of 
the Standing Committee of tho PolitbUro and 
the Central Military Com.tnission who are not 
upset by thjs situation. They see it instead as a 
possible avenue to exercise their win in a Wis. 
It will be a fair .fight the guy with the mQSt 
gutii'IXi wiD-:just as it should be. 

The obsession with ·stllbllily 
A pervasive factor in current. Chinese political 
thinking is the obsession witb intemal stability 
or political stability, purportedly as the means. 
among other ~. to continue and enhance 
national economic development or to av<rid 
bringing such development to a halt. Ofcourse 
it means avoiding chaos and keeping the 
workers in the tactories and the fanneis in their 
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fields rather than having them marching 
through the streets and waving signs in city 
squares. It also means keeping the Chinese 
Communist Party in power. It means ensuring 
that the same ecouomic reforms do not evolve 
into uncontrollable demands for political 
change that mirror those that have occurred in 
the former Soviet Union. To tty to ensure all 
these things, the Party and the government it 
controls so closely give the very highest priority 
to lessening the risk of instabUity. These efforts 
to preserve stability are not just the subject of 
secret deliberations among the .leadership or the 
privately ·held convictions of the elite. The 
Chinese public is subjected to a. continuing din 
of proDOUllcements asserting that economic and 
social progress cannot eontinue if the countty is 
not stable-meaning that worker~t students, and 
_intellectuals should not engage in dissent and 
should not make demands or attempt to attain 
political reforms u,n&ccept.able to the Party. 

Cou/4 Chlnae WMD be used within China? 
This devotion to ensuring stability is so deeply 
held that one at leaSt must examine the possible 
use of Weapon$ of .1118S$ destruction by the 
Commwlist Party and PR.C government against 
its own citizens. This · matter is made all the 
more complic:ated by the. enormous changes 
now occurring in the Chinese economy and way 
of life. Professional · China analysts have no 
greater fixation than the efforUo determine how 
continued Chinese economiC growth and the 
accompanYing opening to the outside. world will 
affect the pace and . direction ·of political and 
social reform. Almost all. conclude that radical 
change is inevitable. The outcoJD.e could be 
evolutionary or it .eould take the form of a l'eti/ 
Chinese revolution or civil war. 

For this~ it is necessary to consider the 
potential for use within China of weapons of 
mass destructio~~t for e¥aniPle to quell a major 
anti-government and anti-Party uprising. Short 
of the highly unpredictable milieu of a civil 
war, the use of weapons of mass destruction to 
suppress .dissent can be dismissed if for no 
other reason dum the unlikelihOod of a need for 
iL The People's Armed Police (PAP) and the 
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PLA, with the support of all of the · internal 
security and inte~Jigenee networks need not 
resort to such drastic and eouitterproductive 
actirins to &CcQmplish control of an UDnJ1y 
citizenry. The Chinese govemment and its 
forces arenow,prepared to be farmo~e effective 
at very early suppression of an uprising 
resembling the student protests at Tianamnen 
Square and'todo sowi1houtthe great amount of 
bloodshed and international notice that occurred 
in 1989. 

The .ql1111#on ofPU lllld .PAP loytdly to t!te 
Pilrty 
The scenario describ,ed above asswnes the 
eontiniled loyalty of the PAP and PLA to the 
Party and the govemm-. The tales of certain 
PLA Wlits' reluctance to act against tbe students 
in Tianamnen Square .in June of 1989 may fuel 
speculation about defections by military 
commanders and. units~ 'Ole tradition of lOcal 
military. commanders setting up fiefdoms· in the 
military regions may ·add more ftlel to that 
speculation. However. the Party. bas moved 
since 1989 to elililinate th~ potential 
problems. They replaced many unit 
commanders and carried out a major shake-up 
in the militaty regions. to demolish these 
regional concentratious of military and 
economic power. There is no assurance 
available to the outsider that these swec;piilg 
actiotlf achieved the desired l'eSUlt. Put the 
Party seems co$mt 'With the changes ;it bas 
wrought. The odds are at least vel')' greatly 
reduced that the PLA · will at liD early stage 
contnoute to a movement tQ tear China apart or 
to overthrow the Patty--pr to stand aside while 
such events transpire. 

Closet dl.fseiiiNS ill 'tM Clibiae hkrarclty? 
There are imponderables in these equations. 
Among them is the question of whether there 
are hidden itt China's leadersbip and 
bureaucracy progresSive and thoughtful 
younger people who are· deeply uDhappy with 
the Communist Party and,tbeir government. In 
a time of political crisis. will there be many 
who will consider it .a time ofopportunity and 
decide they have been living a lie? · Wdl 
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significant numbers decide that the risks of 
enduring the likes of the present tribulations of 
Russia are worth taking to try to transport China 
into the future· as a democratic nati~ or at least 
a nation not under the yoke of C01111DUJJism? If 
so, then one of the most troublesome, · even if 
improbable, scenarios involving the possible 
employment of weapons of mass (leStruction is 
in the intemal strUggle as a besieged 
Communist Party fights a battle without 
restraints for self-preservation. Uillikely? Yes. 
Impossible? No. No indignity impo$ed on the 
Chinese people over the millennia ha$ exceeded 
those they have suffered at the hands of 1heir 
governments or fellow citizens, even unto the 
modem era. 

Too b11SJ1 milking 'llllllley 16 mtlke trtlilble 
Lest there be undue attention given to the 
cataclysmic events hypothesized above,. another 
key factor in China's Ongoing· rapid. ~omic 
development and opening to the omside must 
be taken into account. At least· in the cities of 
China, where there is the most realistic 
potential tor uprisings. there is another layer of 
protection for the government and the Party 
beyond the PAP and PLA and the ·protective 
effects of incessant propaganda about the 
necessity for stability. Todq, the primary 
weapon of the Party and the government againSt 
unrest is ptosperity. To put it simply, the young 
people of China are too busy making money 
and enjoying a better life and the ~ent of 
enbepreneurship to dwell on di$like for an 
authoritarian government. 

This is true to a far lesser degree· in the 
countryside~ but the danger there frQm united 
action by disciplined dissenters is far less 81ld 
more easily kept from growing to U'oublesome 
proportions. Certainly one does not want 
totally to discount the possibility of a grand 
spontaneous uprising by farm~ workers, and 
students. However, it is difficult to give serious 
consideration to the probability that all the 
shielding layers cited above would be 
demolished or overturned, that the dissent 
would grow to ma5$ive proportions, and that the 
Party would. then make the momentous decision 
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that the day could be sav~ .by the Use of 
weapons of mass destruction. 

Ethnic II1Uesl i1t China's "lllliolllJI'iWIIS 

regions" 
Separate cotiSidera1ion must be $iven to Tibet, 
Imler Mongolia, and Xinjiang. (Xinjiang _is.the 
large. arid "autonomous" region that composes 
the built of tar northwest· China.) Tibetan 
dissent, regardless of how unexpectealy 
persistent or intense; ·remains subject to 
suppression by c::onventional means. 'IheJe are 
simply no t.arlets· for nuclear weapo1ls ·th$t one 
can imagine even. in the scenario o.f a wildly 
rebellious Tibet. To give even passing 
consideration to 1he use of the chemical 'and 
biological weapons (that the Chinese prof'e$s 
not to .have),·. one mUst get past the> .isslles· of 
their Jack ofudlity, the stigma·associated·wi1h 
internal use, and the large number .of Han 
Chinese (the m~ group in China) who are 
now interspersed among the Ttbetans. · A vet)' 
similar situatiOJJ ;qlplies in Inner Mongolia, 
despite a report early tbis.year that .Beijing h. 
put out feelers about reuniting MongOlians in 
Inner Mongolia, Mongolia, and Buriyatia (in 
Russia)-apparently as part ofChina. 

Xinjiang, .and to a ~ degree other Muslim 
or TurkiC regions within China, caonot be 
dismissed quite 5o handily. Here there is the 
added . element . of potcmtial collabora.tion 
between the people of Turkic extraction in 
Xinjiang, who have traditional animosity 
toward the Han Chinese, and highly volatile 
governments and t'aCtiOD$ in tbe Cemral Asum 
Republics that were fonnerly:_part ot the Soviet 
Union. Beijing envisions a threat tram Pan
Turldsm that could. affect. China's far western 
provinces and autonomous regi~ and 
possibly Tibet. Chinese specialists on Central 
Asia assert that senior officials of Turkey have 
made statements revealing aspirations of a bloc 
of Turkic countries including Azerbaijan and 
.the five Centnil · ASian Republics. There are 
also concerns that a bloc of· Islamic. nations 
could emerge armed with nuclear weapons from 
the former SovietUmon. 
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Once more, we are not looking at an imminent 
contingency but rather exambring an· unlikely, 
but not impossible, sequence of event$. In this 
case the Chinese wo~d be viewing the·situation 
as a threat against their $oveteignty• an eft'ort by 
outsiders trom Central Asia to: wrest v:...:1m . . ... ...u.v. .& 
or a piece of the region, with its ·essential on 
reserves and other natural resources, ftoJn their 
legitimate possession. On the other band., the 
natural constraints against the use of weapons 
of mass destruction also have to be taken into 
account in calculating the odds tbat the Chinese 
government would employ them. Weapons of 
mass destruction would not bean early or likely 
choice to quell revolt in Xinjiang. 

Regioul Political Context 
Taiwan 

On every possible occasion, China makes the 
point that it considers Taiwan as simply a 
wayward province which will some day again 

- acknowledge its proper position in the fold of 
mother China. Implicit in that strongly held 
view is abhorrence of the notion that Taiwan 
could become an independent country. At 
present, the governments of both the mainland 
and Taiwan acknowledge that there is only one 
China, the PRC taking the position ~ 
above and the ROC officially asserting that it 
will one day free the m_ainlaod hm the yoke of 
communism and assume its riahtful position of 
national leadership. As greater political 
pluralism has taken hold in Taiwan, there are 
factious. including the indigenous residents, 
who do not share the bonds to the mainland that 
are so important to those who crossed the 
Formosa Strait in 1949. The consequence of all 
this is PRC saber rattling each time there is talk 
on Taiwan of independence. 

The hellicose bluster from Beijing· in response 
to these outbursts on Taiwan now takes the 
fonil of military exercises or troop movements 
on ~e mainland opposite Taiwan, or possibly 
just as frequently only verbal bluster. The point 
is that threats of the use of nuclear w~ are 
certainly not part of Beijing's ~tion. In 
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addition to the PRCs oft-repeated statem• 
about no-firSt•Uie and no use against ·Don
nuclear-weapon states, there is the inherent 
constraint imposed .by the very concept of using 
WMD agaia$t fellow Chinese in what is 
claimed to be a,'part of ChblL Further. k Would 
seem ~ .. productive to U$e su~h .· weapons 
against TaiWan and then to expect that the 
people ofTaiwan would forgive and forget as 
they and subsequetat generations lived out their 
lives under PRC goveman~ The idea ef• a 
nuclear conflict between the mainland and 
Taiwan seems all the less likely as the 
economic ties grow and Beijing's stake in the 
positive trend in political relatio115 in~. 
Beijing's attention now is healtbily directed 
toward promoting greater investment from 
Taiwan in the PRCs econondG refOrm. 
movement 

Nevertheless, China is a nuclear power. If 
Beijblg were faced with the prospect of defeat 
and dismemberment, as it would likely perceive 
Taiwan's attaining independence, it may decide 
that the consequences of that outcome warrant 
taking the most drastic actions. 

The Jll1lSPBCID.fa n~'Fflitvtln · 
An unwanted compUQ&tion in ·this 
straiptforwani scenario would be the 
development or imminent development by 
Taiwan of a nuclear weapon. Certainly the 
pressure from the U.S. and other countries 
would -be intense should there be a hint ofthis 
occurring. but. if diplomacy and tbreats did not 
suffice and Taiwan seemecl about to become 
nuclear-armed. the PR.C government would feel 
threatened and uncertain about the implications. 
Regardless of bovi insignificant Taiwan's 
nuclear arsenal might appear compared to that 
of the PRCt there is at least a reasonable chance 
that the PRC would ·feel vublerable and 
compelled to act, as Taiwan has only one 
enemy against whom Such a weapon could be 
used. One $0lution the PRC could entploy· 
would be to conduct covert sabotage or an overt 
conventional ~e to destroy the nuclear 
weapons development· facility. Although it ·iS 
difficult to forecast the other factors that might 
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come into play during such a crisis between the 
PRC and ROC, it would seem thllt Beijing 
could carry out such an action and probably 
escape retaliation by the United States and 
maybe even by Taiwan. The PRC could cite 
the Israeli pteeedent and make o1her high
sounding noise$, especially if the destnlctive 
action was conducted cleanly and limited to·the 
suspected nuclear facility. It seems far less 
plaust'ble that the PRC would use a nuclear 
weapon in this situation. 

Chemktll Wetzpons 
Another twist is introduced if one gives weight 
to the International Handbook on Chemical 
Weapons Proliferation's suggeStion that China 
is less likely than TaiWall to have chemical 
weapons. This ppblication points out that 
"p~ assessments name Taiwan as a state. with 
a high probability of possessing CW munitions. 
.. and Taiwan was named by Director[s] of 
Naval Intelligence Studeman and Brooks" as 
developing or having achieved Chemical 
warfare capabilities. The Handbook· goes on to 
state that the ROC "might be expected to 
publicize such an 'equalizer' if it had ono--or 
even if it did not-yet public information is 
weak and the ROC has denied the capability. In 
another section it asserts that .a .~ ft'9m 
Taiwan "is not to be taken seriously,u stating 
that one should look elsewhere for the principal 
source of a CW threat to China--and,. of course, 
a provocation that might loose China's CW 
and/or BW arsenal. 

A nuclar power badcbJg Taiwan's assertion. 
ofitukpendence 
An aspect of the matter that is less clear cut is 
PRC reaction against another Dation that 
violates the Chinese version of if,s. sovereignty 
and interferes profoundly in PRC-defined 
internal affairs by aiding th.e ROC or a Taiwan 
faction in a serious effort to declare Taiwan 
independent and make that declaration stick. It 
is conceivable in some versions of this scenario 
that the PRC could ominously remind the ally 
of Taiwan of the "wholly deftmsive" nuclear 
arsenal that it has maintained, especially it that 
ally of Taiwan were a nuclear-weapon-holding 
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state. The specijics 9f the PRC'$ options and 
the choice ofpc;teiitial targets are more difticult 
to analyze. lfthe ally were. for exQmple, to put 
in place around Taiwan, proteCtiVe naval. fo~ 
sufficient to overwhelm the PLA Navy, it seem$ 

at least conceivable that at soine pointthe PRC 
might consider, tbreatet1 to ue. or actually 
. employ one or more: nuclear weapons. The use 
of nuclear weapons ,at sea in a demonstrative 
mode, in an actual attempt to weaken a Navy 
cordon arotmd TaiwaD, or to weaken the will of 
the aiding natiOJ.l'S. population is a COJiceivable 
concem with an unpredictable outcome. PRC 
strategists could hypothesize (dangerously). as 
some·oftheir Ameri<:an counterparts did during 
the Cold War~ tbat a single nUclear weapon 
.used at sea would make the point and not result 
iii further nuclear escalation. Dr. Lin cites a 
debate conducted in the official and 
authoritative PLA newspaper in 1979. Here is 
an extract peninenttothis issue: 

. . .Obviously. the employment of tactical nuclear 
weapons bas alreadY sep8tated itself &om that of the. 
strategic nuctearweapQDS, rather than beiDg a part of 
a continuum. 'lbe employment of taclical nuclear 
weapons has 1be. pcQlttial .for escalation but also the 
poteDtial for lhnita!ion to the lacticai reabn. For 
~pie, in the· tbtiD:e war • . if 1he. enemy employs 
tactical nucleu' \YtipODS iD the · direction of om 
primary defeDSives and we also employ only tactical 
nuclear weapons for COUDler-offenstves, then the 
enemy may not rashly employ 1he strategic nuclear 
weapons tor fear of sufteriag unfavorable 
consequences intemationally. 

Japan 

There is among ~Y Chinese a deep dislike 
and ·distJust of 1he Japaoese. ln examining the 
origin of this tension in the modem en; one 
should go back at.l. as far as the 'defeat of 
China in 1895 · at the conclusion of .the Sino
Japanese war (tluit had the fate of Korea as a 
focus). However. the current inlense feelings 
stem. printarily &om the· J~e invasion of 
China in 1937 and the bloody and cruel eight 
years of war that followed. The very su~ of 
much more recent Japanese economic 
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undertakings in China havet · f9r some Chinese, 
~fueled the distrust and dislike. 

For a period near the end of 1he COld War, the 
Chinese embraced Japali as an Asian ally 
against a threatening Soviet Union. Currently, 
tbe Chinese lwbor an abiding fear of resurgent 
Japanese militarism, a fear that permeates their 
strategic thinking and manifests itself in their 
foreign policy statements. Most ~tly China 
bas been opposed to Japan's sending its forces 
abroad-mine sweepers to ~ Middle East and 
troops to cambodia. Some Chinese specialists 
on Japan have offered the opiDion that the 
passage in 1992 by the Japanese Diet of the law 
allowing peacekeeping operations was an iuitial 
move toward tlle use of Japanese forces in 
many areas of the world Additionally, the 
.Chinese see Japan as their primary competitor 
for economic and political dominance in East 
Asia. None of this, of COUI'$e, has led China
watchers to a concern that China will use its 
nuclear weapons as leverage to exact from 
Japan retribution in some form for past 
atrocities and other misdeeds. This fear of 
Japanese militarism and the fact of economic 
and political rivalry only set the scene. 

The conceivable danger, albeit remote, is that 
this long-standing and deep alli.mosity could be 
coupled with another provocative factor that 
would lead China to consider the use of 
weapons of mass destruction against targets in 
Japan. The anti-Japanese feelings could serve 
to reduce Chinese compunction against putting. 
the Japanese civilian population at risk. 
American actions, as in the possible active 
military support of a Taiwan separatist 
movement described above, could provide the 
catalyst. If this scenario seems far-fetched, it 
should be remembered that compelling 
assertions have been ma:de that Chinese nuclear 
weapons have over the decades been targeted 
against U.S; bases in Japa11; as well as in the 
Philippines. · 

Another stenario discussed in Chinese think
tanks is a severe economic downturn for Japan 
leading to a Japanese decision to beCome more 
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.aggres$ive, including tbe possible use of force. 
in an attempt to regain its ·statUs or to protect 
itself as it attempts to recover from a weakened 
and vulilen.ible cOJidition. 

Whether weak or strong economically. the 
Chinese see Japan as a potential nuclear
weapons state. They view the potential 
acquisition of nucleac weapoil$ by North Korea 
and other Asian states (Central Asian Republics 
or Middle Eastern countries) as strong factors 
that c:QU!d lead the Japanese to exploit their 
evident scientific and technological potential 
for the rapid development of miclear weapons 
and delivery means. 

None of thiS is to suggest that there is an 
imminent threat to Japan from Chinese missiles. 
The point is that the factors descnDed shOuld be 
kept in mind as other developments occur and 
other decisions are made. The combinatiOn in 
one boiliDg cauldron of a hated and feared 
Japan with nuclear potential acting as host to 
American forces, a perfidious nuclear-armed 
United States aiding a rebellious "island 
province;" and a Chinese Connmmist Party and 
PRC government hanging on to power by its 
fingernails makes a volatile brew. 

VietDam aad other Southeast ASiaD nations 

China's southern neighbor, Vietnam, also 
presents a complex situation. China has stated 
repeatedly and adJtDJantly that it will not use 
nuclear weapons against countries that do not 
have such weapoDS. Despite 1he backdrop of 
China's strong allegations that Vietnam 
conducted CW attacks during their brief 1979 
WIU' (and counter claims by Vietnam), it is 
difficult to imagine a ... situation where Chinese 
use of weapons ot mass destruction against 
Vietnam would haVe utili~ or senre ·China's 
interests. (As the Intemationtll Handb(){)k on 
Chemical Weapons Prollferalion . reminds: ''It 
is important to recognize that many cw 
allegations against China may act1.tally . stem 
:ftom its pos~ession and use of tear gas.") China 
luis other (conventional). forces more · usefully 
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employed against its old foe and South. China . 
Sea sovereignty rival. 

Tbe same can be said for other countries with 
competing claims to islands in the South CbiDa 
Sea. If any store is to be put in statements '&om 
Beijing, one must also take into account that 
Foreign Minister Qian Qichen pledged to his 
ASEAN counterparts in the Sl1DUDer of 1992 
that China would not employ force in the 
Spratly Islands sovereignty disputes. 
Even the formation of a threatening coalition of 
these countries making claims to the Spratlys or 
parts thereof is not enough to wamnt fear that 
the PRC would threaten to use, or use, weapons 
of mass destruction. The entry of a nuclear
weapon-holding state as an ad hoc ally of 
Vietnam or of one or more of the other claiming 
nati~ns would also not likely force the PRC to 
look to weapons of mass destruc:tion. Vietnam 
must live with the knowledge, nonetheless, that 
its northern neighbor is a nuclear power with 
whom it has a history of bitter conftontations 
and an ongoing dispute over the Spratly and 
Paracellslands. Though less actively involved, 
the Philippines and Malaysia also are forced 
into this realization. Its nuclear status is a not
so-subtle reminder of the strength of China's 
hand. 

There are additional reasons for China not to 
resort to the use of nuclear, chemi~ or 
biological weapons against Vietnam. Among 
them are the many external and self-imposed 
constraints on use of weapons of mass 
destruction already discussed. ·There is the 
rapprochement between Beijing and Hanoi 
witnessed at the start of this decade. As a 
consequence, Sino-Vietnamese relations have 
in recent years been restored to normality and 
many mutually beneficial governmental and 
economic links between the two countries have 
been established and are developing rapidly. 
Possibly the most usefUl way to loot< at the 
situation is to say that the shadow of Chinese 
capability always looms over their relationship. 
The more real tbreat to Vietn&JD, bowcwer, is 
improved Chinese conventional capabilities. 
As these conventional capabilities continue to 
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improve, the already very remote threat of use 
of weapons of. mass destruction grows even 
more remote. As S~ Vietnamese relations 
continue to develop and provide mutual benefit, 
the prospects for conventional conflicts grow 
similarly more remote. 

Objecttfes 
Rankiag of threats 

Before examining and attempting to rank the 
various threats CODftonting the People's 
Republic of China, it is essential to put the 
mauer ·of threats in context. China seems no 
longer to consider itself militarily directly 
threatened by other nations. This contention is 
borne out by the following discussion took 
place on January 23, 1992, at the prestigious 
military-oriented Beijing Institute for 
International Strategic Studies. American 
visitor Seth Cropsey, a former senior DOD 
official, the American defense attach,, and the 
American embassy political-military officer 
met with the Secretary General of snss, Mr. 
Cai Mengsun, a retired senior officer of the 
PLA. Cai had with him various members of his 
research staff: 

Cropsey asked first for their thoughts on Japan. 
Cai said, "Japan is an economic superpower .••. 
Additionally, we are wonied about Japanese 
military expansion-but not seriously and not 
in the near ftitu.i'e." A Mr. Yu interjected, 
"Countries occupied by Japan [before and 
during World War Ill fear Japanese military 
and economic power .... The North Korean 
government two days ago made a statement 
about J8pan's ability to obtain nuclear 
weapons." Cai made the obligatory statement 
that his governments position was that all 
American forces should leave Japan; in fact, all 
foreign forces should leave all countries, he 
went on to say. The American defense attacM 
noted that .he bad heard some Chinese say the 
U.S. should not 1M=~ quidc to leave Japan. 
Cai said quietly, ·"YOQ understand the Chinese 
position very well," clearly distinguishing 
between his government's pronouncements and 
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what they expected and desired. A Mr. Guo 
said bluntly~ "Keev u;s. forces in J•pan. The 
Japanese still do not regret their 8ctioDs in 
China in 1937 and on through Wotld Warn. A 
~ Korea ten years or more ·ft'om ·now, 
possibly with nuclear weapons. .. would be 
threAtened by a Japan without u.s~ military 
presence to exert ·control In Chinese· hearts. 
Japan is a real evil!" 

Secretary Genenll Cai turned to the geneta.l 
situation in Asia, apparently slightly 
uncomfortable with the candor that bad arisen 
after his quiet comment about the desirBbiliiy of · 
retaining U.S. forces in Japan for the time 
being. "China's international situation is now 
better than it has ever been since the formation 
of tbe People's Republic of China. There is 
.now no significant military threat." Mr. Guo 
added. ane greatest threat China faces would 
be a loss of its economic strength." Cai 
Continued, "Our greatest concerns are 
population control of a couniJy now numbering 
1.1 billion and the necess~ to continue 
economic development We see no military 
threat, but we cannot be sure Russia and the 
CIS will be stable." 

Mr. L~ obviously the delegated BUSS 
spokesmen on the issue, catalogued the external 
threats and/or concerns to CbiDa: "First is the 
Taiwan issue. The independence issue is 
developing there-a matter of concern here on 
the mainland, on Taiwan, and even in the 
United States. Also.. there are the Spratly 
Islands. China has the luxwy of the decisive 
say in this matter; the PRC will find the proper 
solution. Third., the regions of the former 
Soviet Union create uncertainty for China. 
Fourth, the seeurity situation in Southwest As~ 
Pakistan and India. is troublesome. Last is the 
matter· of Chinese· relations with the United 
States and Japan." 

Later in the day, Cropsey asked Cai about the 
meaning for China of the turmoil in the former 
Soviet Union. Cai unhesitatingly ·focused on 
the problem of western China's ethnic 
minorities and the Central Asian Republics. 

PAGES2 · 

"We mUst be careful in dealing with the: people 
in ·western Chma. We have. tO improve ·further 
Chinese policy. If the •dard Qf living is 
bnproved, the prOblem is le$5." Mr. Gu,o .sai4 
be believe4 the [Muslim] minority problem ·in 
the west of China was a high risk mat(er. ''If a 
'CC)DUDOnwealth' forms in .nearby fqnner Sov.iet 
areas, this could draw in Xinjiang. • As an 
aside_ be said,. "Also, growmg economic and 
political divisions between the likes of 
prosperous and progressive Gwulgdong and 
Fqjian Provinces [southeastern China] · and 
Xinjiang are dangerous. We must be care1bl. 
The first goal of Chinese leaders must be to 
keep China whole.'' Cai summed up this _point: 
"We must curb the chauvinism of the Han 
people [the majority ethnic group of China] and 
have them respect minorities. LoOk at Ru$sian 
chauvinism! We must not let the gulf grow too 
wide between coastal provinces ·and Qther 
areas." 

The day of discussion conoluded with the. issue 
of Sino-American relations. The negative 
impressions left on the· American people · and 
leaders by the events at TianaJUn~ -and the 
questionable future of communism as a system 
were raised by Cropsey. Mr. Yu countered, 
''People in China have a different view. They 
now say that what the government did <at 
Tiananmen was right. If they had not taken 
those aotions, the Chinese people would now be 
htmSI)'; see how the Soviet Union [sic] is now! 
In ~e future the government· should do the 
same thing!" 

Another exchange of interest occurred on May 
7~ 19?2, when. u.s~ Under $ecretary of State 
Arnold. Kanter met in. Beijing with PRC Deputy 
Chief• of the General Staft' Xu Xin. KaQ:ter 
asked about developments in the former Soviet 
Union. Xu said some regions wete subject to 
long•term. turmoil. "There are con1radictions in 
the fffieen countries of the former Soviet Union 
concemillg borders. -economic matters, politics. 
and religion." Xu remarked that the military 
threat [&om RU$$ia] had . been ~uced 
remarkably. He allowed Kanter to respond for 
a·time, and then surprisingly hOmedin again on 
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the point he had alluded to about religio'QS 
"contradictions." nAnd then theie is a religious 
problem in middle Asia worth out attelition. 
With the republics in turmoil, religious 
differences could- lead to war. China has a 
border over 7,000 kilQIIlet&ns long, -the longest 
parts with Russia, Kyrgyzstan, _ Tajikistan, aild 
Kazakhstan. Before, that part_Qfthe bQrder was 
with one country; now it is with four. Now the 
border situation is basically ~_but there are 
factors that could lead to serious instability." 

Having attempted to give the_ flavor of Chinese 
views on threats to their ~. the threats to 
China can be examin~ and nmked. 

PlloLIFEitATlONOFWB.U'ONS.OFMAS$ ;I)ES'[RUCDON 
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IJUIJa 
As WUUam Clark, formerly the Americ:an 
ambassador in New Delhi, affirmed in a 
conversation tm October 19. 1993, Sino-Indian 
relations, incblding military relations are good 
and improving. The Sino-Indian border 
disputes are not important issues to either 
country or in. the bllateral relationship. There is 
a bit of nuclear envy on the part of the indians, 
and the Indians still smart after three decades 
from the quick ~em adm.iJdstered at the 
hands or the PLA in the .-ious bwder 
confrontation of1962. None oftbis susgests a 
serious concern about use of weapons of JD8$S 

destruction by either side. 

It is, of course, the Pakistani factor tbat 
complicates the problem. Ambassador Clark 
asserts that there are no situations wherein ·India 

• 

• 

would not prevail in an all-out military • 
confrontation. with Pakistan. With that in mind, . 
Chinese aid to Pakistan in its peaceful nuclear 
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program and, according to most analysts, .its 
key role in the Pakistani nuclear weapons 
prognm and the means to deHver the weapons, 
if they have been assembled, must factor highly 
in India's assessment of Cbina's role. If we 
assume that the long-standing animosity over 
Kashmir and other matters can escalate to the 
point of threats of use, or use, of nuclear 
weapons, China could be put in a box. If the 
Pakistanis make a plea that their national 
interests are truly threatened by a nuclear
anned India, China will have to consider 
whether it wishes to help. 

PROLIFERAUON OF WEAPONs OF MA$s.DESillUcrJON 
IMPUCA.TIONS FOR U.S. WARtMMING 

JIIJHIII 
As examined previously, Chinese fear of 
resurgent Japanese militarism is one ofthemost 
important elements of PRC strategic ..udysis. 
The analysis seems to· the outsider to be 
muddied by the strong anti-Japanese feelings 
that derive ftom the Anti-Jig)8llese War (as the 
events before and during World War n are 
called in China) and from earHer historical 
events. Nothing the Japanese did in Asia has 
been forgotten or forgiven. Everything the 
Japanese do now is critically examined. 
Economic competition and related 
con&ontations are the areas that could be the 
proximate· cause of heightened antagonism and 
even future hostilities. · Currently, the issue of 
sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands, northeast 
of Taiwan, has the immediate potential for a 
conbontation of naval forces from the PRC and 
Japan. It is hard to imagine the SenJcakns as a 
direct cause of significant or prolonged 
hostilities. It is easier to imagine animosity 
over those islands added to some fUture 
Japanese ire over, for example, the Chinese 
archipelagic claims to the islands in the South 
China Sea creating a larger problem. Here 
Japan could envision its shipping routes to 
Southeast Asia and the Middle East (including 
its sources of oil) imperiled by the "legal0 

actions the PRC took in 1992 with respect .to 
the Parace.ls and SpratlyS (Xi Sha. and Ntm Sha 
in Chinese)~ 
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UnltetlSttltes 
When the Chinese speak now of their fears 
about tbe United States,· these fears are 
expressed in . terms of ccmcems . about 
deterioration of the bilateral relationship. The 
days of buiTowing underground to escape 
feared American nuclear attacks are not even 
mentioned. 'Ibe Chinese also do not often elect 
to set up the strawman of the u~s. as a military 
opponent because of American alliance with 
Taiwan. While Beijing may complain about 
U.S. provision .ofmilitaly equipment to Taiwan, 
Washington is largely left to its own devices to 
project the consequences should U.S. forces 
come to the aid of Taiwan in a controntation 
with the mainland. China doeos not issue 
tbreat.s against the United States. 

However, short of an incursion by some 
adversary into "real PRC territory"-the 
mainland, there is nothing more likely to drive 
the PRC to the brashest of action tban moves by 
the United States pen:eived in China as an 

to wrest awav the · of 1'aiWRn . 
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Turning to a less dramatic scenario, there are 
rumblings about the likely role of the U.S. 
Seventh Fleet if the Chinese become very 
heavy~banded in tlle· Spratlys. 1bese· noises are 
made mostly by the Vietnamese. hQt'ing to hear 
encouraging words that will djscolU'ap .PR.C oil 
exploration in areas of interest to Vietnam ~d 

PRoLIFERAnON oF WEAPONS oF MASS DEsTRUCTION 
IMPUCATIONS FORti.& WARGAMlliG 

the ilistallation of more· PR.C military fACilities 
on islands Vietnam 8lso cJ.aims. When the 
Vietnamese bave not heard what tJ:u,y hoped 
from the U.S., they have stopped issuing 
bellicose statements and sWallowed ·their l)riqe. 
Despite PR.C statements that the SPfatly ISlands 
problem will be @101ved without resort to 
hostilities, this is$ue llas·· the .• ~ tQ .put 
U.S. Navy warships.end aircraft in ptox.imitjrto 
PLA Navy forces undcu' 1DlPleasant .conditiQDs. 
This, of COUl$0, does mt.suggest that 1he·matter 
of WMD use wdUld come into play. 

• 
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PJlOIJFEBA'nON Of WEAPON$ OFMAssD!SntVcriON 
~'lllJNSFOitU~ W~GMl.lNG 

CASE STUDY 
NUCLEARPROUFERA.TION IN NORTH KOREA 

llltroduction 
.In 1941, the Japanese armY chased a 29-year 
old Korean guerrilla leader named Kim ll-Sung 
&om Manchuria into Russia, where he stayed in 
the city ofKhabarovsk from 1941 to 1945. By 
the time his Russian-backed brigade made it 
back to Pyongyang in 1945, Japan had been 
attacked with the atomic bomb and ·been 
defeated. The Russians b1sta:lled Kim as the 
roler of North Korea and five years later the 
Soviet-supported Korean l»eople's· Army 
invaded the South. It reached the soU1hem port 
of Pusan U. six weeks only to be outOanked by 
forces led by U.S. General Douglas MacArthur 
tigliting under the UN flag. Aftei Stalin refused 
to lend North Korea any further help. Chinese 
troops saved North Korea for Kim D-8ung. A 
Jl!ilitaly stalemate emerged around the original 
dividing line between North and South Korea 
but a cease-fire was only established after the 
United States threatened to use an atomic bomb 
to end the war. In 1956 · Pyongyang began its 
long and costly quest for nuclear weapons. That 
quest may soon be coming to an . end, one way 
or another. 

In 1985 North Korea acceded to the 1968 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as a 
non-nuclear state, possibly as the price for 
continuing to receive support for its nuclear 
reactor program &om the USSR, which had no 
interest in nuclear proliferation on the Korean 
peninsula. Although the treaty calls on parties 
to sign a Nuclear Safeguards Agreemem: with 
the International Atomic Energy Agency 
{IAEA) and mange for inspections of their 
nuclear facilities within eighteen months of 
accession to the treaty, the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea (DP~ North Korea's 
longer form name) took until 1992 to do so. 
Five inspecti~ns took place in .1992 . 

The North Koreans admitted that they had 
extmcted a "tiny quantity' of plutonium &om 
its 5 megawatt (MW) reactor at Y()ngbyon in 
1990 for purposes, of reseaJCb towards an 
indigenous plutonium fuel reactor. Although 
such efforts may ~ in keeping with the jJit:M 
(self-reliailce) ideology ()f Kim D-SuDg, North 
Korea stands a "long WI.)' off" from such 
advances in nuclear techilology. Moreover, 
IAEA ·inspectors found _,.g evideJ]ce . of four 
diff'erent extraotion$Hme _.. in 1989, 1990, 
1991, atad 1992, totaliilg 148 grams of 
plutoniUm. In fact; L\EA illspectors found 
evidence of plutonium ·separation as early as 
1977 when, under pressure from the USSR, 
North Korea allowed one small Soviet-built 
reactor to be plaCed under IAEA safeguards. 
Director of .Cemral ·Intelligence .. Robert Gates 
called the 1992 findings "cliJtDrbing evidence of 
continued efforts to decaY~" and said the North 
could have extracted enough fissile material for 
onebomb. · 

Suspicion ilnin.ediately fell 'll'pOn two SUSpeCted 
nuclear waste sites at Yougbyon. on~ . built in 
1976 aud the other, dUbbed ~uilding SOO" by 
the CIA, and completed . in 1992, as die likely 
·locations of the missing pl1uonium, but these 
areas had not been listed by the North as· 
nuclear-related sites in itS agreements with the 
lAEA. TheJABA twice sought to inspect these 
facilities during it$. $ixth regular inspection of 
DPRK. nuclear plants &om January 26 to 
February 8, 1993, &lid. twice they were barred 
by Pyongyang from doing so• The North called 
them "two ordinary ·Qlilitary sites" and said that 
the IAEA had behaved unfairly by acting on 
"faked-up.. third party... in,telligence. photoS; n 

that is, pictures ftomu.s. ~ Pyongyang 
called on the IAEA to stop "obeying the 
superpower." The charge ot.fakery stemmed. in 
p~ &om the fact U.S. bitelligence bad 
deliberately degraded the photos in order to 
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hide from lAEA board members such as Libya 
and Syria how well U.S. satellites performed. 

On February 9. 1993, the IAEA formally 
requested a special inspection of the two 
Yongbyon sites. as is their right Under the 
Nuclear Safeguards Agreement This was, 
however, the first suc:h demand for a special 
inspection by the IAEA in its history. On March 
8, the 1993 Team Spirit exercises began, 
involving 19,000 U.S. ttoops, over 100,000 
R.OK ttoops and U.S. F•l6s, F·l17As and B
IBs. Four days into the nine--day e~ise, the 
Centtal People's Committee of the DPRK voted 
to exercise its right .to withdraw North Korea 
from the NPT, the first NPT signatary ever to 
do so. Under the terms of the· treaty, North 
Korean withdrawal would be effective in three 
_months, in this case, June 12. 

Throughout M~ April, and May various 
North Korean officials laid out Pyongyang's 
demands and . conditions for remaining within 
the NPT and resuming IAEA inspections. They 
included a permanent 'end to the 8DDual U.S.
ROK Team Spirit military exercise; inspection 
of various South Korean installations, including 
U.S. bases, by North Korea or the IAEA; 
removal of all U.S. nuclear weapons :from 
South Korea; lifting of the U.S. nuclear 
umbrella over the South and removal of the 
"nuclear threat11 to North Korea; removal of all 
U.S. troops from South Korea; guarantees 
against nuclear attack by the United States; 
"recognition of the North Korean socialist 
system;" and "fair," "impartial," ·and "neutral" 
treatment by the IAEA. 

On Apri19, Pyongyang announced it would not 
seek to resolve the · inspection issue on a 
bilateral basis with Seoul, but called for 
meetings with tbe United States, saying that 
"final solution of this problem depends on 
DPRK-US negotiation." Later that month, the 
United States agreed to direct talks with North 
Korea, but reaffirmed its view that "the Korean 
problem must be resolved through dialogue 
between the North and Sooth." 

At the first set of U.S.-DPRK talks in New 
Yotk ·in June, the U.s. delegation, led by 
Assistant Secretary of State for Politico
Military Affairs Robert Gallucci, .made a four
part offer: the United States would give North 
Korea a guarantee apinst nuclear attack 
identical to. that it 8fves all NPTsipatOrios; an 
end to Team Spirlt; fiJtther talb between the 
~orth and the UDited States on political and 
econorQic ties; ·and IAEA • iupections of South 
Korean fact1ities, including U.S. military 
installations · in South .Kon=a, COilCUil'ellt With 
1AEA iDspections in North KOrea. In exchange. 
the United States dtmwlded that North Korea 
cease its withdrawal ftom the NPT, accept 
IAEA ~ including special inspeCtions 
of the two suspected waste sites, and implement 
the bilateral December 1991 Korean 
Denucleari.zation Declaration. 

On June 11, one day before North Korea's 
withdrawal from the NPT was to ·take effect. 
North Korea " ded" its withdrawal to . suspen . . . .. ·. 
remain within the NPT. "SU$pension" differs 
from "retraction" in that theDPU reserves the 
right to revive i1s withdrawal . ami· be out of the 
NPT within 24 hours, thereby CO$JJleting the 
three month withdmwal period; "ietraction" 
would require a new tbree month period to 
elapse before North Korea was out of the NPT· 
The DPRK also claims that "suspension" means 
it is under no obligation to accept IA!A 
inspectlons of any Sort until the issue is tully 
resolved. 

A ~d rolUld of·U.S .... DPIU(.f1ll.b took place 
in Geneva in July. They con~l~ . with the 
United States offering again to cancel Team 
Spirit, affinn that there are no U.S. nuclear 
weapons in South Kant&, and ·give North Korea 
"negative security ·gUarantees." 'the United 
States also promised ·to support ·North Korean 
efforts to acquire .light water reactor 

technology. It insisted. however •. that there 
would be no further negoWttions between the 
United States imd North KQrea on these or other 
issues at the vice-minister/assistant secretary 
level until Pyongyang be.gan "serious" 
negotiations with Seoul aad the IABA. 
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Between regular inspections, the IAEA operates 
film ~eras at. key locations in North K.o~'s 
acknowledged nuclear facilities. and places seals 
on certain equipment. On two oCcasions since 
the last regular IAEA inspection and North 
Korea's subsequent withdrawal &om the NPT~ 
on May 8 and August 3-10, 1993, North Korea 
admitted lAEA inspectors to tb.e ·acknowledged 
nuclear sites to carry out routine. maintenaucie, 
replace film and batteries in cameras, and check 
seals on equipment. Oil October 14 the 1ABA 
announced that it had to ~ · out t"QUtine 
maintenance within two weeks and threatened 
to take the issue to 1:be United Nations Secmity 
Council ·if the North mused. On OCtober 28 
North Korea agreed to allow rQutine 
maintenance of monitoring equipment, but the 
IAEA changed its position, refusing to cany out 
furtber routine maintenance until the special 
inspection issue was resolved, declaring that 
NPT states "cannot pick and choose their 
nuclear safeguards." 

Working level meetings between the United 
States and DPRK continued throughout the 
autumn of 1993. On January S, 1994, U.S. 
Undetsectetary of State for International 
Security Affairs Lynn Davis 81lllOUI1Ced the two 
sides bad reached a deal whereby North Korea 
would aUow a one-time set of fall inspections 
of its seven declared nuclear sites and in 
exchange there would be a third round of 
DPRK-U.S. tallcs at the assistant secretary/ 
vice-minister level,. Discussion of special 
inspections ()f the two undeclared sites at 
Yongbyon would be ndeferred" to the third 
round. Once the IAEA inspections were 
underway and the North resumed bilateral talks 
with the South, the United States pledged to 
cancel Tellm Spirit for 1994. Team Sptrlt was 
then scheduled for March 22-31, 1994, but was 
to be slwply scalecl down from previous years, 
possibly to as few as 40,000 troops, as 
compared to 120,000 in 1993. 

Whereas the United States had demanded 
throughout the working level negotiations 1bat 
the inspections be cani.ed out under the aegis of 
the NPT and Nuclear Safeguards Agreement, 

PROLII'ERAnONOF WEAPONS OFMASSDEsnwcr'ION 
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North Korea insisted that they were under DO 
obligation to adhere to the NPT ·or NSA and 
that these inspeclions would be treated as an ad 
hoc arrangement The Uni~ States 1leV~ 
contradicted this ~on by the DPRK in its 
p1lblic announcement of tbe· deal Cit ·81W•·time 
thereafter, and tile fact North Korea was 
allowed .to ·proceed to nepiate With. the IAEA 
~ver the terms of · the inspecti<>U.·· instead. of 
simply applying the terms of the 1992 
agreement between the DPRK. and IAB.A, was a 
taeit admission of the 'l'iortll Korean posilioil. 

• The IAEA had consistently said that one
time. inspections were inadequatb, but 
within days it entered· ·talks with tJie North 
Koreans to work out the details of carrying 
out the inspections to which it bad agreed 
with the United States. In the course of 
these talks, the North Koreans made clear 
that they interpreted the agreemebtto mean 
only partial inspections of the two •Jil<)St 
important declared sites, . the SMW reactor 
and the one declared plutoniuin 
reprocessing facility at Yongbyon. On 
January 21, North Korea aimounced it had 
rejected the conditions demanded by the 
IAEA for inspections of the seven·· declared 
sites, calling some of the tests and 
procedures to be C8l'rie4 out at the. two 
problematic declared ·sites ·"unnecessary" 
and "unfair." 

Into Febiuary, 1.:heM was strong speculf4ion that 
if. there wero no progress in the ~on taJks 
by Pebnlary 21, the date of the annual Qleetmg 
of the IAEA Board of Governors, the Board 
would call on the UN Security Cotmcil to 
.impose an economic embargo on North. Korea. 
On February 15, one day before the S2rld 
bJrthday of Kim l]o.Sung,s heir apparent Kim 
Jong·U and six days before the annnal · IAEA 
Board m~tin& Pyongyang agreed to the 
lAEA's · ~ands for full inspectionS of all 
seven declared sites according to · the IAEA's 
standard procedures. Then, on February 2.0, 
North Korea aimounced it wOUld refuse to allow· 
the ·inspections to . proceed until the ~. 
States had committed to a specific date for the 
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third round of U.S.·DPRK talks. The United 
States insisted the January agreement did not 
call for a date to be· set 1.01til the inspoctions 
were underway. On FebrUary 25-26. North 
Korea fioally issued visas to lABA .inspectors 
and c18imed that high-level talks with the 
United States were scheduled for March 21, one 
day before the scheduled start of Team Spirit. 
The United States insisted, however, that no 
date had been set or would be set until the 
inspections were in met underway. On March 3, 
following the arrival of IABA inspeCtors in 
Pyongyang, the United States confirmed the 
date of March 21 for a third round of talks and 
South Korea and the U.S. simultaneously 
announced the tentative cancellation of Team 
Spirit for 1994. Both the talks and the 
cancellation of the exercise were made 

. conditional upon a satisfactory report on North 
Korean facilities by the IAEA and an exchange 
of envoys between North and South. 

- IAEA inspectors left North Korea on March 15 
and reported that Pyongyang had prevented 
them from taking samples of material &om 
inside the "glove box" or "hot cell" at 
Y ongbyon, making it ilnposst"ble to determine if 
North Korea had ex:tractecl further plutoaium 
since the last inspection. Specifically, 
numerous seals on rods at the SMW Yongbyon 
reactor were found broken, and because the 
cameras trained on the seals had nm out of fihn, 
the IAEA demanded to inspect the glove box to 
see if the rods had becm taken there to have 
plutonium removed. Pyongyang refused to 
allow the IAEA to see the glove box, arguing 
not that the glove box was outside the February 
agreement between the DPRK and IAEA (it 
was specifically written in the agreement). but 
that Pyongyang was protesting Seoul's refusal 
to accept its con:ditions for proceeding with an 
exchange of envoys. IAEA and American 
officials found this explanation 'UDSatisfactory, 
saying the North Koreans simply "lack sood 
faith." Pyongyang. also prevented the IAEA 
from performing gamma-ray scans which could 
have indicated the level of nuc.lear material 
around Yongbyon, and IAEA spokesman David 
Kyd noted that while the North insisted the 
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Yongbyon. reactor bad been idle since August 
1993~ strimgely, no clu$t bad accumulated. 

The United States bnmediately cancelled the 
meeting scheduled for March 21 and reiterated 
its two preconditions· for a third round ofU.S.
DPRK talks ...... ·satis&ctory. lnspeotions of 
decWed nuclear facWties and an exchange . of 

·envoys between North and South. On. March 
22, the United States announced it would 

.~ to deploy six batteries of recently 
upgraded Patriot PAC.2s to U.$. bases in South 
Korea in order to defend those bases. Each 
·battery consists of eight kunchers and four 
missiles per launcher; the total shipment thuS 
includes 192 missileS. 800 U.S. troopS-would 
accompany the Patriots to guard and operate 
them. Some American observers noted that the 
United States sent the Patrlots by sea and not 
by air, extending their time in transit from days 
to nearly a month and suggestiug that the delay 
would provide time for developments to occur 
which woulcl lead the United States tQ balt the 
deployment Instead. the Ptitrlots arrived at 
Pusan on April 18 as scheduled. The United 
States is also sending 30 AptJChe helicopters to 
South Korea in response to the failure of the 
inspection visit. 

The resumption of Team Spirit remained · 
uncertain while the Patriots were en route, 
because the United States and South Korea 
were to employ them in the exeteise. By AprD 
18, however, the rice planting seB$011 Jn South 
Korea was tQo close, and so Team Spirit . is now 
scheduled for·sometime in November. 

On April lS, Kim ll-Sung's 82nd birthday, 
South Korea announced it would no longer 
press for an exchange of envoys with the North 
as a precondition for a third round of U.S.· 
DPRK talks at the . assistant secrQtary/ vice• 
mi:ilister level. This change in policy followed 
a Jetter from DPRK. Vice Foreign Minister 
Kang Sok-chu to Robert Gallucci iudi¢ating 
that if the exchange of envoys were ·dropped as 
a preco~on for talks, North Korea would 
allow for "additional IAEA inspections." 
~ of State Christopher is reported to 
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have responded to the proposal by saying 
"acceptance [of the North Ko~ demand] is 
the oDly realistic method ofbreakiDg the current 
situation" and asked the ROK to consider it. 
Gallucci bad, in fact, signalled as efJI'ly as 
February that South Korea could 14amend its 
position." Tbe United States reacted to Seoul's 
announcement by reiterating that its second 
condition for a third rouncJ of talks, fUll and 
satisfactory IAEA inspections of declared 
DPRK facilities. still stands. 

Bow Advanced Is The DPRK Nuclear 
Program? 

Whether or how close the DPRK is to 
possession of a deliverable nuclear weapon is a 
matter of considerable speeulation. As early as 
March 1992, CIA Director Robert Gates 
estimated that the North would have a nuclear 
bomb "in a few months," a view he reiterated in 
January 1993. His successor in the Clinton 
Administration, R. James Woolsey, testified 
before Congress in February 1993 that "there is 
a real possibility" that the North had enough 
plutonium "for at.least one nuclear weapon and 
is biding this from the IAEA." A South Korean 
researcher wrote in July 1992 that 0 the 
probability is high that North Korea has. .. three 
to six NagllStlki class nuclear warheads," and a 
July 1992 report to the U.S. Defense Nuclear 
Agency also suggested that North Korea would 
have five or six nuelear weapons by the end of 
1992. Leonard Spector, a nonproliferation 
expert at the Canaegie Endowment for 
International Peace in WashingtOn, however, 
stated in February 1993 that his "impression is 
that they're not so far along... there are still a 
number of years to go." In July 1993. a British 
estimate said the North had "virtwally 
completed" four to six ·nuclear weapons at the 
"laboratory device" stage. A report by a group 
of Republican House Representatives in.· July 
1993 cited Russian intelligence sources as 
finding that North Korea had nuclear weapons 
as early as 1990. By December 1993, "sen.ior 
Pentagon asd CIA officials," including 
Woolsey. were saying that the DPRK1s nuclear 
program had the necessary teehnolo8Y and 
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plutonium to make one or m~ ·~uclear devices. 
although. doubts about ~e North1s delivery 
capability remained. Nortb Korea has, however, 
conducted over 7() . test explosions Oil the 
Kuryong River not fat ftom Yongbyon bearing 
au the earmatks of a nuclear · tdgger or 
detonaior. 

In contt'a.Stt however, on November 1, an 
unnamed ofticial travelilig with then-U.S. 
Defense Secretary Les Aspin to South· Korea 
said· "we know they are liot •. bilildbag bpmbs 
right now, or ~g pi~" and 
Aspin later himself insisted on "Meet the Press11 

tbat the likelihood of war on the Korean 
peninsula had not grown and the North Koreans 
"are not building more bombs." President 
~n has also said "there is no cause for great 
alarm 011 the part of the American people." Into 
December, Aspin continued to insist that North 
Korean nuclear weapons remained ooly a 
"possibility.'' The State Department has 
disputed intelligence repOrts which claime4 
there was a "better than even cbancen that North 
Korea has already constructed one or two 
nuclear . devices. Finally, the Special National 
Intelligence Estimate of December 1993 assigas 
oDly a "low probability to the possibility Notth 
l{orea [already has] one or two crude nuclear 
weapons or will complete one soon." 

According to David Kyd of the ·IAEA. eight 
kilograms ofplutoniUDi are all that is needed to 
make a nuclear bomb. Cummt estimates of 
North Korea•s plutonium holdings range. from 
98 grams to 40 or SO kilo~ North Ko~ 
has schedUled a refUeling of the SMW 
Yongbycm reactot for early May 1994 on the 
basis of the age and erosion ofthe cummt rods. 
. (See Figure 1-7 and for a description of North 
Korea's m1clear facilities.) u.s. Assistant 
Secretary of DefeD$e for In~onal Security 
Ashton Carter bas said the reQloval. of the rods 
would be "a leap forward" for the N:onh•s 
nuclear program on 8CC()Uilt of the plutonimn it 
would harvest- 33 kg, enough far lout to five 
nuclear bombs. North Korea could Still delay a 
.$hut-down of Yongbyon, however, for Up ·to 
twelve months,. perhaps awaiiting perfection of a 
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method of turning plutonium into usable bombs 
or missile warheads. Both IAEA Director Hans 
Blix and U.S. Defense Secretary William Perry 
have demanded Pyongyang allow the IAEA to 
monitor removal of the rods and refueling of 
the reactor and to take samples ·of the spent 
fuel. If not, the U.S. bas threatened once again 
to have the UN impose economic sanctions on 
the North. Previous extractions of plutonium 
were fi'om single rods removed from ·the reactor 
on the basis of claims they were diniaged, but 
U.S. experts strongly suspect that a full 
refueling took place in 1989 when Yongbyon 
was shut down for 100 days and that the 
plutonium this effort yielded bas served as 
material for the North's nuclear weapons 
program for the last five years. Sampling the 
spent fuel is essential for determining itS 

• history, ~ifieally whether ,and how many of 
the rods have been individually refueled since 
1986. Predictably, Pyongyang has offered to let 
the IAEA witness removal and replaQement of 

. the rods but is refusing to allow sampling. 

~at Yongbyon with a cap"ity of SOMW. 
Due to be completed in late 1994 or early 1995, 
this reactor would be too large for research 
purposes and shows no sign of being eonneeted 
to a power :P for purposes of generating and 
distributhtg electricity. This reactOr would' be 
capable of producing forty to sixty. kilograms .of 
plutonium per year, enoup for up to seven 
wellp01lS. A thjrd reactor at T•hoDs just north 
of Yongbyon. this one 200MW and due to be 
completed in late 199S, is estimated to be 
capable of producing enough plutonium for ten 
Hiroshima-Sized bombs per year. By the year 
2000t some ·experts estimate North Korea will 
possess t1u'ee tons of plutonium. 

Missile CapabilitieS 

Complicating the nuclear issue is the ongoing 
North Korean ballistic and cruise m,issile 
progrun, which makes the potential nuclear 
threat, especially to Japan, even more 
disturbing. on May 29, 1993, the North 
Korean$ successfully test-fired the 1000-1300 

Furthermore. between 1984 and 1987, kilometer range, liquid fueled Rodong-1 missile 
COilStluction began on another uranium-graphite over the Sea of lapan from a mobile launch pad. 
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to the IAEA for routine inspedion Wider the 
Ag!eernalt are the fuel fabrication facility at Yongbyon, a subcritical resean:11 faCility at Kim 
University in Pyongyang, and a critical· assembly faclllly of 1.0 MWe at Nyonphon Institute of Nuclear Physics, 
supplied by the USSR In 1965. 
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The May test actually went only 500 km in an 
effort by Pyongyang to ptevent intelligence 
agencies fi:om assessing its true capabilities and 
to ensure safe recovery, but the full rauge of the 
missile was deriVed ·~ the umi$'QJJy high 
angle at which the test missiles were launched. 
A 1000 km range woUld place western J'apan, 
including Osaka and U.S. military bases at 
Okinawa, within the range of North Korean 
missiles. while a 1300-range missile could hit 
virtually all of Japan, including all its major 
cities. A follow-on version, the R.otkmg-2, is 
already being developed with a range of 1500-
2000 Ian. Jane's Defence Weekly reports. that 
the circular error ·probable (CBP) of the 
Rodong-1 is 700 meters, as opposed to 450 
meters for the Scud•B. Otbcu's, writing. in 
Defense News, assert that the .Rodtmg is (JD}y 
~urate to within 2 to 4 km, several times 
worse than the Scud-B, and tbatthe presence of 
four engines ·on the Rodong compunds the 
chance of mechanical failure. South Korean 
analysts believe it could carry a SO kiloton 
nuclear device or a Viscous VX chemical 
warhead. 

In October, Japanese Defense Agency Director 
General Keisuke Nak!UJishi t<)ld a Diet 
committee that North Korea had deployed 
Rodong-ls facing . the Sea of Japan. His 
statement followed that of a North Korean 
soldier who defected to South Korea in 1993 
and said that the North . already has two 
operational underground missile sites for 
launching missiles at Japan and two more are 
under construction. U.S. General Robert 
RisCassi. former commander of U.S. forces in 
Korea, stated that the nature of certain 
ebaracteristics of the May test. firing indicated 
to him that the test was intended to demonstrate 
the missile to foreign buyers. "lllete was no 
telemetry with the shots ... there was no close
down of the sea and air space in that direction, 
which is odd when you are · making a missile 
that you have not tested before and are firing at 
extended ranges." 

Sankei Shimbun bas reported that !UJ Iranian 
delegation to the DPRK signed .a contract for 

PROLIFEIU.TIONOP ~OFl\fASSDEs'rRUCTION 
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ISO Rodtmg-ls during an April 1993 visit to 
Pyongyang. This deal followed an agreement 
between Pyongyang and Tehran for the bilateral. 
exchange of mi$sile technology · Signed during 
the .~lraqwar~ North Korea sentlrim. around 
100 Scud-Bs in ~87~ 1988 which played a key 
role in the 1988 "'War of the Cities.~ Iran, in 
tum, provided the DPRK with Iraqi A.I-Husayn 
missiles which it used to · develop the Scud~C. 
An Italian newspaper has reported that Iran has 
already paid about $SO million· for the delivery 
of 10 Rodtmgs by April 1994 and bas promised 
another S70 million to obtain the necessary 
technology to build a missile factory in Iran. 
Paul Beaver of Jane's Defence Weekly 
confirmed this story in April1994 following a 
February visit to .Iran, by a 29-mao DPRK 
delegation led by NOrth Korea's air force 
commander. Theltalian paper also reports that 
full range tests of the RodOng will be carried 
out in the Iranian desert, llot over the Sea of 
Japan. in order to avoid diplomati' 
repercussions. Such. tests have now been 
delayed twice, however, once in November 
1993 and again ·in Febluary 1994, possibly on 
account of intense. U.S. ·IPY surveillance, North 
Korean mears to han for oil, or North Korea's 
inability to deliver the missiles. U.S. 
intelligence estimates 1bat mQI'e than 800 North 
Korean military~ and ofticers are.in. ~ 
while the lraDian military auacbe's. section in 
Pyongyang numbers 53. 

The range of the Rodong-1 would put all of 
ISrael within Iranian missile range for the first 
time. Numerous ~ &om government end 
independent sources show strong evidence of 
Scud-Band Sciul..C exports from North Korea 
to Libya, Syria, and Iran and that North Korea 
is helping Syria and Libya to build their own 
Scud production lines. For example, North 
Korea is reported to have serrt $100 million 
worth of Seud-Cs to 8ylia via Iran in July 1992, 
and $500 million worth of Scuds to Iran since 
the mid-19805. Nortlt Korea can cuttently 
produce 100 Scuds per-year. 

In March 1994, Jane's Defence Weekly reported 
that U.S. intelligence sources have found 
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evidence of two new missHes under 
development by the DPRK. Dubbed the Taepo-

-Dong 1 and Taepo-Dong 2 after the site where 
they were observed, these are thought to be 
two-stage missiles with ranges of 1600-2400 
km and 3200-3500 km respectively, whereas 

- the Rodongs are basically stretched-out, single
stage Soviet Scuds. Thus the . Taepo-Dong 
would signify an important technological 
breakthrough for Pyongyang. 3SOO km would 
bring U.S. bases in Guam within the range of 
North Kon=a:a missiles; from the Middle East or 
North Africa, these missiles could reach the 
heart of western Europe. Jane's reports that the 
Taepo-Dong 1 consists -of a Rodtmg-1 first 
stage and Scud-B or Scud-c second stage, while 
the Taepo-Dong 2 consists of a lower stage 
conspicuously similar in size and shape to the 
Chinese CSS-2/DF-3/Dongfimg-3 and an upper 
stage similar to the Rodong-1. Sankei Shimbun 
has reported that the new DPRK missile is 
indeed based on. missile technology provided by 
China. The CIA. however, believes that the 
Taepo-Dong is indigenous. and the view that 
the Chinese assisted Pyongyang in this missile 
effort remains a minority one even within the 
U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency. 

China bas denied supplying North Korea with 
missile technology. If so, however, Beijing 
could faee U.S. sanctions under the Missile 
Technology Control Regime. These U.S. 
sources as wen as Defense Secretary Peny and 

non•governmental experts in the U.S. and Jlq)80 
generally agree that the Taepo-Dongs will not 
be openltional uutil the late 1990s; some non
government experts also question the Taepo
Dong 2's estimated range in the absence of a 
test flight. Whether North Korea can attach a 
nuclear, chemical, or biological warhead to 
either the Taepo-Dong 1 or 2 or even the 
Rodong 1 or 2 remain UJIIDSWered questions. 

Others go so far as to suggest the Taepo-Dong 
is nothing but a big hoax and wony that it is 
achieving the desired aff'ect in the United States 
and Asia. Designing a sequencing system for a 
two-stage rocket is alone a massive 
technological endeavor for a country such as 
North Korea. The Taepo-Dong wollld also 
require engines with greater thrust-to-weight 
ratios than Scud technology allows. North 
Korea would also have to produce a reliable 
high-speed turbo-pump with the capability to 
feed clustered engines. Airftame design, digital 
guidance systems, a re-entry vehicle staging 
mechanism, and new laQnching hardWare will 
all 'have to be developed, consuming lots and 
lots of precious resources. Furthermore. North 
Korea elected to display these missiles out in 
the open and made no effort to conceal them 
fi:om satellite surveillance. And all this for 
what? To be able to hit Guam? Surely being 
able to hit Japan and PusaD and well into the 
Pacific where U.S. reinforcements would be on 
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their way to Korea. is enough to 
get Tokyo and Washington's 
attention. 1his argument 
conchldes that . the costs and 
benefits of the Taepo-Dongjust do 
not add up to make ita worlhwhUe 
endeavor for the North. 

DPRK Chemical and Biological 
Weapoas 

One analyst argues 1hat with 
respect to "chemical and PRC 
biological warfare (CBW). the 
DPRK presently has the capability 
to develop and employ weapoas of 
mass destruction. The North 
Koreans have also, apparently, 
proyidecl assistance to other 'lbird 

· World nations in their etforls to 
achieve similar capabilities. n 

DPRK chemical weapons efforts 
began as soon as the "Fatherlaad 
Liberation War" was over, but 
development and production of 
chemical agents did not really take 
off UD1il the 1960s. Begbmin.g in 
the 1970s, defeasive or protective 
CBW training appeared to be in 
full swing within the (North) 
Korean People's Army (KPA). 
Finally, in the 1980s, the DPRK 
began to develop and produce 
offensive chemical agents for use 
in war in bulk. Pyongyang in total re~~GwSea 
is estimated to have stockpUed 
1000 tous of cw and have the 
~ to produce 4600 tons 
anaually. From 1980 to 1991 over 
630 CW exercises were conducted 
by North Korean armed forces, 
twice as many is took place in the 
1970s, sometimes confining KPA soldiers in 
tunnels for up to ten days. 

DPRK chemical weapons stockpiles are 
believed to -include the .-in (GB) falnily of 
nerve gases, tabun (GA), phosgene (CX), 
adamsite (DM), mustard gas, and blood .. tS 
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such as hycb'ogea cyaudde. Chemical weapons 
production is -~- ilt ei&ht sites and CW 
storage is concentrated at six sites. North Korea 
. must, howeVer, .impOrt cheinical precursorS. 
The DPRK can p~ ehenrical .e:gents .on their 
large ~Ute mortaia anchrtillmy. PRQG.S ind 
Flt00-7 artWery rtJcketS, . ~B ··IUI.d. Scud..C 
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ballistic missiles, on air-delivered ordnance, 
and possibly on the Rodtmg-1. 

In May 1989 the KWP made the further 
development of the chemical industry a key 
national priority, and 1989 .also marked the 
beginning of DPRK efforts to provide other 
Third World countries with chemical weapons 
assistance. There is strong evidence to suggest a 
North Korean role in chemical weapons 
development by Syria and Iran. (North Korea is 
not a signatory to the Ch~cal Weapons 
Convention.) Jan~ 's lmelligence Review has 
concluded that out of "the belief that the ROK 
and US governments are willing to employ 
[weapons of mass destruction], ... the KPA has 
developed a doctrine which includes the tactical 
first use of chemical weapons." 
-
In general, offensive BW bas not received the 
attention that CW has, probably due to the DPRK.'s 
limitations in biotec:lmology and 1he realization that, 
once employed, there wiD be almost no c:omrol over 
such weapons . . 

In con1rast to CW, the USSR and PRC are not 
believed to have provided assistance to the 
OPRK's BW program; North Korea's biological 
warfare capabilities are believed to be entirely 
indigenous. According to Joseph Bermudez, 
North Korea is reported to possess limited 
quantities of yersinia pestsi, bacillus antracis, 
vibrio cholera 01, salmonella typhi and 
clostridium botulinum. A Russian intelligence 
report adds that North Korea has biological 
weapons capable of inducing bubonic plague 
and smallpox and has·tested biological weaponi 
on its island territories. South Korean sources 
suggest that Pyongyang has ·even conducted 
BW experiments on hUDian subjects. 

North Koreaa IDteraal Polities 
Solid information about the economy, society, 
militarY, politics; and leadership of the DPRK is 
notoriously hard to come by, and solid analysis 
is even more rare. North Korea is one o( if not 
the most closed societies on earth today. News 
reports frOm the Korea Central Ne\VS Agency 
(KCNA) are so lOaded with dogma, ideology 
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. and almost reJj.gious rev:erence of the North 
Korean leadership that they are almost self
parodies. Information and analysis by third 
parties, especially· from South Korea; ·can often 
be biased by predetermined agendas. 

Most of all, DPRK internal politics are unique 
in that 82-year old president Kim ll-Sut~& 
North, Korea's leader since the Korean War, and 
his 52-year old son Kim Jong .. n are attemptiug 
to complete the first hereditary transfer of 
power in a CommuniSt country in histoey. For 
the better part of forty yeats, the people, 
government officialdom and military leadership 
of North Korea have been taught nothing else 
than Kim D-Sung thought, that Kim ll•Sung is 
their "Beloved and Great Leader, · Ever
Victorious Captain of the Korean People, the 
Greatest Genius Mankind Has Ever ~ 
Outstanding Leader of the Revolution and 
Genenilissimo, n and that they must follow his 
every word without doubt or hesitation. Not 
surprisingly, after forty years, many people 
believe it, and so establishing the legitimacy 
and authority of a leader so he may rule after 
the inevitable demise of Kim D-Sung is bound 
to be an elaborate, even all-consuming 
endeavor. 

The Role of the Military 

In contrast to Eastern ·Europe, the Soviet Union 
and China under communism, there is 
essentially no organized Civil opposition to the 
Kims in North Korea. The only institution in 
North Korea remotely capable of posing a8. an 
organized opposition to the ;Kilns is the 
military. . 

Realizing this; iil 1969 Kim ll-Sung established 
a commissar-like system within the military: all 
Korean People's Amty (KPA}orders require the 
signature of a political Qfficer to be valid. The 
KPA, ·its ·name nOtwithstanding, is not defined 
in its charter as a People's Army ($UPll as in 
China) but as an organi:mtion whbse purpose is 
to protect the Kotean Workers' Party (KWP) 
and it is subontina.te, not to the Cabinet or 
President, but to the KWP Central Committee. 

• 
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• 
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Kim Jong-D is cunently the supreme 
commander of the KP A. In order to further 
reduce the potential for the military to act as a 
unified force against the Kims, they do not 
normally allow the various branches of the 
military to train and exercise together and North 
Korea bas the highest percentage of ranger .and 
special forces of any army in the world 
(100,000 troops in 24 brigades), but their 
operations are not integrated into military plaDs. 
Instead, most of these braDches report directly 
to Kim Jong-D, bypassing the KPA geneml staff 
and thereby diluting the institutional power of 
the military. These sorts of policies may also 
have the unintended result of diluting the 
genuine military capability of the KP A and 
thereby contribute in no small way to 
perceptions of conventional inferiority on the 
part of North Korea. 

Many of these special operations forces, such as 
the Third Generation Revolutimwy Teams, the 
Mangyongdae Revolutionary Academy, and the 
KWP Operations Department,· are loyal to Kim 
Jong·ll and their missions often involve the 
personal safety of the Kims. In exdlange, the 
troops of the Operations Department, for 
example, receive food allowances two to three 
tiDies that of regular soldiers. In January 1994, 
Kim Jong-ll shifted responsibility and authority 
for the Public Secwity Ministry to the National 
Defense Commission which he heads. Since 
April1992, 664 genentls ofthe KPA have been 
replaced by over 500 so-called "technocrats" 
loyal to Kim Jong-ll. Finally, another recent 
defector to South Korea said that the Kims have 
carved their own 50,000-mali army out of the 
armed forces, equipped with tanks and missiles 
and charged solely with guarding their personal 
safety and defending against a military coup. 

Despite these various measures to ensure 
control of the armed forces, the mUitary has 
survived as the only institution in North Ko~ 
capable or preventing a smooth, uneventful 
transfer of power from the "Great Leader" to 
''Dear Leader" Kim Jong-11. Sources of 
discontent within the militaly are manifold. 
There is a long term of service, with little 
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opportunity for leaves or passes. Soldiers must 
often spend months at a time in dank 
underground tunnels and bunkers. Malnutrition 
and lack of food, according to the July 1993 
defector 1m Yong-sun, bave ev~ started to 
effect the militaty. An article in Naewoe 
Tongsm of Seoul estimates the average 
soldier's monthly food ration at less than 300 
grams of rice and 200 grams of meat and fish. 
Military advancement often depends on one's 
standing within the party, which in tum depends 
on one's family background; whether one's 
parents and family are classified as "elite," 
11loyal," "waverers," or "hostile elements" can 
determine one's career. A bleak future awaits 
anyone who is discharged ftom the military for 
any reason. Bribery is commonly required to 
get anything done. 

The North Korea Research Center in Seoul has 
detailed two separate instances of soldiers 
describing Kim Jong-ll as "Littte Mother," 
perhaps referring to his diminutive statme and 
pompadour hair-style, testimony to the 
discontent among the rauk-and-file with the 
leadership in Pyongyang. Another story teUs of 
a K.PA unit &om the cc;untlyside sent to 
Pyongyang to constnlCt new apartments which, 
upon seeing the enviable living standards of 
soldiers stationed in the capitol, entered Kim n
Sung's palace to complain. Presidential 
Security Guards fired on the soldiers, a gun 
battle broke out, and Kim D-Sung was forced to 
order all troops around Pyongyang to surrender 
their ammunition. 

Two separate stories of military coup attempts 
arose in 1993. One told of a September 1992 
plot by eighteen army offiCers to overthrow the 
Kim regime but which was betrayed, resulting 
in the summary execution of the eighteen 
plotters. The source for thiS story was a 
"cabinet-minister level North Korean official" 
according to Yonhap news agency .in Seout A 
second story was reported by 1m Yong-son, a 
soldier who defected to South Korea in July 
1993. He told of a ~ber 1992 plot by ten 
senior military officers, who were also 
subsequently betrayed and execlUed. In 
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September 1993, Kiin Jong-n reportedly moved 
three divisiODS with over 1700 arm:ored:Y.ebicles 
from the area between Pyongyang, Ond the DMZ 
to the Chinese border out of fear that these KPA 
units were plotting to take action in Pyo~gyang. 
to deny Kim 1ong-Uthe succession. 

Alongside the varioliS "Sticks" which the· Kims 
wield over the KPA. the DPRK. nuclear 
weapons program ·is viewed ·by many ob.~ 
as a "carrot" or reward paid to the milifuy for 
its support of Kiln ll-Sung and of the succession 
of Kim Jong-n. Why would the DPRK military 
seek nuclear weapons, and under what 
conditions would it contemplate the use of 
nuclear weapons?· In a coUDtry like North 
Korea, secretive and insular to a debilitating 
degree, with no independent media or 
_academia, a government where different 

. factions and points of view are extremely 
murky, and leaders who flatly deny they are 
building nuclear weapons, it is well nigh 

. impossible to establish what. if anything. the 
military. bas worthy of being called a "nuclear 
doctrine." There is no record of comments or 
literature by leaders of the KPA. either past or 
present. on why North Korea would want a 
nuclear weapon and under what conditions it 
would consider using one. Three obvious 
possible motives for any military to seek 
nuclear weapons come quickly to mind, 
however: deterrence against attack; coercion of 
an adversary; and bureaucratic. or resource 
motives. The first two will be discussed fUrther 
in the next part of this case study; the latter is 
discussed below (see Ec<momic Rsformers 
Versus HaTdliners). 

Paul Bracken of Yale University, however. 
disagrees with the suggestion that the· mili1ary 
and its leaders are capable of independent 
action, in either domestic politics or in strategic 
planning. 

Straregy comes from th~ top .iPld iS .viltU,ally 
uncontested and untempered by CODservative 
~c forces. Bureaucracy ~... caution, 
hesitation, . a tetldenq' towards inertia m a crisis ... 
staff reviews, plannilig and other activities which 
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dampen ex.trem,~ idOas ami' behavior. North Korea is 
not like this-. UDilke 01ber stdl$, North Korea can 
change 'its straiegtc direrion on 11 moment's.notioo by 
the simple wm or-its leidership •. _no ·militlry is [~] 
tied to the person .of the leadership (1bat] it does not 
possess its OWD in~ b1lreaucratic Jckntity. 
AlthOu8h this easures the loyalt¥· of the officer CIOrPSt 
it meaas that mJlitaey stafJS do Jlot analyze problllliS 
or s&uations tiom a professionel point of View. 

Bracken's analysis also raises questk)as about 
the command and comtol capabilitY of the 
DPRK for its nuclear weapons. As the efforts bf 
the Kims to bobble the militaly's possible role 
in intemal mattters illustrate. the North Korean 
state "was not designed to be efl'icient, ·but 
tather to allow different depinmeats and cells 
to be played off against one another." 1be same 
could be said of the armed forces. NOrth Korea 
has demonstrated time and again. that it Will 
undertake criticaDy important projects, "Without 
the staff review, teelmical expertise and 
management needed to achieve success. n The 
results of this system have included pat 
"agricultural debacles, industrial failures and 
botched nuclear deception campaigns." (For 
example, see The Significance of Inspections. 
Also, another dofec::tor tells of an explosion at. a 
missile plant bidden UDdergroUild in mountain 
tum1els which killed 200 in November 1991.) 
Bracken writes that the military may not be 
easily c:Ontrolled in a crisis once activated 
beyond a certain level by the leadership. 
Alternatively, "it is possible that the NOrth 
Korean• llli1itarY establisbinent might~ so 
poorly as to be almost ineft· in a Crisis. 
Commmders might wait. for orders that never 
arrive ... 

Key 1lilllttD7 /e.lzdiJrs 
Oh Tm t.J; 83 years of age, is ·North Ko- ·s 
Minister of Defense, sometimes called the 
"Armed Fo~ Chief," as well as a Politburo 
member. He is sometim•. said tQ. be in the 
"third position in the political order" and his 
status alongside the two Kims is sometimes 
portrayed as SOQ1e sort of triumvitate. Oh .rm U 
is said to be fiercely loyal to Kim D·Sung but at 
the sam• time be is oonsid~ 8Xl ally of Kiln . - ' ' '' . . 
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Jong-ll's within the military and be even .M&· 
personal responsibility for the physical security 
ofKim Jong-11. Second to him .in the militaty is 
Choe Kwang. Politburo member aud KPA 
Chief of Staft He too is considered fiercely 
loyal to Kim 11-Sung and there is liUle evidence 
one way or another on whether he supports the 
succession of Kim Jong-11. Given his position 
and such lack of eviden~ however, it must be 
assumed that he will not stand in the way of 
Kim Jong-D. Thirdly, 0 Kuk-yol, "Kim long.,. 
D's right hand man" in the army, is being 
groomed to take over from OhJin U. 

Tbe State of the Sueeessioa 

Three posts remain which stand in the way of 
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Kim Jong•D taking over fully fron~ his father, 
be he alive or· dead.· They are chairman of the 
CeJitra1 Military Commissiou (CMC). General 
Secretary of the KWP. and president of the 
DPRK as selected by the Supreme People's 
Assembly~ All three tides are. still held by Kim 
11-:-Sung. 

Kim Jong-D's election as head of the CMC was 
strongly rumored (strongly expected by soine) 
to take place in December 1992, but it did not 
come to pass. He was again expected to take 
over the CMC at the Ninth Supreme People's 
Assembly meeting of April 7-9, 1993, but 
instead Kim was elected Chairman of the 
National Defense Commission, a totally 
different body than the CMC • 
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Having failed to take over the CMC, there was 
strong speculation that Kim Jong-D would be 
named General Secretary of the KWP at the 
21st Plenary of the Sixth Central Committee of 
the KWP, held · iil November 1993. Central 
Committee Plenaries are often occasions for 
important personnel changes, such as occurred 
in December 1992 at the 20th Plenuy in favor 
of economic reformers (more on economic 
reform below). South Korean intelligence 
concluded, however, that "there is no indication 
at present that an epoch-making decision was 
made regarding the inheritance of power, 
including Kim long-Irs assumption of the post 
of general secretary of the party. n 

No sooner had the November plenary ended 
than speculation began anew that Kim Jong-D 
_would be named General Secretmy during the 
6th session of the 9th Supreme People's 
Assembly on December 9 but no such transfer 
took place. The· seventh party congress of the 

. KWP also took place in December not long 
after the Supreme People's Assembly session. 
The Jast party congress was held iD October 
1980 and congresses are typically OCC$Sions for 
important developments in DPRK politics. 
Yonhap news agency in Seoul reported that the 
senior Kim was likely to transfer the post of 
General Secretary to the younger Kim at -the 
congress, but yet ~ no such transfer took 
place. 

Speculation about these final three positions 
continues, however. On January 3, 1994, a 
South Korean news report argued that 1994 
would be a crucial year for Kim Iong-ll since it 
comes exactly twent;y years after he was 
designated as Kim ll-Sung's · successor and 
"cyclical years" bave special significance in 
Korea. The article argued that all three key 
posts - Central Military Commission, General 
Secretary, and finally President of the DPRK
will be transferred to the younger Kim by 1995. 
But this spring, a markedly down-scaled 
celebration of Kim Jong-n's 52nd birthday, the 
7th Session of the 9th SUpreme People's 
Assembly, a national conference ofKWP cells, 
the first such congress in DPRK history, and the 
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. annual.celebration -of Kim D•Sung's birthday all . 
came and weilt with no new gnmd title or 
positiQn for Kim Jong-D. Other, less 
formaliStic sips • of Kim -long-D's ascendancy 
continue to appear, however. The badges 
featuring ·Kim D-Sung which have graced the 
lapels of North Korean officials overseas for 
forty years have now disappeared, and the final 
spectacle of Kim D-Sung's 82nd birthday 
celebrations was a "song of fidelity" to Kim 
Jong-D as opposed to the Great Leader. 

Despite the appearance of a prolQnged, even 
agonizing effort to captute at least two of the 
final three positions for Kim Jong-n, tbe 
preponderance of evidence suggests that Kim 
Jong-ll is already effectively in control of the 
DPRK and that he has successfully placed loyal 
followers in virtually all key positions iil the 
party and bureaucracy. This tbrther suggests 
that chaos will not break loose the moment 1Gm 
n-sung dies. Among Kim Jong-D's loyal allies 
are: 

Kang Stmg-Sam ' 
Premier of the DPRK AdminiStration Counca1 
since December 1992,. Kim D-Sung's cousiil o.n 
his mother's side, Kang Song-Sam has called 
for "active eeonomic exchanges with. capitalist 
countries" and praised Chinese-style refonos_ 
and openness "withhn the socialist ideal, n 

suggesting he is less reformist than Kim-Tyal 
Hon or Yon Hyong-muk (see below). Kang 
Song-Sam is often listed fourth in the DPRK's 
cabinet, below the two Kims and Oh Jin U. 

~on Byong-muk 
Premier until his resignation in December 1992, 
Yon Hyong-muk willingly played the fall guy 
for the failure of the Third Seven Year Plan 
(1987-1993) and the imminent resumption of 
Team Spirit. Kim Jong-n had taken personal 
credit for the cancellation of Temn Spirit in 
1992 and was also a big booster of the Third 
SeveSJ, Year Plan. Some observers have 
attributed hiS demotion, however, to the fact he 
was too fiercely loyal to Kim TI-Sung, but as the 
case of Oh Tm U demonstrates, loyalty to both 
Kims is by no means a contradiction. Yon 
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Hyong-muk is still ranked sixth in the hierarchy 
oftheDPRK. 

Klml'ong-nm 
Promoted to candidate member of the Politburo 
in December 1992 and placed in. chargo .of 
relations with South Korea arid reunification 
issues, Kim Yong-sun was dismissed fro~ his 
Politburo position and South Korean portfolio 
in December 1993. He n.ow sits in charge of 
relations with the United States. Kim Yong-sun 
was the official who told American analyst 
Peter Hayes in the autumn of 1993 that 0 ifthe 
light water reactor issue is solved sUccessfully," 
the North would agree to full regublr and 
special inspections. 

Kbn-7)111 Hon 
The. leading advocate of Chinese-style 
economic reform in North Korea. Kim-Tyal 
Hon was appointed as vi(»opremier of the 
Administration Council and Chairman of the 
State Planning Committee and Extemal 
Economic Affairs Committee of the Colulcil in 
December 1992. Twelve months later he was 
"released" from these posts to serve-as the 
"geM,al manager of the Suchon viDalon 
complex." Pyongyang also took the unusual 
step of explaining his dismissal, citing "poor 
job performance" and officially atbnitdng to the 
people of North ~rea that it had failed to 
fulfill the major targets of the TbJrd Seven Year 
Plan. Barely a month later, however, on .January 
17, 1994, Yonhap reported that Kim-Tyal Ron 
had joined Kim Yong-Chu (more on him 
below) as deputy leader in chqe of South 
Korean affairs. 

Kim Jong-II loyalists also include party 
secretaries Kye Ung-t:ae, Chon Pyong-ho, and 
Han Song-yong, ·candidate Politburo members 
Chang Song-taek and Pak 1\{yong..cbol. and 
most other key officials iD both the party and 
government. 

Besides some of the octogenarian lead~ of the 
military, there are few officWs in other 
positions in the party or govemment who are 
clearly identified as opponents of Kim .Tong-D's 
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succession. They include the so-called "Susrov 
Trio" of party Secretaries Kim Kuk•t:ae, Kim 
Ki-nam and Hwang Chang-yop in charge of 
ideology matters for the ·KWP. HW8Jlg Chang· 
yop is also in charge of relations with Japan and 
the special eccmODlic ZODe$~ AJthough the 
majoritY of e~advise- apinst visions of an 
immediate and apocalyptic succession straggle 
upon the death of lCim U.·Sung, the Chinese 
precedent of 197~ 1979, when Deng Xiaoping 
wrested power from the late Mao Tse-tung's 
band-picked group· of successors, may be 
telling. In the words Qf Professor Ralph Clough 
of .Johns Hopkins Univorsity, "when Mao [Tso
tung] died, the beir he himself named lost 
power. At a time when communism cnunbles 
worldwide, it will be difficult to maintain the 
system·1fiat Kim D-Sung ped'ecte<l." 

Kim Jong-IJ, however, bas two assets in the 
struggle for his -succession which are unique to 
the politics of North Korea. First, to be 
president of the l>PRK at this moment in its 
history - ecoiiQmically crippled, politically 
isolated, and sb"8tegietilly tense - is a . job 
virtually nobody else wants. Although a 
minority of official$ resist Kim .Jong-D's 
aseendancy to a greater or lesser degree, there is 
no realistic altemative .leader to the younger 
ICim waiting in the wings. 

Second, the North Korean SOQi~ty and polity, 
where propag~ and dogma have been 
iujected intO every facet of daily life non-Stop 
for forty years, is an ideocracy based on the 
writings, thoughts, and personal mystique of 
Kim D-Sung. To _complete the leadership 
succ:ession is less about occupying certain 
offices or holding certain titles per se than it is 
abOut establishing a· certain level of mystique 
·arolind the prospective successor. Kim .Jong..:U 
alreacly has authority over important day-to-day 
decisions, including on the nuclear issue, but to 
ieceive these t1u'ee final posts while Kim 11-
Sung remains alive would lend a strong boost to 
his campaign for . popUlar mystique while he 
remains protected from opponents by the 
existence of his father. As the son ofthe "Great 
Leader," Kim. Jolig...U is the only figui'e who can 
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even plausibly redefine Kim ll-Sung-ism and 
create such a mystique for himself without 
shattering the legacy of ·Kim U-Sung which 
serves as the foundation . of his. rule. Even for 
the younger Kim. however, succeeding his 
father without dishonoring him is a delicate 
balancing act wbieh consumes not only his time 
and enexgy but that of most of 1he party ·and 
state apparatus. 

The Retuna of the Brother - aad tbe 
Mother 

A potentially significant · event in North Korean 
politics this year was the rotum of Kim Yong
Chu on July 27, 1993, the 40th amrlversary of 
1he end ofthe Korean War. Kim Yong-Chu, age 
71 or 72, is Kim U-Sung's younger brother by 
.ten years and was the original successor to the 
Great Leader until he disappeared in 1975 when 
Kim Jong-U began his ascent. From 1975 until 
July 1993 Kim Y ong-Chu was never heard 
from. The North Korean media at first gave no 
explanation for his return until five months later 
on December 8 it was announced that he bad 
been appointed a member of the Central 
Committee Political Bureau (PolitbW'O) of the 
KWP, "the kernel of power in North Korea." 
Two days later it was learned that he had been 
named Vice President, along with Kim Pyong
sik, joining the two previously appointed VPs, 
Yi Chong-ok and Pak. Song-choL Two reports 
have argued that the return of Kim Yong-Chu is 
a sign that Kim Jong-11 is so secure he can 
afford to act with "magnanindty" towards 
former foes and family members, whereas two 
other reports have argued Kim Y ong~u is 
supposed to be a transitional figure who will 
"bridge the gap" between the generatioQS, and 
that he will enjoy particular responsibility for 
South Korean affairs. replacing Kim Jong-D 
ally Kim Y ong-sllll. 

Also in December 1993, Kim Jong~ll's half· 
brother, Kim Pyong-n 42~ was recalled as 
Ambassador to .Bulgaria to fake a Pyongyang 
post anc:i Kim SOng~e, Kim Jong-ll1s 
stepmother and known opponent of his 
succession, re•emergliKf to praise her stepson. 
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Kim Song•ae disappeared ten yevs ago after a 
clash with Kim Jong-n and her return is also 
viewed more as asign.ofKim.Iong-ll's strength 
and confidence than a sign of weakness. Kim 
Pyong·ll's subsequent appoiiltment as 
ambas$ador to Finland is taken by these same 
analyStS as a sign that Kim Jong-D remains 
"wary" of his ·grip on power in Pyongyang. 

Another report oal1ed Kim Yong-Chu an 
"insUrance PQticy" in case Kim Jong-0 commits 
some incredible gaffe or suft'ers some 
debilitating iqjury. A major obstacle to Kim 
Y ong-Chu replacing Kim Il-Sung inStead of 
Kim Jong-D, if that were his purpose, is the lack 
of personal writings and other instruments for 
creating the kind of personal mystique: that 
seems to be the key basis for leadership in 
North Korea, mystique which Kim Jong~U has 
promoted assiduously for himself far over ten 
yean. 

Eeoaomie Reformers Versus Bardliners 

The research and academic community, as well 
as policy makers, seem undecided on the 
question of whether meaningfUl reform factions 
exist within the North Korean leadership or 
Whether everyone in power is gemJine1y 
comlilitted to juche iDd Kim D-Sung-thougbt. 
Experts also differ on how isolated the Kims are 
from real fife in North Korea. Some argue that 
they receive accurate news about NOrth Korea 
and the world while others contend that they are 
insuhrted :&om reality and bad news by ofJ;lcWS 
scared of~ons. A DPRK.c:tiplomat who 
recently defected to llOK . supports the latter 
view. 

At the same time, however, there is fairly 
strong agreement that Pyongyang understands it 
must pursue some sort of Chinese-style 
economic reform. or .its survival will be 
threatened by worsening econonnc and living 
conditions. A version of Chinese-style reform, 
limited by Pyongyang's fear of political· change, 
seems likely if ~ortb Korea and ihe 
international commliDUy can reach a modi!S 
Wvtndi over the North's nuclear program. This 
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vision is supported by the December 1992 
promotion of reformers Kim-Tyal Hon, Kang 
Song-san, Kim Young-sun. and Hwang Chang
yep to higher political and economic positions 
while party ideology and propaganda remained 
in the hands of hard-liners Kim ~-tae and 
Kim Ki-nam. According to the Financial .Times, 
reformers "carried the day" after the November 
plenary and the December session of the 
Supreme People's Assembly because they were 
given two to three years to . promote foreisn 
trade, light industry and agriculture at the 
expense of heavy industry. North ·Korea bas 
also SDDOUDced that foreign baDks may operate· 
in the DPRK for the first time, that foreigners . 
and foreign banks are now allowed to lease land 
and visit "Special Economic Zones" akin to 
those established in China in the early 1980s 
without visas, and there 8l'e new tax incentives 
for joint ventures, although most~ons on 
repatriation of profits remain. 

Interestingly, the question of reform and of 
succession usually seem to be treated 
separately. Most observers do not write as if 
Kim Jong-ll and his supporters necessarily 
represent reform or that his suceession spells 
progress, nor that they nece$S8rlly te.sist reform. 
This view suggests that all the various players 
realize that the issue is not reform or no reform, 
but the survival of the Kim regime and that, for 
better or for worse, the survival Of the entire 
regime depends on the succession of Kim long
D. This view would also suggest that the 
military realizes that it woUld not have the 
legitiinacy to rule North Korea withOut Kini D
Sung's legacy intact, and so Idler Kim ll-Sung's 
death, military leaders will at the' most seek to 
rule and make decisions from behind the scenes 
while Kim Jong-11 remains formally head of 
government but has only linUted actual power. 
This reinforces the view that Kim Jong-11, 
despite the opposition of some in Pyongyang, is 
the only person in a position to succeed Kim n
Sung as the leader of the North Korean 
ideocracy and that North Korean leaders 
understand this fully. 

PBOLIFEltt\TION OF WEAPONS OF MAss DESJ'RUCI'ION 
.IMPUCATIONS FOB V.S. W.UGIIMlfiG 

Selig Hatrison of the Carnegie Endowment for 
lnternatio~ Peacet however, sees tension 
bristling beneath the· swface of -Kim Jong-D's 
stewardship between well-detined groups of 
reformers (variously caUed "technocrats" or 
"pragmatists") an'd hardliners. ";a powerful old 
guard centered in the armed forces and military
industrial compleX that includes the nuclear 
establishment." Unljke in the Soviet Union 
under Gorbachev, where lilaiiy-military .leaders 
supported econ~ pensli'Diko in the ~lief 
that a healthier economy wouicl eventUally bear 
fruit for the armed forces, North K~ 
hardliners have JIO -·$l0m8Ch for reform. due to a 
combination of feat for :PPRK security and 
bureaucratic and re59urce motives. In an 
economy so crippled as North KOrea's, any 
movement in favor of ligl¢ indus\ry or exports 
is bound to force significant· inaterial sacrifice 
on the military-industrial complex. The nuclear 
weapons program alone is a major part of the 
DPRK military's resource pi~ $10 billion over 
the neXt three to five. years in a $23 billion 
annual economy, and the military is committed 
to protecting it from the refOimers who want to 
find some fonnula to diop it in order to 
establish economic ties with -.west. 
Harrison's analysis raises ~ing questions. 
Might the military "bard•liners" go so far as to 
stage au intemational crisis to protect their 
bureaucratic ~urce privileges? Under siege 
by reformers, given the nuclear coetcion they 
have witnessed in 1945~ l953, and 1956 (the 
.TaiWan S1raits ·crisis), and the. recent record of 
the United States, South Korea, and Japan of 
scrupulous av~idance of ril~ which might 
provoke North Korea, -might the DPRK military 
feel confident that they could justify their 
nuclear program by ~·to use nuclear 
weapons against SoUth K~· ·or Japan unless 
North Korea receiVes conCessions they know 
Soutb Korea or Japan will be:only too happy to 
give? wm Kim Jong-D go along with such a 
scheme, convinced that he . needs tit& KP A's 
support for his succession? After Kim n;.sung 
dies, will he only feel more dependent on the 
KPA for his ~al in PQWer ud hence more 
willing to countenance.SUch schemes? 
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According to Selig Harrison, Kim Jong•D 
manipulates this reform.-vs-bardline. debate 
from above, playing the two sides off against 
one another, his only intriasic interest being his 
own survival and succession in power; This 
lack of commitment by Kim Jong-11 to reform 
may yet produce pretenders to the North 
Korean presidency, however. Kim Yong-chu, 
Kim 11-Sung's younger brother, is a key leader 
of the reformist camp acecmliogto Harrison and 
there have been reports ofindications by China 
that it would prefer he take over from the 
"Great Leader" while, Kim 1ong-D remain a 
"crown prince." Reformers' iinpatience with 
Kim Jong-11 is also evidenced by the fact 
Hwang Chang-yop, COJDDtonly identified as a 
personal opponent of the "Dear Leader's" 
succession, is also one of NOrth Korea's biggest 

• boosters of Chinese-style economic reforms. 

Some, however, believe that Kim Jong-D is a 
true reformer and that his accessic:m wiD herald 
significant Chinese-style "'form in North 
Korea. Kim Jong-D's long rise to power began 
on August 7, 1984 (the day he was officially 
identified as "heir"), just four days after he 
launched the "August 3 Movement." The 
Movement was named after Kim Jong-D's 
August 3, 1984 visit to a fiCtQry wherE! he 
issued directives to improve productivity and to 
diversify production. "We must hold on fbmly 
to the central task of the light industry 
revolution and bring about a new turnaround in 
the production of consumer goods for the 
people" e.g. clothes, shoes. housewues and 
furniture. But in con~ to Hiurison's view, the 
ascendancy of Kim Jong-U, the dedicated 
reformer, need not lead to a decision to scrap 
nuclear weapons according to these analysts. 
They argue that it is possession of nuclear 
weapc)o,s that makes Pyongyang secure enough 
to experiment with economic reform and 
openness a:nci confident .enough that it will be 
t!hle to resist pressure to open up in ways which 
promise to threaten Kim's regime. 

. Dr. James Cotton, ho'Wever, argues that a 
successful accession by Kim Jong-tl will only 
ensure that any Chinese4yle reform by North 

1<9~. will be lllioute. "Kim J~g-11 is the one 
leader who caDDot tep~ his filther's policios 
except at the price of undermining his own 
legitimacy ... m)D tnodest reform would amount 
to a betrayal of the existing system. Without 
very careful management, opening would be 
fatal to the pretensions and ultimately the 
monopoly ofpower of the Kim dynasty." 

North Koreau Motives For 
Acqabiag Nuclear Weapons 

Why is-North K-otea pursuing a nuclear weapon 
and· what purpose does Pyongyang expect a 
nuclear weapon to serve? Numero~ possible 
answers to these questions ~ve been offered. 

A purely (or perhaps narrowly) military 
explanation .for the DPRK's nuclear ambitions 
is that they feat attack from a South Korea 
perceived to be· militarlly superior and only 
seek nuclear weapons to deter such an attack. 
Pyongyang's insecurity is fed by the robust 
economic growth in South Korea, which stands 
in stark coDtrast with· economic comraction in 
the North estimated at -4% in ·1990, -S% in 
1991, -8% in 1992, and •11% in t993 by the 
Bauk of Korea. RUSSia and the· PRC have 
abandoned their longstanding-poliey -of refusing 
to recognize South Korea. UDless the U.S. 
recognized the North simultaneously and ha;ve 
established relations with Seoul. Pyongyang has 
seen trade between· itS former allies and South 
Korea grow by I'*PS and bounds while they let 
trade with North Korea tall precipitously by 
demanding hard c_ummcy, Seoul's alliance with 
the United s~ the most formidable military 
power in the 'WQflcJ, appears finn, despite the 
reduction in U.S. troops on the peninsula and 
Withdrawal of tactical ugclear weapons from 
South Korea. ln_most categories. North Korean 
forceS are double the size of Sollth Ko~ but 
the technology, l(tvel .of training, and logistic 
capabili1¥ of the latter coUld· be seen in 
Pyongyang to be able to overwhelm the North 
in any Second Korean Wat. While SeoUl 
remains vulnerable due to iU proximity to the 
DMZ, South Korea seems sure to be able to 
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defend itself capably now and ·in the future 
while spending less than 4% of GNP on 
defense. in contrast to 22-25% by the North. 
This motive implies that Pyongyang would 
likely consider threatening to use .nuclear 
weapons to stave off defeat in a second Korean 
Wtt . 

The insecurity hypothesis would seem to have 
two significant flaws or shortcomings. however. 
First, while current North Korean perceptions 
of conventional inferiority and fear of attack 
may justify their nuclear program today, they 
do not address Pyongyang's earlier decisions to 
pursue nuclear weapons development when 
both the political and military situations were 
more positive. Throughout the late 1950s and 
1960s North Korea sought help from both the 
USSR and PRC in adapting its nuclear energy 
facilities for weapons purposes, North Korea 
built some of the Yongbyon facilities which are 
the focQs of current international inspection 
demands in the 1970s, and North Korea's 
nuclear weapons program made several key 
steps forward in the 1980s, all well before the 
fall of the USSR, tum in Chinese policy, and 
rapid economic growth and democratization in 
South Korea. 

Second, Pyongyang is only mili1arily inferior if 
the test of superiority is which side would 
eventually win a SeQond Korean War and see 
the other state extinguished from the map. If 
instead the test of superiority is which side can 
coerce the other short of war, North Korea may 
be viewed as militarily superior without nuclear 
weapons because of the. severe proximity and 
wlnerability of Seoul to surprise attack by 
DPRK forces deployed close to the DMZ. Seoul 
alone constitutes over 25% of South Korea's 
population and nearly SO% of its economic 
output. South Korea cannot $11Dg1linely assume 
that it will eventually prevail in a war while a 
city of su.ch immense demographic and 
economic value is destroy~ and this gives 
North Korea huge leverage, perhaps even 
military superiority, over the South. 

PaoLIFEBA110N'OFWEAroNs'OFMAsS·DEsrR\tcrJON 
IMPUCdTIOI'i$FOB U.$. WARfUMiNG 

Kim Jong-D's Succ:ession 

Another hypothesis is that the North Korean 
nuclear gam])it is a&ymptom of the struggle by 
Kim Jong-D to succeed his :father as President 
of the DPR.K. As noted earHer, Kim ·1ong-D bas 
encountered some resistance to his sueeession 
within the DPRK Dillitaty. This tesistrmce 
would seem to steDl from little more tban 
distrust by military leaders of anyone other than . 
Kim D-Sung, whom they are taught fought so 
heroically to establish the DPRK and from 
whom they have leamed .militazy mategy and · 
tactics for over forty years. Accorc:ting to this 
hypothesis, Kim Jong-n has responded to 
opposition to his succession within the armed 
forces by endeavoring to PfO:Ve his mettle as 
commander-in-chief in various . ways. The 
younger Kim is reported to have been behind 
the Rangoon plane crash in 1983 that killed 
much of the South Korean cabinet, he took vecy 
public and personal credit .for the·. canceUat:ioil 
of Team Spirit in 1992 (and hence was forced to 
respond when Team Spirit took place in 1993), 
the latest declaration of a "semi•war footing-' ·'
North Korea was proclaimed in Kim Jong-D's 
name, and in May 1993 Kim Jong-D personally 
and publicly decorated three North Korean 
soldiers shot dead infiltrating South Korea. He 
bas also appointed over SOO officers to the rank 
of general in recent years. Strong support for 
the development of nuclear weapons is viewed 
in this light as another way to satisfy the North 
Korean military and persuade it to support Kim 
Jong-D's succession. As mentioned earlier, the 
military's particUlar interest in nuclear weapons 
may stem from fears of attack by a 
conventionally superior foe · in 'South Korea, a 
desire to coefCt. u.· South or other countries in 
the . region, or bureaucratic: and resource 
motiVes~ 

Support for the suecession exp~on can be 
found in · several pieces of evidence which 
suggest that the withdrawal from the NPT, .and 
possibly the entire 11uclear program, are poliQi~s 
being push~ not by North Korea's 82.:.year old 
"Great Leader," bUt by his son. and heir 
apparent. During a SepWm."r 1993 visit to 
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Beijing, Kim D-Sung reportedly told Chinese 
officials "it is useless to make a couple of 
nuclear bombs" aud that the DPRK bad neither 
the capability. technology, nor funds to develop 
nuclear weapons. These comments echo an 
April 1992 interview with the Washington Post 
in which he said "we don't need nuclear 
weapoD$ ... and we don't have a delivery system 
either." Kim n-sung reiterated these denials in 
an April 1994 interview with western 
journalists. According to one South Korean 
government officiat the light water reactor 
initiative, which bas some of the appearance of 
a deal-maker 8Dd a way to save face for North 
Korea, was the "will of President Kim D-Sung." 
It was Kim Jong-D who deQlared the "semi-war 
footing" in North Korea on March 8 at the start 
of the 1993 Team Spirit exercises. A Japanese 

_ professor ofNorth Korean affairs has stated.that 
"Kim Jong .. D took a political gamble to display 
his boldness" by withdrawing from the NPT. 
South Korea's Research Institute for National 
Unification has concluded that "Kim Jong-11 
decided to use this crisis to show that he can 
make decisions on both domestic and foreign 
affairst" and even the South Korean foreign 
minister bas commented publicly "this bas all 
been Kim Jong-D's game." Yevgeny Primakov, 
head of the Russian Intelligence Service, has 
stated that Kim D-Sung only found out about 
North Korea's withdrawal from the NPT after 
Kim Jong-D made the decision. A RUssian 
newspaper repOrted in June 1993 that Kim 11-
Sung had reprimanded Kim Jong•D for 
withdrawing from the NPT 8Dd failing to obtain 
concessions from the U.S. in the first .round of 
talks in NewYork. Finally, througb.outa111992 
and 1993; aU major DPRK statem:ents and 
announcements regarding the nuclear inspection 
issue have been made by Kim Jollg .. ll · or in his 
name, not that of Kim D-Sung. Washington is 
reported to regard the younger Kbll as "the key 
decision maker on most of his gov~er«s 
policies, including its nuclear progrtin." 

Given the state of the succession process, and in 
particUlar Kim Jong"il's position as commander 
of North Korea's armed forces, perhaps this 
pattern should be expected. Perhaps Kim n" 
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Sung's statements disparaging nuclear weapons 
.are merely .efl'Grts-~please his f~hosts. or 
foreign journalists. Moreover, despite thiS body 
of eVidence, explanatioJIS of DPRK nuclear 
PQlicy which appeal to the internal politics of 
North Korea have limited utility for U.S. and 
other poljcy makers. If one assumes the military 
is demanding nuclear~ &om Kim long~ 
U as the price of support for his leadership, one 
immediately begs the questions "why do the 
military seek nuclear weapons?'* and "if this 
effort by Kim Jong-D .fails and the military 
denies bim i1s support, causing his downfall, 
what would the KPA see as the proper use of 
nuclear weapons?" At least two intuitively 
plausible answers simply hark· back to the 
security situation in northeast ~ - fear for 
North Korean survival ai1d securit)r, or a desire 
to coerce South Korea and other COuntries in the 
region. 

Concessions 

The concessions argument posits that NOrth 
Korea is threatening to develop nuclear 
we&pons in order to extract· an economic and 
poliUcal price from the outside world, mclJi<Ung 
diplomatic relations and economic aid from 
Japan and the United States on terms defined by 
Pyongyang so the threat -to the Kim regime 
posed by greater openness and con1act with the 
outside world is minimized. 

Although Team Spirit was indeed cancelled. in 
1992 and the September 1991 Bush 
Adininistration announcement -regarding U.S. 
tactical nuclear weapons worldwide- allowed 
North Korea to clahn satisfaction on another 
front, North Korea too made ~ions in the 
co~ of 1991 8Zld 1992 leading Up to the 
inspections ·agreeJnent with th~ IAEA _and the 
bilateral.· · Ko~ Denuclearb;ation· DeclaratiOn . ' ' ' . '. 

in the hope of fUrther progress towards 
diplomatic relations and economic aid from 
Japan and the United States in later stages. -It 
gave up its long-standing demands for 1) a 
"legal guarantee" from the U.S. that it would 
never use nuclear weapons against the North, 2) 
u.s. involvement in nuclear arms and 
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inspections negotiations, 3) visits to nuclear
armed ships and aircniA in the ·Sm.rth under tile ·· 
bilateral declaration, 4) a ban on Team Spirit as 
part of the bilateral decliratipn, and S) North 
Korea had revealed the existence of ·thirteen 
nuclear facilities previously 11Dknown to the 
IAEA and had provided the IAEA with more 
information than was strictly required on its 
declared nuclear facilities. 

In exchange, however, from the tUne of the 
agreement between the IAEA and North Kmea 
in 1992 and March 12, 1993, North Korea had · 
seen its requests to inspect U.S. bases in South 
Korea . refused, seen nothing .of U.S. and 
Japanese pledges in terms oftrade or ~plomatic 
relations, no progress on th,e· · Japtuiese 
reparations issue, a highly publicized 
Cf8C!kdown by Seoul on aNortb 1Corea spy ring, 
resumption of Team Spirit, establishment of 
ROK-PRC relations, and new demands for 
inspections by the 1AEA that went well beyond 
usual IABA practice. lbe lesson. Pyongyang 
took from all these events was . that only by 
further refusing to comply with international 
norms would it net the concessions it felt it 
deserved for signing the inspection agreeinent. 
Jon Wolfsthal in Anns Conti'Ol Today sums up 
the argument, "North Korean . ~ers. may have 
thought their best negodatiftg chip .._ their 
nuclear potential- was being dismaD.tled piece 
by piece by the IAEA witbo"Qt Pyongyang 
receiving any tangible benefits in return. • 

One key problem with this explanation is that if 
concessions were the sole motive and North 
Korea was not building a nuclear weapon 
before the disappointing events of 1992 and 
1993, then the IAEA would not have found 
North Korea's plutonium extraction to have 
been occurring since at least 1989. Moreover, 
while the concessions argument may have 
seemed promising in March just after the 
DPRK annoQDced its withdi'awal .&om the NPT, 
every day that goes by without apparent 
progress in negotiatious weakens this 
hypothesis. After all, what good is a nuclear 
"card" that the holder refuses to play? At the 
bilateral talks in New York and GeneVa,. the 

PRoLIFERAm>N OF WEAPONs oF MASsDF.$11lucnoN 
lMPUCA'RONS FOR U.S. WARGAMJNG 

United s._ has~ to .~· eveey issue 
rai$ed by the North Koreans and strongly 
indicated U.S. willingl'less to compromise over 
issues such as Team Spirit; ,inspections of 
facilities and bases wbieh used to house U.S. 
tactical nuclear weapons (in consultation with 
the IABA); ecQDOiDic aid, including the light 
water reactor ~· diplomatic recognition of 
the DPRK by the United States; aDd even 
extension of a "negative security guarantee" for 
North Korea. At the same time, the United 
States has been ibundantly clear that it expects. 
in return, for North Korea to rejoin the NPT, 
allow IAEA sp=cial inspections as ·mandated in 
the NPT. and implement .the bilateral Korean 
DenucleariZation Agreement witll• Seoul, and 
that the United ·StUe$ wm neitlter te5Qind its 
nuclear umbrella over South K.otea nor l'ODlOVe 
its troopS from the peninsula. Despite th• 
clear positiOJJS, the North Koreans have failed 
to use the bilateral talks with the United. States 
to accomplish what the concessions argument 
would predict 

The implication of the concessions motive 
would seem to be thatif.NOifb Korea fails to 
get what it wants out of the United States, 
Japan, South Korea ·and the IAEA prior to 
actually developing nuclear weapo~ North 
Korea might try to threaten to use nuclear 
weapons, . not just develop them, iD. order to 
receive diplomatic recognition and economic 
ties on Pyongyang's terms ftQm these countries. 

Korean Reunlficatio• 

A slightly different angle on ~ concessions 
argument suggests that North Korea is looking 
less for concessions now from the Unit«l States 
and Japan, but more ·towards concessions from 
the South several years down the road in the 
inevitable unification talks. According to this 
hypothesis, nuclear weapons will give 
PyOngyang a stronger negotiating position and 
enable it to negotiate an eeonomic opening with 
the South on tenDs more favorable to the North 
than otherwise would be the case. This motive 
would imply that PyoDgyang will routinely 
threaten to use n~elear weapollS if it feels the 
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unification negotiations are not going its way or 
are causing excessive strain on the North 
Korean system. 

DJ.straetioa from misery at home 

This hypothesis also tends to fold into the 
concessions argument, for if the economic 
misery of the North Korean people is the source 
of the Kims' problems and fears for their 
survival in power, economic aid and opening on 
Pyongyang's terms is the soluti~ not nuclear 
weapons. Nuclear weapons are the means, not 
the end. according to the distraction hypothesis. 
but the DPRK's negotiating posture fails to 
provide evidence in support of it. Moreover, the 
nuclear program costs the DPRK an enormous 
amount of money, estimated by ROK 
_intelligence at $3 billion so far and $10 billion 
over the next three to five years in a $23 billion 
economy. That kind of money could make a 
real impact on the standard of living for many 
North Koreans if it were used for proper 
economic, industrial and nutritional needs. not 
nuclear arms. If one believes this motive, 
however, it would seem to imply that if 
economic and food conditions deteriorate 
sufficiently in the North, Pyongyang will 
threaten to use nuclear weapons in order to 
distract the population from its misery. In 
contrast to threats bom of other m~ 
however, Pyongyang would bopefblly realize 
that making the threat may distract the 
population from misery, but Cll11"J'ing it out will 
not. The UDited States, Japan and South Korea 
would hopefUlly realize the same. 

Previous violations ofiAEA rules 

According to this hypothesis, North Korea 
violated the rules of the IAEA regarding 
plutoitium between 1985 and 1991 and since 
then bas been seeking to cover up those 
violations in order to remain an NPT member in 
good standing. But when lAEA inspection 
methods proved sufficient to uncover these 
misdeeds,· North Korea recoiled and refused 
further inspeCtions until they could clean up 
their facilities. This explanation raises the 

immediate questions "why would North Korea 
have extracted plutonium from its reactors 
between 1985 and 1991 unless it was to develop 
a nuclear weapon? And what made them change 
their minds?" Michael Mazm in Arms Control 
TodDy tries to provide an answer by arguing 
that Pyongyang pursued a nu~lear program 
begUming in the 1970s in response to Seoul's 
hints that South Korea would seek to develop 
nuclear weapons and that the North Korean 
program ~ued (perbaps either due to 
bureaucratic inertia or as an insurance polioy) 
even after Seoul renounced the idea. Supporting 
this hypothesis is the fact that of the two waSte 
storage tacilities the DPRK is thought to be 
using to stockpile plutonium and which are the 
targets of the IAEA special inspection demandt 
one was built iD 1976 around the time Seoul 
was hinting it might seek to develop nuclear 
weapons, and the other, "Building SOO," was 
only built in 1992. Mon:over, recent evidence 
indicates that Seoul was actively pursuing a 
covert nuclear development program as late as 
1991 at Deaduk, although there is no evidence 
Pyongyaug bad any knowledge of this. This 
argument seems to presume, however, that 
North Korea bas leamed nothing from the more 
recent experience of South Africa, which "came 
clean" about its nuclear weapons program and 
past violations of IAEA norms, but has been 
cottunended, not condemned, by the 
international community for its change in 
policy. 

Whatever potential Validity this hopeful theory 
may have held in Febnlary 1994, it is surely 
gone with. the events of March. Pyongyang 
perpetrated new violations of IAEA DOIDlS and 
rules between Augnst 1993 and March 1994, 
namely the numerous broken seals on rods at 
Yongbyon, and Pyongyang bad a 
straigbtfOl'WIU'd means of rebutting the 
conclusion that the rods had been removed for 
purposes of plutoniUDl extraction, namely 
allowing the IAEA to inspect the glove box 
where plutonium would have 'been removed by 
band. Instead Pyongyang refused, in violation 
of lABA norms and in direct contravention of 
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the written agreement of Feb~ 1994 
between the IAEA and DPRK 

Coercion 

This last hypothesis argues for the pessimistic 
conclusion that North Korea is simply an 
aggressive regime that has not reconciled itself 
to either the ~ccess or mere existence of South 
Korea, and that it is unalterably committed ·to 
acquiring nnclear weapc:;ns in order to coerce 
South ·Korea. The tirst .counter to this argument 
is. of course, that regardless of North Korean 
intentions, ~ DPRK cannot attack South 
K~ conventionally or otherwise~ and not 
expect to be conquered and reformed once 
South Korean and U.S. forces recover from the 
initial offensive. Exhausting a small stockpile 
of nuclear weapons will not place North Korea 
in any better a positiOn in such a scenario. The 
first counter counter-argument is that North 
Korea is so bankrupt. its leaders are so 
committed to their own survival, and 
meaningful openness or economic reform 
would pose such a threat to the Kims' 
legitimacy that economic and political 
stagnation will continue in 1he North until such 
time as the utter collapse of North Korea seems 
so certain and imminent that the Kims lash out 
and make the South join in their downfall •. The 
reluctance in many quarters in South Korea, 
Japan, and even in the United States to impose 
economic sanctions on North Korea and thereby 
push it into a comer f9r fear of Pyongyang. 
111asbing out" woul~ seem to lend support to this 
latter argument, most importantly in the minds 
of the North Koreans. 

Short of straightforward coercive threats tQ use 
nuclear weapons, whether out of desperation or 
pure aggressiveness, North Korea may feel 
nuclear weapons will enable it to carry oUt with 
impunity a terror campaign which destabilizes 
the South. m the past Pyongyang has been 
behind the ax-murders of u~s. officers in the 
DMZ. the 1983 bombing of a plane over 
Rangoon, B1D1Da (now Myanmar). killing most 
of the South KOrean cabinet, and the sabotage 
of a South Korean civilian airliner in 1987, 
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killing liS people. Some would also-vgue that 
North Korean nuclear weapoas will -woaken ·the 
Seoul govemmen~ even without an 
accompanying tetror campaign, by creating 
divisio:DS in South Korean politics and society 
over how to react to North Korean proliferation, 
whether to increase military spending, •d over 
the overall future of the peniDsu1a. 

A number of these mo~ could also be 
attn'buted 1o DPRX. possession of chemiCal and 
biological weapons, but in eaCh case the PJI'SUff 
of nucle$' weapons would seem to have 
overtaken them, North Korea haS possessed 
chemical and biological weapons for tlte· better 
part of twenty years. These weapcms .. of mass 
destruction can also, in the right eircumstances, 
provide some compensation for insecurity born 
of conventional inferiority. be used as 
instruments of coercion, earn the support ofthe 
armed forces for political succession,. or be used 
to extract concessions ftom ·dlose countries 
interested in pre$e1ViDg the CW and BW non
proliferation regimes. Whatever the orlgiDal 
pmpose of CBW in the minds of North Korea's 
leaders, they clearly were not satisfied. with the 
results, and the pursuit of nuclear weapons ·can· 
be seen as the next step towards that goal. 

PoJides and PositiODS ofRsfoaal Actors 
Japan 

In 1876, a fleet of Japanese warsbips anchored 
off Inchon· forced Korea to agree to a series of 
unequal treaties, "Opening" Korean pOrts to 
Japanese trade in a move clearly modeled on 
What. the Japanese . h,8d learned twenty·three 
years earlier ftom U.S. Commodore. Matthew 
Perry. This eVent touclled off an intense 
struggle between China.and Japan tQr influence 
over Korea which culminjted in the Sino-
Japanese War of 1895. Although numerically 
superior. Chinese forces were insUtliciently 
modernized compared to Japan's and Japan 
seized the entire pe~ as well as the 
Kwangtung Peninsula ofManclulria. 

Russia tried itS hand against the J.panese in 
northeast Asia in 1904 but the Jllpanese army 
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went through Korea again and drove the 
Russians back north while Admiral Togo 
intercepted and annihilated the Russian navy. 
The Russians in tum ceded Korea and the 
Kwangtung Peninsula to Japan. In 1910, Japan 
annexed Korea as a full fledged colony, 
imposed strict limits on political and individual 
freedoms and forced resettlement of Korean 
workers to J~ Manchuria, Sakhalin and 
elsewhere. Wltb Tokyo's surrender in 1945, the 
Japanese occupiers were replaced by Soviets in 
the north and Americans in the south, but both 
their armies bad withdrawn by 1948. During the 
Korean War of 1950-1953, Japan served as a 
base for U.S forces to attack the North Korean 
anny on the peninsula and the U.S. military 
presence in Japan provided a sb'ong spark to the 
recovery and reindustrialization of Japan after 

. its defeat in World War Two. Japan and the 
DPRK. did not establish diplomatic relations 
after the Korean War, instead remaining fierce 
adversaries in their respective Cold War camps 
for four decades. 

Japan and North Korea began normalization 
talks in January 1991 with an agenda <=alling for 
a resolution of the war crimes and reparations 
issues before discussing the establishment of 
diplomatic relations. North Korea broke off the 
talks after the eighth round in November 1992 
when Japan asked North Korea for the real 
identity of Yi Un-hye, a Japanese teacher of 
Kim Hyon-hui, the woman responst'ble for the 
bombing of a Korean Air Lines plane in 1987. 
Japan proposed ~ing normalization talks 
on many occasions but the North Koreans 
rejected each proposal. 

As mentioned earlier, in January 1994 the 
United States and North Korea announced a 
deal whereby the DPRK would allow 
inspections of the seven declared nuclear sites 
in order to ensure the "Continuity of safegUards" 
and in exchange there would be a third round of· 
talks betWeen · the United States and North 
Korea at the asSist:ant secretaryMce-miilister 
level. In .addition, the United Staws and South 
Korea would call off Team Spirit for 1994 as 
soon as North-South talks · resumed. Japan 
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quickly took this development as an opportunity 
.to.reopen normaliZation talks, and on .January .9, 
1994, in Seo.ul then-Japane$e Foreign· Minister 
•H.atal issued a public invitation to North Korea 
to resume bilateral . neaotiatious. One report, 
bowever, alleged that J-.paa had actually 
.offered to reopen normaliDtion talks in the 
autumn of 1993, long befo.._ the recent progress 
occurred. In iny case, North Korea has yet to 
respond to Hata's invitation. 

In fact, there has been some confusion in 
Japan's policy towards the resumption of 
normalization tatks ever since North Korea 
announced its decision to withdraw from the 
NPT in March 1993. On Mardi 12, Foreign 
Ministry Spc>kesmail Masamicbi Hanabusa said 
"our negotiations with North Korea to 
normalize our relations is a separate issue" from 
that of North Korea's nuclear program and 
policy. Then-Prime Minister Miyazawa, 
however, said that "DOmllilization 1alks between 
the two countries would not tnike progress 
without settlement of the issue of international 
inspections of North Korea's nuclear facilities." 
Miyazawa reiterated his position after 
Pyongyang "Sl1Sp8D.Cled" its withdmwal from tbe 
NPT in June. Another LDP government official 
reacted to the suspension by saying "the 
suspension of its Withdrawal [by) the DPB.K is 
tot8ny worthless unless North Korea accepts 
nuclear inspections.;" 

Confusion resurfaced under the coalition of 
reformist parties which took over &om the LOP 
in July. Japan's SocialDemocratic Party (SOP). 
the largest single party· in the coalition, has been 
actively pro-Pyongyang for over forty years and 
several SDP Diet members have visited the 
DPRK since the announcement of North 
Korea's withdrawal from the NPT. Whereas 
Prime Minister Hosokawa and govemment 
spokesmen ·always linked resumption of 
no.,malization talks With progress on the nuclear 
issue. SDP representative$ . remain prone to 
uncpnditional state)Jlents s.uch as "the channel 
for dialop is alwa)'& open." Even then
Foreign Minister ll8ta (of the Japan Renewal 
Party) .at times negleQted to emphasize the need 
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for progress on the nuclear ·issue before 
resuming nonnalization taJks; he $tated, , on 
December 1 for example, "if North Korea is 
willing to enP.Se in clialogue, we are ready tp 
talk at any time." SDP Party Chairman 
Tomiichi Murayama has called for nonnallzed 
relations in exchange for the mere 
establishment of dialogue with Pyongyang. 
urged the Diet to do more to show the Japanese 
"repentance" for the invasion and occupation of 
Korea, and said that Japan owes the North 
compensation for "comfort women" and 
draftees. two aspects of the Japanese occupation 
that were not covered by previous treaties. 
Prime Minister Hosokawa stated 1;bat•. his 1993 
apology for the war, and for "comfort women" 
in particular, which.was addressed to "K.orea.Ds" 
in general and went further than any LDP 
apQiogy in the past; closed the "repentance" 
issue. 

This dissonance in Japanese policy may yet 
become a cause of confusion . or anger on the 
Korean peninsula. One South Korean analyst 
charged that "most of the Hosokawa regime's 
members are pi'O-North Korea," quoting a 
Japanese source, while . several . o1her reports 
have said tbat Pyongyang sees Hata's Japan 
Renewal Party, a party of reformers who broke 
from the LDP and the second ·~argest party in 
the coalition, as "a lackey of the United States" 
and was. very unhappy with the alliance 
between the Renewal Party and the SDP. These 
reports quoted sources as saying "the Hosokawa 
government is worse than the .·LDP ••. the SDP 
has failed to establish its indepepdeoce within 
the coalition .. and can no longer be COilSidered 
friendly to the KWP ... RelaticntS with Japan 
[are] below zero." An unnamed "North Korean 
leader" has been quoted as saying · "Pyongyang 
expects nothing from ... Rata. We do not think 
he can do anything in defiance of [Japan 
Renewal Party Secretary ·General Ichiro) 
Ozawa." The United States cOnsiders Ozawa 
the "behind-the-scenes strongman in the present 
Japanese coalition" but some in the u.s. 
government have expressed concern that Oza.~ 
"plans to introd~;~ce an independent line . for 
Japan's loog-tenn security; he will eventually 
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oppose the U.S. line."-.Ozawa has stated cleady 
his position that itwithout ·resolution to · the 
nuclear ·.issUe, negotiations for establishment. of 
diplomatic reJations .. between the two countries 
cannot be held" and his personal belief that 
North ·Korea already has nuclear weapons. 
Ozawa has even proposed legislation to deal 
with possible eJ:Dergencies stemming from the 
North Korean situation, including preparations 
for a naval blockade. 

North Korea purSues a two-track policy in its 
overall relations with Japan. On one track, 
Pyongyang and itS news agencies spout bitteJ: 
vitriol at Tokyo for the occupation of Korea 
earlier this centUry.- Japanese policy to~ tl1e 
North during the Cold Wart ancHor the .betrayal 
felt towards the Japanese · SDP for joining a 
government tbat did not make eozying up to 
Pyongyang its· number one priority. 'I1le DPRK 
reserves partiCUlar lmimosity for Japan's 
plutonium stockpiling, insisting 1apan's nuclear 
policies are the prolffiwtion issue in northeast 
Asia, not North Korea's withdrawal from the 
NPT and refusal to allow IAEA inspections of 
its facilities. On ~ second track, the North 
Korean leadership seeks improved relations 
with Jipan, marked by diplomatic 
nonnalization and a program of economic. aid 
on Pyongyang's tetiDs. goals for which. it may 
or ~Y not be wiJHDg to fosqo ·nuclear 
weapons. North Korea pursues this two-track 
policy most of all because it believes it will 
work to squeeze yen out of Tokyo; historically 
since 194St the DPlU( and other countries in 
Asia have routinely mcceeded in getting what 
they want out of Tokyo by invoking its guilt for 
actions committed during World Warn. 

In its fonnal poUey statements, the Japanese 
governm~t has generally spoken less . of 
inducements and carrots than the South 
Koreans,_ ittsistina that they cannot tolerate 
living next to a copmcy with nuclear arms and 
missiles. capable ·of hitting IIU\Jor Japanese 
cities. Some in Japan have even argued that·the 
ROK's position is driven by a secret desire to 
inherit the North's nuclear weapons upon 
reunification . and have ~ the specter of 
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"historical vengeance" by a un.Ui~ nuclear 
.armed Korea against their former enemy and 
occupier. A Jtme broadcast by the Pyongyang 
government Korean Central News Agency 
(KCNA), for example, urged that "Japan should 
not forget its historical lesson as a nuclear 
victim." Alternatively, a vety narrow 
geopolitical logic might even llave persuaded 
the Japanese to support NOrth Koruan nuclear 
weapons as a means ofprokmging the division 
of the Korean peninsula, and Pyongyang may 
have found an ally in Tokyo and sought to play 
Tokyo off against Seoul. Instead, Japan has 
strongly opposed the . North Korean nuclear 
weapons program and policy towards the NPT, 
thereby preserving its ~elations with the United 
States and the U.S. commitment to. Japanese 
security. 

Although Japan bas stated it would support an 
embargo on oil, gas, and other raw materials, 
Japan's most important task in any economic 
sanctions against the North would be to cut off 
the flow of hard currency from the pro
Pyongyang Chongnyon or Chosen Soren group 
of Korean residents in Japan. The Korean 
community began in Japan between 1910 and 
1945 in which the Japanese con1rolled the 
Korean peninsula and shipped Koreans to Japan 
to work at low-wage jobs. In the 1952 ~ 
whereby Japan renounced any claims .on Ko~ 
Japan allowed these workers and their 
descendants to remain in Japan as "permanent 
residents" but did not aUow them to apply for 
citizenship. Few Koreans would have sought 
citizenship anyway, especially since Tokyo 
demanded they adopt Japanese 11811les, but this 
history created a fertile gro1iild for cultivation 
of sympathizers of the DPRK. 

Twice a month, a ferry runs from the western 
Japanese port of NUgata carrying suitcases and. 
plastic sacks stuffed with millions of yen 
donated by the Korean community in Japan · to 
North Korea. The estilnated $600 million total 
annual transfer is a vital source of bard 
currency .for the crippled DPRK economy and 
constitutes some 40% of North Korea's annual 
foreign currency earnings. There are strong 

indications that the flow of ChOJlpyon· money 
has risen sipificantly in recent years as 
Pyongyang's isOlation bas iucrease<l. In 
February 1994 the Japanese Ministry of Finance 
officially estimated the flow of .bard currency 
from the Chongnyon to North Korea for 1993 at 
200 billion yen or $1.8 billion. Automobiles 
and industrial macbineiy aro also sent to North 
Korea via tlii$ ferry, and a DPRK soldier who 
defected to South Korea in August 1993 has 
also alleged that the Chongnyon have 
systematically shipped big~Hc:duwlogy 
eqtliplllent to North Korea in violation of 
COCOMteplations. 

Relatjons »«.ween Pyongyang and the 
Chongnyon may have .deteriorated somew!W in 
1993 because of Nri Korea's decision in 
March during the 'semi-war footing' prompted 
by Tet~m Spirit to stop issuing entry visas to 
foreigners and to bar all entJy into the country 
by air. FUI1h.-more, North Korea refused to 
accept any visitors from Japan and suspended 
of the ferry from Niigata to Wonsan between 
late May and late .August. In December, Kim 
Pyong-sik. former Vice-Chair of Chongnyon, 
was appointed Vice President of the DPRK in 
ali effort by Pyongyang to compensate for any 
deterioration in relations. 

Japanese ofliciills say they fear ali eruption of 
terrorism. by the 150,000-260,000 DPRK 
sympathiZers within the 800~000-strong Korean 
community in their country if Tokyo· tries to cut 
off the flow of money, either unilaterally or ~ 
part of UN-authorized• economic sanctions. The 
possibility of a terrorist campaign by the 
Chongnyon is 1M one of the fears driving 
Tokyo's pOlicy towards Pyongyangs nuclear 
program. Some experts have sugge5ted that 
Tokyo fears a more CODfrontational pOlicy 
towards Pyongyang, ·such as economic 
sanctions, may provoke :Pyongyang into tiring 
its new Rodong-l missile at Ia~ possibly 
with WMD. or that the re~ons b~een 
center~reformist parties and the. leftist, pro
Pyongyang SDP will be shattered over the 
North ·~ issue. SDP Chairman Tomiichi 
Murayama reitemed on March 25, 1994, his 
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position that Japan shOuld not go along with 
UN sanctions on North Korea and an SOP 
member of Japan•s upper house met secretly 
with North Korean officials in Beijing on April 
4 in an effort to arrange a visit by a high-profile 
party delegation to Pyongyang~ this spring. 

The Chongnyon also reportedly has 
compromising information on the illicit funding 
of many leading poHticians in bOth the ruling 
coalition and the opposition LDP by Japanese 
Koreans who operate illegal pinl)alJ. parlours. 
This factor could pose an obstacle to a stronger 
policy on tbe part of even an LOP or LDP
centerlreform government. Moreover, an 
influential backroom power broker within the 
LDP, Shin Kanemaru. has led parliamentary 
delegations to North Korea and is considered by 
some observers to be pro-Pyongyang. 

Enforcement of sanctions by Japan would also 
be intrinsically c:ostly and very diflicult. For 
Japan to enforce an embargo by blockading 
North Korea is a CfJSUS belli and virtually out of 
the question. Japanese officials have also noted 
their constitution•s effective ban on 
participating in a naval blockade. Patrolling 
every inch of Japan's coastline and policing 
evmy fishing vessel that heads into the Sea of 
Japan would be enormously costly and Japanese 
officials have speculated publicly on the 
difficulty of physically prolnbiting these 
remittances. Finally, the Chongnyon may argue 
that their caSh tlow to the DPRK is composed 
of "gifts" to "family relatives" and thus should 
be exempt 'from UN sanotiOD$ on _h1UD81iitarian 
or human rights grounds - or Tokyo may take 
this line to excuse their decision to leave the 
Chongnyon alone. Prime Minister Hata has 
already raised this line of argument publicly as 
Foreign Minister. Another Foreign Ministry 
source has said that "remittances can not be 
stopped if they go through China or another 
third coutry." 

Some experts have argued that the Japanese 
know North. Korea is at least two years away 
from fitting the Rodong with a nuclear warhead 
and hence can afford to be more patient than the 
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United States. whose policy goals towards the 
DPRK are somewhat different and for whom 
time is ·of the essence. Paul Beaver of Jfllie's 
Defence Wtekly told a· Japanese newspaper in 
March 1993 that North Korea had only then 
started "to conduct research on reduomg the 
size· of nuclear bombs and turning them into 
Que lear warheadS so that they can be .installed 
on ballistic misSiles.]t should -bike three to four 
years to complete this development project." 

Should the North Kmeans succeecl in· fitting the 
Rodong·l misslle with a nuclear warhead and a 
range of 1300 Ian, it would place all of Japan's 
major urban centers within the range of DPRK 
nuclear weapons. This possibility has raised ~ 
concern in some quarters that Japan may 
acquire nuclear weapons of its own in respoJlSe. 
There· have been numerous ·reports ofpJutonium 
stockpiling by Japan, poSSibly with just such an 
eventuality in mind. Japan currently possesses 
11,.341 po1Qlds of fissile ptutomUn.t reprocessed 
in Britain and France, the m~ of it slated. 
for use in Japanese breeder reactOrs, but 3,586 
pounds remains unattri'btltecL In Aprill993, OJie 
mond:t after the North KOi'e8D decision to 
withdraw from the NPT, Japan AtOmic Fuel 
began construction on the world*s largest 
nuclear fuel reprocessing plant with an annual 
capacity of five tons of plutonium, due to be 
completed sometime between the year 2000 IUid 
201 o. Japan has ordered thirty tons of 
plutonium to be shipped from BritaiD and 
France over the next ten ~ ostensibly to 
serve as Aiel for Japan's' ~reactors. But in 
a teUing develOpment, Japan's AtonUC Ener8)' 
Commission 8DDQunced -in May that its lonft' 
term national plutonium policy Would -not be 
completed in the near tuture as pbmned, 
attributing the delay to ·"the rapidly changing 
international situation~" The .Japanese 

_ goverm.nent also reacted .hesitantly at the 1~3 
Tokyo G~7 sbinmit to the U.S. proposal for 
summit leaders to en®rse the indefinite 
renewal of the NPT at the 1-995 NPT review 
conference, although Japau agreed soon 
thereafter. 
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The current political climate in Japan still 
overwhelmingly favors the pacifists and 
defenders of the post-war coDSt:itution on the 
issue of nuclear · weapons in general and 
especially on the prospect of Japanese 
development of nuclear ~ns - so . much 
so, in fa~ tm.t there really is no public debate 
yet over whether Japan Should ·lCqllire· nuclear 
weapons. If anything, Japanese cpolit:ics for the 
foreseeable future will, like in the United 
States, be fully concentrated on domestic 
issues; in Japan's case political and electoral 
reform and economic res1ructuring. Defense 
Agency ChiefKeisuke Nakanishi was sacked in 
early December for merely suggesting that 
Article 9 of the poSt-war constitution 
renouncing war may need to be revised (he was 
not specific about how he would revise it.) 

_ Japan reacted quickly and vigorously to a story 
in the Sunday Tunes of London on January 30, 
1994, that Japan might be reconsidering its non
nuclear policy, issuing categorical statements 
such as "[nuclear weapons] are out of the 
question" and "we totally exclude the 
possibility of Japan becoming a nuclear power, 
not only in the near future, but in the distant 
future." 

Perceptions and charges fiom abroad that Japan 
is preserving a nuclear weapons option are 
supported mostly by the character of the 
Japanese nuclear power program. Tokyo ·is 
constructing a series of m~billion dollar fast 
breeder reactors. As the name "breeder" 
indicates, once an initial mass of plutonium is 
applied, these reactors breed more plutoniUm as 
they generate energy, supplying the t\tel for the 
next period of power generation, and so on. 
Japan explains its preference for breeder 
reactors by noting its. utter ·hwk of indigenous 
oil, uranium, or plutonium; breeder reactors 
promise to virtually eliQrlnate Japanese 
dependence on foreign resources for a large part 
of its energy needs. Although these projects 
were planned many years ago when plutonium 
was relatively cheaper, plutonium today costs 
four to eight times as much as uranium, but it is 
much more suitable for a nuclear weapons, 
lending credence to those who would argue the 
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Japanese breeder program hides a nuclear 
weapons program. 

In Febnlary, .Japan ~Y deoided to 
postpone for up to twenty-five yeus the 
schedules for those ~er re&Qtors now under 
• construction in. order to blum perceptions 
~ that Japan was ·~8 tbo nuct= 
weapons: option. one report said the decision 
was made "because .of intemadona1 
disapproval;" another said that Japanese 
oftici8ls were "shocked by the ·~~. of 
international protests generated by the first 
plutonium shipment" from Europe last year. On 
April 6, 1994, however, the M<mju reactor 
(which was already completed) became self
sustaining and is DOW capable ef producms 
excess plutOnium . for dozens of nuclear 
weapons annually. 1he very ilext day, the 
DPRK"s ambassador to India said that North 
Korea woUld aim its nuclear weapOns at Japan, 
not South Korea, and his statement was met by 
silence from Tokyo. 

One U.S. expert on security in. ~ Asia has 
gone so far as to .accuse· the -research and 
acadell)ic commuidty in the United States of 
"projecting" when it raises the specter of 
Japanese nuclear proliferation. He cites the 
wrenching and prolonged debate oyer deploying 
Japanese troops abroad~derUN auspices from 
Which Japan has ju$t emerged as evidellce of 
how un-imperialistic the Japanese remain :after 
the Cold War. Another analyst argues• that for 
Japan to clecide to become a nuclear weapons 
state would require several . more .ptovocations 
such as North Korea'$ missile test over the Sea 
of Japan. that North. Korea fit the Rodong-1 
with a nuclear ~ and .. that the United 
States drop entirely its secmi1y conwitments to 
Japan. Even then it would require a fierce 
national debate over .at least t1uee years Wore 
Japan went nuclear, a debate pro-nuclear groups 
in Japan may not necessarilY win. 

Finally, assuming U.S. security ~ to 
Japan remain firm, the question must be asked: 
why would Japan proliferate in response to 
North Korea when it declined to do so in 
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response to the Soviet Union or, more 
importantly, China? During the Cold War, the 
most common argument which raised doubts 
about the U.S nudear umbrella over Western 
Europe was that the United States could not be 
expected to use nuclear weapons in defense of, 
say, Bonn, in full knowledge that NeW York 
City would be hit in retaliation by the USSR. 
But North Korea does not now possess, nor is it 
likely to ever possess, missiles which can bit 
the United States mainland or even. Hawaii, and 
hence neither North Korea nor Japan has such a 
reason to doubt the· credibility of- th• U.S. 
nuclear umbrella over Japan. This argument 
only addresses one-type of threat to Japanese 
security, however. Were North Korea to launch 
a campaign of unrest and terrorism in Japan. as 
some-fear it plans against South Korea, with the 
co@dence tbat Japanese retaliation would be 
deterred by Pyongyang's possession of nuclear 
weapons, Japan can hardly expect the U.S. 
nuclear umbrella to put a stop to North Korean 
subversion. 

Alternatively, S()me have suggested that Japan 
is so industrially, economically, and 
technologically advanced that Japan could buDd 
a bomb in a matter of days or weeks and hence 
will never actually have to build a nucte.r' 
weapons stockpile in the manner of other 
nuclear powers. In other words. Japan is already 
so close to having . nuclear weapons that 
adversaries like North Korea will f'ace Jipan as 
if it were a nuclear power. 

There is, however; an ongoing and vigorous 
public debate in Japan over deploying more 
advanced theater miss-ile defense systems in 
response to the development .of the RixlDng-1 
and of nuclear weapons by the DPRK. 
According to Jane's Defence Weekly, North 
Korea's nuclear weapons ambitions have led 
Japan to "change the axis of its security threat. .. 
to North Korea. Theater missile defense has 
become the top priority of Japan Defense 
Agency planners, increasingly concerned that 
the performance of the [Rodtmg-1] missile will 
render its Patriot PAC-2 anti-missile defense 
ineffective. n Japan's cwrent missile defense 
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rests largely on first-generation Patriot SAMs 
deployed at Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kalito, Chukei, 
and Kansai and Aegis destroyers with SM2 
Block IV Stantltrrd niissiles. Japan plans to 
l;leploy Patriot PAC-2s by 1995, but already 
there are indications Japan may seek to replace 
or supplement the PAC .. 2s with more advanced 
Extended Range Interceptor {BlUNT) 
interceptors. Japan also plins· to-purchase two 
more AWACS aircraft from the UDited States 
(Japan. already bas two AWACS). • move 
oppo$ed until jus.t ~ntly by the SDP_ and 
Tokyo is now rum.o!ed to ~ ~~ 
deployment of-the. Theater High_· . . Aldt\lde Air 
Defense system (TifAADj in 1996, the ,_.the 
Rodong-1 is · expec1ed.· to become fully 
operational. The latest 1IOutJine of the Defense 
Program" by tlie Japan Defense Agency 
specifically calls for interceptor missile systems 
like the 'IHAAD. Japan also ~ed han on 
November 30, 1993, with a suspension of yen 
loans (38.6 billion yen last year fi'om· Japan) if 
it allowed North Korea to test 1he RDdong•l 
over the Iranian de#rt. . Sipificantly1 Iraa bad 
scheduled a test IBmicbiDg fQr "sometime in 
November" but it ha$ been postponed 
indefinitely. Following lhe ~ge in policy of 
Tehran, nine major Japanese. trading firms 
agreed to defer unti11996 to 1999 repayment by 
Iran of $2 billion in trade debts originally due in 
December 1993. 

Nol everyone in JQP&Il, however. either inSide 
or outside of the government, favors 
deployment of TMD system$. In adclition to the 
usual argimlents foUnd in the American debate 
over the feasibility of JJlisSUe defenses, their 
genuine effectiveness at shooting down 
incoming missiles, and the issue of ~pliance 
with the ADM Treaty, tbere are at least four 
points of contention u1lique to the .Japanese 
debate. Firstly, many Japanese argue tbat 
effective TMI> systems ·w-OUld require use of 
satellite technology, thereby cootmvening the 
Diet resolution ~g- for the peaCeful use of 
space. Secondly, many argue that TM)) 
cooperation with the United States will 
inevitably extend to cooperation With South 
Korea, thereby contravening the post-war 
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Constitution which bars "the right of collective 
defense" except with the United States. llUrdly, 
some argue that American proposals for TMD 
collaboration are attempts to obtain Japanese 
technology. Undersecretary of Defense for 
Acquisition John Deutch and U.S. Ambassador 
to Japan Walter Mondale have both pushed the 
technological collaboration angle, raising fears 
in Tokyo. Former Defense Secretary Les Aspin 
tried to calm those fears. insisting cooperation 
with the United States in TMD does not require 
high technology transfers. Finally, many fear 
the United States will end up making Japan pay 
more than its .fair share for TMD, with 
estimates as high as one trillion yen a year. 

Defense Agency Director General Keisuke 
Nakanishi was without a doubt Japan's biggest 
.booster of TMD until his abrupt departure in 
December, nor did he sby away from urging 
cooperation in TMD with the United States and 
South Korea. His successor, Kazuo Aichi, has 
been much less visible in supporting TMD, 
preferring to leave the issue to the intemal 
workings of the committee charged with 
producing a new national defense plan for 1995 
and beyond. Even Defense Agency Vice
Minister Sbigeru Hatakeyama has expressed 
reservations about the technology transfer 
aspect of TMD with the United States. 
Meanwhile, Political Reform Minister Sadao 
Yamabana and SDP Party Cbaimian Tomiicbi 
Murayama have come out against TMD. 
Internal differences over TMD also exist within 
the opposition LOP, with LDP party president 
Yohei Kono warning about the potential cost of 
TMD, while the LOP's foreign policy critic in 
the Diet, Ryutaro Hashimoto, strongly supports 
TMD. 

China 

Kim Il·Sung was reportedy so furious with 
Beijing for recognizing Seoul in 1992 that 
North Korean gunboats fired on a fleet of 
Chinese fishing boats, causing considerable 
casualties. Then, in December 1992 China 
announced an end to "friendship priceS" and 
declared that all exports to North Korea would 
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thenceforth have to be paid for in cash. In 
March, Kim Jong·D canceled a scheduled visit 
to China, complainiag that be was not 
scheduled to meet with· top leaders, and North 
Korea sealed its ·border with China for two 
weeks. In the meantime, North Korea 
announced its withdrawal from the NPT, and 
the DPRK's Ambassador in Beijing said his 
c:Ountly did not consult with China over the 
decision. There have also been reports of North 
Korean guards opening fire on Chinese citizens 
spotted on the Chinese side of the border. 

In the past, China lent assistance to North 
Korea for its nuclear program, but it appears 
that the Chinese have now drawn the line and 
North Korea is 1mdertaking its nuclear weapons 
program entirely independetatly. China does, 
however, continue to send military aid to North 
Korea, reportedly 7.5 billion won annually 
($9.3 million). Overall, North Korea's trade 
dependence on China cannot be overstated; it is 
perhaps the most dependent trade relationship 
in the world today. The demise of "friendship 
prices" has mainly JeSu1ted in the 
reclassification of many detiveries to North 
Korea as aid or assistance. Food assistance from 
China has risen to about IS billion won ($18-
$19 million) annually. Total grain imports from 
China for the first three months of 1993 were 
$74 million, versus $68 million for all of 1992, 
and China was the source of 72% of North 
Korea's total food imports in 1993. Total oil 
imports by North Korea have fallen in recent 
years from 4 million tons annually in the 1980s 
to 1.5-1. 7S million tons in 1993, but the volume 
of oil imported from China has remained steady 
to the point where China was the solirce of 75% 
ofNorth Korean oil imports in 1993. China also 
supplied 88% of the DPRK's coking coal 
imports in 1993. Total Chinese-North Korean 
trade rose 4()0/o over 1992 m·the first six months 
of 1993 alone to about $1.S biUion. North 
Korea's total trade with the outside world in all 
l992 was UUle over $2 billion. 

Chinese . President Jiang Zemin has pledged, 
however, that Beijing wtll not increase the 
amount of oil or food which it currently 
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"furnishes" to Pyongyang and a U.S. official 
has confinned that China recently actually 
refused to sell . sevn million dollars worth of 
oil to North Korea. despite an offer of bard 
cash, lest the oil be used as 1aDk fueL Other 
reports indicate, however, that Chinese 
intermediaries in Okinawa bave supplied 
240,000 tons of jet fuel for 'North Korean 
combat fighters. 

A Japanese non-governmental expert on the 
Korean situation identifies threo UDique factors 
which he argues determine Chinese poll~ 
towards the prospect of North Korean nuclear 
weapons. Firstly, China feels from its own 
experience in the 1960s that it takes at least 
3,000 scientists to develop ·tb,e bomb over many 
years, whereas North Korea's scientists are said 
to ~ber only 300. China thus concludes that 
"it is a SO-SO bet whether or not North Korea is 
developing [will develop?] nuclear bombs. n 

Secondly, because of }fiche ideology, China 
thinks its "influence is not great enough tO curb 
[Pyongyang's] desire for nuclear development. n 

Chinese officials rekerated this line throughout 
March 1994 and most recently on April 14. 
Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichan was 
quoted at a Seoul press conference in 1993 as 
saying "China believes it cannot play mediator. 
It believes its influence on North Korea is 
limited. n Another signal in .support of this 
theory is that ·it was largely at Cbiaa's behest 
that the United States agreed in April to enter 
talks with the DPRK at the assistant 
secretary/vice-minister lev~ China having 
reached the conclusion it could not influence 
the DPRK sufficiently alone. In contrast, 
Guocang Huan of the Atlantic Council of the 
United States argues that despite juche ideology 
and despite the resentment felt in Pyongyang 
towards China for its growing diplomatic and 
trade relationship with Seo~ North Korea has 
no one else other than China to turn to and 
North Korea knows it North Korea can no 
longer play the Soviet Union/Russia and China 
off against one another, and of those two 
powers, only China remains strongly engaged 
in Northeast Asia. As a result, Chinese 
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influence over North Korea · is in &ct higher 
than ever. lndeed, Chinese officials were quoted 
in March as sayins that Kim D-Sung has 
refused to visit China until the nuclear issue is 
resolved for fear of .apPea.ting to give in to 
Chinese pressure. China -reacted by sending a 
delegation to Pyongyaug for the Great Leader's 
annual bbthday celebration. 

Thirdly. China simply dOes not view the 
prospect of North Korean DllClear weapons as 
such a dire threat becauSe friendly relations stUI 
endure between the two countries and the 
Chinese popula;tion. is so Jqe it could absorb a 
nuclear .strike the size of ·te likely North 
Korean arsenal. If so. then China and the United 
States may truly share the samt goals of a non
nuclear KQrean . peninsula free from war, but 
their differences are over more than tactics; 
China places a fat lower value on the$e goals
n~proliferation and keeping Asia free of war 
- despite. its gepgraphical pro~ to the 
peninsula because it feels .it ·can withstand the 
consequences better than the UDited States may 
feel it or its allies can. 

Other experts go. tbrther to suggest ~ China 
and the United States have entirely different 
goals on the Korean peninsula. hi particular, 
China has a strong interest .in the survival of the 
NOith. Korean state for a vadet,y of reasons. It 
remains a land buffer between Jlpll anclChiaa 
and the increasingly poweriblllOK aDd China. 
Personal, SentbDent.al ties between the two 
countries' leaders remain ~g forty years 
after the Korean ·War and despite. warming 
relatioas . between Seoul and Beij~ But most 
impOrtantly, the contiliui.Jig survival of 
communist Chinese leaders depends in no small 
way on their ability to ~ the Chinese 
people and foreign 1~ ibat .. Chn1a is not 
simply another capitaliSt sOciety tbat must 
therefore adopt democratic rule and abide by 
Western human rights norms. A North Korea, 
however small and isoJated it -may seem from 
North Ameri~ which adepts Chinese-style 
refonn policies gives a significant boost to the 
Chinese case that th~ is a. third way to 1il1i • 
mooern society a.part ftom ·either a colllDUltid 
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economy or a capitalist one. In 900trast, a 
united, liberal democratic Korea promises to 
further isolate China politically and undermine 
the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party 
ruling in Beijing. A uDited and dynamic Korea 
may also serve as a magnet to Koreans living 
on the Chinese side of the Yalu, creating 
instability iD China's noitheast. If nuclear 
weapons are felt to be needed fbr the survival of 
North Korea and for North Kcnea to resist 
unification on South Korea's terms for as long 
as possible, then according to this view China 
should be expected to support the North Korean 
quest for nuclear weapons. 

At the ·same time, ho'Vt'OVet, China should ·be 
expected to downplay areas of disagreement 
with the United States and to emphasize to the 
American audience where its interests and 
policies dovetail with those of the United 
States, such as the mutual desire to avoid war or 
"instability0 on the Kwean peninsWa. By 

. presenting itself as a coilstructive contributor to 
stability on the Korean peninsula. China 
maximizes its influence with ;both North Korea 
and the United States and f\lrther weakens the 
position of those in the United States who 
would seek to deny China most-favomt-nation 
trading status. 

If the key Chinese interest in the survival of 
North Korea is that it servo as another eXam.ple 
of a modem society, not commUnist or 
capitalist, but organi2;ed on the basis of post
Mao Chinese-style .-eforms, China would 
presumably match its level oftolerance towards 
North Korean nuclear weapons ambitions to the 
perceived level of Pyongyang's commitment to 
a Chinese-style reform program. Chinese 
diplomatic support for North Korea may also be 
tuned to how much confidence· China has that 
the future leadership of North Korea will adopt 
Chinese reforms. Although such reforms may 
be intrinsically well suited to a state m North 
Korea's situation, the need to please Beijing in 
order to preserve trade relations with China and 
Chinese political support while North Korea 
develops nuclear weapons may well be a . key 
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factor in Pyongyang's - and Kim Jong•Irs -
calculus. 

ln December 1991 North Korea opened the 
Songbong-Najin-Chpngjin "special economic 
zone" modeled on the extremely successful 
Chinese. SEZ experilnentS which began in the 
1980s. SometimeS called· the TUmell River 
project and sPOnspred in part by China, Russia, 
and the UN Development Program. this is a ftee 
trade zone where foreip mvestors may enjoy a 
five-year tax holiday, a 14% tax rate th~, 
and may enter fbe<zone without v~ China has 
been by far ·the largest investor in the North 
Korean SBZ to~·-~ Chinese investment bas 
continued 111rooghout ibe past year despite the 
high interriational C:Oncem ov~ ~ortb icorea's 
nucleru: program. On January 25, 1994, a 
cotlSOrtium ·in China's Jilhl province ant.l~unced 
it would invest. $425 million to develop ports. 
railroads, BD4 a hotel in the Tumen River SEZ. 
Throughout 1993 various high North Korean 
officials visited China for the express pmpose 
of inspecting China's special economic zones 
and privately•nm factories. Chungang Rbo of 
Seoul reports that Pyongyang will further 
designate the «''itire· coast ftom Sinuiju to 
Nampo as a speoia1 economic zone in 
September to celebrate the 46th anniversary of 
the founding of the. DPltK. The article quotes a 
Chinese .source· on North Korean.· affairs as 
saying "China has played a great rol• .in lea@ig 
North Korea to openness.11 Despite Beijints 
mantra of "nOt interfering in or commenting on 
the domestic: att~ of any other IUltion," 
Chinese offiCials and the olfiCial. news agency 
Xinhua have publicly welcomed North Korean 
reform measures and regularly praise 
Pyongyang's effort$ ~ improve the national 
economy· and liVing. standatds of its people." 
Chinese, Nordl ~ and South Korean 
sources have also been quoted as saying that 
North Korea is now moving towards a policy of 
limited rights of independent cultivation . for 
farmers modeled on Cbbia's "first 
modernization" born in the late 1970s. 

China also has a very material interest in the 
Tumen River project and other efforts by the 
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DPRK to develop its coastal ~- Some SS% 
of China's external trade. is transported by sea, 
and yet China bas only two deep water ports 
anywhere close to its northeastem provinces. 
Tiaojin in the Gulf of Chihli serves Beijing 
mostly, and Dalian in Korea Bay reserves 
priority .for goOds to and ftom Liaoyang and 
Shenyang. The·I'CSUltiS that. it is ~mingvmy 
costly for Jilin and ofler provinc:es in China's 
northeast, including such cities as O..gcbuQ; 
Jilin, Harbin, Qiqihar and Daqing, to import and 
export good$ efficiently and at low eo. and 
thereby share in the Chinese economic boom of 
the 1990s. But North Korea's entire eastern 
coastline on. the Sea of Japan is deep water. At 
first, during the mid 1980s, North Korea was 
reluctant to let China develop the ports of 
Najing and Chongjin on Chinese terms, at 
whis:h point China mn.ed and reached ID 

agreement with the Russian far eastern port of 
Zarubino. North Korea immediately caved in to 
Chinese demands, including that all foreign 
vessels, Japanese and South Korean alike, using 
these ports for purposes of trade with China be · 
allowed to do so regardleSs of the ship's or 
cargo's origin, an4 the TUilieD River economic 
zone was born witb the blessing of the UNDP. 
Just this JBDuary, another deal was signed for 
Chinese companies to develop and elqJUld the 
deep water port at Sinuiju at the western end of 
the Cbinese-DPRK border, in addition to road 
and railway constru¢on between Chongjin, 
Najing, and SinuijuJNampo and northeast 
China. And on April 18, a South Korean ship 
with 1400 tons of construction equipxnent set 
sail from PUsail to Chongjin, where it will be 
transported by truck to Y 111\ii; China. The entire 
journey through ChoDgjin will take seven days; 
the previous rOute of ~Dalian-Yanji took 
40-45 days. With minimal pressure, Pyongyang 
has proven itself a easy negotiating partner in 
the development of ports for Chinese trade on 
the coast of the Sea of Japan. A united Korea 
under the strong and wealthy tutelage of Seoul 
may not be so malleable. 

China has consistently opposed UN economic 
sanctions against North Korea, at various times 
indicating it would use its veto to prevent 
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passage of any Security CounCil resolution 
aothorizin& imposing, or even con~Jating 
the threat of sanctions, most recently ·and 
clearly in March during the Securl1¥ Collncil 
deb"berations over how to react to the events of 
March 1-lS. There are several reasons f~ the 
Chinese posijioo,. including the long-standillg 
friendship between the two countries. CbiDese 
d-. . ...:: ·- ·to aintain !-A •• - . ·· ' D.~GVMio. and ~u'~' .. . m . ~~~~m .. ~,_.lN-oJ 
the over&rching Chinese. 1Qreigri policy 
opposiDJ internationalinti11temwe in Wbat tbey 
define as sovereiga, internal affairS Qf a U}ll 
member state; Tbe FY1993 report oa all 
govem.ment activities by Premier Li Pong stated 
that "China is eonsistelitlY opposed to 
intervention by other countries in dolllestic 
affairs on gromads of arms control or weapous 
exports. n As this TepOJ:t's emilysis of the PRC 
has stated, "ChiDa wants no part of ptessum 
tactics, being convinceci of its own· 
susceptibility thereto. n At the same time, 
however, Taang Zemin has reportedly warned 
North Korean Foreign Minister Kim Y cmg-DBID 
that it would be difficult for ~ to exel'l::be 
its veto power if the Security Council decided 
to take further action. agaiDst North KomL Here 
may be an example of China seelcjng to 
maximize its infl.ueDCe with all the variOus 
players on the Korean nuclear issue. 

Moreover, the NOrth Korean border with China 
is extremely porous, and enf'c:;rcemem: of 
economic sanctions on North Ko~a would be 
very costly for Chilla, not in terms of last trade 
with the DPRK. so much as the manpower and 
resources that WOl,lld have to be dedicated to ·the 
task of patrolling the border. Private individualS 
and corporations· in CbiDa, especially ethnic 
Koreans in china•s DOI"theastm would aurely try 
to evade and ignore lUl)' trade eanbargo and 
Beijing's ability to euforce its dedsions on 
1oca1 authorities, especially m. the nordleast, is 
questionable. The defiance of"local authorities 
may also serve as an excuse for China to allow 
UN sanctions to pass but fail to enforce them. 
China may also argue that food, oil, and coking 
coal sent to North Korea Should be exempt :&om 
any embargo on humanitarian grounds. 
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China may also fear an inflUx of refugees due to 
the pressure of economic sa1icticms or in the 
event of war. Twice ib. 1993 the DPRK bad to 
deploy forces into areas close to China to . quell 
domestic unrest. In April, North Korea 
deployed tbree army divisions and 1700 
armored cars in three northern cities where 
30,000 people were rioting over food shortages. 
The two army corps already deployed in the 
Y alu ·river region were reportedly · considered 
too close to China to deal adequately with the 
situation. Then again in September, North 
Korea ordered a combat mobilization in North 
Hamgyong province to prevent people from 
defecting to ChiDa. Tw~ recent North Korean 
defectors, Kim Myong-c&ol and Chung Ki-h~, 
who told of North Korean food sh011ages and 
riots, nuclear accidents, the Kims' private 

.security fo~. and the total control of public 
thought and opiDion by Pyongyang, bad 
defected via China. After the order was 1iftett 
the 11th Cotps stationed in North Hamgyong 
was increased from t\>ur to seven brigades; the 
11th Corps was. further ·augmented in spring 
1994 on account ·of illegal migration into China 
and now stands at 30,000 to 40,000 troops. 

The Chinese position ·almost certainly explains 
the rather tepid response to the IABA's first 
appeal to the Security Council in April 1993 
after North Korea's refusal to allow the special 
inspections. The April resolution ~ only 
that the Security Council was "concerned at the 
situation." A May re$0lution urged North Korea 
to "honor its non-prolifcmmon obligations under 
the [Nuclear Non-Proliferation] treaty and 
comply with its safeguards agreement -wlth the 
1AEA," but lllade no specific mention ·of the 
two Yongbyon sites. 

At the same time, China has clearly stated its 
preference fOr . a Korean peninsula ftee of 
nuclear weapons, pattly because proliferation 
by the North could lead South Korea and Japan 
to develop their own nuclear weapons. China 
would almost certainly increase its pressure on 
North Korea if Japan and/or South Korea, but 
especially tbe . former~ ·sent strong signals that 
they would seek to develop nuclear weapons in 
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response to prolifenltion by North Korea. 
During Hosokawa'sJate Mardi visit to Beijin~ 
a spokesman wamed of the "dOmino .effect" of 
DPIU{ nuclear weapons, · pleading "we .have to 
be able to defend ourselves.• ·The fact this 
statement was made in China during 
Hosokawa's ViSit gives~ it -~ weigh~ but 
UDti1 their actions show otherwise· the Chinese . . . . ' . ... . . . 
appear unpersuaded that the prospect of 
Japanese nuclear weapons is strong enough to 
change Beijing,s policy; 

Russia 

W'rth the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
Moscow's leverage with North Korea is limited. 
This retlects, in part,_ measures taken by 
Moscow to recast their relationship. In February 
1993 Moscow served Pyongyang notice that it 
would no longer honor· the military alliance it 
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had maintained with North Korea since 1961 
whereby Russia pledged to assist North Korea 
automatically if it were attacked. Moscow bas 
also cut off subsidized arms sales to 
Pyongyang, and ·since 1991 Russia has only 
allowed trade· with North KOrea on a barter or 
hard cwrency basis. Under Communist era 
prices, North Korea . imported 800,000 tons of 
oil annua11y from the Soviet Union; in 1992, 
that figure fell to 25~000 tons. Overall two-way 
trade bas fallen by 70% in three Years to abont 
$600 million. A Russian Defense Ministry 
official has vowed that Russia would not extend 
support for North Korea's nuclear ottergy 
program anytime in the future.. even if the NPT 
and inspection issues were resolved peacefiilly. 
At the same time, bo\'1/ever, there are strong 
indications of significant "ofr..the-books" 
transfers of weapons, including submarine5c. and 
oil from the Russian Far East to Pyongyang. In 
1991 Seoul agreed to provide S3 billion in loans 
to the former USSR but shelved. the agreemeut 
in September 1993 after paying less than half 
that amount, complaining of Russia's failure to 
pay overdue interest. Som.e have speculated 
that Moscow is using the prospect of arms 
transfers to get more aid and investment out of 
Seoul by reminding South Korea of the 
potential role Russia could play on the Korean 
peninsula. 

North Korea has respQDded to these cluuages in 
Russian policy by claiming a SO-mile "milit8ry 
protection zone" in the Sea of Japan. and 
warning Moscow that it may prevent the 
construction of a gas pipeline &om Sakhalin to 
the DPRK and ROK and refuse to pay back its 
$4 billion debt to Russia. Bither of these moves 
would result in significant losses of precious 
hard currency for Moscow, and so Russia is not 
especially enthusiastic abont economic 
sanctions against North Korea, although it is 
highly doubtful that Russia would let this issue 
create a rift between itself and the United States 
or the West generally~ Overall, the Russian 
government and foreign ministry have largely 
echoed U.S. and Western policy on the North 
Korean nuclear s~on, expressing oppositian 
to nuclear prolifetation and demanding that 
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North Korea allow th~ IAEA to perform 
inspections. Even Russian foreign policy 
hardliners do not ~ North Korea as a CQUSe 

c4lebre for restoring Russia to its·former glory. 

A Korean doctoral student at the Russian 
Academy of Social Sciences reeent:ly conducted 
a confidential survey of govcmunent and non
government Russian· experts on Korean affairs. 
Among the fin4ings were:- a stn;mg ·oonsensus 
that th~ transfer of power to the younger Kiln 
will be smooth .1Ul1il 1'996, with only a slight 
chance of a military conp; betWeen· 1996 and 
1998; sooial ~ and ckmlonsttations will 
grow; DPR.K-PRC relations will improve 
greatly after Kim D-Sung's death; DPlU{-Japan 
normalization and compensation talks will 
resume and sueceed in 1994; the North K.orean 
army will fall further and 1brtber behind South 
Korea's forces due to diff'erelices in economic 
growth, leading to a softeiliilg of DPRK policy 
after 1996; and North Korea will seek a summit 
with South Korea to consolidate Kim Jong-D's 
prestige and power base. Interestingly. there 
was little discussion, much less ~ 
among the Russian experts on why North Korea 
is building a bomb, how close it is to a bomb, 
whether it will succeed, the statU$ of the North 
Korean missile program, the possibility of war 
on the Korean peninsula, or how other regional 
actors will respond to North Korea's nuclear 
ambitions. 

Of potentially far greater importance is Russia's 
role as a warehou$e . of n~lear and missile 
experti$e ·on· which North lC.orea·is attempting to 
draw. In October and November of 1992, North 
Korea reportedly arranged for 64 rocket 
manufacturing specialists- and nuclear scientists 
from the top secret Nakeyev research ·center 
outside Moscow to fly to North Korea and work 
on its nuclear and mi$sile programs for $4,000 
to $5,000 per month. These personnel are 
suspected of having. b«=en ·recntited to address 
DPRK weaknesses in multktaging for the 
Taepo-Dong missile. The Russian Security 
Ministry uncovered the plot, however, and 
prevented the scientists·ftom departing. Two of 
the scientists detained said that a number of 
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Russian scientists had already· made. their way 
to North Korea to work on Pyongyang's missile 
program. Russian representatives in Pyongyang 
soon identified eight scientiSts who had gone to 
North Korea and "reminded them of their 
commitment to guard state secrets" and all eight 
returned to Russia iD May. Russia .is also the 
reported source for S6 kilograms of plutonium 
smuggled into North Korea in 1992. In January 
of 1994, the Russian government acknowledged 
in an intemal report leaked to a Japanese . 
newspaper that nine Russian nuclear physicists 
and seventeen missile technology experts 
continue to work in North Korea. In total, the 
report said that almost 160 Russian scientists 
and technicians had contributed to the North 
Korean nuclear weapons program since the 
mid-1980s. Currently, Pyongyang is seekiDg in 

_particular to develop solid-fuel technology for 
its missiles with the aid of the Russian scientists 
still in North Korea. 

South Korea 

"We never want North Korea to be isolated 
internationally, nor do we want to inflict 
suffering on them" were the first official wom 
of ROK President Kim YO\Ing Sam after the 
DPRK's Man:h 12 withdrawal fiom the NPT. 
At the same time, however, South Korea 
announced a halt to all investment in North 
Korea's economy until Pyongyang reVersed its 
withdrawal. The investment ban was not lifted 
with the "suspension.. of North Korea's 
withdrawal on June 12. 

On March 29, while the United States was still 
talking only of the penalties North Korea might 
face for its defiance of the NPT, Seoul became 
the first government to speak publicly of 
"inducements" or "carrots" to entice the DPRK 
to rejoin the NPT and permit special inspections 
by the IAEA More than any other country in 
the region, South Korea fears economic 
sanctions and/or diplomatic isolation wiU 
provoke North Korea into a military attaOk on 
the South, deStroying SeoUl. Alternatively, 
Seoul . fears the fragile rule by the Kims will 
crumble under the pressure · of international 
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sanctions or continued isolation and ·North 
Korea wjU implode, ·leaving 23 million 
starving, bminwashed people on their bands. 
Sometimes called the "German model" of 
national unification, such a sudden 
transformation is estimated to cost Seoul ilmost 
a trillion. ·dollars; virtually ballkrupting the 
South. 

The ongoing investment .ban calls into question 
South Korea's professed Opposition to UN 
economic sanctions. However, ROK officials 
have strongly stated they understand the 
importance of China in any proposed economic 
embargo of the North. "The key is the Chinese 
border, [since that is] where the goods flow. If 
the Chinese cut them o~ they cou14 survive six 
months, maybe a year," was the opiili.on of one 
auaJ.yst in South Korea's Foteiga Ministry. OD 
February 11, in anticipation of the IABA Board 
of Governors annual meeting, SOuth Korean 
Foreign Minister Han Sung Joo stated that 
Seoul would support. sanct:ions against North 
Korea if the UN Security Council so decided. 
At the same time, however, Han did not call for 
sanctions and expressed a preference for 
gradual imposition of sanctions, should they 
become necessary. During Security Council 
deb'berations in March 1994; the ROK made it 
known that they supported a 30-day deadline 
for an IABA report, but only in the context of a 
"statement," not a ~ution. South Korean 
President Kim took up the mantle of"dialogue" 
over conftontation during his visit to China in 
late March. Before the Security CouncU 
decided in favor of a "statement," ROK foreign 
minister Han Sun Joo called a Chinese veto of a 
sanctions resolution "higbJy uulikely;" 
UDfortuDately his predication was not really put 
to the test. After the "Statem~ passed, Han 
8SsW'ed a press conference ~ China will 
support. "stronger measures... soon enough." 
Han has been the most dogged opponent within 
the South Korean administration of both Patriot 
dqtloyment and the Temn Spirit exercise. 

Predicting the libly response by Seoul to 
nuclear weapons in the hands . of Pyongyang 
hinges ()n many facto~'$. including one's 
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evaluation of the motives for the North Korean 
program. Publicly, South Korea officials 
consistently appeal to the concessions argument 
to explain North Korea's policies and behavior. 
But acconling to the coercion hypothesis, were 
North Korea to succeed in building nuclear 
weapons before a deal is reached, nuclear 
proliferation will lead to coercion aplnst· Sotitb 
~ e~ in the ·form of a conventional 
attack followed by the thre$t of a nuclear attack 
if the South does not surrender~ perhaps in the. 
fonn of a demonstration detonation in the 
ocean to lend credibility to the compellent 
threat. Or pedtaps North Korea will ~ 
somewhat more subtle and orchestrate a 
terrorist campaign against the Seoul 
government aimed at weakening it slowly and 
painfully but providing no clear provocation 
that could result in attack on the North. 

Whether one chooses to believe this or any 
other motive, however, a nuclear-armed North 
Korea wUl smely prove a more robust 
adversary in negotiations over wiification With 
the South $1d over economic opening to the 
West, should the West decide to make any 
moves towards North Korea after it develops 
nuclear weapons. Pyongyang's strengthened 
negotiating position should lengthen the period 
of time required for opening and unification to 
produce real change in the North. To minimize 
this advantage, or perhaps to guard against the 
possibility of North Korean aggressiODs South 
Korea may decide to develop its own nuclear 
weapons. The perceived strength of the u~s. 
commitment. nuclear and conventiailal, to 
South Korea's security, will play a crucial role 
in such a decision; in 1975 Seoul began a 
nuclear weapons program in response to plans 
by the U.S. to withdraw American· forces from 
Korea, but in 1979 Seoul announced it bad · 
dropped the program and acceded to the NPT 
after heavy U.S. · pressure and the carter 
Administration's reaffirmation of its 
commitment to the South by .leaving 40;000 
troops on the peninsula. 

In June, South Korea requested to purchase 300 
AIM-9S Sidewinder air-to-air oiissiles from the 

PROLJFERA'nON OF WEAPONSOP.MAsSDi'SI'aucnON 
IMPUCATIONs FOR U$. JY~ 

United States at a cost of S34 million. As was 
mentioned earlier, dwing a November visit to 
W .... ~ .. -~ · by ROK President Kim Y, .. aoxuua ..... n . . . oung 
Sam, the United States announced the sale (){• 
190 medium range air-to-air missiles attd 127 
short range air~und Mmmrlck missiles, 
An4 m January1 the United St$5 mmQUDQeci it 
WQuld :sond 48. PtllrlOt .PAC.2 missile · d.efense 
launchers wi1b 192 missiles to South Korea. 
Although South Korea did request the Patriots, 
it was Jn no hurry to deploy them immediately~ 
while the Ullited States wanted quick 
deployment of the misSiles once Seoul .made its 
request. In the~ they·settied OD lateMarQh or 
April, but m mponse to North~'s apparel¢ 
agreement to IAEA demands on FebrUy 1,, 
South Korea announced it was delaying or even 
cancelling deployment of the Potrlots. 
Deployment resumed on March 22 and the 
Patriots arrived on April 18~ The Uilited States 
and South Korea have also agreed to ~r 
operational COJDID8Dd of the U.S. 7th Fleet tp 
the U.S.-ROK Combined Forces Colmnand iD 
the event of war . 

Talks between Pyongyang and Seoul remain 
seriously stailec:l over the bnplementation of the 
December 1991 Denucleadzat;ion. Deelaration. 
The North interprets a clause m the dc=claration 
that both sides must agree on those sites y.rhich 
may be iDspected · as prohibiting special 
inspections of any sort. Hence, proposal$ by the 
South that inClude provisions for speCial 
inspections are bN&Ches of 1he declaratiOJt. The 
North also argues tbat the mere factthe IAEA 
bas visited sites in North Korea giVeJ it the 
stamp of approval. As a result, ·it argUes that the 
only sites on the Korean peDinsula in urgent 
need of inspection are U.S. milituy ~in~ 
South. As a gesture of good faith and 
generosity, the· DPRK has suuested ROK 
inspectot:$ .might be able to visit the SMW 
reactor at Yongbyon alrelldY inspected three 
times· by the IAEA, but only after· five days 
notice, while th~ ROK has suggestOd· Z4 to 48 
hours notice· for regular inspections. ~ang 
also rejects the principle ·of reciprocity, te-. 
equal numbers of inspections ~ both sides, 
arguing that its only facility that needS 
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inspection is Yon~ while all U.S. bases in 
South Korea should be inspected. NClrth Korea 
has also demanded inspection teams of "several 
thousand" be allowed to enter the U.S. bases. 
Finally, the two sides differ over the very 
purpose of the Denuclearization Declaration. To 
the South (and to the UQited States). the 
declaration is another means to pressure the 
North into allowing inspections of its nuclear 
facilities. To the North, the declaration is a 
means to verify that there are no U.S. nuclear 
weapons in Korea. 

While the government's official policy remains 
unequivocal that South Korea has no plans or 
intention to develop nuclear weapons, Foreign 
Minister Han Sung Joo has publicly raised the 
possibility of South Korean nuclear w~ in 
,response to proliferation · in northeast Asia. 
"While North Korea is getting the bomb, and 
Japan has all the nuclear materials it needs and 
then some ... [there] is something of a clamor to 

- reconsider ... our nuclear sovereignty." One 
analyst at the Korea Institute for Defense 
Analyses has more explicitly linked the 
prospect of South Korean nuclear proliferation 
to the question of Japanese nuclear weapons. 
He claimed Japan will use the DPRK nuclear 
program, whether successful or not, "as an 
excuse to develop its own nuclear weapons." 
Others, particularly in Japan, have suggeSted 
that South Korea plalls to inherit the North's 
nuclear weapons upon reunification. 

A final, somewhat intangible factor in South 
Korean policy towards the North is the "subtle 
sympathy of the ROK public opinion with 
[regard to] North Korea." lnd~ the North 
Korean nuclear situation seems . to ndse fewer 
alarms in Seoul, within both the government 
and the public at large, than it does in 
Washington, and news stories about Kim 
Young-sam's political reforms or about 
international trade talks often relegate news 
about the North Korean nuclear situation to the 
back pages. Sanguine sentiments about the 
North's nuclear program are not bard to find on 
the streets of Seoul. "' don't think people's 
wonies have changed much in recent days. 

North Koreans are still the K.orean people. I 
don't feel. they're inaldng this weapon. to bomb 
us" said one young businessman. "We don't 
tbiilk there's going · to be war. It's just media 
hype" sbrugs a Seoul shopkeeper. "Who would 
use a nuclear bomb to attack their own 
countrymen?" asks South Korea's former 
ambassador to the United States. Even after the 
failed lAEA inspections of mid-March 1994 
and the threat by the North Korean official at 
the North-South talks to tum Secnd into a "sea 
of fire," there bas been no marked change in 
Seoul's stock exchange and no marked rise in 
flight bookings out of South Korea or in bulk
food shopping. 

South Korean officials, experts. anci media 
tiequently ex.pms concern that the United 
States ·govemment and press are too alarmist 
about the North. The overwhelming consensus 
in the South views Kim D-Sung and Kim Jong
n as "canny" or "clever," unlike in the United 
States where the Kims are often portrayed as 
lunatics divorced from reality. Foreign Minister 
Han bas privately protested to Wasbiilgton 
about sensational reporting in the New York 
Times, and the South Ko1e8D media often view. 
American policy as driven by hardliners who 
want to raise tensions on the Korean peninsula 
iu order to sell more weapons, such as the 
Patriot. 

For its part, North Korea does not appear to see 
the current democratic and civilian South 
Korean government as any less of an avowed 
threat to its existence than any of the ~ous 
military and militaty-dominated regiines in 
Seoul. If anything, North Korea views the 
character of Kim Y ong Sam's government as 
posing even more of a threat to its legitimacy. 
and SUivival. Previous military regimes in seoul 
offered easy targets for Pyon8)'81lg'S 
propagancla.and enabled the North to stoke the 
flames of civil 1l!U'eSt in South Korea. Kim 
Yong-sam's popularly elected civilian 
government has made significant progress in 
cleanmg up political conUption while the GNP 
and standard of living in South Korea continue 
to rise (5 .• 6% GNP growth in 1993) and South 
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Korea's defense industries, armed .forces . and 
defense doctrine continue to adapt and 
modernize. Such a successful experiment in 
democracy and capitalism can only make the 
price of exposing North Korean sOciety to 
South Korea and of moves toward unification 
all the more costly for Pyongyang's legitimacy 
among its own people. 

U.S. Policy 
U.S. leaders have sent a variety of signals over 
the North Korean nuclear situation. During a 
trip to the denu1itarized zone separating North 
and South Korea in July 1993, U.S. President 
Clinton vowed "we would quickly and 
overwhelmingly retaliate. •• [and) it would mean. 
the end of their country as they know it" were 
North Korea to use a nuclear weapon against 
the_South. On AugustS, 1993, Washington and 
Seoul agreed to halt U.S. troop withdrawals 
from South Korea. (U.S. forces in the Korean 
theater include two tank brigades, four fight 
squadrons and an aircraft carrier battle group 
and currently number 35,700 troops. 6,500 were 
to have been withdrawn by 1995 under a Bush 
Administration plan which it too bad put on 
hold in 1992. 7,000 U.S. troops left Korea 
between 1990 and 1992.) On November 7 
Clinton said "North Korea cannot be allowed to 
develop a nuclear bomb." Dming a November 
23 visit by South Korean President Kim Young~ 
sam to WashingtOn, the U.S. announced the sale 
of 190 medium-range ait-to-air missiles and 
127 short range air-~d Maverick 
missiles. Finally, on December 1, the Clinton 
Administration initiated a high-level review of 
so-called "flexible deterrence" options for 
strengthening u.s. forces in Korea and on April 
18, 1994, Patriot PAC-2 missile defeilse 
launchers anived at Pusan to be deployed at 
U.S. bases around South Korea. Thirty U.S. 
Apache helicopters are also being deployed in 
theROK. 

Although there bas been ·no meaningful 
wavering in the U.S. commitment to defend 
South Korea- if it were attacked, threats to 
prevent North Korean weapons development or 
to retaliate for North Korean nucleit 

PROLD'ERATION OF WIA!ONS,()tMAssDl$1:RVC'IlON 
IMPLICATIONS.I'OR U.S. W~G 

proliferation (such as, President Clblton's pledge 
that "North Korea can not be allowed to 
develop nuclear weapons") seem to l.ack 
crech"ble statements· about the means to do so 
short of fb11 scale war. Only Defense Secretmy 
William Perry has explicitly raised the 
possibility of launching a preventive war 
against No.rth Korea in order to· stop its nuclear 
program before it attains a "sigoificant number 
of nuclear weapons." "I'd rather faoe the risk 
[of provoking a war now] tban filce the risk of 
even greater catastrophe two ·or three years 
from now." Perry gave diplomacy a six-month 
horizon (April .to September 1994) in which to 
achieve substantial progteSS before the United 
States would shift its emphasis entirely towards 
preparations and readiness for war on the 
peDinsula, perhaps beginning with the Team 
Spirit exercise scheduled f01' November. 

More importantly, the United States has shown 
itself to be rather accommodating at the 
negotiating 'table, evidenced most recemly by 
Christopher and Gallucci's complicity in 
dropping an exchange of envoys as a 
precondition for a third round of U.S . .;North 
Korean talks. The March 31 UN Security 
Council"statement" was a thorough cave-in by 
~e U.S. to the PllC position on three key points 
-the legal weight of the Council's action, the 
threat of further action should the DPRK persist 
in refusing inspecti~ and the lack of .a 
specific deadline for further action by either· the 
IAEA or the Council (see below). The January 
deal announced with considerable pride· by 
Undersecretary of State Davis also included 
several major diplomatic concessions to the 
North. such as the legal basis of the March 
inspections and their scope. The conflicting 
views within the Adminislration over the 
likelihood that North Korea already possesses a 
nuclear device, the clear lack of U.S. human 
intelligence in North Korea, and the perceived 
lack of resolve allegedly demonstrated in 
various other aspects of U.S. foreign policy 
recently (eg. Bosnia, Haiti, Somalia) may send 
further encouraging signals to Pyongyang. 
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The Sipificance ofiaspeetioas 

The emphasis in American policy on 
inspections deserves further examination. Many 
analysts and observers !ulve questioned whether 
inspections can do anything beyond merely 
reporting just how much .fissionable material a 
SUSpected proliferator possesses. Although this 
may provide a useful winc:low into a nuclear 
weapons pro~ they ask how inspections are 
supposed to actually [II'I!Vent a prolif~r ftom 
successfuUy completing a nuclear device. 

Inspectors (even on . short-notice, special 
missions) can,. of course, be deceived, but even 
inspections which neither reveal the exact state 
of nor actually stop a nuclear weapons program 
can serve the goals of non-proliferation. 
.Inspections make proliferators pursue their 
weapons programs in roundabout ways so .that 
they can continue to deny their nuclear 
ambitions plausibly and possibly avoid outright 
economic and political sanctions. These extra 
measure$ can dramati~ increase the cost of 
nuclear weapons development, and this extra 
cost may deter some prolifera:tors. Forcing 
these extra steps on proliferators also creates 
"speed bumps" on the road to nuclear weapons, 
providing the international comm~ with 
extra time to negotiate an end to the program 
altogether, or making the critical difference in a 
crisis situation. ·Finally, the extra measures 
forced by iDspections can cause proliferators to 
suffer accidents, causing casualties and 
environmental damage on their own side which 
dissuade them from continuing wi1h the 
program. 

This last impact of inspections may prove 
especially 1rue in the North Korean case. A 
DPRK. soldier who defected to South Korea this 
summer said that bulldred:s of people bad died 
recently in a nuclear accident when North 
Korean workers attempted to move nuclear 
equipment and material from one building at 
Yongbyon to another site in an effort to evade 
IAEA inspectors. His story confirms 
observations by a U.S. Keyhole reconnaissance 
satellite in the summer of 1992 showing North 
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Korean workers constructiilg 1a second nuclear 
waste storage site at Yongb}'on.. known to the 
CIA as "Building 500," across from the one 
completed in 1976 and - in the autumn, 
showing the old site being buried.under dirt and 
hastily planted shrubs and trees. Wrthia days, 
most. of the trees were dead. 

These consequences of intematioDal inspections 
may persi$t even after a country has actually 
developed deliverable nuclear weapons if it 
insistS on maintahdng ·tt.,e pretenSe that it. does 
not possess nucloar weapons. In such a case, the 
lAEA may demand· to carry out special 
inspections· of sites wbich are suspected of 
housing nuclear weapons and the country in 
question would have · to choose between the 
economic and diplomatic. consequences of 
refusing sp.dal ~ or removins all 
traces of nuclear Weapon$- $0 .that the sites are 
fit for inspection. 1be latter option may cause 
accidents or setbacks ·in the COUJdr'Y's efforts to 
maintain its nuclear arsenaJ ·.U the readiness of 
that arsenal; Command and control 
arrangements may · also be. upset by having to 
move nuclear weapons. abOut the country. By 
getting the DPRK to agree to iuspections now, 
the United States may be laying the 
groundwork for maintaining the threat of IAEA 
inspections . as a meaas of \Jlldennining the 
utili1;y of any future North Korean nuclear 
arsenal . 

Saactioas 

Althou~ the U.S. has ·regWarly ndsed the 
possibility of asking the United Nations 
Security Council to . iinp()Se sanctions 011 North 
~ neither Seoul. ·Beijing, nor Tokyo has 
expressed enthusilism for SUCh action. China in 
particular has the power to veto such a 
resolution, and for the United States to force 
China to do so publicly~ seriously impair 
diplomacy at the Security Council level on 
other issues and generally set back the recent 
effectiveness of the worlc:fs top geopolitical 
forum. Belated realization <lf tbis on the part of 
Warren ChristQpher ·resuJ1ed :inthe ON Secwity 
Council "statement" of March 31, 1994. As a 
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"statement'' and not a resolution as the U.S . 
originally sought, the UN action carries no 
binding legal weight The statement· threatens 
only "further consid~on" of the North Korea 
matter and there is J:lO mention of the prospect 
of sanctions as the U.S. sought. The statement 
also sets no deadline for the lAEA report which 
the statement says will prompt the "further 
consideration" by the Security Council. The 
U.S. had sought an explicit four..;week time 
frame for the IAEA to report. In reality, the 
IAEA will likely issue a report within the usual 
time frame of six weeks after the conclusion· of 
the inspection visit - early May - and this 
report will undoubtedly serve to prompt further 
Security Council delibentions. North Korea is 
also expected to shut doWn the SMW Yongbyon 
reactor in May and remove all the rods for 
ret\leling, possibly yielding up to 33 kg of 
plutOnium. enough for four to five nuclear 
bombs. 

Short of military force, sanctions appear the 
only means available for the international 
community to express its disapproval of North 
Korea's nuclear gambit in an undeniable, 
tangible way. Past experience with Rhodesia, 
South Africa, Iraq and Libya suggests, however, 
that economic sanctions, even assuming they 
are firmly imposed by all key parties 
concerned, take several yem to produce 
changes in the policies of the target· state. In the 
North Korean situation, time is certainly a 
salient factor, since every day without IABA 
inspections means the North's nuclear program 
progresses unfettered. Despite the seemingly 
slow pace of current diplomatic negotiations 
over this issue, economic sanctions promise no 
quick solution. 

Another factor in the sanctions debate is the 
relative vulnerability of the target country, and 
especially its leaderShip, to priva1ion caused by 
economic sanctions. Whereas South Africa had 
a broad and politically empowered middle 
class, and Iraq had vittually no coastline and a 
limited number of oil pipelines, mOSt of which 
traveled under the tenitory of Iraqi adversanea 
Turkey, Syria, and Saudi Arabia, North KOrea's 
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economic anQ political ~ctute and geography 
promise to blunt the ·unpact of economic 
sanctions. North Korea ba.s always striven, in 
accordaD~-witbJuche orsolf-reliance ideology, 
to be as self-sufficierit as po$Sible and foreiin 
trade is little mQre than. $1 bUUon a year, less 
than 4% of GNP, and much of that consists of 
arms sales. Despite years of economi~ 
. contraction which have reportedly produced 
numerous but iSolated food riots .and forcecl the 
North Korean people down to two meals a day~ 
often conSijtjng of only ·2QOA. rice and 80'.4 
other grains and c:ereals.. (and even to change 
their daily work schedule to 6 am to 2 pm so as 
to maximize time awake durD1g daylight}, there 
remains essentially no organized civil 
opposition in North Korea. The only iostitution 
remotely capable of posing · an organized 
opposition to the Kims leadership is the 
military. But whatever hardships sanctions may 
cause are sure to be lost on the politiCal elite 
personally, and the Kims will undoubtedly 
work to ensure the military is immunized to 
every extent possible from the possible .effects 
of sanctions in recognition of the power they 
hold. 

Moreover, economic sanctio1is have serious 
potential downsides which would seem to 
outweigh their unlikely effects on DPRK 
nuclear policy. Economic sanctions wiD surely 
spell an end to negotiations with the-lAEA, 
ROK and UDited States. and make it very 
difficult for either side to. come back to the table 
without losing face. In the meantime, North 
Korea's nucl~ program would continue· to 
progress. Secondly, many experts have argued 
that economic sanctions will merely provoke 
the North. into posSibly go s~o~far=-=as~~~ 
an invasion ofthe South. 

An economic embargo -- . enforCed and 
effective - on North Korea would have a 
direct and 111ignmcant impact on North Korean 
securizy ii1 due time~ but the North's res]~~ 
unlikely to be. to :yteld ·to tlle West. 
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~~------" North Korea needs 6.6 
million tonnes of grain per year to feed its 
~pie and 52 miJ1ion tonnos of coal per year to 
operate its factories. In 1993. -· North Korea 
produced only 3.9 million .tonnes or ·grain and 
29 million tonnes of coal. Pyongyang must look 
to imports to make up the dift'ere•· But- if 
sanctions cut off these imports CQmpletely, 
before long Pyongyang Would have to resort to 
its wartime 

Little really need be said about the advisability 
of some sort of pre-elllptive military strike by 
the U.nited States on North KOl'ea's nuclear 
facilities. No lililitaty leader, past or present, of 
either ·the United States or South Korea, has 
come out in favor of such a plan of action. Most 
of the important facilities suspected of 
producing and storing plutoniw:n are bidden 
deep underground (unlike Osiraq in 1981), 
immune from air attack, and the likelihood. is 
strong that Pyongyang bas by now removed 
large parts . of its bomb-making materials and 
technology to other facilities .as yet unkilown. 
The Yongbyon eompleX bas long been tu.mored 
to be awash in surface-io..air -missiles and anti
ailwaft guns for its defense; and French SPOT-
2 satellite photos r:eleased 
confirm that im 

Light Water.~rs 

Power shortages are a key element in the 
.breakdown of the North Karean economy over 
the past several yean. ~- - 1991 Russia began to 
insist on-hard ®lHDC)' or batter for oil sent to 
the DPRK OveraD on COl1SUJnption --~ 
declined rapidly to the point where even Jbmly 
military vehicles can:Dot opemte·.rorc~ of fUeL 
In December . 1993 .·.Kim D-Sq IDAOun~ a 
program to emphasize charcoal production and 
convert vehicles and machines to charcoii fUeL 

. Pyongyang's fears of oil dependency biitially 
prompted the nuclear reactOr · program ·in part, 
but that program suffemd a serious setback in 
1989 with the suspension of Soviet assistance 
for the Sinpo nuclear power pbmt:project. Sinpo 
was to have inclUded four Ught•watet reactors 
of 440MW, supplying lSOA. of the DPRK's 
power needs. The end of Soviet assistance was 
a "serious blow" to Sia.po; not. Olily 
technologically but finallcially. 

Light water reactors are $ignificantly -cleaner 
and more efficient than the graphite moderated 
reactors cummtly ~ by 1he North 
Koreans and, more importantly perhaps,· are 
much less SUited to producing plutonium which 
can be diverted to nuclear weapons 
development. Moreover, L WR. fiiel is not 
reprocessed for additional periods of use in 
nuclear reactors once it is spent. ~ 
eliminating the need for Plutonium-~ 
facilities at all in North Xorea. L WB.s are in 
fact so m-~ for weapons purposes that ev~ 
during the COld War ~- West did not closely 
serutinize or restrict L WR. sales to Communist 
states. 

Seoul initially proposed giving Py~g light 
water reactor teclulology to replace its cUrrent 
~rs in April 1993. and the North 
hnmediately expressed interest. but since Jt1ne, 
the DPRK bas pursued the issue only within the 
context of the U.S ... DPRK bilateral talks ~New 
York and Geneva On July 19 in 0elleV8; the 
United States said it was "prepared to support 
the introduction of L WRs and to explore with 
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the DPRK ways in which LWRs could be 
obtained." On October 16, AmericaD Peter 
Hayes of the Nautilus Pacific Research Iustitute 
quoted Kim Yong Sun of the DPRK as saying 
"if the light water reactor issue is solved 
successfully," the North would be prepared to 
accept routine and special inspections and 
would retract its withdmwal from the NPT. 
Hayes writes that Pyongyang does not 
necessarily want American light water reactor 
technology (in fact, no U.S. firms even make 
L WRs anymore) but will insist that the United 
States be involved in the technology transfer 
(be it from ROK, or Russia, or China) so that 
the United States is forced to amend its Trading 
With The Enemy Act and other political and 
legal barriers to allow broader U.S. investment 
in North Korea beyond the L WR. transfer. 

. 
Other reports contbm the importance of light 
water reactor technology to the North Koreans. 
The North Korean delegate to the U.S.·DPRK 
talks in New York and Geneva told U.S. 
delegate Gallucci that "if the United States 
offers light water atomic reactor technology to 
North Korea, North Korea will 'melt down' its 
nuclear reprocessing facilities in Y ongbyon." In 
an April 1992 interview with the Washington 
Times, Kim D·Sung said that "if the United 
States offers technology on the light-water 
atomic reactor, North Korea will completely 
remove nuclear suspicions that the United 
States harbors." It would take at least $2 billion 
and six years to complete L WR.s with sufficient 
power to replace all of the DPRK's moderated 
graphite reactors, and in the meantime 
Pyongyang would likely insist on keeping some 
or most of its older reactors operating. However 
that should not prevent North Korea from 
allowing IAEA inspections of its operating 
reactors or shutting down those suspect reactors 
at Yongbyon which are not even connected to a 
power grid. 

There is also a strong possibility that any 
supplier of L WR technology to North Korea 

PROLDEBAnON OF WEAPONS OF MASsDEs'IB.UCDON 
IMPUCAf'IONS FOR U.S. JYifRGMIING 

could successtblly demand a provision that 
Pyongyang return the spent fuel &om the L WR 
to the country of origin upon each refueling. 
For North Korea to break $1,1Ch· a provision at 
any given time would capture little plutonium, 
since the L WR produces little plutonium out of 
each load offuel, and at the same time cleirly 
signal a violation of its obligations to the L WR 
supplier and alert the intematiooaJ community 
to the renewed danger of nuclear proliferation 
on the peninsula. Light water reactors would 
seem to present a uniquely effective and critical 
component of a poss1'ble package deal from the 
perspective of all sides - North Korea, the 
United States, the lAEA, and other regional 
actors. 

ConClusions 
Assuming North Korea eventually does develop 
a small stockplle of deliverable nuclear 
weapons, in the event of a second Korean War 
the United States and South Korea would face 
the dangerous task ·of attempting to conquer the 
homeland of a nuclear weapons state. The 
numerically larger arsenal of the United States 
and its own invulnerability to North Korean 
nuclear weapons will probably matter less than 
the strong crech'bility of a threat to use nuclear 
weapons by a state whose homeland is under 
attack, especially a state whose . leaders have 
shown themselves to care so liUle for the 
welfare of their own people and so much for 
their own survival. North Korea's leaders are 
also believed to have built elaborate 
underground and undersea bunkers which may 
encourage them to believe they can escape the 
impact 
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P.RoLD'ERA'DONOF WE.\PONS·OF~DlrsrRU(:'JlON 
lMPui:nroNBFOB U.$. WAR-GAMING 

CASE STUDY 
WMD IN THE INDIA-PAKISTAN CONTEXT 

$oatil AsiaD Overview 
After three wars over a forty year timespan and 
continued disturbances. in KMlunir, the Siachen 
Glacier, and Punjab, India-Pakistani tensions 
remain high. India enjoys ciomina.ftce in South 
Asia. includhlg in its relationship with.Pakistan. 
highlighted by the wrenching Of East Pakistan 
from Islamabad's control in 1971, and by 
maintaining control over the disputed state of 
Jammn and Kashmir. In 1974, lndia further 
demonstrated its military superiority over 
Pakistan by testing a "peacefUl nuclear 
explosive." Attemptins to improve its 
economic, military, and ·diplomatic situation, 
Pakistan secured a pivotal role as the United 
States' main anti-Soviet ally in the war in 
Mgbanistan during the 1980s. During this 
peri~ U.S.-backed Pakistan and USSR
supported India, rigorously developed and 
improved their capabilities to produce nnclear 
weapons and deliver these warheads with 
ballistic and cruise missiles. With the end of 
the Cold War, India and Pakistan lost their most 
important allies and were fOrced to rethink their 
positions in a rapidly changing strategic 
environment 

Although the Cold War .has disappeared, the 
Indo-Pakistani conflict continues. A~rding to 
a disputed 1993 New Yorker article, during a 
period of heightened tension with India in 1990, 
Pakistan deployed nnclear weapons aboard P-
16s. Whether or not this account is accurate, 
the possibility of a nuclear exchange remains as 
violence between the two countries continues. 
More recently, ~Muslim violence in India 
peaked in December, 1992, when the Ayodhya 
mosque was razed by militant Hindus. Violent 
riots ensued and resentment continues to run 
high on both sides. 

Each country has DtlClear weapons technology 
and is developing or acquiring the ballistic 
missile capability to deliver these warheads. 
Significantly, neither country bas chosen to 
build or deploy nuclear weapons, though tbe 

1990 "nuclear crisis, n if~ suggests that little 
time or effort is required for . either coun1Jy to 
assemble nuclear weapons. For the moment, 
botli countries apparently rely on fixed-wing 
aircraft that CBD be modffied to carry nuclear 
weapons. According to .one source, India and 
Pakistan lack any semblauce of nnclear 
weapons docttine or ·ooriunand and control 
systems, and tOp military officials in both, 
cOuntries show little interest in nuclear 
wargamiDg, ~· issues · extell~ across 
a range of conventicmal and nnclear scenarios, 
or consideration of worst~ BIUllyses. 
Moreover_ either countly's deployment of 
ballistic miSsiles represents a tlu'eat to the 
other's nuelear facilities. 

Until at least the end of the 1~ the India
Pakistan conflict appears intrJctable. From 
India's perspective, there is. no reason to 
reconcile wi1h Pakistan since it is weaker, 
interfering in India's int:enud affiiirs (Kashmir), 
and is questionable as a nation-state. IDstead of 
Pakistan, China is perceived as the greater 
security threat to India due to .Beijing's 
expanding ·militaty,. the deplO)'IDCD.t of nuclear 
weapons in Tibet, Beijing's closer military 
relations wlth BurJD.a and P~ alld the 
unresolved Sino-Indian border dispute. As 
South Asian ·~ focus on the dynamics of 
Indo-Pakistani relations, New Delhi insists that 
India should be compared with great powers 
sucli ·as China. Thus, nonproliferation efforts 
linking India. and Pakistan:wi1hout any mention 
of China are viewed as unacceptable by New 
Delhi. Pakistan, on the other ·.han4. remairis 
fixated on India. Isl_.abad views New Delhi 
as hegemonic, anti;.Muslim, and intent on 
Pakistan's desuuction and absorption. As one 
South Asian analyst noted, it bas not been lost 
on the Pakistanis that their raison d'etre -
formation of a Muilim .stafe separate from 
Hindu control - "has l;een ~ertaken by 
events, with In4ia now baviJ;lg a larger Muslim 

ulation than Pakistan.• pop . . 

llldia 
Indian great power ambitions are rooted in ·a 
self-image as one of the world's oldest and 
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largest civilizations, entitled to global status 
second to none and to a regiOnal sphere of 
influence centered in, but not necessarily 
restricted to, South Asia and the western Indian 
Ocean and its island states. The psychological 
compulsion to demonstrate a militaJy reach 
consistent with this self~image can be seen by 
the growth of Indian naval power while the 
most striking symbol of India's military muscle 
is the domestically produced Agni missile. 

One of the world's largest nations in size, 
population, economic potential, and military 
capability, India views itself as the sixth major 
power along with the United States, Russia, 
Japan, Europe, and China. Working from this 
framework, India's aspin¢ions are not regional, 
but international, extending westward into the 
Middle East, northward to Central Asia, 
eastward towards China, and southward into the 
-Indian Ocean. New Delhi wants not only to be 
the dominant power in South Asia, but a major 
player to rival China in. all of Asia. Indian 
military planners view the deployment of a 
nuclear-capable .Agni missile as the only 
deterrent against Beijing. Indian security 
concerns related to China are 1mderstandable 
following two wars along the Indian-Chinese 
border. India is also concerned by Pakistan's 
increasingly close relations with China and the 
newly independent countries of central Asia. 
There is a fear that the emergence of Islamic 
republics within. the region may further 
encourage the Muslim majority in Kasbmir to 
seek independence from India - an 
unacceptable option to Indian leaders. In many 
ways, Indian leaders envisioned nuclear 
weapons as the panacea for many of their 
country's political and militBJy concerns. Their 
view was that with nuclear ·weapons, Indian 
security would be greatly strengthened, 
especially against more powerful adversaries, 
such as China. In addition, it was believed that 
nuclear weapons would elevate India to its 
rightful place among the world's great powers, 
thereby bolstering domestic pride while 
securing the stability of the goverament and the 
nation. 

Weapons 

NIICietu Warheads 
India initiated nuclear research in the 1940s and 
by the 1960s nuclear weapons options were 
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being seriously considered. In 1974, India 
detonated its first nuclear device - denoted by 
the Indians as a peacefbl nuclear explosion 
(PNE). Since that time there have been no 
other recorded peacetw nuclear explosions. 
However. India•s nuolear bureaucracy continues 
to expand. Comprised of 20,000 scientific and 
teChnical personnel at sixteen locations, the 
Indian nuclear program includes an advanced 
breeder-type reactor. two heavy-water reactors, 
and a plutonium sepamtion plant at the Bbabha 
Atomic Research Center near Bombay. 
Although Indian officials tend to highlight the 
civilian side of their nuclear indus1ry while 
dismissing the military possibilities of nuclear 
technology, the distinction is misleading. For 
instance. the Indian civilian program provides 
the plutonium used in India's weapons 
programs. According to sev~ sources, these 
facilities have produced enough weapons-grade 
plutonium to build between 40 and 60 nuclear 
warheads. The CIA estimated in 1992 that India 
could assetnble 2S nuclear weapons within 
several days. Until ballistic missiles are 
deployed, the Indian Air Force is tasked with 
delivering nuclear warheads aboard Jaguar 
strike aircraft. Muage fighter-bombers, and 
Mi0-29s. 

ChemiCIIl WettpDIIS (CW) 
India bas a long histoty of supporting 
conventions against the production, stockpiling, 
and use of CW. India is ·a pany to the Geneva 
Protocol banning the use of CW except for 
retaliation in · kind and has argued that the 
Protocol should be applied to non-lethal agents 
such as tear gas. India also signed the Chemical 
Weapons Convention in 1993. 

New Delhi consistently has denied any reports 
of a chemical weapons capability. In 1979, the 
Indian ambassador to the Geneva disarmament 
committee explained that "India does not have 
chemical weap(ms in its stock. and. .. we do not 
have any intention of going in for such stocks." 
Similar statements have been made by Indian 
officials in 1988 and 1989. Significantly, 
neither India nor Pakistan bas made many CW 
allegations about the other. 

According to 1989 Congressional testimony by 
the director ofNaval Intelligence, India was one 
9f several countries that were "developing or 
have achieved (CW) capability," an allegation 

• 

• 

• 
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that was reiterated by then.CIA DirectQr Robert 
Gates in 1991. According to a Russian Foreign 
Intelligence Service Report in 1993, India's 
armed forces.are armed with chemi~ weapons 
and furnished with modem means of proteqtic>n 
against them and 1hey undergo traiaing in 
combat operations under the conditions .of the 
use of chemical weapons. 

Despite these allegations, · there is considerable 
debate about· whether India bas ~Y offensive 
CW capability. While there are iome reports 
that India bas American-supplied CW intended 
for China during World War n and others 
alleging that India inherited a British built CW 
testing station to assess jungle environments at 
Cannanore, there is no indication that these CW 
were used or that subsequent CW facilities were 
constructed. As chemical weapons experts 
Gordon Burck and Charles Floweree suggest, 
India probably only has a moderate CW 
defensive capability and an ability to produce 
CW agents only after a period of a few years. 

AJthougb India's interest in CW appears 
. minimal, New Delhi's attitude could change 
drastically if neighboring countries choose to 
produce chemical munitions. Countries along 
India's borders, including China, Pakistan, and 
BU11D8, are all identified as possibly having CW 
programs. India is espeeiaJ1y concerned by 
China's close relations with Pakistan and its 
growing influence with the militaJy dictatorship 
in Burma. One report commenting on the 1983 
Special National Intelligence Estimate noted 
that, "Burma has been seeking since at least 
1981 to produce mustard gas. The CIA 
estimated that Burma should be 'self-sufficient 
in chemical weapons by the spring of 1984, 
most likely for use against intemal insurgents.'" 

Despite possible CW threats along its bQrders, 
India probably will not develop a · CW 
capability. Chemical weapons production 
would provide little, if any,jmmediate gain$ for 
the Indian military in relation to P~ or 
China, and it might fUrther jeQparcli%l! New 
Delhi's international standing. Th!ml is the 
possibility that CW would provide India with a 
deterrent capability below the nuclear 
threshold, but thus far there is no indication that' 
Indian defense planners view this as nece$Sil)'. 

PROIJFIRAUON OF WEAPONS OFMAssDI:ST.RUCI'ION 
IMPUCA170NS FOR U.S. W.itRGAMlNG 

Bio/8gii:fll Weapons· (BW) 
India iS a signatory to bot,b the 1925 Geneva 
ProtoCOl ·banidDg die·. use • of chealicel aad 
biological ~. ~d the 1912 Biological 
Weapom~ Convention ba1lDiDg BW 
developznentand.production. 

All available SOUrCes conclude .fbat: India does 
not possess biological weapollS. Nosietbeless, 
New Delhi bas CObSiderable · biotechnol9gy 
expertise whicb could . be used for BW · if 

. deemed necessary. According to Russian 
intelligence estimates in 1993; at least five 
Indian military centers "are. involved" in the 
military• biological area, although it is J)res1Jmed 
that these efforts are defensive in nature. 'No 
western sources have confirmed this allegation. 

Bllllistic Missiles (see Figure 1-11) 
From New Delhi's perspective,. India's ballistic 
missile program is a means of establishing 
India's aspirations as a major actor in the 
broader Asia!Pacific region. India's missile 
program employs 400 scientists, most of whom 
studied in the West, working in. fifteen 
laboratories and 60 other work centerJ. If 
successful, India's two ballistic missile ~ 
would provide it with a regional BDd out-of· 
region capability, perhaps as early as the mid-
1990s. The 250 km~range PrithVi, akeady jn 
production at Bharat Dynamics. Hyderabad, and 
the 2,500 lan-range Agni (undergOing testing 
since 1989), could provide India with the ability 
to hit all of Pakistan and China along with large 
portions of the former Soviet UJ:Uon (FSU), and 
the Persian Gulf coUDtries. After the first test 
of the .Agni, V .S. Anrnachalam, scientific 
adviser to the Indian .defense ministry 
maintained that India. is convinced that missiles 
provide an optimum option as weapons and· 
their improved accuracy over long nmges make 
even nuclear warheads unneces$8JY. 

.. Although inf6rmatipn on the .Agnt .I$ classified, 
most defense analysts believe. the temg tange 
Indian missile lacks tile necessmy accuracy to 
deliver a. conventiOJial . warhead with preeision. 
A more cost-effective meaits of conventional 
strike would include strike aircraft which could 
cany roughly four to five times tho payload of 
one missile. Therefore. the Agni missile seems 
ideally SUited to carry a D®lear warhead • 
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Cruise Krsslles India reported that it had made a ·~· • 
India has purchased a variety of Russian-made breakthrough in missile tecluJ.Ology• known as 
cruise missiles, including the ship-launched SS- the "Missile Aerodynamic Design ·ManUal," 
N-2 Styx in 1959, SS-N-7 Stat'brlght in 1971, which wiD allow it to design "large" ballistic 
along with the AS-12 Kegler and the AS-9 missiles and cruise missiles. Thus·mr, there has 
Kyle. Other Indian cruise missiles include the been no outside appraisal of India's new 
French-made air-launched &ocet AM 38 and manual. According to · Russian iatelligence, 
the British-made air-launched Sea Eagle New Delhi is focushtg .pr;m.rily on air-
procured in 1985. New Delhi could attempt to launched cruise missiles. 
obtain the highly advanced SS-N-22 Sunburn 
cruise missile either. from Russia or Ukraine Space Lt.umdl Yeh/.cla (SLYs) 
within the year. With a range of 400 km, and New Delhi has spent $1.27 billion on its 20 
capable of carrying 2S0kg conventional or year..old space program. India· began 
nuclear warheads, these highly capal)le missiles developing sounding rocketS in 1~7, and by 
represent an entirely new l~el of cruise missile 1980, New Delhi launched its firSt . satellite 
technology now available to .developing using a SLV-.3 rocket. India baS 1Jttee space 
countries. The S1Dibum can travel to its target launch vehicles (SLVs), including the ASLV, 
at supersonic speeds, and ccmibined with its the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle {PSL V), and 
large warhead, low radar signatUre, and passive the Geosynchronous Sateum, Launch Vehicle 
sensors. represents a significant threat to the US (OSL V). · The latter two systems are under 
canier force. development. 

In addition to purchasing cn1ise missiles and 
available related technology, New Delhi is 
intent on developing its own cruise missile 
production capability, especially following the 
success ofth.e U.S. Tomtlbawk during Operation 
Desert Storm. To this end, in August 1993, 

To improve its SLV capabilities and its .balli$tic 
missile program, India. has attempted to 
purchase advaJIC¢ stv technol9gy from 
Russia. Since 1992, the ~ian rocket 
company Gft;Wkosmos has attetnpted to sell 
rocket technology to India. Thus tar, U.S. 
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protests have successtWly blocked the sale. Yet 
according to the Deputy Director General of the 
Russian Space Agency, Valeriy Alaverdov, 
Moscow will ship seven ready-made cryQgeDic 
rocket engines, but not production technologies, 
to India. Angered by the U.S. intervention, the 
Indian Space Research Organizatipn (ISRO) 
responded by stating that even with sanctions 
imposed against NeVi Delhi, an Indian-made 
cryogenic rocket engine will be ready by 1997. 
Furthermore, the Indian government accused 
the U.S. of using the Missile Technology 
Control Regime (MTCR) as an excuse for 
commercial protectionism. According to New 
Delh4 IDdia's growing space capabilities 
threaten to compete with U.S. firms in the 
future, and the MTCR is therefore nothing more 
than a protectionist ploy to ensure u~. 
dominance in space. 

Despite assertions to the contrary, India 
successtUUy bas used SLV technology and 
systems to improve its ballistic missile 
capabili1y. For example, the SLV-3 was 
modified into the first-stage of the two-stage 
Agni ballistic missile in spite of ISRO dlain:nan 
U.R. Rao's comment that "the entire space 
program is for peaceful purposes, completely 
delineated from India's defense program." 
Some missile experts, such as Thomas 
Mahnken disagreed, noting that India's space 
and satellite program bas "potential military 
applications for recoDDaissance and 
surveillance." It is likely that India's space 
program encompasses both civilian and military 
goals. Similar to its work on nuclear 
technology, New Delhi views a robust space 
program as a further indication of India's 
scientific prowess, as weD as a potential 
money-making venture. There is no question 
that India bas viewed China's emerging space
launch capabilities with jealousy and alann. 
Beijing bas begun to challenge the SLV 
"superpowers" by offering cheap and fairly 
dependable satellite launches. On die military 
side, Indian defense planners view indigenous 
satellite launch capabilities for deploying 
military satellites as indispensable. Once again. 
Indian defense planners noted the value of U.S. 
satellite capabilities used during the war with 
Iraq and seek a similar capability for New 
Delhi. . 

PllOLD'EIL\TION OFWufONSOFMAssDFsTRUCDON 
lMPUCATIONS FOR U.S. WARGMIING 

lndiaD· Rationale for aud Pen:eptioas of 
Nucleal" Weapons 

The rationale for . developing nuclear weapons 
can be divided into three distinct areas: 
military, political, and economic. In examining 
India's nuclear weapons d~ there are several 
military reasons to explain why these particular 
weapons of mass deslruction are attractive to 
Indian defense planners. First, many western 
analysts are wrong in assuming that New 
Delhi's quest for a nuclear bomb is primarily a 
response to India's tense relationship with 
Pakisbm. In purely military terms, India first 
envisioned nuclear weapons as a deterrent 
against a more powertbl regional adversary that 
already possessed nuclear weapons - China. 
With a histozy of border wars and competition 
for leadership throughout the Third. World, 
China's decision to deploy nuclear weapons 
openly was the single· greatest factor in ~s 
decision to develop a nuclear capability. In 
fact, Prime Minister La1 Bahadur Shastri is 
believed to have ordered work to begin on an 
Indian nuclear weapons capability immediately 
following the 1964 Chinese nuclear test at Lop 
Nor. Pakistan did not factor into India's nuclear 
weapons calculus until the 1970s. 

Unlike Israel and Pakistan, there is little 
indication that India views nuclear weapons as 
a weapon of last resort. With an eQormous 
population and a large geographic: land mass, 
India does not face the prospect of annihilation 
ftom regiOnal powers. Nuclear weapons, 
however, do offer New Delhi an increased 
Opportunity to establish an independent security 
posture ftom former allies, such as the former 
Soviet Union {FSU). It is interesting to note 
that despite the military rationale, no effort 
appears to have been made w integrate a 
nuclear dimension into Indian military thinking. 
Instead, India's nuclear weapons capability has 
been viewed as sufficient to guarantee 
deterrence so long as Pakistan does not cross 
the nuclear threshold. Moreover, the rapidity 
with which India can assemble a nuclear 
weapon also is seen as a deterrent against any 
Chinese incursion into Indian-held temtory. 

India's decision to develop a nuclear We:apons 
~pability may also have been influenced by 
President Nix:on's willingness to send the 
aircraft carrier EnJerpl'ise into the Bay of 
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Bengal during the 1911 war with Pakistan as a 
signal to New Delhi of U.S. support for 
Islamabad . . By establishilig a nuclear weapons 
capability, India .may feel it can deter u.s~ 
action in the Indian Ocean in thne ofwar. Even 
if India . cannot d~ a . large power with its 
nuclear capab~. there is no question that New 
Delhi's nuclear option·raises serious~gllting 
problems for its adversaries. 

Politically. a nuclear we3p9ns capability clearly 
boosts Indian pride and prestige. New Delhi's 
sense of independence - a critical and often 
undmestimated incentive - is closely linked to 
its nuclear capabilities. High-level nuclear 
expertise including advances in nuclear science 
and technology are· viewed as a sign of national 
power and modemi7Jlt:ion. According to polls 
in India, the governments decision to develop a 
nuclear weapons capability has received 

·widespread suppo~ For instance, one article 
remarked that. "Even though it was ~ceived 
and plii'S®d in sec~ by the teelmocracy, with 
blessings from the highest levels of 
democratically elected govemments, its results 
were approved by the electorate, almost without 
exception." It should be noted that the reaction 
of the Indian public towards developing a 
nuclear weapons capability .may not mirror its 
opinion on deploying these weapons. As one 
American analyst suggested, Indian (and 
Pakistani) public opinion was decidedly anti
nuclear in the 1960s and 1970s. This consensus, 
however. appeared to reverse itself in both. 
coun1ries during the 1980s and into the 1990s. 
This may be explained by a growing fear in. 
each colllltry that one country wolild gain an 
unfair advantage through unilateral deployment 
of nuclear weapons. 

Nuclear weapons can al$o be used as an 
instrument in domestic politics. According to 
at least ane analyst, the ordet to test a nuclear 
device was given in 1973 durillg ·a. period of 
extreme political instability for PrUne Minister 
Indira . Gandhi. By detonating a l'NS, some 
analysts contend the Prime Minister was able to 
restore some public support for her troubled 
government. 

Economically, Indian nuclear weapons 
proponents have argued that investment in 
nuclear technology will benefit society as a 
Whole by improving the overall technological 

base of the nation. Military appliCI¢iQD.s can 
also result m civllian duali;.use, techilologiesaud 
so111e of these techm?losies can be sold ab~ 

ActOn' Perceptitms 
A syD.ergism of hawkish scientists, bureaucrats. 
and $tJ'ategists· hav~ persistently encourapd 
rnma.~s pro-nuclear political leadership . to 
develop the capability to oonstruct· a nuclear 
device. Through their encouragem• political 
leaders have funded numerous research and 
development prOgrams related to nuclear 
weapons without definitive policy decisions 
about their consequences. The resul~ since the 
1960s, bas beeJ1 a "nuclear weapons option11 

which has continued as the current policy of 
choice. · 

Political Act01's. Indian prime ministers have 
been intimately involved in deye}oping a 
nuclear weapons capability since .Ill~ 
independence 0. 1947. In the late 1940sJ Prime 
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru establiShed the 
Indian Atomic Energy Commission with the 
prime minister overseeing the eff()l'ts . of India's 
leading nuclear scientist, &nii Bhaba. ~ 
Indian curiosity over nuclear weapons 
increased, Neluu commissioned · IndUm 
scientists in 1954 to study the effects oftwel• 
weapons. Since Nehru, SUCCX~Uive Indian prime 
ministers, mcluding Nebru•s daughter and 
grandson, the Gandhis, and now Narasimba 
Rao, have controlled the decisions to develQP, 
construct, wst. deploy, and :use nuclear 
weapons. 

Recently, . Inclialt• leaders have indkectly · 
commented that to def- India against· more 
powerful adversaries, particularly China, or 
menacklg small p<)wers such as PeiQstaD, a 
nilclear weapons option was necessary. A 
typical Indian government J'elllark on. nuclear 
weap()ns came on. 8 Febnwy 1992, when 
Minister of .Exter:nal Affairs Madhav$inh 
Solanki 'indicated that India is ~· to Jlleet 
the PakiStani· nuclear 1breatalthough New:Dtlbi 
does not have, nor doe$ it intend to produce, a 
nuclear bOmb; AimOyed by westentn"ol~ 
nonproUferation demands embodied in . tile 
Nuclear. Nonproliferation T~ (NPT). New 
Delhi has argued that it. is inherently unfair to 
constrain ~a's nuclear weapo~ option when 
other countries, such as the United States. 
Russia, and China, are allowed to maintain, 
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upgrade, and expand their nuclear forces. 
Indian prime ministers have been particularly 
upset by efforts to link Indian nuclear program~ 
with similar Pakistani efforts without 
acknowledging that India shares.·. a· eommon 
border with China. :Moreover, India's· size and 
importance in the international system, they 
argue, is on the great power level. Linking 
India to Pakistan is an illsult. 

The Rise of Jrmdu Nationalism: The BJP. The 
Congress Party's more moderate pOUoy towards 
nuclear weapons, however, faces growing 
criticism &om powmful opposition parties; 
incluc:ling the Hindu-nationalist Bbaratiya 
Janata Party (BJP). The BJP's rise from 
political obsCurity to the status of main 
opposition group is alarming and indicates that 
Indian voters may be becoming less tolerant of 
their sizeable Muslim minority. AlthoUgh the 
BJP held only two seats in Parliament (Lok 
Sabha) in 1984, the rise of Sikh violence in 
Punjab ·and Muslim rioting in Kashmir have 
allowed the BlP to gain much more power over 
the last ten years. For instanee, in the 1989 
elections. the BJP captured 88 seats, and in 
1991 this figure rose to 119 .seats (273 is 
necessary for a clear majority). as the BJP used 
the Ayodhya mosque as a rallying symbol for 
Hindu nationalism. The BJP played a pivotal 
role in the November 1989 elections. by jOining 
Vishwauatb Pratap Singh's Janata Kal coalition 
in order to defeat Rajiv Gandhi More pro
nuclear weapons than his predecessor, Smgh 
warned Islamabad in 1990 that India would not 
allow Pakistan to achieve nuclear superiority. 
The BJP's power was evident once again when 
the pa:rty's leadership distanced itself &om 
Singh's coalition thereby contribUting to the 
collapse of his government on 7 November 
1990. In 1991, the BJP not only won controlof 
a major state legislature for the firSt time,. it also 
took over the pivotal state government of Uttar 
Pradesh. 

The BJP's leadership profited froiD its 
involvement in encouraging anti-Muslim 
sentiment and actions. Recognizing the 
political value of Hindu nationalism, Lal 
Krisban Advani, parliamentary l~er of the 
BJP. and Murli Manphar Joshi, BJP President, 
were present ·when the Ayodhya mosque was 
destroyed in December 1992 and have been 
charged witl) inciting violence. Although Prime 

PRoLU'ERAnONOJ WEAPONS 0FMAssDEsTR11C'110N . 
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Minister Rao;. lellder of the ~ Party, 
sacked the. BJP-cpntrolled governments in four 
states, on~ of llldia's High Courts in Madhya 
Pradesh Nled that Rao's actions were Ul~ 
The Prime Minister appealed to the . Indian 
Supreme Court whicll ruled in Rao's favor. 

The ascendancy of the BJP is woxtisotnQ •. TJ:te 
BJP's interest in encouraging and capitalizing 
on Hindu nationaliSlQ Con1raStS shaiply with the 
secular Indian· Constitution designed to · include 
all of lndia1s various peoples within a 
democratic system. The BJP is anti•Muslfm 
and extremely hardliDe. towards Pakistan. .As 
Tlu! Economist warned, to attain ostensibly 
secular goals, it adopts vicious cotmnunal 
means. Its call for Hindu unity takes. the form 
of a hate-campaign against MUSlims, which bas 
over the years led to riots attd murder. 

In teims of military policy, the BJP's increasing 
power could have significant ramifications for 
South Asia. There are indications that the most 
conservative elements within the BJP believe an 
increasingly militant policy will gain more 
widespread appeal. On 2S February 1993, 
25,000 BJP supporters including the party 
leader, Lal Krisban Advani. were arrested as the 
BJP attempted to hold a mass rally to demand 
early federal elections (not due to be ·bold until 
1996) and to proteSt the central government's 
dismissal ofBJP-run state govemments. 

As part of the BJP's militant policies, several 
leaders of the BJP have ins~ that llld.bl 
should assemble and deploy nuclear weapons. 
In 1990, one BJP member announced to 
members of Parliament that in QQ8 of war with 
Islarilabad; "Pakistan ceases to exist. n In April 
1993, Lal .l<rlsJma Actvani clearly stated that 
India· should. have nuclear v.reapons. "I think 
that we haVe 110 option in this ·regard Pakistan. 
having become nuclear, China having been 
nuclear for many years now, India simply in 
order to have its dealing ·with these two 
neighbors on alevelground must be nuclear!' 

Some~ BJP membets h•ve been tnOR: . discre~, 
for instance, B1P · member Jaswant Singh 
insisted t1u¢ India n()t sign tbe NPT because lt 
"should not and could not renounce the right to 
develop 1he nuclear option." However, Singh 
pledged that .India would not weaponize and 
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would allow intrusive inspections of all Indian 
nuclear sites. 

Given its pro-nuclear stance, the future political 
power of the BJP is a key is$Ue. As t,he 
November 1993 state-government ·elections 
approached, the BJP seemed poiSed to unseat 
Prime Minister Rao. However, results tTQm 
state elections held between November 6 and 
November 30. 1993, indicated that the BJP 
suffered an unexpected setbadc. Three out of 
the four formerly BJP-controlled states tejected 
the BJP's continued rule. The loss of political 
control in Madyha Pradesh. Himachal Pradesh 
and ·Uttar Pradesh - .Jndia's. most populous 
state - significantly diminishes the BJP's 
bopes for victory in the next general election. 

Altbough trends ate stiU under examination, 
some political analysts suggest that the · BJP's 

-poor electoral showing was a teSult of bad 
timing and a lack of vision. The BJP's Hindu
nationalist theme peaked long before the 
elections were held, thus leaving the BJP 
without a new unifying theme. Moreover, the 
BJP's ta:eit endorselnent of violenee in the name 
of Hindu causes appears to have been rejected 
by the Indian publiq. The defeat in Uttar 
Pradesh ·also signaled the importance the 
electorate attached to economic security over 
religion; For instance, the smaller political 
parties that eventually won focused on the 
economic problems associated with the poor, 
lower castes. Muslims, and untouchables, 
thereby diluting the appeal of BJP's Hindu
nationalist theme. However, in spite of this 
electoral disappointment, the BJP remains a 
potent political fbree. In actual seat numbers, 
the BJPs defeat was not nearly as significant
of the 1,083 seats it captured in 1991, the party 
lost 147. In addition, the BJP won an outright 
majority in Delhi. 

MIUttuy Actors 
Of all the groups concerned, indian. military 
officials appear most dubious about the value of 
nuclear weapons. Similar to debates in Israel 
during the 1950s and 1960s over the Dimona 
nuclear complex, many Indian military officials 
are coneemed that the expensive nuclear 
weapons program will reduce critical funding 
for conventional .forces while simultaneously 
injecting more civilian control ·over military 
affairs. 
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Despite these concerns over tbe ~ of a 
nuclear weapons .program, seveta1 leading 
Indian military . officials have ·~ quide to 
point out that Pakistan would not bedewed to 
achieve any st.ra.tegiQ advantages. ftom 
possessing ·or using· nuclear weapons. ·.()4 ~ 
Aprll 1988, Defense Minister K.C. Pant stated 
in the Lok. Sabha tha.t .there was· no "vulnerable 
WindoW" in btdia's defense ~ess and 
Indian defense forco wolM not be at· a 
disadvantage in ·tlJe· event of· a nueleat attack 
ftom Pakistan. While Pant-did not elaborate on 
how India would respond to such an ·attack, tbe 
defense minister could be interpreted as 
demonstrating New Delhi's willingness to 
respond with a nuclear counterattack. 
Subsequent public remarks ·ftoin other high 
ranking Indian militaJy officials continue to 
reflect Pant's ambiguous DllCieai weapons 
stance. For instance, former Air Chief Matsba1 
N.C. Suri stated in 30 Aprill99J that India had 
"total p1epared.Dess to face any eventuality~" 
However, not all high J'8llking military ofticials 
agree with this analysis. Former Chief of the 
Army Staff General V.N. Sharma Wl'Ote: •lWlth 
the declared Pakistani bomb, nuclear w~ 
asymmetry has developed across • ·our land 
borders in the plains; foteing India to face a 
dilemma for fUture policy .goata Our 
challenging environment over ·the last three 
years, lack of . strategic percoplions .-.d. om 
political infancy place us in a poor position ·to 
face this challenae. while we endlesSly debate 
whether we should or should not "go nuclear." 

Viewing the changing Jndo..Pakistani ~c 
situation with arowing alarm, some military 
figures have been more out$p0ken abOut tbe 
need for nuclear weapons. lor examp~ retired 
Incli,aQ Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General 
Krlabnaswami Sundalji advocates open 
deployment of nuclear weapons. He believa 
that a nuclear foree will deter .Cbiaa· and 
Pakistan theNby creating more stability. 
According to one ~ Sundarji is dle first 
militmy .figure. to discuss Jndo..Pakistan nuclear 
warfare scenarios. 

Scie,Jtffic Actors 
Although prime ministers have the final word 
on India's nuclear weapons program, scientific 
leaders have and will continue to play a major 
role in influencing nuclear weapons PQlicy. 
With a vested interest in the program. scientific 
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elites may have presented technical options 
which served their bureaucratic needs. · 

Raja Ram&DDa; the former director of India's 
entire nuclear complex. who was present at the 
1974 nuclear test, and former .Defense Mmister 
in 1990, is a model of Indian pride and iDtenso 
determination to develop a nuclear weapons 
capability. According to Ramanna, nuclear 
weapons are a status symbol that demoDStrates 
to the entire world that India is a self-reliant and 
highly advanced nation. He reasoned that 
India's nuclear program preserves "protection 
from unilateral safeguards, freedom from 
dependence on fuel, spare partS and so on." In 
the summer of 1992, Ramanna explained that 
the logic of deterrence, namely that neither 
country possessing nuclear weapons will start a 
war, depends on many assumptions. For 
example, the fear that the user nation will suffer 
as much damage as the attacked nation. 

Ramanna acknowledged that the uncertainties 
associated with nuclear weapons, such as 
maccurate delivery systems, could mean 
catastrophic results for the attacking country, 
but this fact does not dampen his interest in 
obtaining nuclear weapons. 

Stnltegists 
According to one source, K. Subramanyam, a 
leading Indian nuclear strategist, .is adamant 
that India should develop an overt nuclear 
weapons capability. In more open SOW'CeS, 
however, his opinion appears more mainstream. 
In an article in 1993, Subramanyam expressed 
the need for India to keep open a nuclear option 
as long as China holds nuclear weapons. 

Jasjit Singh, Director of the Institute for 
Defense Studies and Analyses, vieWs the world 
as polycentric in which India joins the United 
States, China, Russia and Europe as the primary 
international powers. Since all these great 
powers hold nuclear weapons, Singh reasons 
India should also have nuclear weapons 
capability. Singh stated: 

At one level we have an interest to see a non-nuclear 
environment. It's not just an issue of morality, it's a 
matter of national interest. On the other banci, there 
is the issue of national security. Two of our 
neighbors have nuclear weapons and I'Jn afraid 
they're not tem'bly responsible. 

PROLJFERATI()NOJ WEAPoNs OF MAsS DESTRUCI'ION 
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On Marc:h . 27, 1993, Singh. wrote, " .. .Indian 
security concems relate to larger issue$. and 
areas where PakiStan ls only a J.esser factor. 
China's growing military and nuclear might, 
nuclear proliferation consequent to SOviet 
disintegration, and a host of other factors 
impinge on .the subjett." 

In4Jim J1iew ofthe.NPT 
As one of the most voc:al critics of the NPT. 
India argues that the treaty divides the world 
into two camps - the nuclear '*haves" and 
"have nots." WeD aware that nuclear deterrence 
during the Cold War was seen by western 
analysts as contributing to a lack of war in 
Europe, Indian defense planners CODtend that a 
non-deployed nuclear--capability provides a 
similar deterrence structure in Asia. Moreover, 
the western assertion that horizontal 
proliferation - nuclear FOliferation in many 
countries - is more dangerous than vertical 
proliferation -the growing liUCiear arsenals in 
a few developing countries - understandably 
upsets many in India. New Delhi sees more 
hypocrisy both in Washington's wiDingness to 
look the other way instead of confronting 
Israel's nuclear weapons capability and in its . 
tolerance of Pakistan's nuclear activities during 
the war iD Afghanistan. 

The sentiment in India might best be 
summarized by K. Subramanyam's remark in 
1990 that, "Our (India's) efforts should now be 
concentrated not on nonproUfemtipn, but on 
steps toward avoiding the risks of nuclear war." 
Subramanyam also has written that a world that 
expands from five nuclear weapons states to 
eight "is not that much more unstable than a 
world of five." 

Following his meeting with President Bush in 
1992, Indian Foreign Secretary J.N. Dixit 
reaffirmed New Delhi's unwillingness to join 
the NPT. Rejecting a Pakistani-proposed South 
Asian Nucl• F• Zone, India advocates a 
South ASian Nuclear Safe Zone since the NPT 
would not necessarily remove the ability of 
Pakistan secretly to cOnstruct nuclear weapons 
nor would it remove Cbinese nuclear weapons 
already aimed at India. 

Misslk Prt~llfe:nztion 
As J'asjit Singh reasons. lDdia's missile 
programs are a· reaction to China's missile 
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programs, and Beijing's sales of missiles to 
Saudi Arabia; PakistaD, Iran, ·~ Syria. Thus, 
Singh explains that India has no option "but to 
try and create a defense capabib'ty through 
deterrence." 

India's Integrated Guided Missile Development 
Program to develop the Prlthvi and Agnl 
b8llistic missiles, ~d Nag anti-tank missile, 
cost $280 million. When compared to air force 
costs that inclUde training pilots, acquiring and 
maiJdaining advanced aircraft. and airport 
construction and defe~ however, some 
developing eotlntries may view baUi$tic 
missiles as a cheaper alternative. This cbs· not 
seem to be the case in India. Instead. the 
development of an indigenous missile 
production capability may be partially a 
reaction to India's quest for greater military 
independence from the Soviet Union, and later 

.Russia. For instance, sixty to seventY percent 
of all Indian military equipment· was made in 
the USSR, and with the dissolution of the 
commun.i$t superpower essential military items 
are no longer guaranteed. Moreover. the Indian 
Air Force (IAF) faces major problems including 
old ·figlrter aircraft. high accident rates. and 
delays on its Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) 
program. 

In addition, Sb.arad Pawar, India's defense 
minister, stated in i992 tbat "India will not give 
up its pursuit of ~ space and missile 
technology," which it considers necessmy to 
attain "self-sufficiency in national security." 
Like its nuclear progmm, India's ballistic 
missile program has been a source of national 
pride. Following the first test of the Agni. Dr. 
Kalam noted: "Agni is a technological strength. 
Strength respects . strensth. Weaklings are not 
honored. So we should be strong." 

New Delhi has consistently rejected U.S. 
nonproliferation regimes designed to deprive 
India of missiles and related tecbnology. As a 
blatant signal of its resolve, India tested the 
Agni missile on 29 May 1992, the same. clay · as 
the first Indo-U.S. oval exercise. In 1993, 
India reacted strongly to U.S, efforts to halt an 
Indo-Russian deal for cryogenic rocket engines. 
To many Indians. the MTCRis a vehicle for the 
U.S. to deny New Delhi a successful civilian 
space program. Another Indian commentaJy 
noted, "For India, it is a question of 

development of science and technology. 
Anyone w1tb a .knowledge of ~·s policies 
and actions· would not seriooSIY doUbt ·the 
peaceful nature of (India's ·rocket engine) 
development" · 

,Another article in the Indian pms expressed 
regret that New Delhi's QSLV pl'C)8tiDl would 
be. delayed at least ten years due to -the blocked 
sale, although ISR.O obairman U.R. Rao stated 
that India will be able to develop its own 
etyogenic engine in:fiveyears. 

Threats to Indian Seeurity 

Cldntl 
Sino-Indian animosity stems partially from a 
common historical· experience. Each country is 
the center of an ancient civilization, both of 
Which influenced not only Asi' bt,jt the entire 
world. After centuries a5 regional powers. both 
countries emerged in the. ·nineteenth and 
twentieth ~ as weik giants unable to 
match the military and technological power of 
the West After longstanding battles for 
independence, both China and ·India . viewed 
nuclear weapons as a means of rei:Dforcing their 
independence and self-reli~ Yet as both 
countries have emei'ge(l DlQre powerfUl in the 
late twentieth century. China and India have 
found themselves in an mdiiendly eompetit.ion. 
In disCussing the Sino-Indiail rift; one .analyst 
explained that: 

India and China. •• will always tend toward a rival 
relationship •• .Both India and China want to avoid 
war and ~TJ;ate on.development..(yet) strcDgth 
and si1-e> carey· With them their own ratiobale for 
status and illflUen~ .an6 ·both India. and China may 
wen .find tlwm$tiW$ . d.tawil info future• .•• 
eonflfe!S or poSSibly intervening in neipboring 
countries \lecaUse of some ID$tab~ or action that is 
pe.rceivedasbatening. 

Sino-Indian competition, as descn"bed above, 
remains one of the paramount· ·conctml$ for 
Indian security plannen;. With a mutual history 
of -border disputes, wars in 1959 and 1962, 
failed border resolution discussions in 1981, 
and nearly another m¥>r w.r· in . 1.917~ ·India 
coirtinues to view China as a major 1Ju:t:at. In 
addition, New Delhi views Beijing as a 
destabilizing actor due to China's continued 
anns sales to Pakistan, Iran, and· Saudi Arabia, 
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the continued strife in Chinese occupied Tibet, 
China's unwillingness to recognize Sikkim. as 
part of India, and the ongoing rivalry over 
leadership of the developing world. A3 one 
Chinese writer noted, India will remain "one of 
its most likely foes over the next couple of 
decades." 

China was not always seen as an adversary. To 
the contrary, Nehru's interest in developing a 
neutralist bloc included the goal of improving 
relations with China during the late 1950s. 
Unfortunately, a series of wamings &om China 
went UDheeded by New Delhi resulting in war 
and defeat for the Indians. Relations have 
remained strained since 1962 Some analysts, 
however, suggest that the war with China is 
increasingly seen as a "marginal affair." Not 
everyone agrees. According to one scholar on 
South Asia, '1ndia's humiliating rout in the 
1962 war with China is deeply embedded in the 
Indian psyche. n The defeat was a watershed in 
Indian strategic thinking, negating India's 
pacifist policy elucidated under Nehru. 

New Delhi claims that Jand in southwestern 
Xinjiang and western Tibet along the Kashmir 
border belongs to India while China claims 
sovereignty over tenitory in northeastem India. 
Although border talks have failed to resolve the 
ongoing dispute, the likelihood of war over this 
area appears remote for the time being. In 
1987, however, New Delhi attempted to 
demonstrate its power by conducting large
scale military exercises along the border. At 
the height of the conflict, a total of 400,000 
Chinese and Indian troops were massed along 
Indo-ChiDese border near Anmacbal Pradesh in 
northeastern India. Although war was averted, 
border differences continue. Following IJViv 
Gandhi's trip to China in 1988, a Sino-Indian 
joint working group on the boundary issue was 
established · to help alleviate tensions. The 
group has met six times as of Juue 1993. Some 
progress has been made including regular 
meetings between military personnel and the 
establishment of a "hotline" between military 
commanders of both nations. 

While U.S. sanctions may have contributed to 
China's defiant underground nuclear test in 
October 1993 - the first in over a year 
folloWing an informal moratorium on nuclear 
tests, the nuclear test disappointed. many in the 
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West and alarmed regional countries. Indian 
officials, however, remained . conspicuously 
quiet about Beijing's test. One editorial 
appearing in an Indian newspaper seemed 
cautiously sympathetic to China's decision. The 
editorial noted that 

The other thing which CbiDa has now underlined is 
that it will not meekly accept, as an example worth 
following, any ad hoc measure on disarmament 
which the US might deem vila1. Beijing inSists that 
every step towards univenal denucleanzation must 
be negotiated between an the lllielear weapons states. 

This line of reasoning reflects India's 
perspective that any efforts to link nuclear 
nonproliferation to specific states without 
including all nuclear powers is unfair. 

Despite upholding the right of developing 
countries to develop, test, and deploy nuclear 
weapons, India remains wary of China. With 
the USSR no longer the focus of Chinese 
defense planning, Beijing is redirecting its 
military capabilities towards other regional 
concerns, such as the South China Sea, South 
Asia, and the Indian Ocean. At the same time, 
China bas invested in advmtced Russian 
military equipment, including the purchase of 
Backfire bombers with a range of 4,000 miles, 
along with the potential for refueling 
technology which will extend this capabilizy. In 
addition, naval modernization is among the 
highest ~ defense priorities. Beyond the 
most vital concem.s involving the South China 
Sea, China ~ to extend its blue water 
capabilities through the procurement of 
subtu.arines and perhaps even aircraft carriers in 
the early twenty-first century. 1be Chinese 
have expressed interest in purchasing the 
Russian Type-877 Kllo-class submarines which 
have a 6,000 mile cruising range and 45 day 
endurance. Continuing this blue-water 
capability, China's National People's Congress 
approved the construction of two 48,000 ton 
Kiev-class carriers for deployment by 200S. 
High costs, support ship RqUirements, limited 
naval aviation experience, and requirements for 
anti-submarine protection, however, may result 
in delays, significant cost overruns, and perhaps 
even cancellation of this ambitious plan. 

Indian leaderS are concerned by expanding 
Chinese encroachment into the Indian Ocean. 
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As a response to Beijing's sea-launched ballistic 
missile Capa)n1ity and its naval port calls in Sri 
Lanka, Pakistan, and Bangladesh during 1985-
86, New Delhi invested heavily in its navy 
during the 1980s and moved to limit Chinese 
access to Sri Lankan ports. In September 1993, 
Indian Chief of the Naval S~ Admiral L. 
Ramdas declued that India bad ·to replace its 
aging aircraft carrier, the 'Yikrailt, in order to 
improve India's naval capabilities. Moreover, 
India seeks to prevent Chinese expansion into 
the Indian Ocean by establishing a permanent 
naval presence in the Andaman ISiimds and 
controlling chokepoints in the Malacca Straks. 
Burma's bicreased alignment with China alarms 
India as relations between New Delhi and the 
Burmese military dictatorship ere already 
strained. Traditionally neutral in the Sino
Indian dispute, Burma signed a $1 billion arms 
deal with Beijing in 1990. Indian officials are 

-also woaried that closer relations between 
Burma and China will result in opportunities for 
the Chinese navy to assert itself in the Indian 
Ocean as well as opportunity to establish 
intelligence and military. operations in Burmese 
territories. 

Because of this continuing tension between · 
New Delhi and Beijing, Indian strategists do not 
focus solely, or even primarily; on Pakistan. As 
one analyst explained,. nit was no coincidence. 
when India's · intermediate-range A.gni missile 
test took place only a few days after China 
detonated its largest ever nuclear explosion .. " 
As one Indian ~r Oeneral 'WtOte in 1993, 

India's latent securliy concems about ChiDa are !l 
ml\ior obstacle to gaining New Delhi's support for 
any regional discussion in view of India's belieftbat 
Chinese nuclear and missiles programs also must be. 
taken into consideration. 

It is important to note, however, that while 
India views itself as in competition with Ch.ina. 
Beijing does not entertain the same thoughts. 
Traditionally, Beijing bas viewed New Delhi as 
a SUITogate threat of the US SR.'s, . but never as a 
strategic danger to the country. With the end of 
the Cold War, however, India's actions may 
prove to be less predictable and potentially 
more likely to clash with Chinese interests. 

Despite this perceived discord, Sino-Indian 
relations have· improved in the late 1980s and 
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early 1990s. Along with expansion of trade 
along the Sino-Indian boJ"der beginnins in 1991, 
Beijing.and New Delhi have sought more high 
level contact than ~at any previous time. 
Reciprocal · Viii1s by India's premier R.ajiv 
Gandhi to Beijing, in 1988, and China's premier 
Li Peng, to New Delhi, in 1991 (the first by a 
CbUiese premier in 31 years) have b.elped to 
diminish tensions. In May 1992~ Indian 
President Bamaswami Venkataraman visited 
China-. the first trip by an IDdian president in 
over thirty years. An lndia.cbina Joint 
Working aroup met for ·the foutth time~ in 
Febnwy 1992 where it wa$<~that military 
personnel ftom both courrt:ries would hold 
regular meetings in June and October. In 
August 1992, Sharad Pawar became the first 
Indian Defense Minister to travel to China. 
Along with ·other senior Indian military 
officials, PaWal' visited Beijing in an attempt to 
improve military openness and . mutll81 
confidence. On 6 s~ 1993, Prime 
Minister Rao travelled to BeijiDg where he 
signed an agreement which seeks to reduce 
border troops (India has qproximately 150,000 
on the Chinese border 8JUl claims China bas 
double this number in Tibet alone), and to keep 
each other informed of military exercises along 
the 3,500 km long line of.actual control (LAC) 
which separates their ·1roops and includes 
promises not to resort. to force . ar threats of 
force. In addition,. India accepted the. first port 
visit by a Chinese· naval ship. Zherlghe - a 
training ship -onlS November 1993 .• ~~ 
its four day ~. Chilla's DaHan ·Naval 
Academy Rear ~ Chen Qingji met with 
flag officer Commander-in-Chief of India's 
Westem Naval Command Vice Admiral K.A. 
Raju Qlldlater With Chief of the Indian Navy 
Staft' Admital v.s. Sbekbawat where future 
cooperation and reciprocal naval visits were 
discussed. 

In the fields of science and technology, Sino
Indian cooperation continues to expand. 
Currently the two countries are involved in over 
100 scientific and tecbn()logy exchange projects 
including space technology. Fumre eoopenrtive 
efforts are planned in such .areas as laser 
science, material and eafth. sciences, space and 
remote sensing tecbnc;l9gy, biotechnology.) and 
electronics. 

• 

• 

• 
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Even with these signs of better relations, it 
appears implaUsJ."ble thai Sino-Indian relations 
will become friendly. As .on~ Indian expert 
noted: 

'Ibe underlying po.,-,rivaby betWeen the two Asian 
giants. and their self-images as namra1 .,_powers 
and centers of civilization and culture, will continue 
to drive them to support ctifl'enmt COUDtries and 
causes. India will strive to emerge •. not cm1y as · an 
independent power center in .· the Di1dtipolar world, 
but as a COllDttrWeight to ~ power and 
intluence. 

Indeed, India's response to potential Chinese 
and Paldstani threats has been to spend more on 
defense. According to n:cent reports, India's 
1994-1995 defense budget will rise in real 
tenns fortbetirst.time since 1987. 

Sino-Pakistani 
Coopeilltioil 
The ,long..term Sino
Pakistani relationship is a 
major source of concern 
for Indian defense 
planners. However 

PROLIFERA110NOFWFAP0NSOFMAss-l)rsraucnON 
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of which would be built: in Paldstan. In 
addition, SQlo-Pakistani missile cooperation 
includes M-11 missile sales. 

Continuing Chinese llli1Jfary as$istanee lui$ 
rapidly increased Pakistan's iadigenou 
weapons pr0duc1:ion eapabiliti~ a.cross a broad_ 
range of systetns. . For .~ with Chinese 
support Pakistan's Kamia ~eat 
Complex will soon be able to repair 8nd 
modernize Ch~made F-6, F-7, A.-F Ft111tan 
jets and French Mfrage airCraft as well as 
produce Karakoram-'s advanceci jet trainers and 
P-7. fighters. In addition, PakiStan~s first. tank 
production facility built with Chinese assistance 
and .ft:ally ~on,ing in 1991, can produce 
updated versions of tho Chinese T-"69 and is 
expected to produce a prototype of· tho· most 
advanced Chinese tank, the T-85, by the 

begiMing of 1995. 
Pa.kistan's Defense 
Ministet Mir 
Sbahban M"ll'8Di 
claims, not 
surprisingly, that the 
T-IS -the Pakistani 
produced· version to· 
be called the · al• 
KMiid - wiD be 
superior to the Indian 
produced Arjun .1alik. 
Furthermore, 

improbable, India is most 
concerned about a worst
case scenario in which 
New Delhi would have to 
prepare for a two-front 
war against both 
neighbors. Indian forces 
apparently are deployed 

I"'GtJRE 1-12 

Chinese nuclear 
assistance appears to 
have made a 

equally between the two botdel'S. This is 
partially due to geography where the Himalayas 
provide a much more secure border dividilig 
China and India, than the easily ttaversed 
plains, deserts, and swamps between .India and 
PakUrtan. . 

The January 1990. signing of a ten year 
memorandum of understanding on militaly 
cooperation ~ China and Pakistan has 
generated considerable anxietY in New De1hi. 
As part of the agreement, the PRC agreed to 
cooperate in the areas of research and 
development, coproduction, and technology. 
This cooperative venture led to the sale of 
approximately 275 T-69 main battle tanks 
during 1900.:1991, and the 1992 Pakistani 
announcement 1hat three S-20 missile anned 
submarines wo\lld be supplied by China- one 

considemble ditferenca in the speed wlib which 
Pakistan was able to develop • maelear weapons
capability. This Sbw-P~ nuclear 
cooperation continues. In .1992. the PRC ~ 
a joint project to consti1Jct. a 300 megawatt 
nuclear teaetor. AB evidence of the continuing 
close relatiollS, Chinese Army .Gonorai Zhang 
Wannian, chief of the general staff Of China's 
People's ·Liberation Anny •. met with Oeneral 
Shamim A1am Khan, Cbaimuq1 of Pakistan's 
Joint Chief of Staff Co~, dming six days 
of meeting$ in December 1.993,, marking the 
firsHver visit to Pakistan by the Chinese chief 
of the general staf£ 

Fearing a Sino-Pakistani n-uis," lndja ~ 
rejected Chinese overtUre$ to convert 1he 
pre5ent Line-of-COntrol into an international 
boundaey between the two. comdries. At the 
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Chineso-Indian 
border negotiations, 

The Kashmir Dispute:lndia and Pakistan decide their own 
fate under the UN 
mandate, but India 
rejected this election 
option pend.ing a 
Pakistani 

China proposed 
cementing the 
Chinese annexation 
of Aksai Chin, 
Ih9nchok and 

China 

Shaksgam in the 
Kashmir region in 
retum for Beijing 
giving up its claim 
on India's 
northeastern 
Arunachal Pradesh 
state (see Figure 1-
12). New Delhi bas 

P'lGUREl-13 

withdrawal from 
Kashmir. Islamabad 
refUsed. Pakistan 
also rolnained quiet 
about a Kasbmir 
plebisette due to its 
·fear that KaSiimiris 
.might chOOSe. 
independence 
instead of a union 

been reluctant to SUJTender its claim over Aksai 
Chin because of its immense strategic 
importance, even though India does not have 
the military might to recover lost .ntories. 

·Similarly, New Delhi wants .to deny any 
opportunity for Pakistan to acquire a larger 
common border with China. As part of this 
Indian strategy,. 1be ongoing battle between 
Pakistan and India over the Siachen glacier is 
important As one Pakistani Army chief noted 
in 1989, "'ndia has DO strategic advantage in 
Siachen over Paki$tan, only a political 
advantage of denying us 70 kilometers of 
common border with China. ... 

Kaslunir lllld PalclsttmllntePenti811 
The only state not allowed to vote for self 
determinatioa in South Asia in 1947, Kasbmir 
remains the critical hotspot between India and 
Pakistan (see Figure 1-13). The Kashmir 
princely state consisWd of the Muslim
populated Valley, the Buddhist La~ the 
Hindu-majority area ~f Jammu. and siprlficant 
portions of north Pakistan. With the departure 
of the British, the Hindu ~a of Kashm.ir 
agreed to join India in retum for Indian Atmy 
protection against raiders ftom Pakistan who 
were interested in taking the MuSlim-majority 
territory into their new Islamic republic. Soon 
afterJ rioting between Hindus and Muslims 
erupted as the fate of Ka$bmir under Indian 
control remained in question. 

In 1948, the UN brokered a cease-ftre in which 
two-thirds of Kashmir would become a self
go'\'eming state within the Indian Union while 
Pakistan would nominally control tbe remaining 
third. Kashmiris were promised a plebiscite to 
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with Pakistan. To date, the UN contiimes to 
categOrize Kashmir as. an occupied tenitory -
similar to the West Bank. 

Beyond it$ symbolic value to India as the 
birthplace of NelarU, JCqbmir is. of central 
concern for Inctim leaders. To maintain India 
as a unified, secular $tate, New Delhi's. leaders 
view Kasbmir as a test case: · to fail in Kasbmir 
risks the balkanimon of the en1ire country. In 
addition, the ljberation of the predominantly 
Muslim Kashmir is seen by New Delhi as a 
jihad; a holy war of~·wbich would justify 
the threat of using an Ishullic bQmb against 
India As D.K. P~ a.~ Indian major 
general COIDIDented, a Pakistani .nuclear bomb 
would discredit India's conventional deterrent 
against a preemptive . Pakistani · strike on 
Kashmir. 

New Delhi remains: convinced that Pakistan 
seeks to dismember India throUgh its annmg 
and training of Kashmid miJiquus. In 1990; 
Muslim-led dem~ons i1tclt1de(l more than 
100,000 people iD SJjaagar,. K&sbmir's capital. 
to ·p!OteSt 1ndiat1 .Nle. New Delhi BCQUSed. 
PakiStan ()f mciting rebellion .,.d ~ up 
police and military presence in Kashmir. 
Pakistan. respQnded by · plaeing the Pakistani 
Strike Corps within fifty miles of the Kubmir 
border. Recognizmg the potelltial dire p()litical 
consequences of appearing "weak" on the 
Kasbmjr issue, thenPiime Minister V. P. Singh 
warned his coUntry to be prepared for we.r with 
Pakistan. To contbat the growiug discontent, 
Girish Chandra Sa?cena, .. the former director of 
India's external intelligef1ce ·semce and a prime 
ministerial security adviset, was appointed 
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governor of Jammu and Kashmir state in May 
1990. Saxena accused Pakistan of conducting a 
.. proxy war" by sending in trained and armed 
militants across the Line of Control to join an 
estimated 4,000-5,000 mili1ants in the valley, 
along with a simultaneous disinformation and 
propaganda program designed to make KL-=bmir 
an international issue. 

In March 1993, Saxena was replaced by 
General K. V. Rao, a former governor of Jammu 
and Kashmir. It was hoped that Rao would 
bring an element of military order to the 
sometimes out-of-control Indian security forces. 
As Rajesh Pilot, India's intema1 security 
minister stated, New Delhi's goal is to bring 
Kashmir "back into the po1itica1 mainstream" 
through appointments of respected civil 
servants, including Indian Kuhmiri politicians, 
many of whom were imprisoned in 1990. India 
also plans to give $283 million in economic aid 
to the troubled region to alleviate chronic 
unemployment and lure young Kasbmiri men 
away :from militant opposition to the 
government 

Tensions between Pakistan and India have 
remained high over Kashmir despite New 
Delhi's efforts to calm the area. In August 
1993, Prime Minister Rao became the first 
Indian prime minister to accuse Islamabad 
directly of encouraging separation of the 
Jammu-Kashmir area. He warned: "Let 
Pakistan do anything. Kashmir is a part of 
Jndia. Nothing can take it away :from us." India 
also is concerned by the presence of 
approximately 200-400 Afghan m.gahedin 
warriors fighting in Kashmir. In October 1993, 
Kashmir erupted once again with violent 
clashes between government. troops and 
Kashmiri protesters in Srinagar due to a 
standoff at the Hazratbal mosque, Kasbmits 
holiest site. On October 28, Indian news 
releases claimed that a major in the Pakistan 
Inter Services Intelligence (lSI) along with 
Afghan mercenaries were involved. 

In addition to the potential impact on India's 
future caused by the Kashmiri problem, New 
Delhi is also wary of a strategic Islamic bloc, 
led by Islamabad, in which Pakistan, Iran, 
Turkey, Afgliinistan, and some of the central 
Asian republics, align against Hindu India. At a 
seminar in New Delhi attended by many of 

PRoLIFERATIONOFWEAPONSOFMASs DESmucnON 
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India's military elite, Rutgers University's 
Professor Maya Cbadda expressed her CODQem 

that a more unified Islamic movement across 
Asia could provide the Kashmir issue with "a 
new ideological and strategic depth." New 
Delhi insists that Pakistan ha,s no locus sJandi in 
the Kashmir question. Therefore, any efforts to 
destabilize or interfere in the. region by 
Islamabad, or the United Nations, are seen by 
India as violations of Article n (7) of the UN 
Charter- interfering in the domestic affairs of 
a sovereign state. 

Punjab 
Punjab represents another area of potential 
disintegration for India although recent events 
suggest that the clumces of this happening are 
increasingly remote. Unlike Kashmir, ~ab 
does not have suppon for independence among 
the public. Despite 62% of the population 
being Sikhs, the cities contain a majority of 
Hindus. In 1984, Sikh militants occupied the 
Golden Temple at Amritsar. Making a critical 
error, New Delhi's forces . stormed the shrine 
resulting in large-scale resentment towards the 
Indian government culminating with Indira 
Gandhi's assassination that same year. Having 
learned its lesson, the government reacted 
differently when, in 1988, Sikh militants 
occupied the Golden Temple again. This time 
the Indian government used police to smround 
the shrine for nine days until the militants 
sDJTeOdered, thereby reducing the militants' 
support. In addition, the Indian umy has 
limited arms supplies :from crossing the border 
:from Pakistan - something that India has had 
little success with in the more mountainous 
Kashmir area. 

Even with these significant improvements from 
India's perspective, Punjab persists as a trouble 
spot. It is estimated tbat S,OOO people (mostly 
Sikhs) died in Punjab - most of them at the 
hands of Sikh extremists - during 1990. The 
following year, election polls were postponed 
following Sikh terrorist assassinations of 23 
candidates during the Indian general election. 
In 1992, an average of 200 people were killed 
by Sikh teJrorists every month in Punjab. 
Newspapers were censoted, voters and 
candidates for offices were threatened with 
death, the police force waS demoralized, and 
thousands fled the area causing land prices to 
fall precipitously. Recently, however, things 
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have changed in favor of India. Beant ·Singh, 
Congress Chief MiniSter, and K.P.S. Gill, his 
police chief, increased the police force from 
35,000 to· 60,000 over the last five years. 
Instead of seeking a political settlement, the 
police were allowed nrthlessly to hunt down 
Sikh teJTori$tS. Many of the most feared 
militants were· shot and 700 of them 
summdered. The combination of prudent anti· 
terrorist responses by the police along with 
aggressive urests and prosecutions of terrorists 
has greatly diminished the poWer' and S1lpp()rt of 
the Sikhs within Punjab. 

Seeoadary Regioaal Security Coacens 

Beyond China, Pakistan, and issues such as 
Kashmir and Punjab, other smaller neighboring 
countries create a plethora of lower intensity 
problems for New Delhi. Although none of 

-these countries threaten the survival of India, 
they nevertheless generate problems that can 
reverberate 1broughout Indian government and 
society. In many cases, and to the alarm of 
Indian defense planners, regional instability 
could be exacerbated by a growing presence of 
Chinese militaey assistance and cooperation 
with South Asian countries other than Pakistan. 
However, because India possesses 
overwhelming conventional military superiority 
over any combination of its smaller neighbors, 
the chances of New Delhi employing WMD 
during a conflict with one of its smaller 
neighbors appears extremely remote. 

Sri Lanka 
Sri Lanka, the teardrop-shaped country located 
only sixty kllometers across the PaJk Strait off 
India's southern coastline, has proven to be a 
foreign policy disaster for New Delhi. In a 
variety of roles - facilitator, peacekeeper, 
mediator, and armed combatant - India has 
failed to resolve the ongoing civil war in the 
tiny nation while simultaneously enduring the 
assassination of a Prime Minister and the 
humiliation of a military withdrawal. 
Meanwhile, the Sri Lenkan civil war rages 
between the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 
(L Tl'E) who seok an independent homeland 
from the mlijority Sinhalese in the northeast 
portion of the Q()untry and govemment forces in 
the northeastern section ofthe couatry. The Sri 
Lankan army suffered its wotst military defeats 
to the L TTE in recent years with the disaster at 
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Pooneryn on U November 1993, that resulted 
in the deaths. eapture or MIA status of 650 Sn 
Lankan soldiers along with the loss of entire 
armories in three camps located in the north of 
the country. As a result, Sri Lanka's army 
chief, Cecil Waidyaratne. resigned five months 
ahead of schedule. 

Due to demoiJ'BPhic realities -there are about 
sixty million Tamils in the southern Indian state 
of Tamil Nadu - New Delbi originally sided 
with the minority Sri Lankan Tamils in their 
que$1 for independence. Beyond governmental 
support, Indian Tamils proVided money and 
havens for their Sri I ankan cousins. The 
Tigers, along with other Tamil rebel groups 
succeeded in battling the Sri uanbn Army to a 
stalemate, and in 1987, Indian-mediated 
negotiations resulted in an accord to create an 
autonomous Tamil homeland out of Northern 
and Eastern Provinces, home to most of the 
Tamils. Rajiv Gandhi sent Indian Army troOps 
to Sri Lanka. as peacekeepers, under the Indo
Sri Lankan agreement of July 1987. to 
implement the cease-tire and protect the 
Tamils. Soon after the accord was agreed, the 
Tigers decided that they conld not riJk 
disarmament In a fatal deciSion for Sri Lanka 
and India, the Tigers initiated a successfUl 

errilla warfare • .. ..... ; .. .,. the Indian gu . campalgn ~· 
Army from 1987 to 1~ resulting. in ftequent 
and considerable Indian casualties and an 
.eventual retreat of Indian forces &om the island 
in 1990. Later. the TigerS turned their wrath on 
Rajiv Gandhi, as the Indian Prime Minister 
became the target of a Tiger bomb (along with 
seventeen others) on 21 May·199L Two years 
later, Tamil rebels directed their terror 
campaign · against the Sri Iankan govemmont 
In one weekofunprecedented political terror in 
1993, former Sri Lankan Prime Minister and 
then President IWaasinghe Presmadasa and 
Opposition leader Lalith Athulathmudali of the 
Democratic United National Front were 
assassinated. thereby creating a power vacuum 
in Sri Lankan politics. 

In spite ofNew Delhi's military disengagement 
ftom Sri Lanka, India maintains close· relations 
with . the Sri lanlcan ti1llitary including a 
number · of training slots made available in 
Indian defense training .establishmentS for Sri 
I...ankan officers at all levels. As mentioned 
earlier, .New ~lhi views Sri Lanka as .a critical 
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Indian Ocean outpost - especially due to its 
close proximity to India - that must remain 
friendly with India and not China. Despite 
India's efforts, however, the Sri Lankan 
government has not limited itself to only indian 
military relations. Recognizing the potential 
benefits of carefully playing each regional 
superpower against the other, Sri Lanka has 
accepted China as a ~or supplier of military 
equipment without severing its close ties to 
India. To~ Beijing bas supplied transport 
aircraft, a squadron of F-7M jet fighters, armor, 
artillery, and naval vessels to Sri Lanka. 

Though not particularly alarming at ptesent, the 
improving Sino-Sri Lankan relationship 
unsettles ~ In a region that India considers 
its sphere of influence, China once again 
appears only too willing, and able, to intrude. 
By forging a closer relationship with Sri Lanka. 
Indian leaders believe China is attempting to 
extend its military reach into the Indian Ocean, 
thereby jeopardizing critical sea lanes essential 
to Indian economic and military security. In 
spite of these concerns, Indian leaders are not 
overly preoccupied with Sri Lanka. New Delhi 
continues to insist that a peaceful settlement of 
the civil war is in everyone's interest. Thus, 
there does not appear to be any possibility that 
India will redeploy and use military .forces in 
Sri Lanka tor anything more than a 

• peacekeeping role. 

Bll17IUI (My1111111117) 
In 1988, a military junta led by Lieutenant 
General Than Shwe, the deputy commander of 
the armed forces, seized power and installed the 
State Law and Order Restoration Council 
(SLORC). In 1990, the junta reneged on its 
promise to the United Nations that it would 
transfer power over to Aung Sin Sun Xyi, the 
Nobel peace prize winner and the daughter of 
Burma's independence leader, Aung San. 
Ignoring international pressure to step aside and 
allow democratic rule, the military leadership 
has detained and arrested most civilian political 
leaders and thousands of opposition members. 
Rangoon's domestic instability has resulted in 
about 150,000 Rohingya Muslim refugees from 
the Arakan regions seeking refuge in 
Bangladesh and another 100,000 refugees 
fleeing to Thailand. 
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Joining the international condemnation against 
the Burmese leadership, India inSiStS that 
Rangoon· must release Aung San Sun Xyi and 
return power to the. democratically elected 
civilian leadership. Though refusing. t9 go that 
far, Burma has responded to international 
criticism by releasmg over 1, 700 political 
prisoners in 1993, and peace negotiations are 
rumored with some tribal insurgents, such as 
the Karen. Nevertheless, problems remain, 
including the cOntinuing detention of 
approximately 35 high nmking and 
democratically elected officials and some 1,000 
activists. Rangoon's leaders apparently hoped 
that the release of some political prisoners 
would help Finance Minister, Gelleral Win Tim, 
secure loaDS from the IMF and World Bank. 
Thus far, Burma's efforts have fallen on deaf 
ears despite three visits to Washington by the 
Finance MiDiSter. For its part, New Delhi has 
discussed the Burma issue with Beijing, but 
thus far the PRC has rejected any efforts to 
change its close and ~rtive relationship 
with the Burmese military dictatorship. 

The deterioration of Indo-Burmese relations is a 
relatively new development that is increasingly 
seen in New Delhi as a real threat to peace in 
the region. From India's perspective, China is 
seen as upsetting the balance of regional power. 
Traditionally neutral in. the Sino-Indian dispute, 
Burma sign~ a $1 billion anns deal with 
Beijing in 1990. Over a three year period, 
Rangoon has purchased $1.4 billion in Dillitary 
equipment from Beijing that includes transfers 
of ground-based radars, antiaircraft guas. small 
arms, 12 F-6 and 12 F•7M Ailgutud jet aircraft, 
two Y-12 troop transport planes, 30 T-63 light 
tanks, SO T-69 main battle tanks, more than 100 
PL-2A air-to-air missiles, six patrol boats, 
along with PRC advisers and trainers. 
Moreover, China and Burma are believed to be 
constructing a new "Burma Road" that will 
enable arms, such as rocket launchers, mortars 
and spare parts. to be more easily sent between 
the two countries. Indian officials are also 
wonied that closer relations between Burma 
and China will result in port of call 
opportunities for the Chlnese. navy. The PRC 
also is establishing an ELJNTISIGINT 
(electronic intelligence/signals intelligence) 
station on Grand Coco Island, a BUrmese 
tenitory west of the Andaman Islands. 
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China's close relationship with Burma, unlike 
its marginal influence · in Sri J.Amka, g,reatly 
worries Indian leaders. Rangoon's opellly 
h.ostile regime. and tmabashedly pro-China 
policies provide Beijing with · an increased 
opportunity to harass New Delhi. With 
continued border disputes between Indian and 
China over Arunachal Pradesh in the 
northeastern sectiOn of Indi8, a more powerful, 
and pro-PRC Burmese military caDDOt but 
alarm New Delhi. Moreover, the combination 
of China, Pakistan, and Burma united against 
India creates a potentially precarious national 
security dilemma for Indian military plalmers. 
Alone; Burma poses no real threat to India, but 
in concert with China, the stakes nm 
considerably higher. At present, there does not 
appear to be any sign that Beijing or Rangoon 
seeks to engage India militarily. A crisis 
anyWhere along the Indo-Sino or Indo--Pakistani 
-border, however, could escalate • m 
wi d gf'Jj_et, i 

Banghuksh 
Indian relations with Baniladesh focus · 
primarily on the ongoing ~ee problem 
between the two countries. The issue become 
important enough politic;l}ly that in April 1993, 
Indian BJP leader Advani stated that ·the 
Bangladesh immigrant issue would·· become a 
"major poll plank" of his party siJu:e it was in 
the "interest of the economy of the country to 
stop illegal migration and. .. to ensure that illegal 
migrants are sent back." Advani noted his 
alarm at what he descnDed as the "demographic 
invasion" of Bangladeshi immigrants who had 
seized large Indian areas along West Bengal 
border. In keeping with the BJP's Hindu 
nationalist theme, Advani remarked that Hindu 
refugees would be . accepted d(le to their 
religious background, but Muslim. refUgees 
should be returned. P8rtially as a response to 
the groWing refugee pl'Qblem, India and 
Bangladesh reaffirmed their commitm.ent to 
resolve the Chakma (Chittagong Hill Tracts 
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tri~) refUgee probl~ am~lyin June 1993. 
Visitin .. · · · Ban. ""·'. '"' · ·.4 . ... · t. foro;""".·. . . minister g ·. ~ . .... . • 
Mustafiiz:Ur Rahman. told Prim.e Minister Rao on 
12 June that· Bangladesh would take baok the 
refugees. DeSpite these assurances, the refUgee 
problem pei'SiSts. 

The confusion· resultiDg from the refugee 
question proVides an ideal opportunity. for 
militant opposition groups to hide and opemte 
within and along the boiders of several nations 
along the northe&stem border of India. In July 
1993, the director general of the Border 
Security force of lrldiat .Prakash· Singh, claimed 
that Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal were 
proViding shelter for militant groups operating 
in the.northeastein region of India. In additi()n, 
India claims Pakistan's lSI is training many of 
these. subversive groups, 

Bangladesh's relations with China also raise 
concerns within India. In spite of China's 

· original diplomatic suppOrt of Pakistan during 
the 1971 war of independence, Beijing 
fMOglli'Ud Bang&de$h -only after the Soviet 
leaning PQSt-ilidependent Awami League 
government of Wajecl's father and the nation's 
founding leader Sheikh· Mujibur Rahman was 
toppled in a bloody coup in 1975. Following 
her December 1993 meetings with · PRC 
officials, Bangladeshi. opposition leader Sheikh 
Hasina w~ect of tho · Awami League party 
expressed her desire for CbiDa to play a 
"plOneering role~ . in the fonnation of the 
proposed organiation of .Asian countries for 
strengthening cooperation in the fields of 
economics, c:Uplomacy,. tiade . and culture. 
Beyond. mOte fiiendly diplomatic and palitical 
relations, China has developed a militmy 
relationship with Bangladesh as well. As part 
of this improved association, the PRC replaced 
Bangladesh's 40 F-6 tighter aircraft (and maybe 
some F· 7, A-S and SOviet fighters) along with 
four torpedo ctaft. six coastal patrol craft, and 
three frigates ®slroyed by an April 1991 
cyclone in late 1992. Bangladesh also has 
purchased Chinese Stlkworm missiles and 
installed them aboard fiigates and patrol ships. 

While the refi~P.e problem ·and Chillese 
mUitary .sates ..,.,-unwelcome developments in 
India's reJationship With Bangladesh, New 
Delhi does net view Dbab as a major security 
threat. Since Bangladesh and Burma h.ave 
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strained relations due to refUgee issues, India 
does not face an allied eastern flaDk coDsisting 
of Rangoon, Beijing, and Dhaka. Indeed, with 
a resolution of the refUgee issue, Bangladesh 
may be driven to seek. unproved relations with 
India as a response to Bunna's troubling 
military build--up. 

Pakistan's security concerns focus alnlost 
exclusively on India. Just as India remams 
fixated on its humiliating defeats at .China's 
bands, Islamabad is obsessed with Pakistan's 
defeat and dismembennent at the hands of its 
Hindu Q.eighbor in 1971 and the continuing 
Indian occupation of Muslim-dominated 
Kashmir. 

Although Islamabad does not view itself as a 
major international power in the same way 
India does, Q.O one should question the role 
Pakistan believes it plays as a leader of the 
Muslim world. Lacking oil resources that many 
other Islamic countries enjoy. Pakistan bas 
nevertheless emerged as one of the leading 
cOWltries in the Muslim world. Islamabad's 
nuclear weapons capability plays a crucial role 
in tbis context. 

WeapoDS 

Nuchar Warhetuls 
Pakistan bas developed a nuclear weapons 
capability in less than twenty years. Initiated in 
1972, Pakistan's nuclear weapons effort bas 
benefited from an aggressive plan to obtain 
nuclear technology, equipment and matetials
through legal and illegal means - ftom a 
variety of.countries including China, the United 
States, and Europe. Following India's PNE in 
1974, Pakistan intensified efforts to build a 
uranium enrichment plant capable of producing 
weapons-grade plutonium. To a certain extent, 
U.S. pressure to block Pakistan's early drive 
towards a nuclear capability was s~ful. In 
1978, France halted supply of nuclear materials 
to Islamabad after significant diplomatic 
pressure from Washington. In 1979, the Carter 
administration cut off aid to Pakistan because of 
unsafeguarded nuclear facilities. 

This all changed, however, following the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979. 

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MAssDESTRUCDON 
IMPUCAnONS FOR lJ.S. WA1«WDNG 

Suddenly~ Pakistan became a fiontline coUQtry 
in the U;S.-led battle against commlllrism. 
Acknowl~ging ·tbe new~ realities. the 
&eagan ~n red,efined .. ·~ u.s.
Pakistani relationship by pi~ $3.2 billion 
in militaly aid to ISlamabad in 1981·82 in 
MUm for· President. Zia's promiSe that P~ 
would not · pursue nuclear weapons. Ign.ori.Dg 
these promiSes, PakistaD's nuclear weapons 
program progressed. In 1984. a Paki.W 
national was caught trying to uport nuclear 
triggers from the United State$ and American 
officials ~· that China bad provided 
Islamabad wUh a nuclear bomb design. 
Meanwhile, Pakistan's Kabuta uranium plant 
reportedly obtained the ability to pi'oceSS 
uranium. One year later. the CIA stated that 
Pakistan had enriched uranium to above 
weapons grade and bad tested a nuclear trigger. 
In spite of the growing evidence of a concerted 
effort to develop nuclear weapons, Pakistan 
remained an important ally in the war in 
Afghanistan. Willing to look the other way7 
Congress approved . $4.02 billion in aid to 
Pakistan in 1987. Not untilthe Soviet UDion 
bad withdrawn from AfgbaDist8n did the Bush 
administration halt foreign aid to Pakistan in 
October 1990 due to its nuclear weapons 
ambiguity. By this time, Pakistan's nuelear 
weapons capability was weD established. 
According to Senator Larry Pressler, the CIA 
informed him in 1992 that ·Pakistan had the 
capability "within a matter of ~UIS to have a 
(nuclear) bomb in an ahplane, flying to· 
someplace and dropping it" 

From Islamabad's perspective. nuclear weapons 
offer a degree of equality with India while 
promoting· Islamabad as the nuclear leader in 
the Muslim world. The result has ·been a . 
powerful nuclear weapons program witb 
enough highly enriched urahlum for six to 
fifteen nucJ• devices. 

Chemiclll Weqpons 
Pakistan is. a S1ate party to the Geneva Protocol. 
and has signed the ewe. In addition, 
Pakistanis point to the fact that no co~ has 
formally charged Islamabad with using CW. 
Moreover, proliferation experts note that there 
is ilo evidence to confirm a PakiStani CW 
munitions stoCkpile. · ·.· 
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Pakistan denies having any CW production 
facilities or stockpiles. As with India, the 
British constructed a CW testing station in 
northern India - later known as Rawalpindi, 
Pakistan- where CW were studied. In 1986~ 
the Pakistani ambassador to the Confcmmce on 
Disannament (CD) declared "that Pakistan 
neither possesses chemical weapons nor des~ 
to acquire them." In 1988, Anthony Cordesman 
claimed P~·bad completed research on the 
"production of nerve. .mustard, and cyanide 
agents." There is no eVidence. however, to 
support this assertion. There are indications 
that Pa.kist:an has a defensive CW capability,· but 
details are sketchy. Islamabad may have 
purchased gas masks and other protective gear 
during the 1980s. In 1990, an unusually large 
Pakistani delegation showed particular interest 
in chemical weapons protective equipment 
during a visit to the British Army Equipment 
-Exhibition in Aldershot 

Despite Pakistan's presumed lack of CW, . 
Islamabad finds itself surrounded by . countries 

_ that have the capability to produce, deploy, and, 
in some cases, employ CW in a limited time, 
including ~ Afgbanistano China, and India. 
In the n~ the generally held position is that 
CW may have been used by Soviet forces 
against the Mujahedin in Afghanistan, but that 
Afgbanistan bas no domestic production 
capabilities. To the west, Iran suffered repeated 
CW attacks from Iraq during the Iran-Iraq war 
{1980-1988) and bas developed a CW 
production capability. In one disputed case, 
Iraq may have been incorrectly singled out for a 
CW attack that actually involved Iranian CW 
on the Kurdish border town of Halabja in 
March 1988. In 1987, SecretaJy of State 
George Shultz claimed that both Itan and Iraq 
had used CW. As stated earliet, India could 
also produce CW after a few year$. The 
possible presence of CW al()Dg Pakistan's 
borders., however, does not cu.trently alarm 
Pakistani officials. 

Blo/ogkld We.rpon.r 
There is no evidence of a Pakistani biological 
weapons program. Similar to the situation with 
regard to chemical weapons, Pakistan has the 
ability to develop BW if it chooses. According 
t0 1993 RUssian intelligence estimateS, Pakistan 
bas several scientific centers conducting 
research on microbiology under the Defense 

Ministry and at the HE1 Research Institute of 
Chemistry in Karac:bi. There is DO eviden-ce, 
however, that a BW prograui exists~ Islalilabad 
is a signatory to both the Geneva ~1 aild 
theBWC. 

BaiJJstit: Missiles 
In February 1989, Pakistani Chief of the Aimy 
Staft General Mirza As1am Beg announced that 
Islamabad had launched two tactical balliStic 
.missiles, the .Hill.f-1 and 1/atf-2, with a ·tested 
range of80 and 280..3QO.km respectlvely. The 
Hatf-1 maY be ready for deploym,eat in 1993-
94, while the two-stage Hat.f-2 Will t10t be.,r$ldy 
until 1995•96. Hatf.;2 missiles caDD.Ot ·reach 
New Delhi and lack precision strike capability. 
Although several sources suggest that the 
Chinese provided the bulk of assistance for 
these two missile systems. one report indicates 
that France also played a major role· Pakistan 
also is developing the longer 1'allge Hotj-3 (600-
780 ·km) that would be the logical choice for 
delivering a nuclear warhead to New Delhi 

Pakistan continues to $¢8rCh tOr·foreign missile 
~hnology. In 1990, u~s. intelligenee$9UfCCS 
claimed China was ready to sell the .. $)(): km 
range M-9 to Pakistan 8.1though there has been 
no subsequent evidence to support this claim. 
In 1991, Islamabad purchased componentS and 
perhaps entire M-1.1 (280-300 km) surface-to
surface missiles (SSMs) &om CliiDat although 
current deployment status is~ 

Cruise Missiles 
Pakistan's cruise missiles_ cmently are- limited 
to the Chinese-made HY-1, FL-1, and HY-2 
(Silkwoi'1n)) the French-made air-laun~hed 
Exocet AM 39, alongWftb the U.S.~ 

Sp/IU Launc/1. 'Yehidea 
Islamabad . bas only .~tly begun .· expJoriiJI 
SL V options with the assistance of China. . In 
JQ)y 1990, Paki$tan's ~experimental satellite 
was fired intQ orbit aboard a . Cbhlese . Long 
Mt.rrch roc:ket PakiStan· bas ·twO unte$d 
sounding rockets. the Shlihpar, and the 
SUP ARCO, under development with 
cOnsiderable Chinese assistanCe. In spite of 
these efforts, an indigenous Pakistani SLV 
capability witbiD the next ten years appears 
doubtfuL According to some reports. Palqstan's 
SLV program provides Islamabad with the 
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possibility of extending its ballistic missile · 
ranges to over 1000 kilometers, 

PakistaDi Ratioaale for aad Pereepfiou· of 
Nuclear Weapuu 

Pakistan's interest in nuclear weapons is a diJect 
result of its precarious strategic situation with 
India. Having suffered successive military 
defeats to India, Pakistan considers a nuclear 
weapons option as the only method of detening 
India. Following India's nuclear weapons 
debate during the 1960s, ZuJfikar Ali Bbutto 
and later General Zia ul-Haq envisioned nuclear 
weapons as a deteuent against New Delhi's 
overwhelming conventional forces, an equalizer 
to any Indian nuclear device, and also a means 
of placing Pakistan at the fore&ont of the 
Islamic world. Pakistani leaders also noted 
that during the 1971 war with India, China 
provided no military assistance to Islamabad. 
Therefore. a nuclear weapons capability 
provides Pakistan with the critical ability to 
defend itself. Although Pakistan bas apparently 
DQt deployed nuclear weapons there is no 
question that leaders in Islamabad view a 
nuclear weapons capability - the ability to 
rapidly assemble and deliver these warheads -
as a vital detenent to a much more powerful 
India. 

bOLII'ERATION OJ' WBAiONS OF MASS.DES'nll1Cl10N 
IMPUC4f'I()N$Ft)R U.S. Jf'.flCGAMING 

Certainly, Islamabad's nuclear weapons 
development bas servfid political interests a5 
well. Pakistarl js the first Muslim cowrtry to 
have the capability to construct a .nuclear 
device, thereby generating not only pride and 
ptestige .domestically, but also serving . as an 
important Symbol· for all Muslim cotm.trie5 and 
other developing countries. This tecbnolQgical 
prowess elevates Islamabad into an exclusive 
category of nations. Wbile there is no ~dence 
that Palast.an bas sold its nuclear opertise to 
other Muslim natiou, there have been 
indicatiOns that nuclear trade bas been seriously 
considered. · 

Economically, Pakistan is one of the poorest 
Islamic nations, lacking the vast oU reserves 
that many of its Muslim ndgbbors eqjoy. 
Concerned with development, nuclear energy 
offered a possible solution for Islamabad's 
pressing energy problems. As early as the mid-
19SOs, Pakistan was examining the possibilities 
of nuclear energy, however by 1993, Pakistan's 
civilian and military nuclear programs have 
little to show in terms of real benefits for 
Pakistani society. Thus far, nuolear 
developments appear to be purely military and 
political in value. As will be discussed ·later, 
the decision to develop a nuclear Vt'ellpons 
capability has not come without considerable 
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political, economic, military, and diplomatic 
hardship. Pakistan's nuclear option has cost it 
dearly in U.S. mi1itary and economic aid. 

The willingness of Pakistani political leaders to 
admit to their nuclear capability, however, is a 
fairly recent development and remains a point 
of contention among the various political, 
military, and scientific leaders. 

PolitlcoJ Acton 
Unlike India, the Pakistani political scene bas 
been dominated by the military. Nuclear 
decision-Jnaking has rested in. the hands of a 
few actors, and in some insta®es. certain 
members of the government and military 
specifically kept information about the 
existence of the nuclear weapons program from 
top ranking political officials. Former Prime 
Minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto initiated the 
-Pakistani nuclear weapons development 
program during the early 1970s. Bhutto's 
interest in developing a nuclear weapons 
capability increased sharply following India's 

_ "peaceful nuclear explosion" in 1974. At his 
1rial by the Zia ui-Haq regime, Bbutto stated: 

We all kDow that Israel and South Aftica bave fiill 
nuclear capability. The Cbristian, Jewish ancl Hindu 
civilizations have this capability. The CommUDist 
powers aJso possess it. Only the Islamic civilization 
was without it, but that position was about to change. 

After years of denying any interest or capability 
in nuclear weapons. Pakistani officials have 
only recently admitted they have a nuclear 
weapon option. As Islamabad's ability to 
produce nuclear weapons became apparent in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s, Pakistani 
leaders developed an ambiguous nuclear 
weapons position not unlike the Israelis. In its 
simplest form. Pakistani officials indicated that 
although Islamabad did not wish to construct 
and deploy nuclear weapons, it did have a 
capability to do so should the secUrity of the 
nation be in jeopardy~ In Febnwy 1992, 
Foreign Secretary Mohammed Sbaharyar Khan 
became the first .Pakistani government official 
to state that Pakistan had acquired the capability 
and components to. assenable at least one 
nuclear explosive "device." His successor, 
Abdul Sattar, declared in 1993 that ''we possess 
a certain nuclear capability or potential. But 
our government's decision is steadfaSt: We have 
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no desire to.~ this potential intO a reality. n In 
September I~. caretaker :Prime Minister 
Moin Qureshi reiterated that Pakistan was not 
"making an actUal nuclear device, n and since 
the nuclear program bad been capped, the 
Ptessler Amendment should no longer apply. 
In a meeting with U.S. Central Command chief 
General Joseph Hoar in September 1993, acting 
President Wasim ~ad insisted that Pakistan's 
nnclear program was peacefUl while claiming 
the Pressler Amendment discriminated against 
Pakistan by not includiJJg similar measures 
against India. . 

Mohammed Nawaz Shari£ Benazir Bhutto's 
successor and later defeated riv~ denied during 
his tenure as prime minister that Pakistan bad 
nuclear weapons. In a June 7, 1991, speech 
before the National Defense CoDege, Sbarif 
explained that Pakistan's "efforts to develop 
nuclear energy and technology for peaceful 
purposes have been subjected to unfair criticism 
and discriminatory pressures. We have 
repeatedly asserted that our nuclear program is 
devoted to peaceful purposes." Similar remarks 
were made by Sharif in April 1993 when he 
stated that Pakistan's "nuclear policy is geared 
toward the peacefUl use of nuclear . energy." 
However, Sharif indicated his interest in a non
deployed nuclear detemmt when he remarked 
that 

Pakistan has been scrupulously adheriDg to its stand 
that it will not manufacture DUCiear 'Weapon$, but it 
c:aDDot rule out t11e possibility of cloveloping such 
weapons if they beeome indispeDsable for the sake 
of Pakistan's security. 

Sharif also noted in June 1993 that any 
Pakistani government that chose to roll back the 
country's nuclear program would tace political 
suicide since they would be viewed by the 
Pakistani public as caving into western. 
primarily U.S., nonproliferation pressure. 

Unlike Pakistan's prime ministerS, the 
President's office, and its close relationship 
with the military, bas played an active and often 
independent and Secretive role in ·developing 
Pakistan's nuclear weapons capability. Foi'Dler 
President Ghulam lshaq Khan is ·believed to 
have been the major political figure involved in 
Pakistan's nuclear weapons progl11111. The long
temt politician bad served ~viously as 
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Finance Minister and head of the Senate. 
Under ~ident Zia, Kiian. helped, d$v'?lop 
strong political and financial supJlOtt for Abdul 
Qadeer Khan's nuclear operations at .Kabuta 
during the 1980s. With the .death of Zi&c. .:Qan 
later emerged as PJesident and along with 
General Beg, the two men .solidified their 
positions as the primary, if not eXclusive, 
controllers of Pakistan's nuclear weapons 
future. As evidence of the Presidents and 
military's power, one source claimed in 
September 1992 that no Pakistani prime 
minister bad ever been 'allowed to visit the 
Kahuta nuclear facility. As one American 
scholar wrote, 

Aside from A.Q. Khan and the technical personnel 
who actually pedorm the nuclear zese8rcb and 
development, . the (nuclear) decisioJHDaking eircle is 
not much larger than President Ghulam lsbaq Khan 
and.. the army chief of staft (Beg). 

To maintain control of critical issues such as 
the nuclear weapons program, Khan waged a 
cpntinual war with Paldstan's prime ministers. 
For instance, President Khan not only helped 
oust Benazir Bbutto in 1990, he also dismissed 
Prime Minister Sharif, in April 1993, on 
grounds of corruption and mismanagement 
The Supreme Court reinstated Sharif 39 days 
later. In spite of the ruJ.in& Khan condnued to 
obstruct Sbarifs rule through 'the dismi$$8) of 
two provincial assemblies (only tbur exist in 
Pakistan) including Sharits power base, the 
province ofPuJUab. 

During her first term as prime minister, lasting 
twenty months (1988·1990), it appears 
President Khan was successfUl in hiding 
Pakistan's nuclear weapons oapabilitie5 &om 
Benazir Bhutto. Although some sources claim 
the CIA informed Bhutto of Pakistan's n'-tclea:r 
weapons facility, Bhutto suggests that she was 
contacted by Pakistani scientists "who owed 
loyalty to my father." According to Bhutto, she 
was removed from power in August 1990 after 
confronting the military over the nuclear 
weapons program. Bhutto blamed then 
President Ghulam Ishaq Khan for attempting to 
keep her uninformed of Pakisfan•s nuclear 
capability. Bbutto commented that during .her 
first term as Prime Minister, 

PROLJFERATJONOFWEAPONs OFMASSDEsTRtlcnoN 
lMPUCti'IONS FOR U.S. .WARGAMING 

I lived under. the shadow of a strong military, a 
hostile Presideut; iiD ·entir,e ~that Zla had 
built eXtreme right-wingers; religious bigots; and 
politiciaas bred. during that era of blililary 
dictatorship. 1be)' .~· one thing· in common:. they 
were dead set~ allo\tingme to rule. 

Bhutto's fonner chief of ~ Major General 
Nasirullah Babar agreed, commenting that it 
was a battle from. Day One," with the military. 
"The President was testing her, and be never 
stopped. Neither did the Chief of the Army 
Staff (Beg). His ·~ lasted until'the end. n 

General Bahar added, 

We bad no CODtml over these people. They were 
like a g011e1'DDleJU untO themselves. . .and I must tell 
you that until a feW weeks aco; when General Abdul 
Wabeed, the . new· Chief of the Army Stat£ cleaned 
bouse at lSI, these holy wattiors were..Jnvolved m 
all these ftmd.amen1alist movanems across the 
Muslim World. 

Following her ouster ftom the Prime Minister's 
office, Bbutto ·first announced in September 
1991 that PakiStan bad the ability to build a 
nuclear weapon. Bb1ttto explained that 
"Pakistan has sufficient nuclear information 
that in the event ot'a (nueleir) threat it could 
rapidly produce a .deMrrent." FolloWing the 
October 1993 ·elections that brought her back to 
power, Bhutto stated PakiStan's nuclear 
program. "will be·.contiilued because Pakistan 
cannot allow India to have.an atom bomb ·wbUe 
we stay out of the tui'J.Ding." · 

Despite Bhutto's difficulty in ~lling the 
military's hand in Pakistan's nuclear weapons 
program. there are . indications that the prime 
miirister may be able to exert more control over 
the military in the futUre if the Pakistani 
Constitution is ilme11ded.. Part of the October 
1993 election Centered on the need for a 
reformed constitution. The present Pakistani 
Constitution owes its legacy ot ambiguity to 
former military. dictator Zia, who· reWrote a 
British-style prime ministerial conStitution to 
strengthen the president's power under the 
eighth amendment. To repeat the amepdment, a 
r,vo-thirds majority ill parlmtnent is necessary. 
The PreSident is chosen by members of the 
national parliament . and the four provincial 
assemblies. U!llike tbe Prime Minister, .the 
President appoints. Supreme Court judgfi. 
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provincial governors and chiefs of the armed 
forces, and he may. dismiss an elected 
government if there are violatiQDS of the 
Constitution. Under President Khan, these 
presidential powers were used, and some argue 
abused, extensively. Th• resulting confusion 
from Prime Minister Sharifs diSmissal and 
reinstatement Jed to the resignations of Sharif 
and Khan and the call of national elections in 
October· 1993 - which Bhutto won. In 
addition, With the retirement of General Beg 
and his replacement of General Waheed - a 
nonpolitical officer - Bhutto may be in a 
better position to control the Pakistani 
government. 

In spite of Bhutto's return to office, it was not 
clear initially who would become President 
since the election between Bhutto and Sharif 
was so close. Both politicians were scrambling 

. for support of ·the smaller Pakistalii parties. 
Sharif supported acting President Wasim &iliad 
while Bhutto favored her foreign minister. 
Farooq Leghari. Bhutto's candidate won, 

_ marking the first time that in· fifteen years that 
the prime minister and president are politicians 
belonging to the same party. After winDing, 
Leghari announced that he intended to repeal 
the eighth amendment. 

Although cUJTently in a Pakistani. priSon 
awaiting ·retrial on charges of terrorism, Mir 
Murtaza. Bhutto, the younger brother.ofBenazir 
Bhutto looms as at least an initant to the Prime 
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Minister and po5$ibly as-a politieal rival. From 
prison, Murtaza .has claimed he. should control 
the PPP - Benazir's party - while• he ·accuses 
his sister of accepting . ntu.mcoats . and 
intelliguce agents to infilti'ate the 1Ughest 
echelons of the PPP. a In a November 1993 
article, Murta:za wrote in detail Pout P~'s 
nuclear capabilities. The, }fOUilget B1nJtto ~ 
thai in tenDs ot empy, oil-poor Pllkist:an 
Q&X~Dot afford to do withqut · nuoloar energy or 
the entire country will "suffer in unimaginable 
catastrophe." With regards to a nuclear 

·capabn~ Bbutto coticeded tb. at weapons ""'Jt . ·. . . . . ' 
Pakistan had the capac~ . to produce nuclear 
weapons as a deterrent against India. Bh\lttQ 
wrote, 

A conventiOIWly anned state CIIDilot rely for clefeDse 
against a mudl large(r) adversary tbilt. also ·heppeDs 
to bave an operational ~lear weapcms~. 

Bbutto continued by stating that nu~lear 
weapons "are good.for the economy" siDc:e ·~ 
allow countries to do\\IDSize their conventional 
forces. FiDally~ Mw1aZa was outraged byhis 
sister's announcement that Pakistan · had 
ncappedn its nuclear weapons progr'ain. -· 
meaning it would not produce nuclear weapons. 
Mir Murazata questioned Patast.a's current 
non-deployed nuclear weapons status: 

Why does Pakistan spend precious time, moneyi and 
effort over decades to devdQP a capability to· make 
nuclear weapons and then to decide not to mike 
them at aii? ••• Were we making monkeys 0\1t of our 
scientists ••• ? 

The younger Bhutto insisted that Paldstan 
shoul.d build and deploy nucteer weapons. and 
any ettempuo.halt tbis ·would be tantamount to 
treason. 

MiiJialy A.CibiS . . . 
Since independerice iii 1947, the Pakjstani 
mUitary bas governed the .C()Untry ·for. 24 Years 
of its existence. It is not surpri$ing then, that 
the military establishment bas played a ~or 
role in developing PakiS1:alts nuclear · weapons 
program. As will be discussed below, the 
militarYs power, together with pro-nuclear 
politicians such as President Khan, allowed iUo 
block effectiVely Civilian-political (e.g; Prime 
Ministerial) control of the nuclear weapons 
program. 
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PRoLIFERA'i'I~OPWUPoNsOF )fASsDISTlt~N 
JkpUC4Tif1NSFDR fl.$. W ARt'UMJlfG 

Retired General and former Chief of Staff 
Mirza Astam Beg has been a prominent 
proponent for nuclear ~pons. Like Zia, . Beg 
favored development of a nuclear w .. pons. 
capability. but unlike the former President, Beg · 
was more willing to distance Islamabad 1i'om 
Washington. According to one source, the CIA 
characterized Beg as "a fifty ~ old Muslim 
aristocrat who suddenly became very 
religious •.. and thought u.. was a savior. n u.s. 
Ambassador to Pakistan Robert Oakley 
concurred, commenting, 

Beg came back in February of 1990 i'om Tebrm and 
told me, "''m greatly reassured. Now we're in good 
shape. With the support Iran promised me, we will 
win in case of war over Kashmir." 

Beg rejects charges that he and Khan controlled 
the nuclear weapons decision-making 
apparatUS. The general's opinion. however, may 
be misleading. Beg· vehemently opposed Bhutto 
during her first period in office and helped to 
undermine her government in 1990. As 'a close 
ally of Khan, nuclear weapons were something 
they both viewed as necessary to ensure 
Pakistan•s survival. 

Beg subscribes to the notion that Pakistan's 
latent nuclear weapons teehnology provides a 
critical deterrent to possible Indian aggression. 
The Pakistani general stated: 

The balanc:e of terror starts the moment the 
adversary realizes there is a threat &om the o1her 
direc:tion. In the case of weapons of mass 
destruction it is not the numbers that matter, bUt the 
destruction that can be caused by even a few. The 
strategy of terror starts workiDg &om the first notion 
that there is retaliation. The fear of retaliation 
lessens the likelihood of ~tledged war between 
India and Pakistan. I can assure you that if there 
were no such fear, we would probably bavo gone to 
war in 1990. 

In another meeting, .Beg remarked that "the 
only way for the Pakistenis to deal with the 
Indians is to be able to take out New DeihL 
There's no way that sending ten F-16s with 
conventional bombs is going to do it Only the 
nukes could strike back." 

In July 1993, General Beg caqght . some 
proliferation experts off gUatd when he claimed 

that Pakistan's t'ir$t successfUl .nuPleat weapons 
test came in 19$7 - three yean before the 
Unlted States suspended approximately $57~ 
600. million in mliitary and economic ~. that 
was part of a siX-year $4.01 billion package. 
Beg conunented that: 

Pakistan · canied om the test in cold laboratoJ'y 
conditions, and it was wry succesSfbl...no oae 
should have any doubt about that. 

Later, Beg denied this $1at.eJDent,. arguing that 
he ltad been ttliSqqoted. Some Indian and 
Russian sourQeS cbiim that Pakistan may have 
crossed the nuclear threshold in late 1986. 

Another military hard-liner and anti-Bhutto 
leader, General Hamid ~ also supports a 
non-deployed nuclear deterrent Critical in 
Beg's and Gul's thinking is the notion that 
deteJring India does not necessarily~· a 
deployed nuclear force. In July 1993, Beg 
argued that Pakistan's n~lear weaponS 
capability could be used as a weapon of last 
resort should Islamabad face defeat in a 
conventioaal war with IDdia. 

On 6 December 1993, a ·unique seminar entitled 
"Pakistan's Nuclear Option" was held in 
Islamabad. In attendance were several high 
ranking retired Pakistani generals, including the 
former Joint General of the Anned Services, 
K..M. Arif, and the ctirector general of lSI, Asad 
Durrani. Dummi remarked that Pakistan's 
nuclear weapons option deterred India &om a 
conventional attack in Kuhmir. In addition, 
Durrani warned that a denuclearized India 
would create great pressure on Pakistan to roll 
ba(:k its nuclear weapons option- a potentially 
dangerous situation due to Islamabad's weaker 
conventional strength vis-a-vis India. 
Meanwhile; retired General Arif criticized the 
decision to "eap" Pakistan's nuclear weapons 
capability since the United States has neither 
renewed military a.id nor eliminated the Pressler 
amendment. Islamabad has paid the U.S. $6$8 
million for F•16 aircraft, but has not received 
any equipment yet. .· The Pakistani Foreip 
Minister informed a visidng Senate delegation 
including Senator Pressler, that if Washington 
did not fulfill this military deal by April1994, 
Pakistan would seek other sources. A separate 
report indicated that Pakistan a1ready had 
shelved the F,..l6 plan and &S' of 21 December 
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1993, Islamabad had decided to purchase either 
the French Dassatllt Mirage or the JW,ssian 
Sulclwi-21. 

Military bard-liners $Uch u Generals Beg and 
Gu1 $Uggest that U.S. efforts designed to punish 
Pakistan for developing a nuclear weapons 
capability strengthen Pakistan by removing its 
dependence on the u.s. Other officlals, such as 
Prime Minister Bh~ appear to have drawn 
completely different conclusions. It remains to 
be seen if Bhutto can convince the new 
Pakistani military leadership and the public that 
accepting nuclear nonproliferation efforts is in 
the best interests ofPakistan. 

Sdentijlc Bllte 
At the highest levels, the Pakistani scientific 
community has worked closely with the smaU 
Pakistani nuclear decision-making circle, but it 

. is unclear what impact they have bad beyond 
technical issues. In 1984, Dr. Adbul Qadir 
Khan, the chief of Pakistan's Kahuta nuclear 
weapons facility since the mid-19708. told a 
Pakistani newspaper that 

As soon as they (US) realized that Palds1an bad 
dasbed their dreams to the ground, they pounced at 
PakistaD and me Uke hungry jackals and began 
attacking us with · all kinds · of accusations and 
falsehood. . .How could they tolerate a Muslim 
country becoming their equal in this field. . .All 
Western countries inclwting Israel are not only the 
enemies of Pakistan but in fac:t of blam ... .All these 
activities are part of the crusade which ChrisdaDs 
and Jews have been carrying Oil against Muslims for 
about one thousand years. 

·During heightened border tensions between 
Pakistan and India in 1986. Khan reportec:Uy 
told an Indian interviewer that Pakistan had the 
bomb. He continued. 
What the CIA has been saying about our 'possessing 
the bomb is correct. lhey told us Pakistan could 
never produce the bomb and they doubted my 
capabilities, but they know we have it. 

Although Pakistan had no intention of using a 
nuclear bomb, Khan warned that "if driven to 
the wall there will ® no option left. n Dr. Khan 
later rejected these statements. In September 
1993, Dr: Khan stated that India was deterred 
from striking Pakistan with a nuclear weapon 
due to Islamabad's nuclear weapons capability. 
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In a thinly veiled tbreart Khan warned that India 
C81Ulot dare drop a mu:km bomb on Pakistan, 
and if New ·Delhi COIDIJlitted ·that mistake, it 
would notbe $81e &om its consequences. 

Nevertheless, the scientific community echoes 
the commentS of. most gov~t officials in 
stressing that Pakistan's nuclear program is 
peaceful. For instance, Dr. Asbfaq Ahmed, 
chairman of the Pakistan Atomic Energy 
Commission, insisted in May 1993 that 
Pakistan is oom.mitted to tbe peaceful use of 
nuclear energy~ 

Pllklst4nl Jlkw tJftheNPT 
Pakistan 1aclq; India's extreme warinoss towards 
the NPT and does not harp on the treaty as 
being discriminatory. Simply put, the·problem 
is India and the belief that Washington is only 
interested in punishing Islamabad. /U Pakistani 
Foreign Minister Sardat Asif Ahmad AJi noted 
in a November 1993 interview: 

PakiSian does not oppose the NPT. We have never 
refUsed to endolse the NPT. Ho\vever, as a matter of 
principle we cannot accept discriminatory treaanent 
vis-a·vis our Jieigbbor bu:Ua. In fact; as early as 
1979, Pakistan had proposed simultaneous adherence 
by India and Pakistan to the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty. 

Despite ·the · Foreign . Settetaty's comments, 
there ate plenty of Pakistani officials who view 
the NPT as discriminatory. As Munir Ahmad 
KhaD, Chainnan of the Pakistan Atomic Energy 
Commission wrotel 

By it$ vmy nature; legidmizing the. possession of 
nutlCND' weapons by. fivec -- ~ the 
nonproli:Cera1iQD treatY. iDbcteD.ti.Y discriminatory. 

In June 1991, Prime Minister Sharif suggested 
that nuclear nonproliferation $hould be 
discussed in an intemati0Jl81 forum including 
the United States, Soviet Union, and China, but 
the idea was rejected by India. According to 
Indian Prime Minister ~· .the Pakistani offer 
was nothing more than propaganda. In late 
November 1993, a newspaper editorial summed 
up the frustration feltin .Paldsta:il: 

The va:riation on that theme (tJDited States 
nonproliferation efforts directed at Paki$tan) is 
evident in the case of North. Korea, which was 

• 
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recently threatened with extinction by the< American 
President. All this while, Israel. South Afiica, and 
India went ahead with their own nuclear pro~ 
without so much as a grunt from across the Adanti~. 

Missile hollfeNIJon 
The imposition of sanctions by .. the United 
States against China and Pakistan for Beijing's 
sale of missile technology and systems to 
Islamabad in violation of the MTCll are 
cementing· a growing anti-American sentiment 
among the Pakistani public. The Clinton 
administration has prohibited the export of any 
dual-use high 'technology equipment such . as 
computers, avionics equipment, and satellites 
for the next two years. Then Prime MiniSter 
Qureshi insisted that the transfer of M-11 
techliology was not a violation of the MTCR. 
China argues that the sales were approved 
before Beijing joined the MTCR and, moreover, 
the .M-Il's range falls within the guidelines of 
acceptable missile transfers. In addition, 
Beijing may have sent only pieces of missile 
systems, and not entire units. The prime 
minister insisted that these missiles are essential 
since India bas developed and begun to 
stockpile missiles. Unl.ble to match India's 
domestic missile production capabilities, 
Islamabad must rely on foreign assistance in its 
missile programs. 

Other political leaders, such as former prime 
minister s~ criticized the u.s. decision 
during the 1993 election. In an interview with 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporatio~~; Sharif 
maintained that India was responsible for the 
arms race in South Asia and that Islamabad 
would not accept one-sid8d, discriminatory 
pressure based on a double-standard exempting 
India ftom any responsibility for missile and 
nuclear proliferation. Foreign Minister Sattar 
said the U.S. action was based on incorrect 
information and groundless suspicion. 

Pakistaai Sec:ority Coneems 

lndill-Ktuhmir 
Under the 1947 British partition plan, 
Kashmiris were to be given · the choice .of 
becoming part of India or Pakistan. Their 
Hindu leader chose India without ·the promiSed 
referendum. · That choice triggered the first 
Indo-Pakistani war, in which Pakistan captured 
adjacent territory - what it calls Az,ad, or 
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Liberated Kashmir. .Kasbmir.remains the :focus 
of Pakistani atten~ directed. at India. As the 
only Indian state with a MuSlim . m~ority, 
IsJamalvld views Kashmir as a prime example 
of New Delhi's ·violation of llunUm rights and 
internatiOnal law. According tO intem,atiQnal 
human rigllts QrO'UpS and journalist$ who 
frequelitly visit the region, Indian forces have 
engaged in wid~ to=e, ~and arson. 

Islamabad's primaJy goal in· the region bas been 
the absorption of Kashmir into Pakistan. ln 
1965, under the leaclership ofMuJuunmed Ayub 
Khan, Pakistan instigated a nWn.ber ·of IJorclu 
clashes in the Ran of Kush with ~ ultilnate 
goal of taking KaShmir. After initial success, 
Islamabad was defeated by Indian forc.s and 
the Tashkent Agreement was signed restoring 
the status quo ante. India's 1981 Bmss Tac.b 
mllitmy exercise under the control of General 
K. Sundatji exacerbated the already tense.J.ndo
Pakistani relationship. The largest Indian 
military exercise in history took place in 
Rajasthan, within 100 miles of the Pakistani 
state of Sindh - an ideal area from which to 
launch a divisive strike splitting Pakistan in 
two. Pakistani President Zia, who concurrently 
served as Army chief of ~ responded bY 
placing Pakistani forces and arinored Units on 
alert along the border. Reportedly the twO si4es 
together amassed 340,000 f~ along the 
border. President Zia rema.bd. that. "Neither 
India or Pakistan wanted to go to war but we 
could have easily gone into war.. Although the 
tensions subsided, the Pakistanis were clearly 
alarmed by the potential Indian offensive. 

The Kashmir problem erupted again in 
December 1989 when young Kashmiris formed 
Muslim gueniJla units under a natiOnalist 
banner. Mainly operating as the lalllDlU 
Kashmir Liberation Front. along With several 
groups (Party of God, Harkat-ui•Mujahedee~~; 
and AI Barq) they have taken up arms against 
India either seeking independence or union with 
Pakistan. Indian officials assert that ISlamic 
guerrillas havejoined in the battle. lndi& views 
these groups ..s· terrorists. Thus far, 1housands 
of Kaslm1iris have died and more than 250,000 
Hind~J Kashm:iris have fled from the Vale of 
Kasbm:ir, the main area of fighting, to· Jammu 
and New Delhi . 
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The 1990 Kashmir Crisis 
Animosity over Kashmir crystallized again in 
1990. As mentioned earlier, there is 
considerable debate about whether Pakistan 
went to a nuclear alert during the Kashmir crisis 
of 1990 as alleged by Seymour Hersh in the 
New Yorker. According to some sources, 
General Beg and President Khan outflanked 
Prime Minister Bhutto's April peace overtures 
to India by sending a provocative message to 
India via the Foreign Minister, statmg, " ... we 
(Pakistan) are desperate enough that we will 
blow you to smithereens." In May, President 
Khan used Bhutto's absence to send a similar 
message through troubleshooter U.S. deputy 
national security advisor Robert Oates. In a 
threatening show of force, Pakistan dispatched 
a well-armed convoy of trucks to exit Kahuta 
nuclear facility and move to a local airbase 
where F-16s capable of carrying nuclear 

. weapons were waiting. According to Nawaz 
Sharif the nuclear threat did not originate from 
Pakistan but instead, "there was the danger of a 
nuclear attack by India in Aprill990 when the 
Indian forces had concentrated along (the) 
Pakistani border in R~Vasthan." The crisis 
subsided when the Pakistanis agreed to shut 
down 1raining camp$ for Kashmiri militants. In 
return, Gates sought promises from the Indians 
that they would halt their infiltrarion into Sindh 
and would take steps to improve human rights 
in Kashmir. By the end of Iune, the crisis was 
over. 

There are many officials both in Pakistan and 
the U.S. that deny the 1990 Kashmir crisis ever 
reached a nuclear weapons level. Members of 
Pakistan's government who claim there was no 
nuclear crisis include Bhutto, Foreign Minister 
Mohammad Saddique Kanju, former Pakistani 
Ambassador to the U.S. Abida Hussain, and Dr. 
Khan. On the U.S. side former National 
Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft charged that 
the Hersh allegations were exaggerated, 
although there was " ••• the possibility that India 
and Pakistan would use mili1aJy force." 
Richard Haas, a former NSC official who 
accompanied Gates commented that. "The 
bottom line I drew from it is not that we were 
on the brink of nuclear war, but that we were on 
the brink of war, and beyond that all bets were 
off." Former Ambassador Robert Oakley 
agreed, remarking that "We (U.S.) never had 
any hard indications that any nuclear warheads 

had been delivered to an airbase ... we bad no 
evidence that a nuclear exchange was 
imminent." 

Although teDSions remain, there have been no 
subsequent crises in the region .of a comparable 
nature. The relative peace in the area may have 
prompted some officials to .feel more optimistic 
that a negotiated settlement of the Kashmir 
dispute could be realized. · For instailce. in 1992 
Defense Minister Syed Ghaus Ali Shah ruled 
out the possibility of future armed conflict 
between India and Pakistan over Kashmir.. He 
noted: 

There exists no possibility of armed conflict between 
Pa1dsta1l and IDdia on the Kashmir dispute and I 
tbiak both the countries have desired to negotiate 
and decide issues by putting their cases, rather than 
taking decisioDS byforce • 

In April1993, Prime Minister Sharif reinforced 
this notion, stating that: 

1be unsettled issue of Jammu and Kasbmir is the 
main reason for the tense nlaticmsbip between 
Pakistan and India, which has been like that for a 
long time. .. QIU' position on Kashmir is still based on 
these resolutious. We do not raise any claims against 
any tenitmy. 

The Pakistanis have tempered their interests in 
inciting violence in Kashmir. Islamabad does 
not want a w8r with India and does :want 
removal ftom the U.S. "watch · list" of 
govemments supporting terrorism. For 
instance, in April 1993, Pakistani troops 
blocked another march of Kaslmiiri militants 
1rying to enter Indian-controlled Kashmir. 
These nonviolent gestures ·by Pakistan do not 
lessen the importance of the Kubmiri issue. 
This became clear in .·a meeting between Vice 
President AI Gore and Prime Minister Qureshi, 
on 29 July 1993, in which Qureshi explained 
that nuclear nonproliferation issues .in South 
Asia could not be resolved without a resolution 
of the Kashmir issue. 

To reduce tensions and avoid confrontations, 
India and Pakistan have initiated (although 
implementation may be in question) several 
Confidence Building Measures including the 
following: 
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• Hotline Between Directors General ·of 
Military Operations (used on weekly basis). 
Agreed at Simla Accords in 1972. 

• Agreement on Prohibition of Attack on 
Nuclear Installations and Facilities. Signed 
in December 1988 by Bhutto and Gandhi 
and ratified in January 1991. In January 
1992 and January 1993, India and Pakistan 
exchanged Usts of their nuclear-related 
facilities. Bach side has questioned the 
completeness of the other's lists. 

• Advance Notice on Military Exercises, 
Maneuvers and Troop MOVements. August 
1992. 

• Prevention of Air Space Violations and 
Pennitting OVerflights and Landings by 
Military Aircraft. August 1992. 

• Joint Declamtion on Probt'bition of 
Chemical Weapons (reiteration of resolve 
to become original States Parties to the 
CWC). Issued August 1992.. The 
agreement does not, however, commit 
Islamabad or New Delhi to ratify the CWC. 

• Invitation to Chief of Amly Staff, Pakistan, 
to visit India. Extended August 1992. 

In late November 1993, it was announced that 
on January 1-3, 1994, Foreign Secretaries J.N. 
Dixit and Shabryar Khan would resume stalled 
discussions on bilateral problems, including the 
status of Jammu and Kashmir. Following two 
days of talks, the two countties issued a 
statement indicating that no progress bad been 
made and no further talks were scheduled. 
Politically embarrassed by the failed 
negotiations, Prime Minister Bhutto has 
responded to opposition criticism by 
announcing that new talks cannot begin unless 
several conditions are met. They include the 
release of K.asbmiri political leaders, a. 
reduction in Indian forceS in Kashmir, and an 
end to human rights abuses. Bhutto also can be 
expected to resume PaJ.cislan•s criticism of India 
for its poor human rights record in Kashmir. 

PROLJP'£11ATION OF 'WEAPON$ OF MAss DISTRUCI'ION 
. . . IMPLiCATIONS FOR U.S. WABGAMING 

Secondary RegioQI Ccmeerns 

],an 
PakiStani-Iranian relations, while consequential, 
will be of secondary importance to both nations. 
Each country's primary ·security ~ are 
located in opposite directions: for Tehran, the 
threat lies to the west in Iraq; for Islamabad. the 
danger rests •in· the east with Iudia. In order to 
focus on these :fronts. both countries seek 
hamionious relations along their common 
border. In an interview on December 8, 1993, 
Prime Minister Bhutto Doted that: 

We {Paldstan) auaeh great importance to 
our relations wi1h Iran. Iran occupies a special place 
for Pakistan because of its location and the boads of 
faith, bfstory, and culture 1hat link the two ~es. 
Good relations with Iran are an imperative. Since 
Iran and Pakistan contain large numbers. of 
politicized minorities including indigenous 
tribal peoples such as the Balucbis. Tehran and· 
Islamabad probably will continue to putsue 
complementary policies to slifto unrest. in the 
transborder tegion of Baluchistan. Iran and 
Pakistan alsQ are concerned by zegional 
conflicts including Azerbaijan and Armenia, 
T~ikis1an and AfghaDistan. Both Islamabad 
and Tehran support the Azeris; uumy of whom 
have sought refuge in Iran. Despite Bhutto's 
public comments, overall improvement in 
bilateral relations between ·Pakistan and lraD, 
however, may depend more on the future 
relati~ between Washington and 
Islamabad. 

During the 1980s, Pakistani-Iranian relations 
were strained as Islamabad became a criti~ 
frontline anti-communist country for the U.S., 
while lranian-U.S. ·relations deteriorated. With 
the Soviet withdraWal &om Afghanistan and the 
U.S. effort to bait Pakistan's nuclear weapons 
and missile programs (as well as similar .Inmian 
programs) Islamabad and Tehran have 
improved relations. Fo1111er Pakistani General 
Beg developed close ties with Iran in 1990 and 
there were tumors of posst'ble nuclear weapons 
technology transfers between Islamabad and 
Tehran. Subsequent reports, however, 
concluded· that no nuclear weapons technology 
transfers OCCU1'I'ed. IntereSted in developing a 
more independent and IslamiC state, Beg and 
President Khail continued to dev~lop . closer ties 
with lrail. As formet U.S. Ambassador Oakley 
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commented, General Beg's pro-Iranian policy 
as it related to the Kashmir crisis was "scary to 
us." With the resignation of Khan and the 
retirement of General Beg in 1993, it is uncleQr 
how Pakistan's new govermnent will respond to 
Iran. 

The Iranian government continues to view the 
U.S. as the "Great Satan" detenDine(t to deprive 
Muslim. countries of their rig~:$ to acquire 
advanced weaponry. In .July 1993, . Tehran's 
govenunent controlled radio stated. its solidaritY 
with Pakistan in its purchase of Chinese M-ll 
technology while casti~g Washington's 
nonproliferation concerns: 

JUilerk:a feeJs unhappy ·with. the access to the 
reladvely advanced weapons of any Muslim counuy 
even thoup its govenunent may be an ally to 
Wasbington. 'Ibis is a part of the U.S. mategy· as 

-well as the commitments wbicb it bas been following 
in order to proteCt its imperialistic base in the Middle 
East, namely Israel. 

_ In tbat same mo~ Prime Minister Sharif 
traveled to Tehran where he met with hesident 
Hasheini-~ani. Sharif claimed tbat 
relations between Pakistan and Iran were very 
good and that fiieildly meetings would be held 
between the heads of the two countries to 
reassess previous cultural, political and 
economic agreements. A3 an indication of 
Islamic solidarity. the ltanian ambassador to 
Pakistan stated that Tehran and Islamabad hold 
similar views on Bosnia, Kashmir. and 
Mgbanistan. 

Despite these improvementS, there. are strains in 
Pakistani-Iranian relations primarily focusing 
on India. For example, .on 8 ~ovember 1993, 
first deputy foreign minister of han, Alaed-Dm 
Borujerd~ told Indian external affairs minister, 
Dinesh Singh. tbat keeping external powers 
&om interfering in Kashmir was a prudent 
policy - thereby contradicting previous 
statements given to Pakistan. Islamabad also 
expressed its displeasure with Iran's pact with 
India providing . rail and road links with the 
Central Asian Republics. As one Pakistani 
editorial suggested. "if the pact cannot be. 
undone. at least have its implementation 
deferred till India changes its attitude towards 
the Muslims in general and Kashmir in 
particular." At about the same time, an Iranian 
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delegation was eonsid,ering gnu:tting India a gas 
pipeline from the Qesbm 1-lands in the Persian 
Gulf. 
b ------~--------------~ 

Afllullllsttm 
Pakistan bitterly reseQts the disappeat'all~ of 
U.S~ aid following the SOviet wi1:hdtawal nom 
Afghanistan. In its plaCe, ·the tJnited States has 
suddenly decided that nuclear nonpro~ · 
and anti-terrorism are Washington's . primary 
foreign policy concerns wifii. Islamabad. In 
terms of 'terrorism, Pakistani authorities 
responded - after a ~ of foot dtagging .
by detaining foreign Islamic militants based in 
the Northwest Frontier ProviDce bordering 
Afghanistan. On the nuclear isSUe~ Islamabad 
bas been more obstinate. .Pakbtani leaders 
argue, not without good reason, that: 
WashiDgton was weU aware . Of Islamabad's 
nuclear weapons ·capability and only after the 
eJid of the Afghan war did charges teblted to the 
Pressler amendment become germane. 

Meanwhile, Pakistan's ten-year ~t to 
the Afghan resistance bas !eSUlted in a myriad 
of problems for Islamabad inelUdiD.g the Sptead.. 
of a drug cultm:e, unre$t in SiDdh and the 
Northwest FtontiQI' Province, a bankrupt 
economy, and the continuing burden of 
approximately 1.6 million Afghan refugees. 
Pakistani leaders also are wary of Afghanistan's 
possible disintegration which might result in 
ethnic battles which Pakistan, Imn, and other 
Muslim nations might' feCI compeUed to enter. 
In response. Pakistan bas promised that it will! 
provide assistance for reconstruction of 
Afghanistan's communications ~; 
transfQr thousands of tons of wheat;. and reviVe 
the historic trade route between the two 
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countries. As part of these closer relations, 
Afghanistan . bas condemned the bUDUID right$ 
violations in Jammu $l1d Kashmir and they have 
supported Kashmiris' right to self. 
determination. 

Coadasioas 
Proliferation trends •d teD$ion in. SoUth. Asia · 
CIIIUiot be understood by examining orily India 
and Pakistan - other regional actors must be 
considered. India's. original decision to develop 
a nuclear weapons capability bad nothblg to do 
with Pakistan. Instead, China was ·the catalyst 
for Indian nuclear developments since Indian 
leaders realized that they could not de~d 
agablst Chinese attack - as · clemOD5bated by 
India's humiliating defeat by China in 1962 -
nor could New Delhi mateh Beijing's ambitious 
weapons modernization program. As 8waroop 
Krishna Kaul; IncUa's Chief of Air Staff: llOted 
in November 1993, Chiila is India's primary 
concern over the next decade: 

They (China) are cuuing dle size of dleir auned 
fon:es but compensating by iDducting hi-tech 
weapomy including nuclear and long-range 
misSiles...h is a threat we cannot wish away. 

Determined to avoid similar military fiascoes 
and ·a costly arms race, India developed a 
nuclear weapons option designed to deter 
Beijing. Too o~ western analyses of South 
Asia focus on the "arms race" between India 
and Pakistan with only a passing reference to 
China. Certainly Islamabad's nuclear program 
bas played a role in New Delhi's nuclear 
thinking; but only as a piece 
intricate 

PROLIFERA110N OF WEAPONS OF MAss DES'J1WCI'ION 
IMPUCATIONS FOR U.S. WMGAMJNG 

India and Pakistan .are not the only ~tries in 
the region facing ethnic · and politi~ 
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challenges. Comparable intei'Ilal problems 
including ethnic wu-est and 1111even • 
distribution tbreaten Chinese sta.bili ~)£8 

•••••••• - lFrom the Chinese 
perspective, resolving the Sino-Indian bord~ 
dispute is far outWeiglted by the need for 
domestic stability and i. peaeelbl tnmsition of 
power. Continued separatist leanings in . Tibet 
and Muslim dominated Xinjiang . remain a 
particularly worrisome probl~. For example, 
on October 10, 1993, Islamic separatists 
attempted to stage a massive rally to protest the 
mistreatment of minority Chinese Huis and 
Uighurs in Beijing. 

with Chiua in the wake of tbe Tiaunmen 
Square · ma.ssacre, human rights . abuses, and a 
growing trade surplus with the u;s .• President 
Clinton originally threatened to \Vitbh()ld . Most 
Favored Nation (MFN) status &om ChUla \1llti1 
Beijing's poliCies improved on . human. rights. 
trade practi~ . and unconventional weapons 
transfers. In a departure from his campaip 
rhetoric and early policy stateme~tts, C1inton 
announced his intention to engage the Chlnese 
through high level meetings. including a 
meeting with Chinese President Jiang in 
November 1993 foUowed by direct contacts 
between senior U.S. and Chinese Jnilitary 
officials. lbe importance the United States bas 
attached to China, combined with the recent 
U.S. statements questioning India's contrOl over 
Kashmir. suggest to New Delhi . that 
WB$hington seeks a confi'ontational ·approach 
with India. On 30 October 1993, Dinesb, Singh, 
Indian External Affairs Mhti$tet. expressed his 
govemment's dissatisfaction with . · the U.S. 
position on Kashmir. 

• 

We are SU1priscd at the timillg of the Amedcan 
pronouncements; they came just as it appeared that .• . . · 
8IDled terrorists . inside the Hmatba1 Shrine were 
about to release civilian hostages -held by them. 

ctingP 
t Wasim Sajjad reinforced this idea in 

an address before the Parliament on October 27, 
1993: 

Pakistan is tied in etema1 iiieuclship with the People's 
Republic of China. We are proud of this fri~dsblp 
and it will be the govemmer:at'S endeavor to fiuther 
deepen these ties of1iiendsbip. 

India views this ongoing Sino-PakiStani 
relatioliSbip as. reason for concern. With the 
addition of Burma into the Chinese sphere of 
influence, India finds itself increasingly 
encircled by hostile regimes supported by 
Beijing. Even India's southern flank, the Indian 
Ocean, is in jeopardy as the Chinese navy 
undergoes significant exp$11Sion along with 
improved port of call opportunities. 

Indian leaders also are anxious about· the 
Clinton administration's recent policy reversal 
towards China. Elected on a platfonn that 
criticized President Bush's congenial relations 
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These sipals could encot.Uage a CQJJtinued 

confrontation not only in KashiDir but aD over. 

Meanwhile, .Pakistan wiD continue to ·Jiiopitor 
Indian political and military developments with 
suspicion. In her first Federal Cabinet meeting • 



• 

• 
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held on October 26, 1993, l'rime Minister 
Bhutto reacted to the latest Kashmir 
controversy concerning the Haz:ratbal shrine by 
placing "on high alert all · the country's security 
forces to meet any eventuality." According to 
the Pakistani media, Bln11.tP and her cabinet are 
concerned that Indian f(){CeS might attack 
Pakistan . ' • . 
instabil' . 

PROJ;.D'ERATIONOJ' 'WEAPONS OF MAss DEsTRUCTION 
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Introduction 
Accurately depicting the employment of 
nuclear weapons in a regional crisis has 
presented wargame designers with a number of 
challenges obscured during the Cold War only 
because of the relatively static strategic context 
With the end of the bipolar era, a number of 
dynamic international security 1rends have been 
unleashed or have resurfaced, including 
conflicts engendered by ethni~, nationalism, 
religion, culture, and history. In particular, 
various segments of the international 
community are increasingly threatened by both 
the combiaation of the above trends and the 
accelerated rate of · technological diffusion, 
especially the proliferation of nuclear 
capabilities and the associated means of 
delivery. 

PaOLii'ERA'DON OF WEAPONS OF MAss DFS'I'IltJC110N 
IMPUCATIONS POR U.S. 'WABGAMlNG 

It is axiomatic to say that nuclear weapons can 
be employed in a vari~ of ways short of 
detonation; the histol)' of nuclear weapons 
employment (broadly defined) since World War 
D offers several examples of this. The Cuban 
Missile Crisis and President EiseDhower•s 
play of the nuclear card vis-a-vis the PRC to 
end the war in Korea are just two examples of 
employment as it was understood in the 
superpower context. Paradoxically, it now 
seems that while the threat of a m~or 
intercontinental nuclear exchange has abated, 
the likelihood of regional nuclear may be 
increasing. S\lch a possibility makes U.S. 
planning a great deal more complex. 

One example of how a widened and less
defined scope of employment can have an 
impact on U.S. planners is evident in the current 
Korean situation. For the United States. the 
knowledge that a country hostile to U.S . 
interests (e.g., the DPRK) is acquiring a nuclear 
weapons capability could in and of itself 
precipitate a crisis. While this was always a 
concern during the Cold War (the Indian or 
Chinese entry into the group of nuclear powers 
is illustrative), the bipolar security system 
helped to restrain the ambitions of would-be 
nuclear actors while providing a regional 
security balancing mechanism; the result of this 
,.filter" was restraint and discipline in the use of 
force. Now, given· the fluidity of international 
security, even the suspected possession of 
nuclear weapons wolild greatiy complicate 
crisis decisionmaking. 

In an attempt to provide U.S. decisionmakers 
the means to understand better the options 
confronting them in increasingly complex 
regional nuclear con~ free-form, 
multiplayer Grey Team wargames of the type 
conducted by OSDINA can illustrate various 
technical and political characteristics of 
proliferators, including their motivations, 
expected benefits, risks undertaken, and bow 
capabilities may be employed. Further, Grey 
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Team wargames recognize the need to model 
oon-state actors as accurately as possible. As 
such, such wargames have coJlle to be regarded 
as a useful tools in simulating the complexity of 
defending U.S. interests in regional crises, 
many of which may well have a nu~lear 
component 

This chapter addresses the complexity of 
representing nuclear weapons in free-form 
wargames, with a specific focus on the Asian 
theater (including, as in Chapter One, China, 
the Korean peninsul~y and the CWn.India
Pakistan dynamic). This task is complicated by 
four factors: 

• the range of actions a nuclear WC£lPOn 
holder or potential holder can take, from 
component acquisition to infrastructure and 
arsenal development; 

• the range of overt and covert employment 
means, the diversity of weapons, and 
potential targets; 

• lack of infonnation available to 
decisionmakers about the intentions and 
capabilities of the wupons holder; and 

• extreme variations and uncertainty in the 
amount of time available to decisionmakers 
to respond to the crisis - literally ranging 
from hours to months. 

Making accommodation for these factors in 
multi-player wargames is a considerable 
challenge. In traditional gaming approaches, 
the U.S. (or Blue) team usually engaged a 
Soviet (or Red) team in some form of crisis 
situation in a straightforward, one-on-one .game. 
In a nuclear Grey Team wargame, however, 
uncertainties for any team's decisionmakers are 
multiplied by the number of players 
participating in the game. 

While the United States typically remains alue, 
Red teams may represent a non-nuclear state or 
a faction Within a nuciear state. Red eoujd .l:Je 
attacked with a nuol~ weapon llll.Ulched by 

Purple (representing Blue allies) or Grey 
(repn;sentin& .ostensibly, neutral observers). 
COmplications of a eontlif.rt in the Middle EaSt 
involving the U~ $Wes, Iran or Iraq, and 
Israel and other u.s. allies help to-suggeSt in 
this regard just how fluid team definitions may 
become. Importantly, in some games, any state 
or . non-state actor may become Red simply by 
virtue of making a threat of nuclear use; even if 
uncertainty remains with regard to that .actor's 
actual possession or capability. Lastly, besides 
the usual politico-miljtary means of influence in 
wargames, other game stimulants (tor example, 
humanitarian missions..· or economic. and ttade 
leveraging) increase Grey Team wargame 
complexity. · 

Because they more closely approximate the 
number of actors and the complexity of 
considerations at work in ellierging security 
environments, Grey Team wargames can serve 
as a useful vehicle for investigating issues 
associated with nuclear proliferation. In 
particular, they can help identify other poiilts of 
view relevant to crisis management and conflict 
resolution. In the areas of palicy development 
and crisis response, an improved underst;mding 
of how and why a proliferator undertakes 
certain actions in a .cri$is sitQation - or, at 
least an assessment of wbie.b actions are most 
or least likely - can lead to more successful 
policy initiatives on the part .of the United 
States. 

The following sections of this chapter examine 
the use of scenarios in Grey Team wargameJ. 
and then provide an overview of tbe nuclear 
weapons acquisition and development and 
arsenal development processes. As alluded to 
above, with concepts of nuclear employment 
evolving and .taking on more subtle 
charateristics, this effort will focus more 
speo.ifically on four aspects of nuclear 
employment 

• employment of the process of nuclear 
acquisition and development itself by 
ptoliferant actors to . influ~ events; 
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• an assessment of the "rise phase," the point 
where an advanced ·nuclear infiastructure 
surges towards weaponization; 

• nuclear employment in a regional crisis; 
and 

• the "certain uncertainty" of hidden nuclear 
weapons is addressed. 

A final section descnl>es possi'bl~ implications 
for Blue/Blue-Purple conventional operations. 

PROLIFERATIONOFWEAPO~OFMAss~ccnoN 
IMPUCA.TIONSFORV.S. WAB(;.UUNG 

more and more critical element of gaming, 
which itself will be ·a more impOrtant ·decision 
and polieymaking tool in this new security 
environment. 

~------------------~J Tbechlef 
innovation of these ftee..fonn wargames was 
that the number of COJDpeting ·teams. was 
inc~ &om two to four. Jn addition to Blue 

Following this diseussion. ,..--------------___, and ·Iud teams, 
an illustration is offered Pprple, and Grey 
of bow the nucl• teams were added to 
weapons process itself represent U.S. allies 
and nuclear employment and other concerned 
can_ be portrayed in Grey state or· non-state 
Team wargames by FIGVREl--1 actm'St respectively. 
examining the perceptions and actions of all Some teams represented ·groups rather than 
players. Lastly, a section on non-state actors is unitary actors, developing decisiomnaking 
included, where .several suggestions for structures that retlec$:d interDa] competing 
vignettes are provided to as5iSt Grey Team interests. FQttber, there were two additional 
wargame designers in representing ttuclear channels of' cOmmunication available~ In 
ambitions, intentions, and pom"ble employment addition to the tradidonal'political and 11lilitacy, 
issues associated with nuclear weapons in Asia. an economicl1rade and. a humanitarian cbaiinel 
Though the focus of this effort is not intended were incorporated (See Figure 3-2). The 
to be primarily on Blue, the foundation of this intent of these Grey Team wargames was to 
analysis rests upon a framework (see Figure represent and stress the compleXity of dealing 
3-1) that assumes primarily_Blue perspectives. with multiple actors in a crisis. Composition of 

Seenarios aacJ Grey Team W&l'gameS: 
· Overview 

The late 198()s witnessed a structural shift away 
from the bipolar Competition that dominated 
U.S. national security planning during the Cold 
War toward a multipolar security environment 
populated by a variety of actors ranging from 
single coun1ries to regional coalitions and sub
national groups. U.S. military planners began 
to contend with an emerging international 
security environment dominated by the 
reemergence of nationalist and subnationalist 
conflicts. Thus the effective development and 
design of scenarios (or Grey Team warga,mes 
to test U.S. capabilities to deaJ with, and 
respond to, future contingencies will become a 

the Grey, Purple, and Red~~· was·· carefully 
developed to inelu~ personnel with in~tb 
eXperience and exposure to the. specific 
countries or groups under consideration. 

Games such as the$e are typioally conducted as 
free-fonn wargames, where two. or more teams 
. represent different deCisiomnaking groups 
depicting nation. states of various sizeS and 
statures or even official .rep~ves of 
subgroups within nations. Fi:'e&"f0nn wargames 
can be open games, characteriZed by unJimited 
player access to other players' resource 
infonnation, or closed games, Where limits are 
placed on player access to other teams' 
infonnation. Depending ® the level of game 
detail and the objectives :of tile game, players 
may take specific actions to augment their 
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knowledge about the other team's capabilities 
and intentions. 

The decision to conduct closed. free-form 
wargames bas important implications for 
scenario development, and can enhance the 
realism of the game. As mentioned abov.e, lack 
of information available to the decisionmaker is 
a major constraint in crisis situations. 
Decisionmakers often face abnormal 
information flow 

pzne players may .participate in the 
.development of ~nerios, while in ~tber cases. 
they may have no advance knowledge of the 
game's context. Whate\!er·.forrn they take, the 
nat:ure: and SCQpe of wargame scenarios directly 
influence the game's results,, and must therefore 
be ~nsiStept with tlle sitUation being gamed. 

Scenarios provide the m~ to structure the 
flow and content of information (the -~· of 

ref~ fur 
during a crisis - the 
amount of 
information tends to 
increase dramatically 
as its relevance to the 
cnsiS dimiliishes. 
Decisionmakers may 
receive raw or near· 
raw data that may be 
contradictory and 
incomplete. 

-Gtay Team Wargames investigating the issues) 
to players· during the 
course of a wargame. 
Flow can be· controlled 
through the use of a time 
step, the length of which 
has a direct relationship 
to information flow, For 
example, as time is 
compressed, information 
available to 
decisionmakers becomes 
less complete, creating 
pressure. to reach 

Additionally, the 
media plays a 
significant role in 
shaping CfiSIS 

information. In the FiGURE3-l 
consensus· and make 
decisieiDS, thereby 

Persian Gulf War, for example, CNN was 
providing live footage while U.S. intelligence 
agencies scrambled to assemble situation 
reports. 

The function of scenarios in open, free fonn 
Grey Team wargames is to provide the initial 
Starting . position, for example a general 
situation statement which includes the poli~y 
positionS, resourees, and recent actions of the 
four teams, and to provide updates later in the 
game. Depending on the scope and complexity 
of the game a source book is often provided 
specifying each team's resources, capa.bilities 
and constraints. Teams are also provided with a 
set of game instructions that specify niles and 
procedures. 

Potential scenarios may take a number of 
forms. from a brief situation statement to 
elaborate scripts requiring considerable 
technical suPPQrt and data. In some cases~ 
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restricting the search for Qptions. ln 
international crises involving nuclear weapons, 
decisionmakers will often be forced to reiy .on 
their perceptions · rather than hard, .verified 
information. Not only must a decisionmaker 
rely on the accuracy of his own perceptions 
about his adversary, he must accurately judge 
opposing perceptions of his statements ~ 
actions. 

Finally, it must be emphasized that. Orey Team 
scenarios are fluid That is to say, that in 
certain games, or phases of games, there may 
not be a . Red Team. Or, multiple Grey Temns 
may be in dispute ()Vet .ntoey. Conceivably; 
Purple may attack Grey, while in another game 
(or even possibly in the same one) Grey 
becomes Red but still does not threaten Blue 
interests enoUgh for Blue to beeQme directly 
involved. Further complications are manifested 
in the inclusion of non·state actor$, or factions 
of Grey or Red that may or may not involve 

• 
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Blue. Hence, these wargames offer a plethora 
of scenarios and situations which will place 
great stress on all decisionmakers. 

The Nuclear Wea iiS Process 

Acquisition and Development 

Though opportunities for compellence exist 
with the initiation of a nuclear program, the 
continued building of the infrastructure and, 
ultimately, of a .nuclear weapon makes a 
proliferator's threat of use more credible. This 
is to say that acquisition and development can 
be considered indicators of ambitions, intent, 
burgeoning capability, and even employment in 
a pre-crisis period, crisis, or in wartime. It 

PRoUFERAnON OF 'WEAPoNs OFMAssDEsTI.UCTION 
IMPUCATIONS FOR U.S. WA.RGAMING 

makes sense, then, for decisionmakers to 
prepare for interdiction efforts at the earliest 
poss1"ble time, thereby increasing leverage. 
However, Grey Team wargamers will be 
challenged in their portrayal· of these events by 
the numerous variant acquisition and 
development paths that may yield ambiguous 
signals not conducive to proactive decisions. 

The costs of an overt or covert fu:D-scale 
indigenous nuclear weapon program can be 
great depending on the priorities of the 
proliferator. Many potential nuclear-anned 
countries have limited resources, yet 
disproportionate amountS of those assets are 
devoted to nuclear weapon aequi$ition and 
development. For example, Iraq spent 
approximately $10 billion and relied on 7,000 
predominantly Iraqi scientists and 13,000 
technical support personnel in its queSt for a 
nuclear weapon. 

The scale of the DPRK's efforts clearly 
illustrates this contention as well. The Bank of 
Korea e,timates 1hat Pyongyang's economy bas 
been contracting for four years: -4% in 1990, -
S% in 1991, -S0.4 in 1992, and -11% in 1993. In 
1990, comparative figures for North and South 
Korea demonstrate the North's extremely weak 
economic situation.. North and South Korean 
Gross Domestic Product were $1,064 and 
$S,S69 for 1990, respectively;.real growth was-
4% and 9%; and total foreign trade was $4.6 
billion and $134.9 billion. Thus, Pyongyang's 
enervated economy supports a nuclear 
infrastructure in part with defense expenditures 
estimated at 25% of its national output. This is 
an enonnous percentage of a healthy economy, 
let alone as part of one that continues to shrink. 

But other developing countries also have 
fiscally austere models to em.ulate. A 1993 
report by the Russian lriteUigence Service 
estimates that a nuclear weapons developmeilt 
effort only requires 1,300 engineers and sao 
scientists, of whom 120 should be nuclear 
specialists. South Africa's nuclear program . 
employed a total of 1 ~000 personnel ( 400 at any 
one time) and utilized one-half of one percent 
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of its defense budget, au within an .economy 
one-third the size of Mexico's. 

The opportunities for nuclear weapon system or 
major component acquisition. have increased 
with the breakup of the Soviet Union. The 
strong central government there has given way 
to a less formidable group of fifteen, most of 
which are characterized, in part, by porous 
border and export controls. Greater numbers of 
suppliers exist, not only individuals and 
companies who want to make a profit, but an 
emerging second-tier of nuclear suppliers (such 
as India) that further complicate anti
proliferation efforts. Smuggling and 
intelligence collection continue to support 
nuclear ambitions. 

For a proliferator to develop a nuclear weapon 
with a complete production capability, despite 
the fact that a wider range of choices are 
available to fulfill this objective, he must 
overcome several demanding tasks. A 
sufficient amount of concentrated and purified 
weapons-grade fissile material must be obtained 
or produced; high explosives technologies must 
be mastered; and a workable nuclear weapon 

design must be developed or obtained. Jt .is 
important to include this ·information here 
because, as mentioned before, early indicators 
may be vague, even misleading. Enough 
accumul~ information on the proliferator's 
acquisition cycle, however, may allow 
decisionmakers to act if the data can be linked 
back to one of these decisive elements of a 
nuclear program. (See Figure 3-3) 

A nation can make a nuclear fission weapon 
from uranium by obtaining the required Highly 
Enriched Uranium (HEU). For weapons use, 
uranium must be enriched to at least a 90% 
concentration, from less than one percent, by an 
isotope separation technique. To constitute a 
nuclear weapon core, 25 kilograms of fisSile 
uranium-235 (U235) are required. Natun.l 
uranium ore, once obtained, must be milled for 
processing into uranium oxide concentrate 
("yellowcake"). To continue with uranium 
enrichnient, a conversion plant is required to 
purify the yellowcake and convert it to uranium 
hexafluoride (the material processed in the 
enrichment plant). An enrichment plant 
enriches the uranium hexafluoride gas into the 
isotope U23s and a capability for converting the 
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enriched uranium hexafluoride gas into solid 
uranium oxide or metal is required. 

There are two primary cojDJJlercial methods of 
enriching uranium: gaseous diffusion and gas 
centrifuge. Other methods include <:alutro~ 
aerodynamic techniques, electroJnagnetic 
separation, laser isotope, and chemical 
exchange. Gaseous diffUsion requires 
significant amounts of energy, large facilities. 
and equipment and technology that is not 
Telldily available. The required scientific and 
technical resources may not be readily available 
either. By way of example, Argentina 
announced in 1983 that it had been building a 
gaseous diffusion plant with indigenous 
technology and that it bad already prod~ a 
small quantity of enriched uranium. Iraq, on 
the 9ther band, eschewed this approach in 1987 
due to technological limitations and the paucity 
of outside assistance in this area. 

Gas centrifuge technology, though it suffers 
from many of the same restraints as gaseous 
diffusion, is attractive because there is abundant 
information about early designs, the technology 
is available, and the method is relatively simple. 
Although the technology is available, it has few 
uses, and thus constitutes an anomaly to export 
monitors. For example, once operating, a 
centrifuge plant needs precision engineering 
and metallurgical skills, i.e., maraging steel, 
high-quality computer numerically controlled 
machines, special oils and magnetsy and large 
amounts of aluminum piping. Modem 
centrifuges could lead to smaller, more efficient 
and relatively inexpensive facilities, thereby 
making detection of the facility difficult. As 
the history of Pakistan's nuclear program 
demonstrates, although export monitoring may 
reveal the existence of a centrifuge program, it 
will rarely reveal conclusiVe. information about 
research locations. 

Calutrons are considered the easiest technology 
to be mastered, though the facilities are large; 
require massive amounts of electricity, and 
mUst: be augmented by a substantial labor force. 
Aerodynamic separation hu been developed 

Plr.OLJFERATION OF WEAPONS OF 1\JASSDBs'l'R'OCTION 
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only by a few cowUri• . (South Aftica and 
Germany) and is more energy intensiv'e than 
gaseous diffusion. Electromagnetic Isotope 
separation (EMIS) was purslled by the Iraqis. 
and a 1984 Oak Ridge Laboratory study 
reported tbat .20.nation$ bad researeh programs 
in EMIS technology. Initial fOJ'IIlS of laser 
isotope separation are currently pursued by 
more than a dozen non-nuclear' weapon states. 
Once the process and technologies are 
perfected, the facilities Will be small and can 
achieve their task in ~nly a few stages, making 
detection difficult. Chemical exChange 
{ cbemex) may become more popular since it is 
fairly easy ·technically, though at .present there 
are no commercial-scale cheinex faciliti~. 
France and Japan have built pilot plants. 

Uranium enrichment is a complex and 
expensive process that requires construction of 
enrichment facilities that demand extensive 
design, the instaUation of large amounts of 
costly equipment, and trained operators. 
Uranium enrichment is not usually the path of 
choice for developing countries, many of wbom 
may lack the inftastructure, financial resources, 
and personnel to complete the task. 
Admittedly, though. South Africa, Argentina,. 
Brazil, India, and Pakistan have succeeded. 
Grey Team wargamers should be aware that 
enriched uranium can be used in nuclear power 
or research reactors ("light-water reactors"), 
though it is only enriched to 3%. Making the 
decisionmakers' job more difficult, it is 
plausible to have a 1~ non-weapons· 
related program for enriching urantUm. 

A second way to a nuclear fission weapon is the 
plutoniUm path. A country needs 8 kilograms 
of plutonium (it does not exist naturally), which 
can be prodUced in a nuclear reactor by 
irradiating Uu8• Pllltonitim-239 (Pum) is 
prodllced when a U.m atom absorbs a neutron. 
A reactor desi~¢<1 tO maximize production 
(fueled by natUral uranium), a large research 
reactor, or a .poWer reactor that. produces 
electricity are all ·1JS4ble in this endeavor, 
though· reactor development is ·difficult (the 
specifies of design and engbl~g. to say 
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nothing of operation). Preparing uranium for 
Pum production involves obtaining. milling, 
and converting natural uraniwn into 
yellowcake, and purifying that into reactor
grade urairium dioxide. Following this, a fuel 
fabrication plant is reqUired (fuel fabrication is 
a demanding metallurgical task); to 
.manufacture the fuel elements, as is a capability 
to fabricate zircaloy or alwninwn ·tubing. This 
is for uranium fuel in the form of uranium-filled 
tubes (fuel rods) which are placed in the reactor 
and partially transform into plutoniwn - an 
amalgamation of unused uranium and 
radioactive waste. Spent fuel rods are then 
taken to a reprocessing plant where the 
plutonium is extracted in a series of arduous 
chemical processing steps. A~ to be kept in 
mind by wargamers and decision makers· alike, 
plutonium can be used as fuel in nuclear-power 
reactors, including those designed for civilian 
power reactors. 

Though difficult, it is generally believed that 
obtaining fissile material through plutQnium is 
easier tban by enriching uranium. Much of the 
ease with which either option could be 
conducted, however. depends on that nation's 
resources and what it believes it can access, 
legally or illegally. For example, if a nation 
was willing to violate safeguard instruments 
and succumb to supplier cut-offs, a functional 
nuclear power reactor. could bypass several 
steps in the Pu239 production process. (Some 
Pakistanis argue that the U.S. decision to cut off 
militaty and · econ.omic aid cutoff via the 
Pressler Amendment has, paradoldcally, 
enhaneed Islamabad's self-SUfficiency and 
indigenous nuclear capabilities.) Pakistan has 
also demonstrated how indigenous development 
can be accomplished by obtaining the necessary 
equipment piecemeal from foreign sources 
through front CQmpanies, false documentation, 
and other furtive endea~ors. 8o'drof'"tbese· 
points may be useful in porlnlying South Korea, 
l'a:iwan; Japan; or Viebaam. 

With a successful enrichment capability, a 
proliferator must master high explosives 
technologies that allow for a supercritical mass 
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to be formed. Ideally, in pursuit ofa fission 
weapon, the proliferator would ~fer · an 
implosion device that bombards the atoms of 
the fissile core until they split. in eff~ 
squeezing the core until supercriticality is 
achieved, thus creating neuttons. This reJeases 
energy and more splitting neUtrons in a 
sustained chain reacti()Jl that, if fast enough, 
releases tremendous · amounts of heat and 
energy. Another metbQd exi~ ho.Wever. The 
gun assembly technique propels,. by means of a 
conventional . explOsion~ two subcritical .~ 
of HBU (plutonium cannot be used) together~ 
resulting in a supereritical mass. Iraq was 
working on tbts type of nuclear weapon design 
prior to Desm Storm. The high explosives 
necessary for core coD1PfC*ion and · gun 
assembly are available, but the capacitators ind 
high-speed switches, or trigge~ are n()t; 
beryllium, which reduces the size of the core, 
reflecting "tampers,. which minimize the size 
requirements of the core, and sophisticated high 
compression weapon designs are_ not readily 
available; and the metallurgical skills ~ired 
to manufacture components and final weapon 
fabrication are also difficglho obtain. 

Nuclear Arsenal Development 

While nuclear acquisition and .development 
constitute a disingenuous form or-employment, 
arsenal deveiQpment is less SQ. Nuclear 
weapons by theMselves can .· be ·mtbnidating. 
especially if an in\JSsion of that country is 
envisioned. the ex.~tation. however, that a 
nation can deliver nuclear weapoD$ across its 
border is more menaeing and destabilizing. In 
discussing a proliferator's development of 
nuclear weapOnS. the examples oflsrael, SolJtb 
Africa, Pakistan, and possibly even NQrth 
Korean are pa.rtentous: nu¢lear testing is not 
requited to have confidence in a workable, 
reliable nuclear weapo~ though there may be 
apprehension over yield. (there mu;. the well 
public;i~. "double Dash" over the South 
Atlantic in 1979; however.) In fac~ considering 
the abundance of open information . about 
nuclear weapon design. a state need only access 
requisite quantities of fissile material in order to 
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manufacture a 20-kiloton single Stage fission 
bomb and be eonfident of its te~liability. 
Arsenal development can also include 
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) and radiological 
weapons. 

Proliferators might begin by eonsttucting aerial 
bombs first since they would not have to be as 
light or as compact as missile warheads. Nor 
would they have to be as structur81Iy sound as 
missile warheads in order to survive the 
aerodynamics of ballistic trajectory. Making 
this option more feasible and desirable for the 
proliferator, nwnerous types ·of riillitary and 
civilian aircraft are possessed or available .for 
use as delivery vehicles. COmbat aircraft are 
reusable, allowing for several sorties, and <;an 
deliver a nuclear payload of several tons to 
targets thousands of kilometers away. In this 
way, they are more efficient than many of the 
short- and intermediate-range ballistic missiles 
found in the Third World. · 

Especially in the case of mobile targets, though, 
aircraft are preferred s~ intelligence and 
target acquisition updates are possible. 
Importantly, from a crisis management 
perspective, aircraft are recallable. Civilian 
aircraft. of course, would have the advantage of 
being non-threatening and, possibly, capable of 
landing at National Airport before detonating a 
device, a point which should not be lost on 
those who realize how close normal commerical 
flight paths come to major U.S. govermnent 
buildings. 

Combat aircraft have disadvantages, however. 
These aircraft must be kept operationally 
effective and with enough spare parts and 
maintenance personnel. Further, unless the 
proliferator plans to drop a nuclear bomb in 
broad daylight, these planes· have to be 
operationally effective at nighttime. Pilot 
training must be very good, toO; the aircraft 
may have to fly against enemy air defense 
networks and may be subjected to enemy 
counter-air and surface-to-air missile (SAM) 
operations when maneuverability and speed are 
not optimized. 

PRoLIFEBAnON or WEAioNSOFM.usDESTRucnoN 
IMPlJ(JgJONSF()R U.S; WARGAMlNG 

Ballistic missil.es are also .effective deliv~ey 
systems for a nuclear Weapon· and appeal':. ·for 
now, to be the means of ohoice among 
developing eountries in general and emerging 
nuclear powers m particular. ,All the primary 
Asian comttries that fonn the base of this study 
(Pakistan, India,. CJijDa, North and South Ko~) 
with the exception. of Japan, produce ballistic 
missiles indigenOUSly. (Japan ·has an active 
space program that cOuld convert a booster into 
a ballistic missile if it cb'*• and Tokyo also 
produces cruise missiles.) lt should be noted 
that Third World ballistic .. missile proliferation 
trends are towards q~isSiles with greater range, 
lethality, and sophistication (Sh0rt-rari~ 
ballistic missile [S:QBM] exten$ion Is popular 
-bUt not the only ~y). 

Besides symbolizing prestige and power, the 
ballistic missile offers the profiferator a means 
to deter, coerce, fight, and terrorize, Ballistic 
missiles, 8$ Saddannutempted in Desert Stor114 
could also be used to -involve another country, 
such as Israel, in an ongoing war. Further, the 
prospect of hidden ~c missiles with 
nuclear weapons erodes confidence in intra-war 
deterrence, escalatiOn control/dominance, and 
may affect war termination by allowing the 
prcdiferator to terminate hostilities on more 
favorable· termS· Thc)ugh air defenses have 
improved somewhat against ·aircraft, a key 
advantage of the ballistic missile is· that it is 
assured of penetration. They : C$11 bit. fixed 

. ftont-line targets. strategic targets in the rear 
and cities, given the proximity of cities and 
borders in South and Nottheast Asia. As ranges 
improve, they willlte ab~ to be based further 
inland, bolst. erin survivability and makin g .. .. g 
p~mptive strikes JPore difficult than they 
already are (given missile mobility). The 
command and conttol aspects of ballistic 
tnissiles are another advantage. While it is 
possible that an aircraft's pilot disobeys bis 
commander, $UCh an eventuality is obviously 
.impossible with a billistio missile. Further, 
since the accUracies of Third World ballistic 
missiles are not great, it is an ideal delivery 
system for weap()ns that do not require 
precision in order to be ~ve - .nuclear 
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weapons. China's sale of as many as 60 CSS-2s 
to Saudi Arabia in 1988 illustrates this point 
Though capable of being fired 2,500 kilometers 
away, its accuracy leaves much to be desired (it 
bas a circular error probable [CEP) of 2,000 
meters), leading many analysts to the 
conclusion that nuclear weapons would be the 
only suitable warhead for it if USed. 

Space launch vehicles (SLVs) offer another 
potential means for the delivery of nuclear 
weapons - once they are converted to ballistic 
missiles. Of the countries listed above, only 
North Korea does not have a SL V program. 
(South Korea probably bas, or will soon have, a 
SL V due to its IRBM program and desires for 
orbiting a satellite.) Though ballistic missiles 
are often transformed into SLVs. the reverse is 
straightforward and fairly rudimeiltmy. The 
major difference between the two is in the types 
of payload, trajectory, and guidance and 
control. Covert conversion would be 
particularly attractive, since SLV programs are 
generally viewed with less concem than 
ballistic missiles. This way, foreign technical 
assistance may be more forthcoming and 
technological restrictions, such as the Missile 
Technology Control Regime, may be more 
easily circumvented Additionally, neighbors 
may not feel the need to respond with 
comparable missile programs if they suspect a 
SL V program instead of one designed to 
produce ballistic missiles. 

Cruise missiles are becoming more popular, 
too, especially in the wake of the Persian Gulf 
War and subsequent Tomahawk cruise missile 
(TLAM·C) attacks against Iraqi · nuclear 
facilities on 17 January 1991. There are at least 
four types of cruise missiles: strategic cruise 
missiles armed with nuclear weapons (ALCMs 
and TLAM-N); anti-ship cruise missiles 
(Harpoon, Silkworm, Styx, Exocet); 
conventionally armed ground attack cruise 
missiles (TLAM-C, SLAM); and harassment 
drones equipped with specialized sensors 
(HOTpy, KDH). U.S. and Russian strategic 
cruise missiles can deliver payloads out to 
3,000 km or more, though in order to attain 
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those ranges sophisticated guidance systems 
and support in&astructures are required for 
mapping and targeting. Third World cruise 
missiles are of lesser range (under 150 Ian), 
though there are some sixty-six cruise missile 
buyers. 

Cruise missiles, available from a total of seven 
suppliers (China, Russia, U.s •• Britain, France, 
Italy, and Israel), involve less sophisticated 
technology than ballistic missiles. Cruise 
missiles are a versatile delivery platfonn 
capable: of being fired from land (including 
tJUcks), sea (sm.all ships or submarines), or air. 
Indeed, their size and versatility are two 
primary attributes. Other adv-antages include 
high ac;curacies (to be increased with the 
accessibility of Global Positioning System 
capability), air defense evasion 
(maneuverability), and they can fly at very low 
altitudes. 

Most Third World cruise missiles are used in 
anti-shipping roles, possibly counter-air roles. 
and for coastal defense with. conventional high
explosive warheads. Cruise missiles can also 
be 81111ed With nuclear, ehemical, and biological 
warheads, as well as cluster munitions and fuel
air e losives AEs . I 

The proliferator's arsenal could also include 
developed, purchased, or stolen artiUery sheDs. 
The latter two may be more realistic since the 
technical ability to place the physics package in 
an artillery shell is demanding. Iraq was 
pursuing this arsenal development option. 
Regardless, U.S. and Soviet nuclear artillery 
shells have yields of 5-t 0 kilotons. While this 
is a significant size, the battlefield application 
of an artillery shell may be detennined by the 
range of its delivery system. For shorter 

• 

• 
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PltoLJFERAnONOFWlW'ONS OF MAss DF.sTaUC!'ION 
twuc:la1!1f.JN$FOB. U<S. WA:RGAAilNG 

In the main, With development of a nuclear 
weapon capability becoming easier, accurate 
portrayal of such activities becomes more 
important to game players. since obscure or 
redundant ioformation may hinder early action. 
Today, more~ iS available on the 
early stages of tbe U.S. nuclear program, 
nuclear tecbnology in peral (the result of civil 
nuclear pFQ~), the clesign and construction 
of facilitie5t what· pitfalls exist, and how to 
·avoid them. F~,- there ~ mUldple sources 
for ~jte materials and equipment, including 
data bases, modems, and com~ Lastly, 
educational. opportunities in thi.s. ·area ·have 
increased significantly~ generally inQreaSing the 
capabilitY of various' 1lilid World countries to 
support domestic nuclear programs. While 
producing enough tisSUe material remains the 
key obstacle in the ~lear weapons acquisition 
process, it is possible -~ succeed at acquiring 
and developitlg all the required components and 
materials with a dedicated effort. 

Delivery systems for a nUclear weapan do not 
appear to be an Unpediment since they aJ.-.dy 
exist in abundance throughout the Third Wotld. 
They range fn)m balllstic,ud crui.se IJlissiles to 
airc-A-· artill . ·. niin boats, . . · · tru .. ~ .. and other 

ICU&, . . . eo't OS. ~ . 
surreptitious delivery ·means. lniercoritinentaJ 
ballistic missiles arQ a ~tion, to be sure, but 
in the future, SLV programs of various nations 
will offer oppoituQities for longer-range 
delivery with adjus1ment.s to payload, 
ttajectmy. and guidance and -control. Grey 
Team wargames can offer a multitude of 
challenging scenarios to decision makers, 
stressing the timelineSs of a response (i.e., a 
ballistic missile attack em U.S. troops or alli~). 
9r the ability of those in charge tQ retain. their 
composure in the frenetiC atmosphere of 
nuclear or racliglogical' blackmail (t.e., 
clandestine placemtnt of a nuciear weapan in 
major U.S. oralliecfcity)~ 
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China's motivations for its early nuclear testing 
(China first tested a fission weapon in 1964, a 
fusion weapon in 1966, and performed a 
thermonuclear test in ·t967) beat' this out. Early 
Chinese motivations, formed prior to the Sino
Soviet split, reflected, in part, China's desire to 
become a nuclear power and 'demonstrate that 
the PRC was an autonomous power 
independent of the Soviet nuclear -umbrella. 
Reflecting this renewed confidence, China 
shortly thereafter intensified it$ efforts to 
establish itself as leader of the non-aligned 
movement ThQugh China did ®t achieve 
superpower status on par with the Soviet Union 
imd the United States, it did become. a more 
sipificant regjonal power. 

For a more recent illustration. on 20 May 1992, 
India successfully launched its Augmented 
Space Launch Vehicle (ASLV) ~sent a 66 
pound scientific satellite into low earth orbit. 
This sent a clear signal to China;_ as implied 
above, if a SLV can carry a satellite into Orb~ 
it can also be used tO carry a nuclear warhead 
anywhere in China. Further, In4ia's "remote 
sensing" satellite program, of which the 66 
pound satellite was a part, was, in etfect, 
another step towards a reconnaissance and 
targeting capability. 

The following day, China conducted a one
megaton nuclear test (its largest test ever-) at its 
Lop Nor testing facility in western China while 
the Indian President was in Beijjng. This, too, 
was a clear scientific and technological signal, 
as well as an affirmation by Beijing of which 
country is the dominant regional power. It is at 
least arguable that in this case that Beijing was 
not intimidated by lcmg,.range weaponry and 
chose to carry out its test at Lop Nor to send 
back a stronger signal to New Delhi. In tum, 
and not to be out-done by China, India 
conducted another flight test of its 2,500 
kilometer Agni intermediate-range ballistic 
missile (IRBM) - a system that can. cover 

PaOLIFERATlONOFWEAPONSOFMAss DEsTIWc'nON 
lMPUCA'l'lfJNSFO~ U.S; WARGAMING 

targets in eastern China, southern Chinese, 
provinces, and Beijing itself. 
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The "Rise" Phase 

Nuclear infrastructures of declared or emerging 
nuclear powers in Asia can be characterized in 
three ways. First, as in the case of China, the 
infrastructure can be fully developed. Second, 

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MAss DEsTRUCTION 
IMPUCA.TIONSFOR U.S. WARGAMING 

there are "virtual" arsenals; arsenals that would 
take literally hours or days to develop. the 
infrastructures of India, Paldstan, and possibly 
North Korea fit into this category. Third, 
Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan constitute 
"near-virtual" arsenals since many months 
would be require4 to develop nuclear weapons. 

Currently, the quintessential examples of 
infrastructures that are poised to be swged are 
those of India and Pakistan, where nuclear 
weaponization is vil"lllaaly complete. save for 
final weapon assembly. In the spring 1990 
crisis between the two, deliverable nuclear 
weapons were thought by some to be a 
""screwdriver's tum" away from being fully 
assembled and deliverable. (The U.S. response 
was to dispatch Deputy National Security 
Advisor Robert Gates to New Delhi and 
Islamabad to defuse the crisis.) 
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PROLIFERA110N OF WEAPONS OF MASS DEs'DlUCTION 
IMPUCATIONSPOR U.s.· 'WA.RGAMING 

Weapou of Mass Destruction 
and Non..State Aetors 

The prospect of an individual or sman groUp 
acquiring or developing a nuclear m,vice bas 
been considered since the development of the 
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CHAPTER l-THE ROLE OFNtJCI.EAR WEAPONS IN REGIONAL CRisES 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs. Nuclear 
weapons since their inception have been 
considered "terror" weap<)ns in a basic sense -
the concept of mutual asSured destruction was 
based on a "balance of terror" where the cities 
of an aggressor would be destroyed in a 
devastating retaliatory $trike. The problem of 
terrorists employing a nuclear weapon to inflict 
the same sort of damage confronts the target 
country with the dilemma of not having a 
defined target against which it .can retaliate. If 
subnational groups were to acquire WMD 
capabilities, they would instantly gain the 
ability to negotiate with the most powerful 
nations in the world through the capability to 
·inflict thousands or tens of thousands of 
casualties. WMD would enable terrorists to 
make the leap from killing hundreds in a single 
.blow (such as bombing a 747 jetliner) to 
crippling the industrial capacity of a nation. 

There are a nwnber of potential non-state actors 
that could be participants in a WMD crisis. 
These range from internal factions which gain 
control of WMD for their own objectives (for 
example, dissidem military officers acquiring 
control of nuclear armed ICBMS) to 
independent criminal elements who have seized 
or developed biological agents. The increase in 
availability of sophisticated weapons 
(particularly nuclear) technology over the past 
five years has made the prospect of non-state 
actor use of WMD more plaU$ible. Coll$ider, 
for example, the recent arrest of three Poles in 
the German town of Bochum charged with 
attempting to sell a quantity of weapons-grade 
UraniUJD..235, Uranium-238, and Cesium-137. 
Unfortunately. this was not an isolated incident 
- illicit nuclear material bas been seized in 
Germany, Austria, Swi1zerland. and Bulgaria. 
Furthennore,. nuclear material is being seized in 
signifiCant quantities. In the · Swiss seizure, 30 
kilograms of uranium were recovered, a 
sobering thought when one considers that 25 
kilograms of fassile Uranium-235 constitutes a 
nuclear weapon core. 

Much of this material is. making. its way from 
the former Soviet Union_ through Eastern 
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Europe to the West, and is then sold by 
criminal el~ents to th¢ highest bidder. 
lntersec (July/August 1993)reported ~a well 
organized smuggling ring of former KGB and 
Soviet Army officers were tesponsible for 
~g PlutoJrium-239 from a civil nuclear 
processing facility. Another report indicates 
that a ring of kussians ·and .Bulgarians bad 
hidden 140 kilograms ofplutonium hidden in 
120 boxes in the Sofia area, wher:e it wos to be 
maved through the pott .of Vainil to ·cUStomers 
in the Middlo East While it is clear that the 
prbnary ·market far illicit nuclear experts· liea 
among nations in the developing world 
attempting to. ae(Juire a .nuctear c.p&bility, the 
economics of smuggling dictate . that any 
organization Willing to· pay the right price bas 
the potential to develop the · means · to 
manufacture a nuclear device. 

.......,..-,----"'!"'~-J TerroriStS cannot a.ttem.pt to 
defeat existing g~ernments with traditional .• 
conventional methodS of warfare and instead 
will use violence and tbe threat of escalated 
violence to ·foree .· concessions. The terrorist's 
objective is psyQ!ological rather than physical. 
and is calculated' to .shock;. Consequently, 
terrorists often seek to inflict the mW!num 
amount of im~t on the ·gen~ population· for 
two reasons: 'to undercut the igtpression of 
gove~ent power and to apply additional 
indirect pressure on the government through a 
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fearful populace. lt . is for these . l'eQOJlS that 
modem. developed democratic ioeieties often 
find themselves the targets of terrorist acts. 
WMDs provide terrorists with an unparalleled 
potential to inflict the • type of indisoriminate 
damage, death, and destruction wrought by 
random conventioruU terror bombings. Because 
the nature of WMDs are so closely aligned with 
the modus operandi of terrorism, the · threat of 
terrorist acquisition of a WMD must be taken 
seriously. 

There have been several instances of terrorist. 
groups conducting actions that · have indicated 
an interest in WMD. Some prominent 
examples include: 

• The German Red Anny Faction has been 
found to have been in possession of "maps 
and drawings of nuclear storage sites and 
security patrols." 

• . Terrorists have temporarily occupied 
nuclear plants while still under 
construction in Spain and Argentina. 

• During BG James Dozier's kidnapping, the 
Italian Red Brigades repea~y 

interrogated the General as to the location 
ofU.S. nuclear weapons in Europe. 

• In October, 1981, protestors claimed to 
bave taken infected soil from the Hrebidean 
Island of Gruinard and placed it at the 
chemical defense establishment at Porton 
Down. The island bas been closed to the 
public since germ warfare experiments on 
sheep were conducted there in 1941. 

• A terrorist plot to use CW &gents in an 
attack on a U.S. nuclear storage site in 
Europe was uncovered by U.S. authorities 
in the early 1980s. 

• In addition, there have been numerous hoax 
calls referring to weapons of mass 
destruction in several cities world-wide, 

PRoLIFDA.noN OF WEAJ'oNS OF MASS lb:s:nu~cnON 
lMPUCM'JONSFOR US. 'WARGAMING 

Despite this level or inteteSf. :f(R' reasons that 
remain Ulfclear, there .have been no m~or 
instances of WMD teJTo~$11l to ~. Paul 
Leventhal and Yonldl Al~xander noted .in 1986 
that terrorists have been constnlined. from 
"going nuclear'' by a laek of technical 
capability, a laCk . of motiVation~ . .or a 
combination of the two. As recent smuggling 
activity in the former SOviet Uhlon and EaStern 
Europe demonstrates, however, the :required 
materials and technical capability are more 
available now than ever before. The following 
sections examine some of the considerations 
associated with non..state . actor acquisition of 
nuclear devices, some the motivations of groups 
contemplating the step to nuclear terrorism, and 
other aspects of potential weapon employment 

Non-state Aetor ~-Aequisition 

There are essentially three ways a terrorm 
organization could acquire a nuclear weapon: 
theft, purchase. or development. Theft of . a 
nuclear device is an attractive option tO well
motivated tenwist organizations. for several 
reasons. First, the organimtion would not bave 
to acquire the many components and the 
technical expertise required to build a ~n. 
Each step in the component acquisition process 
is subject to detection and ·interdiction by 
authorities. Second, while an operation to·seize 
a nuclear weapon would be expensive in . terms 
of both time and money, and would require 
excellent intelligence information, it would 
probably be less costly than purchasing one on 
the black market. Fina1Jy, the reliability of a 
stolen weapon would be much higher than that 
of a "homemade" device:, and the destructive 
power of the weapon could be more acelirately 
estimated. A stolen weapon would probably be 
smaller. and more transport;lble, particularly· if it 
was broken down into its critical compone~ts. 

Stealing nuclear weapons is a ehalleilgins 
proposition since they arc heavily guarded and 
subject to advanc;ed security measures. Nuclear 
weapons security bas always been a high 
priority, ~d the J,test generations of weapons 
are equipped with se:if~eactiVation devices 
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should they be handled by unauthorized 
personnel. Despite these precautions, nuclear 
weapons security procedures ate constantly 
reviewed, and recent Department of Energy 
reports have emphasized that the skill of 
terrorist organizations in bypassing elaborate 
security systems should not be underestimated. 
While 'the security of Western nuclear weapons 
is high, there has been a great deal of concern 
regarding weapons seo\irity in the fortner Soviet 
Union. Published reports have stated that in 
1991 there were at least 27,000 nuclear 
wameads in numerous locations across the vast 
tenitory that makes up the FSU. Frequent press 
reportS of sophisticated conventional systems 
falling into the hands of nationalist groups have 
heightened these concerns. In a particularly 
disturbing incident it was reported that in a 
1989 attack on a nuclear weapons storage site in 
~baijan dissidents were within reach of 
weapons storage shelters before they were 
stopped. 

The rapid withdrawal of forces from the former 
Warsaw Pact countries in Eastern Europe has 
compounded problems of accounting for, 
storing, and securing the wide range of nuclear 
systems that made up the equipment of the Red 
Army. Smaller systems deployed with a range 
of units coUld pose a particularly attractive 
target to terrorist organizations. Of particular 
concern are Special Atomic Demolition Mines 
(SADMs) and nuclear artilleey shells. SADMs 
were developed for employment by Soviet 
special operations forces, known as Spetsnf:IZ. 
While the numbers of SAD)ofs developed for 
possible use by ~· forces is unclear, 
former Red Army intelUgence personnel have 
written that these weapons were designed to 
have between a 0.8 and 2~0 kiloton yield, and 
were man-portable. Research suggests that the 
Soviets investigated applying "boosted fission" 
technology to their SADMs, which would 
provide 98% of the yield of fusion weapons. 

The thousands of nuclear artillery shells 
deployed with Soviet artillery units pQse an 
even greater security threat than SADMs by 
virtue of their numbers. The smallest Soviet 
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nuclear artillery shell, the lSOmm, weighs 
approxima•ly 94. lbs. (42. 7 kg). COIIlparable 
U.S. weapons. for example the Mk-33 or W79 
projectiles; have an explosive yield of between 
five and ten kilotonS and are between 37 and 43 
inches long. The size and weight of these 
projectiles can be reduced fUttber by removing 
the jacket or sh~ll casing if the oontainment 
pQtential required to initiato·the nuclear reacticm 
ciD be maintained thtough otJu,r Dl~ (for 
eXample by burying the deYice). Terrorist 
weapon acquisition would not have tO be 
limited to these smaller systemS,. however. 
Tactical ballistic missiles, intermediate range 
mobiie systems, and cruise miSsiles are all 
equipped with warheads small enough to be 
easily con~led in a vehicle. A U.S. WB,0-1 
cruise missile warhead. for example. weighs· 
only 290 pounds, is 31 incbeJ. long with a 
diameter of 12 inches. The yield of this 
warhead is between ISO and 170 kilotons. 

Purchasing a weapon would eliminate the risk 
of attacking or breaking into a storage site, -and 
would lessen the requirements ~ intelligence 
information on s~ . capabilities and 
procedures. It is also con~ivable ·that the 
purchase of a weapon could be ·covered by 
manipulating the inventory-~ntly a risk 
in the fonner Soviet Union. Western Ob$ervers 
visiting a storage site near Smolensk in 1993 
indicated that the taqility was overcrowded with 
surplus nuclear weapons. Many weapons 
withdraWn from former Wanaw Pact Countries 
and Soviet Rqlublics were piled tandomly 
throughout the facility. There was little 
evidence of ti t s • or monitorin of the 
facility. 
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hOLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MAss DESTR.VCTION 
IMPUCATION$ FOR Q;S. WARGAJUNG 

Development of a nuclear device by a 
subnational group has been considered feasible 
by analysts for many years. The key variables 
have been funding, technological expertise, and 
access to critical materials. As discussed 
above, the availability of critical nuclear 
material required to construct a nuclear weapon 
is increasing at an alarming rate. The 
availability of the requisite technical expertise 
is also increasing. Not. only bas the nlJin~ of 
unemployed physicists and weapons technicians 
in ~e FSU grown. but there is also an 
increasing number of technical persoonel who . 
have left Western weapons programs. 
Information related to the production of nuclear 
weapons is also increasingly aval1able in the 
public domain. The Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) estimated that a group with 
the required technical capability and fissionable 
material could manufacture a "crude" nuclear 
device capable of an explosive yield of between 
100 and 1000 tons of 1NT. A "homemade" 
weapon would also eliminate problems 
terrorists may encounter with permissive action 
links (PALs). devices designed to prevent 
unauthorized detonation of nuclear weapons. 

A potential "low tech" alternatiVe to crude 
fission weapons entails use of conventional 
munitions to detonate a quantity of nuclear 
material. This type of "dirty bomb" would 
potentially disperse radioactive material over a 
wide area and cause serious decontamination 
problems. Such a weapon could be used against 
a military or commercial target, and would 
inhibit use of the area for the time required for 
cleanup. Combined with a large conventional 
explosive this tactic may even · sim.ulate a small 
nuclear explosion and raise fears of future 
nuclear teJTOrism ·activity. 

Constructing a nuclear weapon presents 
terrorist groups with a number of technical 
challenges. Handling nuclear material is a risky 
proposition requiring exten$ive t®bnical 
facilities. Even enriched uranium. which is less 
volatile than the enrich¢d plutonium used in 
advanced nuclear devices, poses extreme health 
risks when handled outside laboratory 

conditions. Although a conventiOnal ~losive 
could be used to trigger a fission. weapon, it 
would have to be contained to generate the 
force ne<:esSfii'Y to imtiJlte the nuclear reaotion. 
Without elaborate placement high strength 
casing has to be developed . to contain the 
explosion. Highly specialized machine tools 
are also required to bUild and assemble l1GJ:Db 
components. Many of these technical 
·limitations coUld .· be overcome, however, if the 
group was state-sponsored and had ~ to 
advanced facilities · to prodUce some weapon 
components. State sponsorship would also 
afford terrorists ·a safe haven in which the 
ooinponents could be assembled free from risk 
of detection. 

Non-State Aetor Employment 

Assuming tbat a weapon could be built or 
obtainect the terrorist organization would have 
to be motivated to use the device or threaten 
use. Tarset selection would be directly tied to 
the motivation and capabilities of the group 
planning the attack. Tu:geting by an organized 
tetTOrist group •ds to emphasize the 
organization's objectives or the vulnerability of 
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their adversaries. A conimoa .thread to all 
targeting decisions, however, would .be the 
calculation of the potential propaganda value of 
terrorist use of a nuclear device. Any 
threatened or actual use . of a nuclear or other 
WMD device would have to be designed to 
influence a target audience. An inherent danger 
in the use of a nuclear weapon would be large 
numbers of civilian casualties which could 
result in mass rewlsion in the very population 
the group was attempting tO 'influence 

Nuclear threats would not be made without 
extensive piiiDDing by established terrorist 
organizations. A . RAND study nOted ~ 
"Tettorists, like other blackmailers, are 
reluctant to mount threats that they are not 
prepared to execute if their demands are 
.denied." The credibility of future threats and 
the organization itself are tied to a willingness 
to conduct the threatened action. There are 
several cases where terrorist organi1ations have 
executed prominent hostages (former Italian 
Prime Minister Aldo Mom and German 
industrialist Hans Martin Schlyer for example) 
despite potential public backlash, to maintain 
their credibility. Credibility is an important 
consideration when analyzing the validity of 
WMD threats. A group appearing for the first 
time has little to lose in staging a .boax while an 
established terrorist organization could 
potentially undermine all of the operations 
staged in the past. This may be a primary factor 
behind the lack of established group WMD 
threats to date - even when a group may have 
access to WMD there has been an 
unwillingness to go through with the threat 

The decision to employ a WMD will be driven 
by two primary factors - the group's 
motivations and operational capabilities. These 
factors will also influence bow the weapon is 
employed - the means of delivery. the target 
selected, and propaganda or o~er 
communications with authorities related to the 
incidenL The folloWing · sections will discuss 
these factors to assist in developing non-state 
actor employment scenarios for Grey Team 
wargames. 
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Motivatkm 
In order to · evaluate the Wl\4D p0iential · of · a 
terrorist group. the motivations that shape the 
group's actions and reactions must be evaluated 
and understood. Terrorism is not .a end in itself 
-it is a tactic to accompliSh a larger goal suCh 
as overthrowing a government or gaining 
political auton()nly ·Or even addressing more 
narrowly · defined issues. Prior to undertaking 
the · major operational step of acqujring WMD, 
terrorist group$ must be highly motivated and 
must have iclentified hc>w use or threatened use 
will support their overall objectives. To 
accurately "play" a terrorist group~ the team 
representing the non-state actor must be fully 
conversant in the grpup's mc>tivations, and these 
motiVations must be conveyed to the other 
players in a manner consistent with the group's 
operational profile • 

Group motivations ·are .as diverse as terrorist 
groups and 1'8!lge ftom broad and all 
encompassing to situation specific. Past 
motivations have inclUded: acquiring money to 
finance further opent.tions; achieving or 
avoiding politjcal or social change; settling 
political, soeial, or ethnic grievances; 
supporting specific pOlitical causes; or gaining 
the release of fellow terrorists. The. specific 
objectives of the group may shift · within a 
broader col\tel(t For · o:JCample, political 
secessionist groups may undertake attacks to 
gain the freedom of in;aprisoned comrades~ 
Even while situation-dependent motivations 
may drive a specific tactical operation. 
terrorists will not undertake OpenltiOnS that they 
·view as counterprOOuctive to their general 
objectives. 

Before even initiating a program that could lead 
to a nuclear attack, the terrorist group must 
have a vision of bow employment of a nuclear 
device will further the group•s objectives. Use 
of a nuclear device may underscore one of the 
group•s . pritrulry issues, for eXlUJ).ple oppos~on 
to U.S. "imperialism" or Westeni "hegemony" 
in general. A nuelea:t detonation or widespread 
contamination of an area could be viewed as a 
means to underscore the dangers of nuclear 
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power and sway public opinion against new 
facilities. In other cases, a nuclear weapon may 
be seen as the only means to destroy a highly 
symbolic target; for example a U.S. military 
base on foreign soil. Whatever the objeetivc; 
the group contemplating use of a WMD has 
three employment options: to threaten use 
without . initiating the device (which as noted 
above could erode the credibility of the group); 
to employ the device in an unpopulated area as 
a "demonstration shot"; or to select a target and 
proceed with a fUll scale event. For a group to 
have the motivation to acquire a WMD they 
must first identify how employment through 
one of these three means will further their 
objectives. 

Based on past terrorist actions. those groups 
with extennination of specific ethnic groups as 
a primary motivation or those groups that are 
oriented against major military powers. will 
have the highest motivation to use WMD. 
Motivation will be further fanned by access to 

PROLIFEBATION OFWJWiiONS or:MASsi)ESTRUCDON 
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sophistic:ated media .systems thatco)Jld ·serve as 
a conduit .to the target popularion. Because the 
overall objective of politically motivated 
terrorist organizations is dl$semination of theit 
mess.get employment of a· WMD in a 
demonstration ·mode would be tied . closely to 
access to the media.. Newly ionned terrorist 
organizations or spliirter ceUs from. e,usting 
groups may have extreme motivations · and be 
less concerned with long term ¢tedibility issues. 

Opertltionlll Cap#billty 
Employment of WMD, like other terrorist 
attacks. is dependent on the capability of the 
group to conduct the tactical actiVities 
necessary to execute an attack wccessfully. 
Because there are no historic examples of major 
employment of WMD by terrorist 
organizations, a review of the patterns of group 
behavior provides the best indicators of how a 
group may employ WMD. Those groups that 
have demonstrated Jtigh proficiency in the past, 
and have a proven record of executing difficult 
attacks successfully; would have a higher degree 
of confidence in their ability to Catty out a 
successful attack. Target selection be will 
closely tied to the capability of the group to 
execute the operation with a high probability of 
success. 
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While Grey Team wargames cannot solve all of 
the problems associated with nuclear 
employment in a regional confl~ they can 
begin to organiZe the wealth of information 

• 

• 

regarding the subject and package it in ways • 
that explore or ebhanee Asiali nuclear 
proliferation crisis management As new 
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information is gained, wargamers can 
manipulate a credible scenario focused on the 
present or five. ten. or even fifteen years in the 
futw'e. r:tb'l(IJ) 

Throughout all of these time-phases and 
scenarios, factional or clandestine employment 
by terrorists would be a prevalent concern. 

For .the foreseeable future, nuclear proliferation 
and the means for delivery will constitute a 

PROLIFERATION OF WEAPON'S OF MAsS DBSTaUCl'ION 
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primary threat to national and international 
security. Decision makers must face an 
increasing number of countries in unstable 
regions where nuclear proliferation is occuning 
and accelerating. These countries have; for the 
most part, idiosyncnmc regional strategies and 
goals, differing motivations for initiating the 
nuclear weapons process, and varying 
frameworks for contemplating nuclear weapon 
capabilities and employment. Ad4itionally, 
different concepts of America's and their places 
in the world result in policies by some that are 
amenable to the U.S., and by others, inimical. 
Importantly, non-state actors such as terrorist 
groups could be the user. With the 
impracticality and impossibility of developing 
just one wargame and model to practice 
decision maker response options, the Grey 
Team format is well-suited ·for nuclear 
proliferation wargames in Asia. 
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latrodaetioa 
History has shown that . in war .more C8$Utllties 
have resulted nom. disease than from combat 
Although those felled by disease have not 
necessarily been the victims of attack by 
biological weapons, this statistic highlights the 
potential danger of such weapons. It is the horror 
of death by· disease combined with the relatively 
small quantities needed to inflict major casualties 
that- make biological weapons such vUe 
instruments of war. If effectively ctissemiDated, 
ten grams of anthrax will have the equivalent 
impact of a ton of ohem.ical nerve agent 

The threat of biological weapons (BW) is not 
new, but it is growing both in terms of the 
number of countries pursuing biological weapons 
programs and the sophistication of the potential 
weapous themselves. Entry costs for beginning a 
BW program have declined, and some 
commentators would argue that the norm against 
the use of biological weapons has eroded. 
Biological weapcms are relatively easy to 
produce (at least compared to nuclear weapons), 
and an illicit program is relatively easy to 
conceal At the same time, the impact of 
biological weapons is potentially stlategic in 
scope. equivalent in the eyes of many to the 
impact of nuclear weapons. In the fUture, 
therefore. the United States might conftont a 
dangerous BW threat to its allies, to the forces it 
might want to use overseas to defend vital 
interests, and. ultimately, to the tenitory of the 
United States itSelf: 

PROUF£RA110NOF~ OF M4SS DESI'RtJCJ'ION 
lMl'LICitTIONSFOR U.S. W.uiGAJIING 

Biological Agell1s 

A biological agent is a microorganism, toxin, or 
agent ofbiological origin which causes disease in 
man, animals, or plants, or which causes 
deterioration of a material. Most agents are 
highly infectious if inhaled, and pneumoniC 
diseases are usually the most lethal In the ease 
of microorganisms, biological weapons are 
different than other weapcms in the sense that the 
payload, i.e., the agent, can teprodu¢e after 
delivery. Some analysts haVe likened BW to 
neutron weapcms in that they are only effective 
against living things. not StniC1UreS or other 
inanimate objects. 

An infectious organism must have sevemJ 
cbaracteristics to make it a potentially effective 
biological weapon. These inclUde illfectivey~ 
virulence, enWcmmental pll'Sistence. a capability 
for being grown in quantity, Slability under 
conditions of storage and .dispeJsal, and. ideally, 
resistance to medical CO\illtenDeasures. 

PoteDtial biological agents can be divided into 
four categories: 

• Naturally ocCurrin& umnodifiecl infectious 
agents (i.e., ·patltogenic organisms>,. \ISWtlly 
bacterial agents or viruses. Biological agents 
that have ~ developed include ·the 
causative agents for anthraX, tularemia, Q 
fever. and Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
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among others. Plant pathogens such as stem 
rust· and wheat rust have also been 
developed. 

• Toxins, or poisonous substances made by 
living things slich as snake venom. Unlike 
infectious agents, toxiDs caanot reproduce, 
but neither do they require long incubation 
periods as some infectious ·agents do. Toxins 
can cause incapacitation or death within 
minutes or hours. As a consequence, toxins 
have been explored mainly for battlefield 
tactical use where rapid action is required. 

• Modified infectious 
agents, in which the 
molecular structures have 
been in some way 
rearranged for Middle East 
example, through genetic 
engineering - in order 
to enhance certain 
characteristics of the 
agent This issue is 
discussed in gJeater detail 
below. 

• Bioregulators, which are 
the natural body 
chemicals that regulate a 
range of body functions 
as well as psychological 
states. The concem is 

East Asia 

that the creation ofeven a small imbalance in 
such substances could interfere with essential 
psychological and pbysiologieal processes. 
Analysts have raised the possibility that the 
dissemination of bioregulators in large 
quantities could incapacitate troops by 
inducing fear, fatigue. depression, or sleep. 

Given that the most damaging impact of 
biological weapons is through inhalation, agent 
particles must. be an optimal size, neither too 
small to have an insignificant impact not too 
large for adequate inhalation and pneumonic 
penetration. It is generally considered that the 
ideal size for BW particles raiJ8e between one 
and five microns in diameter. Size of the agent 
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particles is an especially important issue in 
relation to ·weaponiza1ion, as discussed below. 

Tbe Scope of Biological 
Weapons Proliferation 

Analysts disagree over which specific countries 
are pursuing biological weapons· profP81DS, but 
there does, appear to be a general conseliSUS that 
the number of countries is approximately ten and 
growing. A study· by the Office ·of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) compared the lists of 
suspected biological weapons prolifRtors from 
a number ot UDOiassified assessments. Figure 
3-1 StDDIIltPiZes· that comparison. Countries 

appearing on at 
least two ·thirds of 
those lists m.clud.e 
Iran. Iraq, Israe~ 
Lu,ya. Syria, the 
Peopte•s Republi&; 
of China, North 
Korea. and Taiwan. 
The fonner SoViet 

Union also admitted 
to having an iDicit 
offensive BW 
program in 
violati~ of its 
coiDlDltm.ents under 
the BiolQSical 
Weapons 
Convention (BWC), 
but the Russian 

government. Ul1der Praident Yeltsin declared· an 
end to the p0pm. Suspi~on$ remain in some 
U.S. government circles, however, that StiCh 
work Continues. 

In addition to 1he countries listed in Figure I, 
other states a.llepd to be working or to have 
worked on BW programs include Brazil, 
Argentina, South A.frica. India. Pakistan, and 
Laos. 

The CiT A study points out that the potential 
threat posed by BW proliferation is concentrated 
in two major t:egions: East ~ particularly 
Northeast Asia, and the Middle East. Some 
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analysts would add South Asia to that list It is 
not coincidental that these regions are also areas 
of high tension where conflict simmers close 
beneath the surface. This relationship suggests 
that one motivation for seeking biological 
weapons is that they represent a cost-effective 
m~of~ga~ofmaad~on 
for a state which perceives a real threat to its 
security. 

The easy availability of the equipment needed for 
at least a rudimentmy BW prognm is also an 
incentive to move in this direction. Virtually all 
of the necessary suppHes and equipment for 
research on and production of BW agents can be 
acquired commercially either for business or 
research pwposes. The large scale production 
capability needed for food and agricultural 
purposes. the production of vaccines and 
medicines, and medical research result in a large 
number of countries already possessing much of 
the infrastructure and know-how needed for a 
BW program. As Defense Department aDalyst 
Seth Carus points out, the technology to 
weaponize biological agents is now also leadily 
available; it is possible, for example, to purchase 
remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) with spray 
tanks to spread pesticides. Few changes would 
be needed to adapt such a system for BW 
pwposes. 

Finally, states may be increasingly interested in 
BW programs because it is extremely difficult to 
detect a clandestine program, as Iraq 
demonstrated. There is no easily discriminated, 
unambiguous signature for such a program, and 
the relatively small amounts of agent that bave to 
be generated make identification of illicit 
activities extremely difficult 

Biological Weapons ProduetioD 
The route to producing basic standard biological 
agents is scientifically and teclmically 
unctiallenging and could be done at relatively 
little expense if the agent is to be used for 
sabotage or in attacks against broad area targets. 
In contrast, the development, production, and 
integration of biological agents into reliable, 
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more sophisticated weapons for battlefield use
such as missiles- would be both more·difficult 
and more costly. In the latter case, greater 
teclmical and financial resources would have to 
be devoted to the development, testing, and 
production of the agent itselt as weD as to the 
more complex engineering problems associated 
with weapons design. 

All necessary supplies and equipment for 
research on and production of agents (for 
example, media, fennenters, c:entrifilgal 
separators, and filters) can be acquired 
commcm:ially. The ~Jassical approach to mass 
production of pa1bogens is production in 
fermenters such as those found in breweries. 
Moreover, according to one analyst, the 
introduction of computer controlled. continuous 
flow fennenters has significantly increased 
productivity. making it possible to reduce the 
m of a femumter about one thousand times 
below conventional batch fennentln that give an 
equivalent production. Such mass production 
capabili1i.es significantly reduce the amount of 
agent that would have to be placed in stomge for 
weapons pmposes, thus overcoming one of the 
more difficult traditional hurdles to an effective 
offensive BW program. Subsequent harvesting 
is done with a centrifbgal sepatator or filtering 
proc:ess, or production iD embzyonated eggs and 
subsequent poteparation as "whole egg sbmy." 

Plant toxins such as ricin may be harvested 
directly from the plant (or seed), which is easy to 
grow and readily available. Biosynthesis with 
natuml organisms is the current method of choice 
for production of reasonable 1aboratoty quantities 
(e.g., grams) of certain mycotoxins. Some 
toxins, such as saxitoxin, have been synthesized 
in the laboratoty,. but such procedures are 
complex and labor intensive, considered more of 
an academic than practical production exercise. 

One past problem in developing practical 
biological weapons bas been the inability to 
produce them in mass quantities in short periods 
of time. At the same time, storage is a .problem 
due to the relatively short shelf-life of biok>gical 
agents, usually in the three to six month range. 
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Beyond new mass production techniques 
mentioned earlier, one technique for extending 
shelf life is &eeze drying. The problem with this 
technique, however, is that the virulence of 
freeze-dried microorganisms and toxiDs tends to 
decay over time. 

The form of the disseminated agent could also 
have an impact on the production process. 
Biological agents can disseminated either in 
liquid droplets or dry particles. Liquid offers 
savings in equipment and facilities· in that dried 
powder requires drying, special treatment, and 
milling to obtain the COJreCt particle size. Milling 
in particular entails high safety risks, and 
according . to Congressional testimony of then 
CIA Director William Webster, the major 
technological consttaints within the BW agent 
.production process are in safety technologies. 
The advantage of dry powder, however, is its 
greater resistance to biological decay and its 
improved dissemination efficiency. 

Although biological agents are relatively easy to 
produce, they are also relatively easy to destroy. 
As living organims, biological agents can be 
particulatly sensitive to heat or sunlight or 
susceptible to moistwe or drying. The 
pathogenic and virulent qualities of the agent 
must be maintained not just during its production 
process but also throughout storage, delivery, 
and dissemination if the agent is to infect a large 
number of people. Achieving this goal is the 
major challenge conftonting those who wish to 
employ biological agents as weapons of war. 

WeapcmizaUon 
A clear distinction must be drawn between the 
production of biological agent and the 
development of biological weapons. Many of 
the problems con&onting would-be BW 
prolifemtors relate to the transformation of the 
agent itself into a useful military tooL The 
problems encountered in weaponizing biological 
agent may account for the fact that biological 
weapons have not yet made their appearance on 
the battlefield. 

As to mme sophisticated weapons systems, one 
problem in weaponizing biological agent relates 
to the function that BW munitions must serve . 
The primary purpose of such a munition is to 
convert a payload of bulk solid or liquid into 
particles, droplets, or vapor of one to five 
microns in size at a controRed and predictable 
rate without destroying the agent itself. This 
demand differs cousiderably from the function of 
a conventional munition Which must simply 
provide enough explosive power to achieve the 
desmedlevelof~ 

In this sense, BW payloads drive the munitions 
technology, not the reverse. For example, there 
are complex scientific and technical problems in 
disseminating biological particles with bursting 
type munitions, including controlling particle 
siR. The explosion intended to release the agent, 
for example, could split the agent into particles 
too small to be effective. 

This problem is complicated by the fact that 
different agents may requhe alternative 
munitions designs given that they respond 
differently to climatological elements and other 
such filctors. BtDDing 1;Ype munitions, for 
example, may be more sui1able. for agents that 
can withstand heat better than stress. These 
would include cutaneous toxins such as 
cutaneous anthrax, cholera droplets, or Yellow 
Fever droplets. Heat requirements fOJ' 
pyrotechnic munitions, however, would probably 
exclude agents such as botulinim toxin, 
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tularemia, and Q Fever virus which are more 
susceptible to heat 

Although warhead design entails many 
challenges, delivery of the agent is pethaps the 
single most difficult aspect of creating reliable, 
efficient biological weapons~ According to some 
analysts, ballistic missiles, such as Iraq's Scud, 
could well be the delivery vehicles of choice for 
BW proliferators. Ballistic missiles certamly 
have the advantages of high speed and the 
difficulty of defending against them, as well as 
mobility, at least in some cases. 

Ballistic missiles, however, also encoWlter 
considerable difficulties as aw delivery 
vehicles. Jonathan Tucker points out, for 
example, that a warhead for a BW·ballistic 
missile system would need to disseminate that 
agent as an aerosol cloud at the cmrect altitude, 
given the prevailing atmospheric conditions. To 
achieve this, a series of mechaliical steps would 
have to work perfectly and with the right timing. 
Releasing the agent too high in the atmosphere 

would cause the agent to dissipate before being 
inhaled by the target; releasing it· too low would 
create "a puddle of toxic material on the ground." 

Precision fuzing and guidance controls, 
therefore, me critical to the effective deliveay of 
BW ,.,_ b ballistic missiles: A....:.. .. .......... :y . ' AIUoiU5 

technology monitors the aerosoJization of the 
agent by con1r0Ding the· explosions of the 
submunition containet'S holding the 

It is not clear, however, that many BW 
proliferators have the ballistic missile technology 
to meet these stringent perfo~ce 

requirementS. One study ·argues. for exampl~ 
that the "most widely used ballistic missile 
technologies in the Third World, .-e composed 
of older generation technology" and that Third 
World inventories include "marginally effective 
submunitions, conventional CBU metal 
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bomblets, and simpli$tic b&rouletric fuzing 
technologies . for ballistic. missiles. In general, 
these types of older ~tmitions Q8Sings Will 
probibly destroy 9S ·percent of an agent payload 
due to the high pressure needed to break open the 
casings at the detonation point. n 

Like ballistic missiles, aircmft and cruise . 
missiles have atlnlCtioDs and cbawbacks as BW 
delivery vehicles. One analyst argues that loaded 
with BW agent, cruise missiles would be 'Vastly 
superior to the blast effect of nuclear weapons 
and would rival nuclear weapons fiillout in terms 
of area coverage per ton ofpa.yload." 
Aircraft and cruise m.i$siles have aumy of the 
same advantages: they iiJe. widely available, · and 
depending 011 the. state of .the technology 
involved, . they may· also be more accurate. Their 
abiJit¥ tO fly low-level flight paths could be more 
effective in deHvering BW agents at the proper 
altitudes, and. they. CC)uld incorporate more 
effective disseminati011 .technologies such as 
spray ·tanks. rather than depending on 
submmrltions. Quise missiles have the 
flexibility of being filed &om land, sea, or air 
platforms. At the Saine tim~ cruise missiles and 
aircraft also share disadvamages: if ~ 
they are vulnemble; payloads are telatively 
limited; and they have shorter ranges than 
ballistic missiles. Moreover. if aircraft and 
cruise missiles are: · ~ to dissominafe BW 
through cluster muniticms or other ldttds of 
bombs (rather than by ~), problenls 
remain with designing a 'W8I'head that keeps 
enoup of the agent alive until it Je8Ches the 
target 

Some of the problems entailed in weaponzing 
biological agentS derive.fioom the expectation that 
such weapons will be used on the battlefield 
against an enemy's milifJay forces. The BW 
threat, however, extepds beyond milita1:y targets; 
~ it is mote se\rere for unprotected cMlian 
populations. In such cases, the dem~~ ofBW 
weapQDization may not be so onerous. A number 
of analysts have SQggOStedthat, iD some cases, a 
BW weapon need nOt bemore.sopbisticated than 
a terrOrist's suitcase ot the ·intrOductiOn of BW 
agent into the Water supply of a ~or 
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metropolitan area. Clearly, problems associated 
with BW weaponization are highly dependent on 
the scenario in which biological weapons are 
expected to be used. 

The·Impaet of Genetic Engineeriag 
In a number of studies of the biologi~ weapons 
problem, analysts have pointed to the dramatic 
breakthroughs in biotechnology that could 
heighten the attraction of biological weapons by 
diminishing the technological obstacles that 
inln'bited their development in the past While 
the potential for enhancing BW capabilities 
through tecbniqlleS such as gene splicing must be 
addressed, the impact of such developments 
should also. not be exaggerated. 

Victor Utgotf of the Institute for Defense 
.Analyses has identified three ~or impacts of 
the biotechnology revolution with important 
implications for the threat of biological weapons: 

- 1. Biotecbnology provides a set of new tools 
that will promote an undeJStanding at the 
molecular level of the stJuctures and 
functions of the complex organic molecules 
that collectively make the human bodywotk. 
That understandin& however, will also help 
to identify ways that chemical and biological 
agentS can interfere with the proper 
functioning of the body. 

2. Biotechnology proVides tools with which ~ 
make delicate adjus.tments in structlJre$ of 
organic molecules which would allow, at 
least in theory, agents that do not meet the 
practical requirements for use as BW (e.g., 
high toxiMf.u id acti high ..... J.. rap on, 
contagiousness, predictability. survivability, 
etc.) to do so. 

3. Biotechnology provides vastly more efficient 
and compact means for producing complex 
molecul~ Opening the door to more 
efficient mass production of both antidotes to 
biological agents and the agents themselves. 
This allows proliferators to overcome one of 
the more difficult past hurdles to creating 
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pmctical bioJ.ogical ~ Moreover, if 
-:1~1..- • ificaat ~ f b' 1 'cal 
muna&.Lt.J' ~ "1-- 0 10 ogt 
agent can be ~· more qUickly, thus 
obviating the need . for extended storage. it 
makes it mote· risky to misjudge the intent 
behind a BW research progtam, increases the 
poteuti.al strategic salience of such programs, 
and heightens the difticulty for detecting 
significant capabilitie& 

While scientific development could lead to the 
creation of new and more virul~t ~ their 
most likely im:pact will be·. to make it easier to do 
a n1DDber of 1biogt that ·in the past have been 
diffiou1t or risky. Analysts Seem to agtee, for 
example, that *• is no convincing evidence 
that a geneticaliy .manipulated hYbrid . bacterial 
organiS.m would be mote· pathogenic than either 
of the parental species. Ratbet such genetic 
manipulatiou may combine Certain desirable 
characteristics of one species .._ ·immunological 
properties, adaptation to a new environment, 
survivab~ - with the cfisease· causing 
potential of the other. 'The .result is not some new 
"superageut' but a more dfective agent that may 
act faster, be more resistant tQ vaccines and 
drugs, or be more controlled with regard to its 
persistence. Focusing on eDhancing such 
ebaracteristics. dlrough .gene& engineering 
ereates the potential to overcome some of the 
traditional drawbacks of standard BW agents. 

Brad Roberts has ~· the real danger 
itJherent in 1be COD1n'bution of~ l)iotechnology 
revolution to the development .of ·bi()logical 
weapons: ·~ primary effeet of the 
biotedmology revolution will be to raise 
questions about some of 1be assumptions and 
perceptions that underpin U.S.. policy' -
especlally the view . that anyone studying 
biological weapons is likely to conclude, as the 
United States did, that their utility is D81TOW and 
difficult to achieve." SJwh innovations, in tum, 
are likely to taise · new duillenges (and 
complicate existing ones) with regard to potential 
defensive and deterrence measures, and U.S. 
evaluations of their Ielati\te priority in varying 
regional contingencies. 

• 

• 

• 
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Usbag Biological Weapons 
The previous discussion suggests that the 
characteristics of biological agents and the 
problems associated with their weapollization 
make them particularly difficult for use on the 
battlefield. W'rth the exception of toxins, 
biological weapons act more slowly than 
chemical or nuclear weapons; there is a 
considerable incubation period before tbe targets 
feel the effects of the disease. Given the 
heightened importance of rapid · action on the 
battlefield of~ future, such slow acting systems 
may not have the impact desired. 

Persistence of agent is also a consideration; 
biological agents must be kept alive through the 
dissemination process and long enough afterward 
to infect the target, but not so long as to impede 
further use of the mea. In some cases; use of.BW 
will render an area 101usable or·,minbabitable for 
decades. The Scottish island of GruiDatd. for 
example, was contaminated for almost fifty years 
as a result of British government experiments 
with Anthrax in the early days of World Warn. 
Conquering ~h territory would hardly seem a 
useful objective. 

Contending that BW is not entirely suitable for 
use on tbe battlefield is not to argue that 
biological weapons have no military utility~ 
Indeed, there are a number of situations in which 
BW use could prove useful, especially those .in 
which rapid results are not required and where 

PllO~TION OP W£APONSOFMAssDEs'IRU¢1'ION 
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the danger to friendly fo~ is minimal. 
Examples of such sitw¢ions could include . BW 
use against: 

• 1ixed fronts in wars of.aurition in which the 
delay caused by incubation is of miniinal 
impact; 

• airfields; 

• logistics nodes such as supply depots and 
port &cllities; 

• command and controi centers; 

• beachheads established by interventionary 
forces not yet ready for or Capable of 
breakout; and 

• large naval vessels. 

Beyond their use agaiDst military targets of this 
kind. biological weapons are also extremely 
dangerous as strategic weapons agaiDst civilian 
populations, especially in denSely populated 
areas. Indeed, Graham Pearson, Director of 
Britain's Chemical and Biological Defense 
Establishment at Porton Dovm, argues tbat 
"biological warfare is essentially a strategic 
concept." In this regard, biological weapons 
resemble nuclear weapons much more than 
chemical weapons. This comparison is 
dramatically iUuslrated in Fignre 3-2 which 
provides estimates of attacks 011 unproteCted · 
populations wiing nu~lear. chemical, or 
biological weapons. ·· · 

Fin&ny, tenotiSt Use of biological weapons 
cannot be ruled oUt BW teJrorism has to date 
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remained the province of thriller writers and has 
not yet OCClllfed. but the prospects for such use 
must be seen to have increased. State sponsors 
of teJTorism have now acquired biological agents 
and equipment as dual use technologies have 
become more widely available intemationa.Uy. 
In addition, the end of the Cold War and the 
consequent rise in ethnic and other fotms of 
conflict previously dampened by the U.S.-Soviet 
competition engender the intensely hostile 
conditions that might give rise to such extreme 
measures. 

The United States must consider itself a potential 
target for terrorist use of biological weapons. As 
the "last superpower" and perceived as a 
defender of the status quo by many 
"revolutionary" forces, the U.S., in the view of 
.Brad Roberts, must be a "likely 1arget, made 
more likely by its reputation among some as a 
skittish or fickle power whose political decisions 
are determined fundamentally by the media that 

- magnify the effects of acts ofviolence.0 
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PROL'IIIERATION OF W'E&PONSOF MAssDEmlVCDON 
IMPLICA'DONS FOR U.S. W:ARGAMING 

Since the United States UDiJatenilly forswore 
offensive biological capabilities in 1969 and 

Comparing Lethal Areas of Chemical, Biological, and Nuclear Weapons 
Msslle Delivery on· an Oiercast Day or Night, wilh Mcidm8lB Wind 

(Neither Best nor Worst C.) 

Strain Nerve Gas, 300 kg. 70 ng-mlnfm3 

- ... 0.22 krrJ2 

' 60-200 ~ 

Anthrax~ 30 kg, 0.1 mg.mlnlm3 

... 10krn2 

~ 30,000-100,000 

Atomic Bomb, 12.5 kt lNT -equiv. (Hiroshima
size) area of 51bJin2 overpressure 

.... 7.8Jan2 

£ 23,000-80,000 

1.0 MtTNT«tuiV. 

.,.....__ 190Jan2 
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initiated the negotiations that produced the 
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), the 
u.s. approach to the problem of biological 
weapons proliferation has been a combination of 
deterrence and arms contrOl. The mi1itmy 
defense program, however, was of a particular 
kind, primarily con~ on production of 
vaccines against demonstrable 8\V agents. Arms 
contro~ too, was of a specific type, namely, 
reliance on a combination of the BWC and 
export controls. 

BW developments over the last several years 
provide reasons to be concerned about the future 
efficacy of the U.S. approach. On the arms 
control side, the BWC, at least in its current 
f~ is increasingly in doubt as an effective 
international norm against BW prolifeJation. In 
.the military ~ the U.S. experience in Iraq 
demonstrated that a wider range of issues must 
be considered in developing an effective 
deteaent to the threat of bioi 'cal 

Deterrea.~fease 

As the diflbsion of dual use technologies makes 
it more difficult to stem the potential acquisition 
of biological weapons, efforts to deter the BW 
tbreat will assume greater importance. What 
should be the U.S. approach to those situations in 
which the United States confionts a regioDal BW 
capability intended to deter u.s. action? ll0}(5) 
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Improved JHJenses 
After ()penltion.Desen Storm, the Co'llliut:t of the 
Wm' Rqorl notecl that "while the defenSive 
capabilities of U.S. and other coalition forees 
improved rapidly, CWIBW defense .readiness at 
the outset of the crisis was quite tow .. .BW 
defenses sbo~d be emphasized more fUlly in 
DOD progrmns. l.nadequacies eXist in-detectors. 
vaccines. and protective • ent. n 
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U.S. efforts to bolster defenses against biological 
attacks have been highly open. Such 
transpareDcy is an important con1ribution to 
deterrence because it alerts potential proliferators 
to the increased cost that an effective program 
will entail. At the same t:ime, such openness 
must be balanced against providing a degJee of 
information that might allow a ptoliferator to 
plan his program more efficiently and design his 
efforts to circumvent possible defensive 
measures . 

PROLIF£ltA'ftON oF WEAPONS OFMASs·DFsnwcriON 
IMPUCA.TIONS FOR U.S. JJ'ARGAMING . 
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The BWC is the centmpiece 
'orliiinii1roiiil1marms ccm1ro1 m the biological 
arena. h was negotiated in 1970 and 1971 after 
the United States unilateraJ1y renounced iil1969 
its possession of biological weapons. 'Ihe 
agreement was signed in 1972 . and entered into 
force in 1975. Twen1¥ years later, the colltinued 
efticacy of the BWC is in doubt due to a range of 
developmmm. Beyond the · BWC, arms control 
also entails efforts to curtail the tranSfer and 
diftusion of materials and equipment1batmay be 
used to produce biological weapons. fll ·light of 
teclmological developments, this aspect of 
biological anns control must al$0 be reviewed. 

The Biological Weapo!IS Convention was, like 
all arms c:Qntrol agreements, a produr;t of its 
time. 1be willingness of the United States to end 
its nati~ BW program ·aod commit to an arms 
control approach was based Qn sevena factors 
reJated bQth to biological ·weapons tbemsclves 
and to tho broader international political context. 
First, the Nixon Administration was seeking a 
means to improve its relationship with Moscow, 
and a joint BW elf~ appeare4 to be a low cost. 
step in that direction. Second,. the ~ risks 
were consid~ tOO high to justifY a program 
whose milit8ty utility was unpredid:able. Third, 
contems existed abOut BW . prolifetation. The 
United Nations Secretmy General bad issued a 
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report in 1969 that bad shown. biological 
weapons had potential strategic impact parallel to 
that of nuclear weapons. and his evidence 
suggested that biological weapons. wem cheaper 
than conventional, chemical, or nuclear ones. 
These factors heightened the attraction of 
biological weapons which Washington wanted to 
discourage. 

The United States also considered biological 
weapons unreliable. The uncertainty of their 
impact on the battlefield diminished their value 
as tactical weapons. At the strategic level, BW 
were seen as redundant for a nuclear-armed state. 
It was not that Washington determined BW are 
useless. As Brad Roberts argues, to make such 
an assertion is "a misreading of a decision that 
the specific military effects of biological agents 
~ margjna1, if not irrelevant, to a United 
States equipped with other conventional and 
nuclear assets and not confronting an imminent 
military threat. n 

Over the life of the treaty, various Review 
Conferences of state parties bave agreed on a 
number of measures to bolster the convention. 
Many of these measures have been in the atea of 
building confidence, resting on the argument, 
made largely by the United States, that openness 
and traasparency regarcting a state party's 
biological-related activities is the best way to 
instill confidence that its obligations are being 
observed. Other improvements have been made 
in procedures for investigation of allegations of 
BW use and enactment of national legal and 
export measures. 

The United States recognized at the time it 
signed the BWC the agreement's Shortcomings 
partieularly with respect to verffieatio11. Today, 
the absence of meaningfUl verification provisions 
for the BWC is the major point of contention 
regarding the agreement's continued utility. 
Without some fmm of verification,. some argue, 
the agreement is not 11p to the jC)b in the face of 
the diffusion .(5f technology, the biotechnology 
revolution, the prospects of.ten'Ori$t ~ ofBW •. 
and specific. concerns regarding noneotppUance 
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that. have arlseil not jUSt with Iraq, but with the 
then SOviet Union and.R.ussia as well. 

Verification was the sjngl~ most contentious 
~and the last to be resolved at the 1991 11iird 
Review Coliference. Many states came to the 
meeting believing that with the ewe 
negotiations near to an agreed verification 
package and general improvemen1s in 
verification techniques, the time was appropriate 
to add a veritlcatiou .protocol to tho. BWC. 
Indeed. the DH\iority of participants· in the 
conference ~ed to support the addition of 
even a weak verification syStem because of its 
perceived deterrent effect. The United States 
stood virtually alone in oppoSing a confenmce 
commitment to moving ahead on verification, 
arguing that given the wording of d1e treaty -
outlawing offensive weapons but not defensive 
biological research - and the nature of 
biological weapons, the treaty was not verifiable 
and the U.S. did not know a way to make it so. 

The Uuited States did not close the door 
completely, however, to furdl.er work on 
verification. h teeog~~ized the utility of a 
CODtinuing discussion of verification issues, 
particularly a broadened understanding of 
scientific and technical tnatters associated with 
potential verification measures such tiS data 
exchange and on-site inspection. The U.S. 
delegation argued that it was only after these 
factors were understood .1hat political judgments 
regarding the balance between costs and benefits 
of varioUs verification measures could be~ 

The resuh of these two approaches was a 
co~ establishing the Verification Experts 
(VEREX). exercise which was given the precise 
mandate. to explore potootial verification 
measmes &om a scientific and technical 
$landp0int and to make recommend!¢ions to a 
speCial conference of stateS parties on ways to 
stnmgthen confidence in compliance with the 
ConventiOn. This Verification Experts exercise 
culmhaated in September 1993 when 1he group's 
~mmendations ~finalized.. 
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The VEREX effort defined twenty-one potential 
measures encompassing both on- and off.,site 
activities ·in the area ofdevelopmertt, acquisition 
. or procluctim~t and stockpiling. Measures 
addressed such activities as iaf'cmiultion 
exchange and monitoring. remote sensing. 
inspections, and exchange visits. These 
recommendations will be reviewed by a special 
oonference of states parties in September 1994. 
At that conference, a process is likely to be 
initiated which could culminate in the 
incorporation of some of these measures into the 
Convention. 

In a parallel development, the United States, the 
United Kingdom. and Russia have ·been involved 
in a tripartite effort to resolve U.S. and U.K. 
concems about Russian compliance with the 
BWC in the wake of admissions by President 
Yeltsin that the Soviet Union bad continued an 
offensive program in violation of its BWC 
commitments. The United States bad held that 
the Soviet UniQn had been in violation of the 
BWC since an outbreak of anthrax in Sverdlovsk 
in 1979 which Soviet authorities attributed at the 
time to tainted black market meat Shared U.S. 
and British cxmcems were reinforced by 
infoJmation 1iom defectors regan:ting the 
ongoing program. The only other public 
allegation the U.S. has made of violation of the 
BWC haS been Iraq in the wake of the war in the 
Gulf. 

The ability of the Soviet Union and lriq to hide 
large BW programs from the in~onal 
community, at least to the extent that allegations 
of noncompliance were seriously debated and 
unconvincing to many, highlights the concerns 
about compliance that He at the .heart of C1JJI'ellt 
efforts to strengthen the BWC. The ongoing 
political and intelligence challenge of 
determining the contours of an illioit program in 
terms that are convincing to the · intemational 
community is manifest. There is no sigDature 
that distinguishes clearly between the 
development of offeDsive biological agents and 
work . on defensive vaccines since both require 
the same basic know-how and labonltory 
techniques at the research and development 
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stage. Some weaponization signatures (e.g., 
storage of bulk agent, prepamtion of aerosol 
dispensers. field m.Js) . probably are easier to 
detect than production siguatures. but even in 
these cases, IU)t all such activities are necessarily 
prohibited by the Convention. 

The public criticisms of U.S. alleptions Qf 
noncompliance ~ the ~paralysis 
regarding complianc:e that curnnt1y prevails. It 
is this problem that the advoe$eS of verification 
are attempting to ~ to use additional 
verification techniqUes to provide a clearer 
answer to whether .a staa is or is not meeting its 
obligations. Those who are skeptical of sueh 
verification doubt that measures such. as data 
reporting and on-site inspection will provide a 
sufticient degree of certainty regarding 
compliance or noncompliance at an acceptable 
political and financial price. The cost is llQt only 
the price of procedures that would meetthohigb 
standards on which the UDited ·States insists for 
effective verifiCatim~t but 1he risks that important 
national ~ secrets or p1'C)prietaJy business 
information could also be lost The problems 
with suggested verification m~ are 
exacerbated by the fact that in assessing 
compliance the BWC's langUage makes ·intent 
the critical ~ a rigorous, if not impossible, 
determbiation to judge given that oifeosive and 
defensive activities aie virtually identical in 
many respects. 

Brad Roberts identifies a critic:allesson regarding 
verlficati0111eamed as a result of the actiVities of 
the UN Special Commission (UNSCOM) in Iraq 
in arguing that "verification is a complex 
political ind tecbDioal process that itrvolves 
much more ~· mcmitoring and requireS the 
kinds of investigation of pattems of activity 
possible oDiyover.elC:teJlded periods oftim.e." It 
is a prOcesS that also demandS particular: . .kind$ .of 
information, and t11em is nothing to indicate that 
those states who are strong advocates of a 
verification protocO~ let alone the lhdted·. States, 
have developed the • capability to determine the 
patterns of biological activities in ~ 
countries or to evalUate cha.nges in those pauems 
that may suggest noncompliant behavior~ TiiS 
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The danger of labeling measures that do not 
proVide a high dep of certainty in capturing 
militarily .significam violations of the BWC as 
verification is the false sense of confidfmce that 
such labeling instills. Iraq had been 'giVen a 
clean bill of health ·by the inspectorS of the 
lntematiOnal Atomic Energy Agency shortly 
before the Gulf War, only to discover after the 
conflict that Baghdad bad been pursuing not one, 
mn u ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
,...;..;.==---"~ ~ 
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CHAPTER 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND GREY TEAM W ARGAMES 
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Introduction 
Innovative use of infonnation tediilology can 
enhance the effectiveness. of wargantes and 
other simulations. It is valuable, therefore~ to 
explore the application . of technologies that 
have a strong potential for enhancing the 
development and conduct of future wargames 
and simulations. These tecbnologies include 
computer networks, communications m~ 
knowledge systems, and artificial players. 

Computer Netwqrks 
Every interactive wargame requires some 
mechanism for transmitting information to the 
various players and to permit each player to 
communicate with other players. One of the 
primary objectives of wargame design is to 
make a game correspond as faitbfully as 
possible to the real world. In the real world, 
decision: makers (players) often do not have full 
knowledge of what each other person is t.Jying 
to accomplish, what alliances exist, and detailed 
knowledge of resOW"CeS and capabilities of 
others. 

In the past it has been customary to assemble 
people who might participate in a Warg&Jne in 
one room or a group of rooms in one building, 
This arrangement bas a number of advantages 
in terms of being able to communicate quickly 
with .the parti(:ipants.. lt lllso provides .much 
flexibility in terms of game control and gives a 
free flow to the game. Such advantages do not 
have to be lost when some or even most players 
are located in remote sit~ provided proper use 
is made of current technology. 

Leaders in the real world make· decisions based 
on information from news sources and staff 
briefmgs, too. These fonns of communication 
may be reflected in wargames through the use 
of computer networks to serve as 
communication links among players. Networks 
provide one form of communicatiOns that 
permits players to be geographically separated. 
Players may talk directly to ()tber players and 
may also send and receive ele.ctronic mail 
messages over a network. The network may 
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transmit "news reports" and brtelligence. 
estimates to indiVidual players o.r groups tbat 
share intelligenc. ·resources. Such intelligence 
reports may dtSQnl)e thf.' . situation and predict 
likely actions of other players. Somethiilg as 
sophisticated as .t® Distributed Interactive 
Simulation (DIS) ~e or as simple as 
electronic mail on a computer network may be . 
used to implement player network 
communications. 

Distributed Interactive·Simulatioas (DIS) 

DIS is a set of standards and supporting 
methodology for creating virtual worlds 
consisting of two or· more .simulations running 
simultaneously, linked by computer network. 
DIS is part of the advanced dlstributed 
simulation . (ADS) movement, a Department of 
Defense (DOD) program to revolutionize 
planning, training, testing, · and acquisition. The 
intention of ADS is to ir4egrate into the ADS 
infrasttucturealmost all new DOD simulations. 

The DIS infraStructure integrates re8J and 
virtual systems built fot different purposes at 
different locations, technologies from different 
eras, and platforms for various defense services 
and permits them to interact It supports a 
mixture ofvirtual entities (e.g.~ simulatOrS), ·live 
entities (real systems). and constnlctive entities 
(wargames and oth~ automated simulations). 
The DIS infrastructure provides interface 
standards, communiCations architectures, and 
other elements needed to combine disparate 
simulations at various locations into a seamless 
synthetic environment DIS grew from the 
earlier DOD efforts to integrate simulators 
through netwol'ks, such as the Simulator 
Networking (SIMNET) projeCt. DIS is intended 
to interface with live ~es such as· crews in 
real vehicles moving on instrumented ranges, 
such as the Anny's National Trainlng Center. 
DIS . is. al.so intended to interface (With certain 
constraints) with constructive simulations, or 
wargames, $Uch as the Anny's Co.-ps Battle 
Simulation, the Navys Enhanced Naval 
Wargaming System and the Air Force's Air 
Warfare Simulation. These various platforms 
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may interoperate within the DIS environment 
over a network. 

DIS provides a set of protocols that convey 
messages about entities and events in different 
simulations via a computer network. A central 
computer or other control element does not 
maintain the state of the virtual world. Instead, 
each network node is responsible for 
maintaining the status of entities in the world 
DIS standards define entities and events as data 
items; provide a common representation for the 
data items; a means for assembling data items 
into network messages, called protocol data 
units (PDU); pnx:edures for network nodes to 
transmit and receive PDUs; and algorithms used 
to update info:rmation about the state · of the 
virtual world at each network node. 

Object/Agent/Event Architecture 
In DIS, the world is modeled as a set of entities 
that interact with each other during events. 
Entities may be either agents (referred to as 
dynamic objects in DIS literature) or objects 
(non-dynamic objects). Agents may be human 
or artificial (the latter referred to in DIS as 
computer-generated forces or semi-automated 
forces). Both agents and obj~ts take actions 
that cause changes in the state of the world. 
Each change in the state of the world is an 
event. The actions of objects are deterministic. 
That is, the actions they take and the results of 
the actions may be predicted precisely. Actions 
of agents are nondeterministic. For example, an 
agent may be a soldier firing a mortar which is 
the object The soldier chooses when to fire the 
mortar and where to aim the projectile; the 
mortar does nothing consciously. There is at 
least one agent at each node of a DIS network 
that is unique to the network. Agent actions are 
broadcast to the other network nodes. Agents 
(dynamic objects) keep the agents at other 
network nodes informed of their actions and the 
events caused ·by their actions through the 
transmission of PDUs. 

Establlshiilg Ground Truth 
Identical algorithms are used at each node tO 
deduce the results of the actions of entities 

using_ a form of deduced reckoning, like the 
dead .reckoning in navigation. For example, 
when a mortar is ftred, th_e results of this action 
(such as its exact position, time of firing, 
orientation, velocity vectors, and other 
information) are broadcast to all other netwotk 
nodes so that they can use dead reckoning 
algorithms to determine the result of the mortar 
tire. Such events are predicted 
deterministically, even if the they appear to be 
random, such as the question of where a mortar 
projectile will actually land. An identical 
sequence of pseudo-random numbers are 
generated at each network node that. determine 
the result of "random" actions of objects. 
Pseudo-random numbers may determine 
whether the mortar malfUnctions and, if it does 
not malfunction, where the projectile will land 
and the damage it will do. 

GrfJund Truth Venus Agent Perception 
Each node maintains the absolute truth, or 
ground truth of the state of the world at each 
point in time. This truth may not match what an 
agent perceives to be n.e. The agent may know 
that a mortar was fired but may not know who 
fired it or the result of the explosion of_ the 
projectile. Each node is responsible for 
consulting its sensor models to determine what 
information, if any, to pass on to the agents at 
the node, based on the events that are taking 
place. 

Time Issues 
One complicating factor concerning the use of 
wargames or other automated, event-driven 
simulations . as part of a DIS network is that 
time in a simulation may move faster or slower 
than the time in the rest of the network. DIS 
assumes that time progression throughout the 
network is consistent When sim\llations are 
connected to a DIS netwo~ they must use 
some mechanism to send and receive PDUs at 
real time rates. Another complicating factor is 
the delay in the reception of PDUs by various 
network nodes due to the physical separation of 
the nodes, communication traffic, and the 
characteristics of the computer network being 
used. This delay is referred to as 
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communication latency. The DIS standard is for 
the latency to range from 1/lOth to 3/lOths of a 
second. This · may .be too great for handling 
rapid interactions between agents at different 
nodes. 

Coltlll1llllicfitions A.rchitedure 
A combination of local area networks (LAN} 
and wide area networks (WAN) make up the 
communications architecture of DIS. Nodes 
located at the same site are connected by a 
LAN. LANs at different sites are connected by 
a WAN. The point of connection between a 
LAN and WAN is the local a.-ea network 
gateway. In DOD applications of DIS, Defense 

· Simulation Internet (DSI) is often used as the 
WAN. DSI is a general~purpose. high ~ 
WAN developed to serve DIS applications. The 
co~unication traffic generated by a DIS 
application may be quite . heavy, making it 
difficult for all nodes to process all incoming 
PDU packets in a real time mode. For that 
reaso~ incoming PDUs are screened to permit 
only those considered relevant to the current 
node. The local area network gateway is 
responsible for data traffic control, by screening 
PDUs and compressing others into more 
compact packets. 

Simple Networks 

While the DIS infrastructure and standards are 
useful for creating virtual worlds in a real time 
mode, simpler methods may be practical. for 
games using less structured approaches, such as 
seminar games. These games require less 
demanding standards and less computer control 
than what is provided by DIS. 

Seminar games may be organized into two. or 
more teams representing decision making 
groups from confronting entities such as 
nations. A control team manages game 
procedures and may assess outcomes of actions 
proposed by the teams. The game .may be 
initiated by presenting each team with an initial 
scenario describing the current situation of the 
team (with a description of prior developments) 
and a source book describing characteristics and 
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capabilities of organizations and material 
con1;i'olled by eath team. The teams anay also 
be given a set ofgarne .instructions that prOvide 
rule$ and procedures. Bach w.m may cfiscuss 
the actions and c:ounteract,ions it would take in a 
given situation and · the interactions that are 
likely to occur. A control team may then assess 
the r5ults of those interactions and repcirt back 
to the players. This process may be repeated 
for a number of cycles. Such games often 
involve player actions of various lengths of real 
time and may involve different periodS of 
action at different levels of detail. 

Given the ·relatively unstructured nature of 
seminar games, something less rigorous · thin 
DIS may be appropriate. The following is a 
discussion of how simple CODlPuter networks 
may be used in support of ~latively 
unstructured games such as seminar g.-nes, It 
focuses on some of the key issues in DIS. 

Object/Agent/Erent .ArclliteCIIITe 
As in DIS, the world may be viewed as a set of 
entities interacting through events. The teams in 
a seminar game may .be considered to be 
composed of agents. The. agents in the world of 
the game may reside ·at computer tenninals 
connected by network nodes and may be human 
or artificial. The terminals may be conliected by 
a computer network, and ~ay exchange 
messages ~electronic anail. The messages may 
describe actions taken by the agents. These 
actions may trigger events that aft'ect other 
agents. 

Eslablishlng Grollltd Truth 
A control team at a network node may be 
re$J)Onsible for maintaining ground truth, the 
true state of the world portrayed in the game. 
This team. should receive messages specifying 
all agent acmons that affect the state of the 
simulated world. The control team should 
determine what events result fi:om player 
actions. 

Ground Truth Versus A.gent Perception 
The ground truth established by the control 
team may not be communicated ·to all players in 
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the game. The control team should provide to 
agents the information their real-world 
counterparts would receive. For example. secret 
agreements could be reached between two 
teams that would only be known by the two 
teams- and the control team. Other information 
may be publie lmowledge, broadcast by the 
comrol team to aU network nodes. Intelligence 
assets used by some agents may result in them 
receiving more information than ·others. As in 
the real world, agents may. receive information 
that is incomplete ormisieading. 

Time Issues 
Since the time portrayed in a seminar game 
often varies from real-time and is generally 
flexible, stopping or jumping ahead as needed. 
the DIS stand8rds for latency may be ignored. 
Some games may be flexible enough to permit 
delays of several minutes between the tim.e 
messages are sent and the time they are 
received. The control team needs to maintain 
the "clock" in the game, determining when 
events will take place and how long events will 
last. 

ComnumlctJtions Architecture 
Existing compUter networks such as 
INTERNET may be used for the 
communications architecture of these games. 
The network nodes may be inexpensive, such as 
desk top ·computers connected by a standard 
network. exchanging messages by electronic 
mail. Such communications may be 
supplemented by teleconferencing, and U$e of 

· faxes and modems. 

CoDIJDD.Dicadoa Media 
To improve the realism of a game~ the media 
used to provide information to the players 
should appear very similar to what they use in 
real life. Compact disk (CD) technology 
permits a group of realistic news messages to 
be recorded on one disk with stock footage of 
past news reports from the region under 
consideration and simulated reports recorded 
prior to the game. The messages may look and 
sound like news reports of actual world events. 

These reports may provjde .background for the 
game. The events might also be hypothetica~ 
triggered by the decisions of the players. When 
a player makes a . decision and communicates 
the decision to ·the game -control ~ g~e 
control team may determine-what events, if any, 
are caused by· the decision. Any events 
prompted may be communicated· ·t9 the play.-s 
by selectiDg the appropriate portion of the. disc. 
A variety of other t'ledia may also be used, such 
as computer networks. telephones; modemS, fax 
maehines, and teleconferen~ Such .media 
can enhance the feel of the gam~, provoking a 
realistic interaction among the players. 

CJ>.;ROM Technology 

Technologies such a5 ~m~ct disc - read only 
memory (Cl).ROM) . offer the opportunity to 
both enhance the realism of ·semmar pmes· and 
pennit the games to be conducted-either ·in one 
area or over a network. 

The primary application of CD-ROM 
technology · pertaining to ·seminar games is in 
rapidly seleQting and pl~g video cUps that 
may resemble news bUlletins or tbe reporting of 
external events pertaining to a game in 
progress. Since up to 74 minutes· of video may 
be stored on one CD, it is possible for the game 
control element rapidly to select and play (in 
about l/4th of a second a.tWr. Jelection 
depending on device seek time:) any of perhaps 
100 to 200 video clips, based on ,play~ 
decisions and other factors. One of the main 
problems with the cwrent use of this 
te¢hnology is relatively poor picture quality 
compared to VCRs. The pictlu'e quality is 
sufficient for the many commercial CD-b8$ed 
video games being produced, and may not 
prove very distracting to participants. lt is 
important to no~ that research in 
compression/decompression methods is 
yielding improvements in picture quality so that 
some CD~ROM formats an.d systemS offer 
advantages over others. · 

There are, however, some limitations to current 
CD-ROM technology: 
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• Seek time is slow on CD-ROM drives 
compared to personal computer bard drives. 
The seek time is the amount of time it takes 
for the drive to locate a segment of data on 
the disk. This may vary from 400 
millisecondS (ms) (400 thousandths of a 
second, or 0.4 seconds) to 200 ms for the 
fastest drives. This is slow compared to 
bard drives. A seek time of 10 to 12 ms is 
typical for a hard drive. 

• Data throughput for a CD-ROM . drive is 
also low compared to a bard .drive. A CJ). 
ROM reads audio data at the rate of lSO 
thousand bytes (kilobytes) per second, 
compared to 1 megabyte or more for a hard 
drive. Some CD-ROM drives are capable of 
reading at twice or even four times that 
speed. They switch back to lSO kilobyte 
speed when reading audio data. 

• Because a large amount of data must be 
read from CD-ROM for video images, these 
video images typically do not look very 
good. A CD-ROM drive typically plays 
video clips in a 200 x 150 pixel window, 
an area about 3 inches wide on most TV 
screens. It updates the screen I 5 times per 
second, as compared to 30 times per second 
for a VCR, so movement is not as smooth 
as people might expect 

• One fairly obvious limitation of CD-ROM 
technology is that is a read-only medium. 
Most ·users may not both read and write to 
CDs. Devices to read COs are cheap, but 
devices to write to COs are expensive. Of 
course, it is not necessary to own expensive 
equipment used to write to real CDs; this 
equipment may be rented and some 
companies offer CD recording as a service. 

To make use of video clips on a CD, it is 
necessary to incorporate some software routines 
with the CD video. The software would provide 
a user interface to select and play video clips by 
the game control element This makes use of 
many of the resources of a computer. A CD
ROM application is built on the same strengths 
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as any other well-engineered program, but the 
emphasis in software devel.:>pment is on a 
smooth, intuitive interface. By maximizing the 
strengths of CD-ROM technology - excellent 
audio quality, ability to blend computer and 
recorded sound and images, and massive data 
storage capacity - while minimizing its 
limitations, one may develop applications that 
enhance the q~ and · usefulness of seminar 
games. 

Videom.-s 

Like the CD-ROM, reportS and briefing for 
game participants may be recorded on 
videotape and played. to participailts when 
appropriate. Use of videotapes has certain 
advantages and disadvantages relative to CDs. 
They are easy to prodQCe, relatively che8J)s and 
have better picture quality than ens. The main 
disadvantage is the laCk of'flexibility. Where a 
CD can select and play a video clip within 
seconds, a videotape may require . perhaps 
minutes to find and ·play similar clips. Also. a 
videotape may not integrate computer graphics 
and software with the videQ clips as can CD
ROM. A CD videoclip can actually change the . 
sound that accompanies it based . on the 
software. While a separate sound source may 
also be provided for videotapeS, this is very 
awkward compared to a CD. 

Media MixtUres 

Advances in the various areas of infonnation 
technology have resulted in a blurring of the 
distinction among what .previouSly were 
considered distinct fields: computer science, 
communications, and data netWOrkS. Various 
kinds of technologies may ~ combined to 
improve the usefulness of games. The main 
emphasis is to provide the kinds of support and. 
methods of interaction the real-world 
counterparts of game participants would expect. 

Computer support of games should not be 
obtrusive. Support that is very visible to players 
may appear artificial and d~ This may 
interfere with accomplishing . the game 
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objectives. In the real world. decision makers 
do not spend much of their time· reViewing 
computer products. Rather. t)ley receive various 
briefmgs from their staffs. The briefings may 
describe the. c~ent situation and what has 
happened during the time since . the previous 
briefmgs and may include what is known about 
the situation with their opponents and other 
parties. Effective computer and multimedia 
support provides · the material that is needed to 
produce these kinds of briefings. 

1n a game settin& staff briefings may be 
realistically represented in video clips stored on 
CD-ROM or videotape, inay be done by live 
participants, or could come . from some 
electronic form of communication such as 
telephone .calls or teleconferences. Computers 
and computer networks may provide much of 
the infonnation for these briefings. For 
instance, computers may generate reports and 
other materials used in briefings. Reports may 
be sent by modem, fax machine, or attached to 
electronic mail messageS. The guiding principle 
for use of computers and communications 
media is to make the product appear similar to 
those decisionmakers actually use. 

Data Systems in Support ~fGames 
A game system may maintain g&Dle iilfonnaiion 
at different levels. At one level is the real state 
of the world being modeled by the game. At 
another level is the state of the world as 
perceived by each player. It may also maintain 
information at different levels of detail and 
interests, facilitating subgames as descn'bed 
earlier. The kinds of infonnation the system 
should maintain include: 1) a scenario that 
describes the situation to be examined; 2) the 
goals of each player and the perception that 
player has of the goals of each other player 
(which may be correct or incorrect); 3) the 
resources ~ch player has at his or her disposal 
and the perception that player has of resources 
at the diSposal of the other players tbat m,ay be 
used to accomplish their goals; and 4) the ~ 
and perceived result on the world state from 
actions taken by each player. This would 

maintain information hie~hies and 
relationships ~qng various pieces of 
information. Thus,. a scenario might be qui~y 
gene.ra.tecf. tailQ1W to a specific situation. 

The primacy information for a game pertains ··tP 
a ~t of entities, the relationships among the 
entities, and the events that result from the 

. interactions among the entities. This proVides 
the infc:mnation.players need to help them make 
decisions. This information includes resources 
available· to each player and capabilities of the
resources. It also includes physical conditions, 
such as terraiii, climate, and atmospheric 
conditions, as well a& other ¢Dvironmental 
factors, such as the psychologicai. environment 
and political situation. Because of its 
importance in decisi® making;. the methOd of 
data storage used ~:ust present the information 
players would have available to them in an 
actual situation concisely and in a manner 
readily accessible for use dwing a game. 

This infonnation may be stored in a database or 
knowledge base. A database stores information 
as fields in records that may be related to other 
records. A knowledge base stores information 
about objects in the form of attributes or 
descri~ and the relationships among the 
objects. The main diffe~ ~een the two 
f'onns of data &tQrage and retrieval is that a 
knowledge .'bast i~ a cloSer model of knowledge 
representation to humans than is a database and 
may permit queries that are more powerful than 
database queries. 

Database 

A databue is a self-describing collection of 
integrated records. It contains data records and 
also a description of its own structure. A 
database is a data .model of an organ~ion. Its 
data represents the state of an orgJ.Dization at a 
point in time. A database management system 
(DBMS) is a set Qf ptQgrams that processes the 
database, ensuring · consistency among data 
elements, and pennits queries. Queries are 
requests for information from the database that 
may be based on specific conditions. Queries 
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may be used to produce ad hoc reports of 
information from the database. Many databases 
permit the use of Structured Query Language 
(SQL) to manage their information. SQL 
commands may be used interactively or may be 
embedded within applications and permit users 
to retrieve, add, update, or delete data. 

Many commercial DBMS are available that 
may be used to support games. Electronic 
spreadsheets may also be used for this purpose. 
Some spreadsheets have features similar to 
relational databases. Databases may be updated 
during a game to reflect the current state of tbe 
world, and preset or ad hoc reports may be 
derived from the databases to provide 
information needed by participants or the 
control team. 

Knowledge Base 

A lmowledge base may maintain the 
information on the state of the world 
represented by a game, similar to a database. A 
knowledge base is a model of how the human 
brain organizes, represents, and reasons about 
information. It may represent the same 
information as a database, but is much more 
flexible. It may represent information from 
various perspectives and at different levels of 
abstraction and aggregation. Rather than simply 
extracting information explicitly provided to it 
by users, the knowledge base may use plausible 
reasoning to derive information that is 
incomplete or based on contradictory or 
incorrect data. 

The components of a knowledge base are 
shown in Figure 4--I. When any component of 
the game system needs information, it may send 
a request for information to the knowledge 
base. If the information requested is explicitly 
contained in the knowledge base, it is looked up 
in a manner similar to a database. Otherwise, 
the inference engine will derive the 
infopnation, provided it is included in the 
deductive closure of the knowledge base. In 
other words, it must be able to derive the 
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infonnation from the use of plausible reasoning. 
perfonned by the inference engine. 

Just as the engine in a car is fueled by gas. an 
inference engine is fueled by uncertainty. It 
runs either until it derives the information it is 
missing, or QDtil it determines that the missing 
information cannot be derived from information 
available. The inference engine deduces 
information from facts and rules, using 
deductive logic. For example iftbere is a fact A 
and a rule A implies .B, the deductive inference 
engine may deduce B. The information thus 
derived constitutes the deduCtive closure of 
knowledge in the knowledge base, that is, 
everything that it is explicitly known and 
everything that can be deduced from what is 
known. 

8 
The system may keqJ track of what information 
is made available to each player. During a 
game, the knowledge -base may be consulted by 
each player who will be provided information, 
if the information should be accessible to the 
player. The infonnation may or may not be 
correct. The lmowledge base may also be 
consulted by the control element who is 
provided the ground truth, as well as analysts 
who might use the information in postgame 
analysis. New methods of knowledge 
representation may be used to implement the 
knowledge base such as dynamic interlaced 
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hierarchies and multi-tiered knowledge. 
representations. Temporal logics supplementing 
predicate calculus may be used to derive 
information considered true during specified 
time intervals, as well as context-dependent 
nonmonotonic logics being deVeloped through 
artificial intelligence research. 

Major Roles for Minor Playen 
AI technology permits the use of both live and 
"artificial" players. An artificial player is a 
computer-based agent (using AI technology) 
who plays some role in the game. For example, 
it might be the representative of a neighboring 
country that is not directly involved in the 
situation being modeled. Other players may 
consult this representative to see how it would 
respond to their actions. An artificial agent may 
represent someone subordinate to the · decision~ 
maker, such as the commander of a military 
force, a political leader, or an intelligence 
analyst Artificial agents may enhance the 
realism of the game from the perspective of the 
players by providing the perception that the 
player has a staff and by providing players that 
may perform minor roles. 

Poteatial for Artificial Agents 

Artificial agents are increasiligly being used as 
substitutes for human participants in wargames 
and other interactive simulations. There are 
several reasons for using artificial agents: 1) 
once built, they are readily available for use any 
time; 2) once built, they are inexpensive 
compared to humans; and 3) they will act 
according to the contents of their knowledge 
bases, reflecting the culture, educatio~ values, 
and beliefs of specific regions, which may be 
more authentic than the beQvior of human 
participants who might act based strictly on 
American values and beliefs. Because of these 
considerations, there is much incentive for 
using artificial agents, at least for minor roles, if 
they can be constructed based on current 
technology. Artificial agents currently .suffer 
from various constraints tbat may limit their 
usefulness. They generally ·lack the flexibility, 
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creativity, and conmion sense we take for 
granted in human. participants. &creasing the 
performance of artificial aa•ts will permit a 
more widesp~ and productive ·• of them· in 
games. Recent advances in AI planning and 
learning sptems offer the opportunity to 
improve ·significan:tly· the performance of 
~JUtomated forces in simulations. In the 
foUowing discussion we will see bow current 
cesearch is finding ways to overcome what have 
been viewed as limitations in agents . used in· 
military simulations. 

At this point, it may be useful to define some 
terms used in this discQSSion. An agents 
planning takes place in a srrta/1 world. a model 
of a subset of the real world that contains 
objects relevant to the accomplishment of the 
agent's goals. Irrelevant parts of the real world 
may be ignored by the agent's planning process. 
The resulting small world is the world in which 
the agent's planning takes place. This world has 
various objects that may or may not be under 
the control of the agent Each combination of 
relevant attribute values of the objects in this 
world constitute one state of this world. An 
agelit has a set of goals the agent wishes to 
accomplish. These goals may be represented in 
a hierarchy as a kind of and-or tree. This tree 
has a main goal that may be decc)ll1p0Sed into a 
set of subgoals. Some subgoils mUSt be 
accomplished together with other subgoals, to 
accomplish a higher level goal. These snbgoals 
have an and relationship. Some subgoals may 
be substituted for otller subgoals to accomplish 
a higher level goal. These subgoals have In or 
relationship; Some subgoals may have to be 
accomplished before other subgoals may be 
accomplished. These subgoals are precOnditions 
for the other subgoals. In general, ·a chain of 
subgoals. the instrumental goals, must be 
accomplished in some order to satisfy an 
overall goal. Some goals are more important 
than other goals in ~f!· of contributing to the 
accomplishment of higher level goals. These 
subgQ&ls have a higher priority than others. An 
agent has control over a .set ofresources. The 
resource objeCts might inclUde machines, the 
agent's body, and people under the influence of 
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the agent. The agent's resources may be 
employed by the agent to change the state of. the 
world, to satisfy the agent's goals. Actions are 
intentional changes in the state of the world 
caused by agent resources. An agent takes 
actions to accolllplish changes that satisfy 
goals. 

Overcoming Perceived Liaiitations of 
Artificial Agents 

Recent AI research haS addreSsed · a number of 
the issues that have been perceived as 
limitations in artificial agents. We will briefly 
discuss some of the perceived limlta.tions and 
ongoing research. 

Inflexibility 
Most artificial agents incorporate some type of 
expert system technology. Their knowledge 
typically is in the form of structured rules that 
allow them to respond effectively in a number 
of different situations. However, they suffer 
from the same limitations as current expert 
systems. It is very time consuming and difficult 
to build an expert system which models a 
specific decision-maker, whether they would 
represent u.s. or other mterests. Once built, this 
expert system tends to be iilflexible in its 
decision-making process. As a result, the 
artificial agent's performance suffers. 

Decision-Making · 
The forces represented in thest; ·games, be they 
national leaders or other wielders of power, will 
generalJy have interests that sometimes agree 
and sometimes conflict with the intereSts of 
other forces. This situation is differentftom that 
of a two-player zero-sum gameJ which is the 
basis for most AI research. In a two-player 
zero-sum game, there are two players and the 
goals of the two players have utility values that 
sum to zero - where one player succeeds the 
other player must fail. This was similar to the 
situation where there were two superpowers, 
the U.S. and Soviet Union during the Cold War, 
but it is seldom found in international relations 
in the current world order. In conflict situations 
in the cUITent world situatiOn there may be 
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several play~rs, amitbe satisfaction of any goal 
of one player may mean either: 1) the 
satisfaction of some, goals of another player; 2) 
denying the satiSfaction of the goals·ofanother 
player; or 3) ilo significant ·affect on the 
satisfaction of the goals of another player. 
Current AI decisioni .methodS such as minimax 
search techniques used· in games such as chess. 
do not map welltosueh situations. 

R~ Needed to Overcome Limitatioas m 
Artificial Ageldl-

The limitations &ussed above are not 
insunnountable obstacles preventing the 
development ofuseful artificial agents, but they 
are problems that must be addressed. by AI 
research to permit artificial agents· to make 
useful contributions to seminar games. 
Following is a discussion of curnmt research 
that may help to overcome these limitations. 

lnjlexiJJility 
To address the problem of inflexibility in 
artificial agents, research is being done in 
machine learning. One approach is to design 
and build an adaptive· artificial agent using 
apprenticeship leaining frOm a doU!ain ~ 
and ·then use experlenced-b8$ed learning m 
Improve its performance over time. The 
underlying technology used may be 
multistrategy machine learning. which allows a 
knowledge4msed system to learn deductively, 
inductively, or by analogy. 

Apprenticeship leanling . is a type of interactive' 
machine learning where . an adaptive agent 
I~ to improve its performance in 
conjunction with a human· expert. Typicallyt 
the eXpert will point out. mistakes made by the 
adaptive agent during a simulation and assist it 
in revising its knoWledge so· that .it will not 
make such mistakes in the future. The 
advantage ovet the-current technology is that 
the process of ·revision is well-defined and 
semi-automated. Multistrategy learning 
techniques may then be used to revise the 
knowledge of the adaptive agent 
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FIGtllll: 4-l 

Experienced based learning founded on 
multistrategy machine learning wiD correct the 
knowledge of the adaptiVe agent when it has 
made obvious mistakes as a result of missing or 
incorrect knowledge. This process may revise 
the knowledge base autonomously. 
Multistrategy learning integrates different 
teaming strategies such as explanation-based 
learning, teaming from exampleSt analogical 
learning, case-based reasoning, abductive 
learning, etc. Multistrategy learning systems 
take advantage of the Complementary nature of 
different learning strategies a11d are therefore 
able to perform learning tasks that are beyond 
the capabilities of single strategy machine 
learning systems. 

By using machine learning in an integrated 
system. it is possible to address both the 
problem of 1) building adaptive agents for 
simulation and training through interactive 
learning from a human expert; and 2) the 
problem of their continuing adaptation and 
improvement during their normal use in 
training through autonomous leanling from 
their own experience. 

Decision· Making 
Advances are also 
being made in AI 
planning systems. 
·For example, 
recently 
developed 
planning systems 
permit decision
making by agents 
whose goals may 
be fairly 
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independent The traditional decision process 
for a two-player zero-sum gime is illustrated by 
the tree graphs in Figure 4-2. 

Suppose the planning agent has two alternative 
actions, A and R Given a choice of action A, 
another agent may choose either action C or 
action D. Given the choice of action B, the 
other agent may choose either action E or action 
F. The utilizy to the planning agent of the result 
of each action of the other agent is a number 
next to .a diamond.shaped node• For example, if 
the other agent. chooses · action D, the u~ility to 
the planning agent would be 2. The planning 
agent wi$hes to maximize the utility value, and 
wishes to select an action that results in the 
highest utility. The other agent ·wishes to 
minimize the utility to the planning agent. For 
that reason, if the planning agent should choose 
action A. the other agent~~ choose action C, 
with a utility value of 1. If the planning agent 
should chOOSe action B, the other agent will 
choose action E with a utility of(). Thus. the 
best the plamaing agent can do is to choose 
action A. 

This method assumes that the other agent will 
do everything possible to prevent the planning 
agent from achieving its goals. In the real 
world, the situation is usually more complex 
thau·this. For example,·in relations between two 
eoun1ries there may be goals that are ·$bared· by 
both countries such as improving the 
environment. There may also. be divergent goals 
. such as th~ pertaining to a territorial dispute 
between the two countries. · 

2 
0 

0 
1 

3 
2 

Such a situation is 
reflected in Figure 
4-3. There are· two 
numbers next to each 
utility node of the 
declsiott U"ee. The top 
number is the utility 
to planning agent. 
The bottom number 
next to each node is 
the other agent's 
utility. Here as in the 
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previous example, we may expect that the other 
agent will choose actions that maximize its 
utility values. Should the planning agent choose 
action A, the other agent will Choose action C, 
with a utiliJ:y to the planning agent of 1. Should 
the · planning agent choose action B, the other 
agent will choose action F, with a Utility to the 
planning agent ·of 2. Thus, the planrUng agen,t 
should choose action B in this $ituation. 

AI planning. systems are being developed that 
permit a planning agent to maximize the 
accomplishment of its goals regardless of how 
the goals of other agents may rei• to it. 

Proposed Arebitecture for an Artitieial 
Agent 

The .architecture proposed for an artificial agent 
is shown in Figure ~. The artificial agent 
may consist of a planning system that uses a 
knowledge base and plausible reasoning 
strategies to generate plans for achieving 
mission goals. Such goals may be organized in 
a hierarchy. The planning system will take the 
goal hierarchy and generate a plan intended to 
maximize the accomplishment of the mission 
goals. The generated plans are then executed 
and the sequence of events that take place as a 
result of the plan is recorded. This result of plan 
execution is analyzed during learning to 
improve the current knowledge base so that 
future plans will be more effective in 
accomplishing the goals. 

FIGtJRE4-4 

PRoLIFERATION OF WEAPONS OF MASSDEST:Rucn~ 
lMPUt;ATIONSFOR U.S. WARGAMING 
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t!Gtllt£4-s 
The planning system may be used by an 
artificial agent as the basis for its decisions. 
Given the current state of the world and the· 
agent's goals, both reflected in the agents 
knowledge base, the planning system· would 
construct a plan for achieving its goals. The 
artificial agent may be a computer opponent 
playing a game, a participant in a simulation 
(not necessarily an opponent; just a rational 
agent whose decisions affect the course of 
events in the simulation). or.a robot using the 
planning system to solve probl"'ms conC4mling 
the best way for it to deal with its envitQDment. 
Machine learning in the form of apprenticeship 
and multistrategy learning may be USed to 
improve the knowledge ()f the planning~ system> 
Generally, the knqwledge proVided by a user to 
the knowledge base of a planning system will 
be incomplete and partially inaccurate. if the 
domain of the planner :is complex. Since the 
quality of plans ~ed by the planning 
system depends on the quality of the knowledge 
in the knowledge base, .machine learning may 
play an iJDportant role in iiDPJQVing . the 
effectiveness of a knowledge-based plantlin$ 
system. 

As shown in Figure 4-S. the proposed 
planning system bas four main component$: a 
state evaluator; a critic; an event geneliltor; and 
an event processor. When the contingency 
planner is called, the calling system requests a 
plan for an agent. The planner returns tbe plan it 
develops and the utility of the plan in terms of 
the subjective probability of the agent 
eventually achieving i~ top goal. The. plan 
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specifies the sequence of actions the agent must 
take and the times the actions mUSt be 
performed, to accomplish the goals of the agent 

The contingency planner may also recursively 
call itself to determine the outcome of actions 
taken by other agents. The outcome of each 
recursive call may be expres$ed as a utility 
value indicating .how the actions of the other 
agent are expected to affect the ability of the 
planning agent to achieve its goals. The 
assumption underlying the operation of this 
planning system is that each agent will take 
actions that will maximize its goals. These 
actions may ot may not have any bearing on the 
accomplishment of the goals of other agents. 

The state evaluator detennines, given a specific 
state of the world, the subjective probability 
that the highest goal of the agent will be 
satisfied. The state evaluator consults rules and 
functions in the knowledge base to establish 
this probability. This probability is a number 
from 0 to 1, where a 0.5 means the agent's top 
goal is eventually expected to be accomplished 
SO% of the time given correct actions by the 
agent. If the top goal of the planning agent has 
been satisfied, the state evaluator retwus I. If it 
cannot be satisfied, the state evaluator returns 0. 
~erwise, the state evaluator is called only 
when the contingency planner bas decided to 
terminate the exploration of the event space. 
This decision may be based on a specific depth 
expressed as a number of plies in the search 
tree. 

Various kinds of c:ollStrUctive critics may be 
employed to perform tasks in support of a 
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planner. The critic n;ietted.' to .in this planning 
arebitecture is a resOurce allocator. It 
detennines what resources will be assigned to a 
goal. This detemi.ines what actions may be 
taken by the resources to satisfy the goal. The 
critic generates alternate sets of action 
sequences the resources may take for the 
contingency planner to consider. 

The event genenrtor derives from .the critic sets 
of alternative actioils that may satisfy bottom 
leyel goals. F()f eaeh set of actions, the event 
generator predicts a. set . of alternative events 
that might result from the actions, together with 
the probabilities oltbe alternative event$. Some 
eve$ are deterministic. They occut with 
probability 1. 00. events . are stochastic. The 
event generator determines the mutually 
exclusive set of eV• that might be triggered 
by an action and the. probability of each event 

The event processor takes each alternative event 
and sees bow the event affects the 
accomplishment o.f the goals of the planning 
agent. It takes eacn event &om the Event 
Generator and uses the simulator to project how 
the event will c~ the state of the world. 
Then it calls the cOntingency planner to see how 
another agent ·will responcl to the new world 
state. When the planner returns with the utility 
value for the ev• the Event Pr®e$$0r 
computes the expected value pertaining to the 
ev-ent by multiplying the probability · of the 
event times the utility value of the event It 
keeps track of the highest ~ted value 
resuJting.&om.tbe various actions to identify the 
optimal sequence of actions. 
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PaOLJFEltA'DON:oF W£.uloNs OF MASS DF.srlltJCI'ION 
Iill'UCA.'I'ION8.FOR U.S. W ARG.4JIIING · 

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

lntroduetion 
The relatively static nature of the bipolar 
security system has been replaced by a higher 
degree of fluidity in the international security 
environment In particular, the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and 
associated delivery systems bas become an 
increasingly serious threat to U.S. and 
intemational security. These weapons, 
particularly nuclear and biological weapo~ 
carry with them devastatmg effects. Moreover, 
these weapons offer smaller countries and 
subnational groups the opportunity to affect 
U.S. policy in a disproportionate manner. The 
proliferation of WMD threatens to become the 
cause of greater turmoil. further aggravate 
international security, and challenge the U.S. 
ability to move with freedom in the 
international arena. These factors argue for the 
need to develop a comprehensive flexi'ble 
WMD Planning Option Framework that 
augments and assists in ·the development of 
policy options from wargaming efforts. 

Gaming credible scenarios is one way in which 
U.S. decision makers can be better prepared for 
future crises involving WMDs. As discussed 
earlier in this report, Grey Team wargames are 
more complex and better suited to the emerging 
multipolar security system than the traditional 
Red - Blue wargames. These games can be as 
dynamic as the environment they portray. 
Further, the benefits of Grey Team wargames 
for U.S. decision makers are complicated by a 
number of factors, including diverse acquisition 
Patterns. the range of employment optiorui 
available to an aggressor, and uncertain time 
response requirements and availability. 

Grey Team wargames, however, can illustrate 
various technical and. political cbaracterlstics of 
the proliferator, as well as motivations, 
expected benefits, risks undertaken. and how 
these capabilities may be employed. In tilm.. 
this increases the awareness of decision makers 

and prepares theln for potential cnstS 

management. In addition, these wai'gatl1es can 
evaluate the opt:imal form and style of the 
infQDDation needed in certain ·contingencies, 
thus avoiding the. ubiquitous problem of 
information overload in a crisis. Given tbat 
usual political and military chaDnels of 
communication will be supplemented by othet:s, 
for example. economic/financial and 
humanitari~ planners can use Grey Team 
wargames to ensure that the full range of 
options are considered. .Lastly, a tailored 
information paclcage(s) can be used in fomrlng 
more options tban were previously considered 
in Red/Blue wargames. Thus, a thorough 
evaluation of the factors that might be used to 
select the best option, or reject lesser ones, 
reduces the negative impacts of poor poHcy 
choices by allowing for the ex81Dination of 
particular options or combinatiOns thereof. 

The WMD Planning Option Framewotk for 
Blue decision makers established below, and 
depicted in Figure 5-1, offers opportUnities for 
innovative gaming and practice for . successfUl 
conflict resolution. 'Ihe framework is divided 
into three parts: Phase I, event assessment; 
Phase n, option development; and Phase Ill, 
option selectionfunplementation. Though 
political, economic, and humanitariail response 
options may be available. a greater cballenge 
exists in determining the adequacy and efficacy 
of military responses. Therefore, the m.ilitaJy 
aspects of this problem, either in crisis or 
wartime, will be the primary focus of the 
Planning Option Framework. 

Phase 1: WMD Event Assesnlent 
This phase consists of four categories: event 
identification; ascertainlng who the responsible 
party· is; determinblg the context of the event; 
and focusing on U.S. interests. Arguably, the 
single m0$t oritical aspect of the Planning 
Option Framework is event identification since 
it may be that the range of response options ate 
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. . ~~~:·> __ -. .. WMD Planning Option Framework 

Phase 1: 
WMD Event Assessment 

• EVENT IDENTIFIC:ATIOII 
"' lnfnletructuro Donlopmeat 
., llttarlll TllefVpurcllalt 
., Tt~tlluercll" 
., E:lplloll Tlll'ltta 
., "VIrtual Aneatl" C:apaltle 
ol WilD "Sarge• . 
., Emplormont (Demo or attack) 

• RESPONSIBLE PARTY 
ol State 
., Non-state 
., Unclear 

• EVENT CONTEXT 
., Locet 
of' National 
of' Regional 
., tntamaUo1111 

• U.S. INTERESTS -
of' DlttcWitll (U.S. Tarrltory, 

pononnol, tc~nomlc) 
of' TJP• I allln (ROK, Japaa, 

Auatnlla) 
"' TJP• n am .. cs r18ara ·tndldl 
of' Grey ptayera 
.t Riel ptayon 

Ph81ell: 
Option Development 

• DO NOTHING 

• ACTIVE IIONITORING/ASSESSIENT 

• UNILATERAL OPTIONS 
., PolltiOIIIDiplomatlc 
of' Economic 
.t llllltuy (PI'Uitlca,lllow ortom, 

apac epe, eurglcll C:f, quara1111Dtl 
btncllada, forco tnttr) 

o~ Pl'llmptloDIPI'Ivtntloa (epee opt, 
turglcaJCF 

" Rltlllltlon (Ifill Opt, tutlfell CF, 
force anttr) 

• MULTJ.LATERAL 
of' PoUtiCIIIdlptom at1c 
., Ecoaomlc 
., IIIDtary (PI'Ittnco, allow of force, 

spn opo,111rglctl CF, Quarantluf 
blockade, rorco eattr) 

., Pnon~ptloaiPI'IveaUon (IPIC opo, 
surgical CF) 

ol Rotallltlon (tpoc Gpt,nrglnl CF, 
fon:o ontry) 

• INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
of' United Nations (mO opt 11 non) 
., Regional Orgalt!Uttonl (mU op) 
ol II GOt (pfOPIIIDtll, HA) 

Phaaelll: 
Option Selection/Implementation 

• CREDIBILITY 

• ALIENATIONIINTIRNATIONAL OPINION 

• LIMIT DAIIAGE TO INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 

• LEADERSHIP ROLE 

• PRAC:TICALITY 

• PROPORTIONALITY 

• DISCBIMIHATION (HIGHILOWJ 

• DETERRENT FOR FUTURE EVENTS 

• EPFECTIVENI!SS 

• CONTRIBUTION TO POST.CRI81f 
STA8ILITYISEfTLI.ENTIRESOLUTION 

• TECHNOLOGIES 

• VISliiiUTY OF TARGET 

FIGult£5-1 
~~--------------~=-~------~ - defined by what type ofWMD use bas occurred ())}~} 

and, as Chapter Two explained, how that 
weapon is used. A nuclear detonation in anger 
at Blue troops will elicit a certain type of 
response that will not be duplicated with a Grey 
chemical attack against another Grey player. 
And a surreptitious biological attack, as will be 
discussed later, may not attract any response for 
some time since the identity of the responsible 
party may be unknown. 

It should be remem~ however, that 
employment of WMDs need not be equated 
with "explosion. n since deterrence and 
compellance benefits can be gained &om, 
among other things, the existence and/or 
development of a dual-use WMD infrastructure. 
In identifying the event; thea; tbereare a range 
of possibHities tbat should be aaalyzed. These 
include the pwchase of a fuel cycle efement 
that may complete the cycle or advance it 
further aiong. 1be adversary may alreadY have 
an advanced infiasb octurc; maybe even a 
virtual arsenai. Such pwclmses and 
development may constitute a surge bt a crisis 
situadun; or it may mean tbat the couoay has 
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Bvem identifieatitm; of course, ean also include 
the detonation of a device; though it mil stiH 
need to be determined what was used and what 
the intt:uded message was; 1'his may bea 
pm tictdaa probfem as Blue attempts to
distiugaisb between chemical or biological 
weapon use, and it will need to be detennined 
whetber the intent was for demonstratJng 
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THE FRAMEWORK APPLIED 

A PRC-Taiwaa Crisis 

The case study of China iil Chapter One of this 
Report offers descriptioDs of circumstances that 
might lead to a crisis inVolving the People's 
Republic of China and Taiwan wherein weapons 
of mass destructi~ especilllly nuclear weapons. 
might be a significant factor. A dec~ of 
independence by Taiwan is the conceivable 
catalyst for a crisis that would have great risk of 
an armed c:ouflictbetween the two~ ...... L 
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As described in the case Sll1dy of India and 
Pakistan detailed in Chapter One. both countries 
have active nuclear prognuns. Thae has been at 
least one reported iDstance where there was fear 
that assuming an advanced nuclear weapcms 
readiness posture bad been dinlcted. The dispute 
over Kashmir and Jammu, hei~ by Hindu
Moslem violence iD India, is, of course, the core 
issue likely once again to bring about open 
hostilities between these two antagonistic South 
Asian neighbors. 
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take a back_ seat to those concems over .North • 
l(.orea. With tho North -Korean nuclear ls$Ue 

A North Korea-U.S...Japaa Crisis 

The case study of North Korea in Chapter One 
makes ·clear the volatility of the situation on the 
Korean peninsula mul. examines the complex 
factors in detail. The issues of whether North 
Korea bas ~loped and assembled one or more 
nuclear weapons and why North K~ is so 
intransigent concerning .inspection of its nuClear 
facilities remain unresolved. The one tlililg that 
the case study and the recent confrontations 
between North Korea and the U.S., the IAEA, 
and South Korea do make clear is that the matter 
of possession of nuclear weapons and the abiiif¥ 
to deliver them. have become a primary focus of 
secUrity concerns on the Korean peiiinsula and 
more generally. in northeast Asia. Concerns in 
the region about the modemization of the 
People's Liberation Army and even about the 
continuing nuclear weapons testing by the PRC 
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captUring so mueh interest, little attentiOn is 
given to China's ·oft-voiced concerns about 
resurgent Japanese ~ ad little is said 
about others' concems:aboutwbatChina. may do 
aboUt the Spratly I$1and$ ·m. the .SoUth CbiDa ~ 
or even about~ PR.C~:R.()C ~ ·lheSJ)Otlisht 
remains on North KoNa. The North K(nean 
e«>nomy is co~g and there are forecaSIS of 
tconomic collapse, but North Korea ·~- a 
star on the world stage and - eenter of much 
attention all stemming ftmn its ability to keep the 
mijor players on the World scene acting in a play 
witbthe script largeiy written by NOI'IhKoieL 
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Conclusion 
The end of the . Cold War has brought with it a 
reduction in the direct· nuclear threat ·to the 
continental United States. Paradoxically$ 
bow.ever, the tbreat ttom. WMD employment to 
U.S. interests, allies$ and regional security iD 
general has increased. Making this problem 
more frustrating and worrisome, is the fact that 
WMD employment means more than an actual 
explosiOD. The latent detertent and coercive 
effect of the existence and/or development of a 
dual-use WMD infrastructure ·is one of several 
"new," visible, and likely methods of 
employment in the future. Further, during the 
Cold War the U.S. was more aware of. and 
prepared for, nuclear threats from, in particular, 
the Soviet Union. In the post-Cold War 
security environment, however, the U.S. must 
. be prepared to repel and contend with myriad 
WMD threats from not only a growing number 
of nation states, but from the murky world of 
non-state actors, sub-national groups. and 

- divisive po~ factions. 

Wrth such an unclear, CODfusing, and · 
threatening international security environment, 
the WMD Planning OptiQD Framework 
provides Blue decision inakers in Grey Team 
wargames with an opportunity to "praetice" 
their response in a given sitnation; to become 
more familiar with the vagaries of future WMD 
use and international security. Crises usually 
revolve around a plethora of information, some 
of which may be incomplete or redUndant, a 
problematic dimension of real world situations 
that the Grey Team wargame scenario can 
simulate. This is not to say that one would 
deUberately hold back key information, but it 
does reflect the likelihood .of successful, and 
failed, crisis. and wartime deception operations. 
"Real" crises, therefore, could be emulated by 

flooding players with information - some 
accurate, some misleading- while .the security 
planning options ihunework auptented the 
deciSion maker's capabilities · to grapple with 
this problem. This woUld be accomplished by 
offering a meaD$ of assessing the crisis in the 
absence of complete information and measuring 
the impacts of implementing the desired 
response option. 

In addition, Grey Team wargames correspond 
to the reality that response options ue not 
necessatily going to be political and/or militaty 
alone. Instead, there will be ~ channels of 
communieation to manipulate. Economic/ 
:fuumcial ·and humanitarian, for •example, both 
of which will proo.bly play a key role in the 
aftermath of any WMD crisis While the former 
could ·be used dudng a crisis to deescalate • 
Though these new Channels did not form the 
focus oftbi& study, the security plmming option 
ftamework can accommodate theSe other modes 
of communi~n and offer them to Blue 
decision makers in Grey Team wargames. . 

Lastly, since the threats are diffuse, and the 
response optiOIIs so varied, ~on makers 
could, as with the problem of information 
overload, become inundated with. options. ln a 
WMD crisis or war, options and. actions will 
have to be presented and decided upon 
exteJnporaneously, while the pros and cons of 
each will, similarly, be s11bjeet to expeditious 
analysis. Here, again, the WMD Plamrlng 
Option ·Framework can assist, not by 
"rehearsing" response options - all crises are 
unique - but by. offering deeision makers the 
opporbmif:y to becOme familiar witb general 
categories of responses and criteria to measure 
the viability of a certain response in a given 
situation. 
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